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Abstract
This thesis constitutes a fairly comprehensive analysis of the
fiction and non-fittion of the contemporary British author Angela
Carter. The central question addressed is this: in what ways do the
women and men in Carter's novels and tales from the mid-1960s to the
early-1990s both suffer from and elude the "mind-forged manacles"
governing the oppressive worlds in which they live?
In the Introduction, I provide an overview of Carter's development
as a writer, describing three general periods into v/hich her fiction
falls. Chapter One focuses on Carter's first four novels, written in
the Sixties -- her first period. These novels are interpreted as
fictions of diagnosis and despair in which she iaentifies problems
stemming from human oppression.
Chapter Two briefly discusses the important transformation that
Carter's thinking and fiction undergo in the Seventies, her second
period. In chapter Three, Carter's fifth novel, Love, is analyzed as a
work marking the initial signs of that transformation, which causes her
to adopt an increasingly fantastic, metafictional, and deconstructive
style. In Chapter Four, selected tales from Fireworks are studied as
self-conscious pieces in which Carter challenges fictionally the "mindforged manacles" that have imprisoned the ch .jacters in her work to this
point. In Chapter Five, her two picaresque novels of the Seventies,
Hoffman and New Eve, are introduced. Hoffman is examined as a novel in
which Carter, by studying a prominent man's oppressed condition,
underscores history's corruption by myth.
In Chapter Six, the climax of the thesis, Carter's most important
work of non-fiction, The Sadeian Woman, is analyzed as the text in which
she reaches some tentative solutions regarding the problem of
oppression. By studying the life of Sade and deconstructing his
pornographic fiction, she reveals how the deeply rooted gender dichotomy
of Western culture might be subverted and overcome through a new kind of
fiction, "moral pornography," and women's emancipation. In Chapter
Seven, I show how Carter's insights about overcoming oppression bear
upon New Eve, an anti-mythic novel in which her deconstructive urge
reaches its zenith.
Finally, in Chapter Eight, I discuss Carter's third period, in
which she fictionally explores the liberating potential of folklore and
women's storytelling. In the works of this final phase, Carter's
resurgent faith in the power of narrative to re-interpret and re-fashion
the world, thus continually eliciting new perspectives and previously
unheard or marginalized voices, demonstrates her conviction that the
active, exploratory, uncensored human imagination, in women and men, is
the best defense against oppression in contemporary culture.
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INTRODUCTION

In many respects, Angela Carter, who died in 1992, is an
unappreciated figure in the landscape of twentieth-century British
literature.

Although within a period of twenty-nine years (1963-92) she

authored an impressive number and variety of texts, and although three
of her novels and one collection of her tales received literary awards,
today Carter is best known for only a handful of her works: The Magic
Toyshop (1967), which is now regularly taught in British secondary
schools (Sage, "AC," New Writing 185) and which was made into a
television drama in 1987; The Sadeian Woman (1979), a controversial \:ork
exploring her interest in women's emancipation and her libertarian
attitude toward sexuality; The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories (1979),
her collection of re-written fairy tales; The Company of Wolves (1984),
a fi?m adaptation of her version of Little Red Riding Hood; and Nights
at the Circus (1984), her penultimate and most enthusiastically received
novel.

Her final novel, Wise Children (1991), has received favourable

early reviews and seems likely to join the ranks of her better known
works.
Hermione Lee aptly describes Carter as "a writer who spent much of
her life out of fashion, who failed or declined to fit into any feminist
orthodoxy, whose novels notoriously did not win big literary prizes
. . ." ("Profane" 5). Lee identifies three reasons why Carter has not
received much attention thus far from the critics.

But one can explain

even more precisely Carter's rather marginal position in the canon of
contemporary British literature: her work falls outside the dominant
1

2
bourgeois, social-realist tradition of British fiction and has therefore
never received the comprehensive analysis given to such fiction.

The

contemporary novelist Ian McEwan adds weight to this explanation:
The characteristic elements of her fiction mark her out as a
very un-English writer: dreams, myths, fairy tales,
metamorphoses, the unruly unconscious, epic journeys and a
highly sensual celebration of sexuality in both its most
joyous and darkest manifestations. . . . [T]he critical
reception of her work has been mixed. Dominant English
literary taste, with its lingering preferences for fine
social detail, irony, nuances of class and instinctive
distrust of the mythical and magical, has until now regarded
her with some distrust. Yes, she's brilliant, but isn't she
a little . . . well, vulgar? (42)
Lorna Sage agrees with McEwan about the strangeness of Carter's work:
Angela Carter's fictions prowl around on the fringes of the
proper English novel like dream-monsters--nasty, erotic,
brilliant creations that feed off cultural crisis. She has
taken over the sub-genres (romance, spies, porn, crime,
gothic, science fiction) and turned their grubby stereotypes
into sophisticated mythology. . . . [S]he writes against
the grain of puritanism-cum-naturalism, producing adult
fairy tales. . . . She is fascinated above all by
narcissism and by excess, and takes decadence rather
shockingly for granted. [She is concerned with] what
happens when ordinary realicy finally withers away . . .
("Savage" 51)
Carter herself, describing the "Gothic tradition" with which she has
been associated, points to what makes her own brand of fiction seem
foreign:
The Gothic tradition . . . grandly ignores the value systems
of our institutions; it deals entirely with the profane.
Its great themes are incest and cannibalism. Character and
events are exaggerated beyond reality, to become symbols,
ideas, passions. Its style will tend to be ornate,
unnatural--and thus operate against the perennial human
desire to believe the word as fact. Its only humour is
black humour. It retains a singular moral function--that of
provoking unease. (AFT 133)

Given that Carter's most innovative texts jjo. deliberately "operate
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against the perennial human desire to believe the word as fact," one
mu3t consider not only why--in terms of her fiction--the British novel's
main theme can no longer be "the representation of English society"
(Bradbury and Palmer, 10) and normal human behaviour, but also why she
consciously adopts in most of her works a non-realist, fantastic, excentric style of writing.
Following her untimely death, several writers and friends-including Salman Rushdie, J.G. Ballard, Marina Warner, Margaret Atwood,
Lorna Sage, Hermione Lee, and Carmen Callil (to name the most prominent
ones)--pointed to her significance as a major contemporary writer.
Rushdie, for one, was unequivocal in his praise:
I repeat: Angela Carter was a great writer. I repeat this
because in spite of her worldwide reputation, here in
Britain she somehow never quite had her due. Of course, many
writers knew that she was that rare thing, a real one-off,
nothing like her on the planet; and so did many bewitched,
inspired readers. But for some reason she was not placed
where she belonged--at the center of the literature of her
time, at: the heart. Now that she's dead, I have no doubt
that the size of her achievement will rapidly become plain.
(5)
Sage was equally laudatory:
[Carter] interpreted the times for us with unrivalled
penetration: her branching and many-layered narratives
mirrored our shifting world of identities lost and found,
insiders versus outsiders, alternative histories, and
Utopias postponed. In her stories there's a magical
democracy--no class distinction between probable people and
improbable (even impossible) ones. . . . All of her writing
was at odds with conventional realism, yet she mapped with
great precision the history and topography of our fantasies.
She was miraculously 'at home' in this epoch where people
and their 'images', facts and their shadows, co-exist so
closely and menacingly. ("Soaring" 22)
Corroborating Rushdie's and Sage's glowing assessments of Carter's work
are the passing remarks of several other commentators.

For example,
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Virago Press editor Carmen Callil has called Carter "the oracle we all
consulted, a listener whose eloquent silences kept us hanging on every
word she quietly and wickedly uttered" (6). Callil underscores Carter's
pivotal role in establishing the Virago Press in London in the 1970s.
In "Magic Token," Margaret Atwood describes Carter as one "possessed of
a thoroughly organized mind . . . " and as someone intelligent, kind,
and--most importantly--curious: "Nothing, for her, was outside the pale:
she wanted to know about everything and everyone. and every place and
every word.

She relished life and language hugely, and revelled in the

diverse" (61). In reviewing Carter's posthumously published Expletives
Deleted. Paul Barker argues that Carter was "one of our finest
contemporary essayists, with a bejewelled, Gothick style that drove out
any hint of Charles Lamb. And she was so scathingly funny--a form of
licensed aggression that is rare in women writers" (33). Chris Savage
King, reviewing the same book, describes Carter as a genuine
"intellectual" and a "big fat" writer of the kind that Britain rarely
produces: "She was that rare thing: an educated feminist who could
relish what was extraordinary in all women. . . . [and] a great writer
and a great feminist" who "will be read for illumination and
entertainment for many years t,o come" (38) . In a recent review of
Carter's final novel, Wise Children (1991), a commentator in The Village
Voice notes, "Her nine novels are as brainy as they are sensuous, and
her treatise on sexuality, The Sadeian Woman, reaches deep into the
literary unconscious. There's no one like her" (Shulman 12).

Finally,

Marina Warner mentions that Carter not only possessed "the true writer's
gift of remaking the world for her readers" ("Intro." xii) but also

5
"helped change the course of postwar writing in English--her influence
reaches from Salman Rushdie to Jeanette Winterson to American fabulists
like Robert Coover" ("Intro." xiv-xv).
Against the backdrop of such compliments, I would like to suggest
that, by studying Carter's development as an artist over the nearly
thirty years during which she wrote, one can learn much iot only about
her own highly innovative work, but also, tangentially, about the
development of British fiction and British society from the mid-1960s to
the early 1990s. Her wrrk fictionally maps not only the evolution of
one contemporary feminist's writing (including its relation to the
debates, conflicts, and schisms of the larger Women's Movement) within
the gradually weakening but persistent patriarchal structures of Western
Capitalism, but also the development of a certain style of non-realist
experimental writing that first became prominent in Britain in the
1960s.

In fact, Carter's growth into feminism and her development as a

writer of highly non-naturalistic fiction are inseparable in any
evaluation of her full achievement, since her unceasing fictional
interrogation of patriarchy is interwoven with an incisive questioning
of "the theory of literature as expressive realism" (Belsey, Critical
Practice 46).

Although over the years Carter's fiction changes styles

and grows more thematically complex, her writing is continually engaged
in discerning and assessing the positions and predicaments of women as
beings whose independence, energy, laughter, sexuality, experience, and
knowledge men have often controlled or circumscribed in a patriarchal
world.

"The issue of women's speech, of women's noise, of their/our

clamour and la"ghter and weeping and shouting and hooting," notes
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Warner, "runs through all Angela Carter's writings . . . " ("Intro." x).

I. 1963-196 9: The Early Novels
While studying at the University of Bristol in the 1960s, Carter
began her career as a fiction writer.

She first published a few poems

in local periodicals such as the Aylesford Review and The London
Magazine.

But her early experiments with prose--she initially viewed

herself as a social realist--were more promising than her attempts at
poetry.

As McEwan reports, "[t]he tone [of her first fiction] was

ladylike and restrained.

Someone at the university asked her why she

didn't write the way she talked.

She tried it, during the summer

vacation of her second year, and the result was Shadow Dance . . . "
(43).

Anthony Burgess, in reviewing this first novel, praised Carter

presciently:
I've read this book with admiration, horror, and other
relevant emotions, including gratitude, that we seem to have
here a very distinctive talent that's going to be a major
one. Angela Carter has remarkable descriptive gifts, a
powerful imagination and--what I admire and envy more than
anything--a capacity for looking at the mess of contemporary
experience without flinching, (qtd. by Sage, "Savage" 51)
Shadow Dance "was reviewed everywhere, sold in hardback, paperback, and
to America, and actually made [Carter] quite a lot of money" (Stott 9).
After such a promising start at the age of twenty-four, Carter
wrote efficiently, completing four more novels in the next six years or
so.

She was, in her own words, a
confused young person in her early twenties attempting to
explicate the world to herself via her craft, the person in
the process of becoming radically sceptical, that is, if not
free, then more free than I had been. Apart from feeling a
treacherous necessity to charm, especially when, however
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unconsciously, I was going straight for the testicles, I
was, as a girl, suffering a degree of colonialisation of the
mind. . . . there was an element of the male impersonator
about this young person as she was finding herself. (NFL 71)
Throughout this period, she was "[h]andicapped by anorexia, witl? its
hideously volatile blood-sugar levels, and the daily threat of a sudden
lurch into suicide . . . " (Hamilton 15).

It did not help matters that

"some Bristol sensitives recoiled from her: when her novels began
receiving acclaim, one of her tutors was heard to say that he wished
she'd 'studied something other than English'" (Clapp 26).
By the time Shadow Dance was published, her second novel, The
Magic Toyshop, had been written.

She thought of it as "a kind of fairy

tale" in which the myth of "paradise lost" is replaced by her vision of
a "Fortunate Fall."

As Carter puts it, "[t]he intention was that the

toyshop itself should be a secularized Eden: that's what lay behind the
malign fairy tale I wrote" (qtd. by Haffenden 80).

It appeared in the

same year, 1967, as Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One Hundred Years of
Solitude, and won the 1967 John Llewellyn Rhys Prize. Carter later
figured "that the success of Marquez prepared the public to accept her
writing" (Kenyon 18).

Yet, though she thought his novel had "set the

tone for the last years of the century" (10) and that she as a writer
had much in common with him, there is no evidence to suggest that she
read even excerpts from Marquez's book before completing her own novel.
Indeed, if Carter's memory is accurate, she did not read Marquez's novel
y

"until the mid-seventies" (Carter qtd. by Haffenden 81).

What is

certain is that she was experimenting in The Macric Toyshop with a nonnaturalistic, expressionistic style of writing, which probably was
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influenced to a degree by what she was reading in the mid-1960s: " . . .
I had been reading . . . people like Isak Dinesen, Cocteau and Firbank-a certain kind of non-naturalistic writing that was very much around but
which nobody seemed to be reading" (Carter qtd. by Haffenden 80).

She

had also read the Cuban novelist Alejo Carpentier's The Lost Steps in
the 1950s (Haffenden 81)--the English translation first appeared in
1956--and thinks it may have had some influence on her early novels.
Carter's experiences in the 1960s were extremely important to her
development as a writer.

She once described herself as "a child of the

sixties" (Bedford 1), and as a person "from that generation that
believed if you could actually find some way of making a synthesis of
Marx and Freud you'd be getting towards a sort of universal explanation"
(Snitow 14).

During this decade, she was in her twenties and shared

many of the counter-cultural attitudes of her generation.

Though she

herself was not heavily involved in any sort of counter-cultural
lifestyle, Bristol at that time was "full of beats", who "weren't a
middle-class phenomenon, like the hippies andJbhe sixties campus dropouts" (Carter qtd. by Bedford 1), and she herself associated with people
very much like the drifters she describes in her early novels.
In "Notes From the Front Line," Carter comments seriously on how,
in the 1960s, there was a genuine sense that people were examining the
nature of reality and the real relations between human beings, and on
how there was a "heightened awareness of society" in the summer of 1968,
the climax of the decade:
There is a tendency to underplay, even to completely
devalue, the experience of the 1960s, especially for women,
but towards the end of that decade there was a brief period
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of public philosophical awareness that occurs only very
occasionally in human history; when, truly, it felt like
Year One, that all that was holy was in the process of being
profaned and we were attempting to grapple with the real
relations between human beings. So writers like Marcuse and
Adorno were as much part of my personal process of maturing
into feminism as experiments with my sexual and emotional
life and with various intellectual adventures in anarchosurrealism. . . .
[W]e were truly asking ourselves
questions about the nature of reality. (NFL 70)
The decade prompted her to begin "questioning . . . the nature of my
reality as a woman.

How that social fiction of my 'femininity' was

created, by means outside my control, and palmed off on me as the real
thing" (NFL 70).

It was a time that encouraged her to become more

sceptical and, in her opinion, more free. She became sensitized to how
gender, sexuality, and reality-as-a-whole, rather than being predetermined and "natural," are largely constructed through language and
political discourse.
In the late sixties and early seventies, Carter not only published
three novels but also did a fair amount of travelling.

In 1968, she

published Several Perceptions. her third novel, at the age of twentyeight; it won the Somerset Maugham Award, and in 1969 she used her prize
money--five hundred pounds--to travel in the United States, Asia
(Bangkok, Hong Kong, Tokyo), and Paris.

In the period leading up to her

travels, she did not yet consider herself a feminist (Clapp 26).

She

was a romantic concerned with seeking personal freedom, so she "set off
on a world-wide journey in search of her own emancipation" (Stott 9).
Carter gives an account of her travels in "My Maugham Award":
What did I do with my Maugham award? Well, in the end I
found I had gone round the world, which surprised me a
little; I became a connoisseur of cities, of American,
Asiatic and even European cities and encountered, amongst
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others, the most beautiful transvestite in the whole of
Greenwich Village; a Russian wrestler who had a wallet of
photographs showing himself wrestling with a bear; a frayed
Japanese with nicotine-stained teeth who told me
Dosteoievsky [sic] was his spiritual father; a six-foot-tall
girl from Reading striding about Tokyo in a \ioto/ian velvet
mantle who modelled for saki ads on Japanese television;
hippies, G.I.'s fresh from Vietnam, an ex-para who tad
jumped into Algeria--and innumerable others (173)
For someone who "had, previously, never been further than Dublin" (MA
175), this was heady stuff.

She faced an "enormous barrage of imagery"

(MA 175) . As well as leading her seriously to contemplate different
cultures and lifestyles, this imagery ultimately transformed her and her
writing: "my female consciousness jgaa being forged out of the
contradictions of my experience as a traveller, as, indeed, some other
aspects of my political consciousness were being forged" (NFL 72).
While retaining its non-realist bent., her writing henceforward became
more ambitious and speculative, more culturally critical, and less
insular; it broke free of the world of private experience dominating
Shadow Dance. The Magic Toyshop. Several Perceptions, and Love. Through
travelling, she discovered within herself both a nomadic sensibility and
a desire to write about how cultures and lives are constructed out of
myths.

She saw how human subjectivity and personal experience were

inevitably influenced by larg-* cultural and political forces,
structures, images, and narratives.
Heroes and Villains. Carter's fourth novel, was published in 1969
before she left on her tour; it marked a heightening of the gothicism in
her first two novels, as well as her turning toward science-fiction
allegory.

Carter remarked that it was the first novel in which she was

equally concerned with form and content; in her first three novels, she
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had been primarily concerned with style (Bedford 2).

Shadow Dance is a

thriller, The Magic Toyshop a fairy tale, and Several Perceptions a
campus drop-out novel.

But in Heroes her new concern with content--

specifically with the active potential of her female protagonist
Marianne in a post-naclear future--is evident:
One of the things I was doing then unconsciously and am
doing now is descriMng men as objects of desire. I think a
lot of the ambivalence of response I get is because I do
t h i s . . . . But men have been doing this to women in
fiction and in poetry since the year dot. (Carter qtd. by
Sage, "Savage" 55)
What is perhaps most noteworthy, however, is that Carter looked upon

Usissa. as
a turning-point in her career . . . one of the reviewers,
she said, observed, while relishing the book, that she
wouldn't be winning any more prizes. Both its method and
its sexual fantasy were aggressive, and the self-possession
of the writing now added to the offense. She suddenly
belonged less. (Sage, "Savage" 52)
The new fictional style of Heroes. which Sage elsewhere describes as "a
picaresque structure that enabled [Carter] to write open-endedly about
change . . . "

("Soaring" 22), is used again in three of Carter's later

novels: The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman (1972), The.
Passion of New Eve (1977), and Nights at the Circus (1984).
Carter's fifth novel, Love, published in 1971, was "completed" in
1969 before she left for her two-year stay in Japan (AFTL 113). She
called it her "farewell to the British provinces" (Bedford 2) and her
"tribute to Balzac" (Sage, "Savage" 55). It was also her final,
ambivalent, troubled salute to the 1960s.

As she says, in her

"Afterword" to the revised edition (1987) of the novel, "the people in
it, not quite the children of Marx and Coca-Cola, more the children of
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Nescafe and the Welfare State, are the pure, perfect products of those
days of social mobility and sexual license" (113).

Speaking about Love

with Kenyon in 1985, Carter said that "The derangement of views of
reality is a recurring theme of mine. . . .

I had just read Laing and

Foucault who influenced me to make the nature of reality a central
issue" (qtd. by Kenyon, "Fantasist" 22).
To a degree, J^ove represents a return to the more naturalistic
style of her first three novels, though, as McEwan suggests, in it
"familiar realities are progressively distorted by a nightmarish
schizophrenia" (43) . While Heroes had itself represented a temporary
shift in Carter's style--but also a hint of what was to come in the
1970s--Love
marked the end of a line of development. About this time-1969--she read Borges and felt she had come across a new way
of writing fiction. 'His work linked directly w>th the
speculative and didactic medieval literature thac I admired.
It was very liberating, very exciting. I thought, one can
do anything!' (McEwan 43)
Yet Love is, ultimately, a transitional work in Carter's oeuvre. The
novel's mixing of a naturalistic surface, nightmarish underside, and
tentative metafictional experimentation clearly not only distinguishes
it from her first four novels but also anticipates her tales and
fantastic novels of the 1970s.

II. 1969-1979: The Demythologising Business
Carter's time in Japan was vital to her development as a writer.
Using her Maugham Award money "to run away" (Warner, "Intro." xiii), she
chose "to live in a different culture--specifically, in a non-Judaao-
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Christian culture"(Carter qtd. by Kemp, 6). Japan was attractive
because she was fond of Japanese movies (Appignanesi 1987) . In
particular, "she revered the films of Kurosawa" (Warner, "Intro." xiii).
Having already visited the country during her worldwide tour in 1969,
she decided to return and live there trom 1970 to 1972. For her,
experiencing Japan was "like going through the looking-glass and finding
out what kind of milk it is that looking-glass cats drink; the same, but
totally other" (MA 175) . The foreignness and strangeness c

the country

initially nourished her romanticism, which she had explored throughout
her early fiction.

However, by the end of her stay there she concluded

that the romantic sensibility "had its limits" (Stott 9).
As a resident of Japan, she responded critically and
intellectually to Japanese culture.

First, she gained "a sense of

perspective about being European, a sense that 'being white isn't
important'" (Clapp 26).

She discovered what it was like to be a

foreigner, as is evident when she notes, "I am the firot coloured family
in this street" (TP 32).

Moreover, her feminist thinking was

revitalized and confirmed--". . . Japanese life rather clarified the
issues" (McEwan

43). While living in Japan, she worked for a spell as

a copy-editor in the English language branch of the NHK broadcasting
company.

But she did a brief stint as a bar-hostess, during which she

resented being made into a "masturbatory device-' for men.

She could

also not avoid noticing Japan's strip-shows ir.d shooting galleries,
especially one shooting gallery where
the targets at which [the men] aimed their air-guns proved
to be small, china statuettes of naked and beautiful women.
If you shattered a nude Venus with your pellet, you
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received, as a prize, a large, cuddly, fluffy toy. This
seemed to me a fitting parable of the battle of the sexes in
Japan. True femininity is denied an expression and wc.ien,
in general, have the choice of becoming either slaves or
toys. (PB 44-5)
Her experience of the "gender-dominated nature of Japanese society" made
her more sensitive to "the similar, less remarked-on condition of
England" (Clapp 26).
In the Seventies, Carter's work becomes more complex in its
analysis of conventional reality; more experimental, ornate, and
metafictional in its style; and more wildly fantastic.

Warner stresses

the importance of the Japan years to Carter's development:
Japan marks an important transition; she stayed for two
years. . . . Her fiction till then, including the
ferocious, taut elegy Love . . . showed her baroque powers
of invention, and her fearless coni -ontation of erotic
violence, of female as well as male sexuality: she marked
out her territory early, and men and women clash on it,
often bloodily, and the humour is mostly of the gallows
variety. From the beginning, her prose was magnificently
rich, intoxicated with words--a vivid and sensual lexicon of
bodily attributes, mine, lis, flora and fauna--she dealt in
strangeness. But Japan gave her a way of looking at her own
culture which intensified her capacity to conjure
strangeness out of the familiar. She also deepened her
contact with the Surrealist movement at this time, through
French exiles from les evenements of '68 who had fetched up
in Japan. (Warner, "Intro." xiv)
While in Japan, Carter spent "a winter in a remote fishing village" and
"wrote a novel in three mcnths, a novel she considered a new beginning"
(McEwan 44).

This novel, Hoffman (1972), was the most fantastic piece

she ever wrote.

(Only New Eve [1977] could possibly rival it.)

As Sage

says,
With Hoffman. [Carter] became more self-conscious, having
been excessively so to start with. The structure is looser,
the exhibits wilder, and subjected to more analysis. The
trees with breasts and carnivorous flowers that flourished
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in Annabel's paintings in Love, for instance, really grow in
Hoffman in a mockery of Eden. ("Savage" 52)
While this science-fiction novel clearly indicates the new direction in
which Carter was moving, a direction anticipated by Heroes (1969), it
was not well received when she published it upon her return from Japan
in 1972. According to McEwan, "The critical reception was lukewarm.

It

was all a little too garishly extreme for literary tastes. But it found
an underground readership and became a cult novel" (44). Sciencefiction fans found it appealing, and apparently, for a time there was
even a rock group in Sheffield that called itself "The Acrobats of
Desire," which is the title of one the book's chapters (Carter, quoted
by Sage, "Savage" 56). Interestingly, Carter would later describe
Hoffman as "the novel which marked the beginning of my obscurity.

I

went from being a very promising young writer to being completely
ignored in two novels" (Clapp 26).
Hoffman displays Carter's sociological and anthropological
interests, marking "her more decisively than any of her work up to that
point as an aggressive anti-realist" (Sage, DLB 209).

Hoffman links her

fiction to Jonathan Swift's Gul1iver's Trave1s and Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein, a link she fully acknowledged: "It's a very eighteenthcentury pursuit to make imaginary societies which teach one about our
own society.

I do see it as akin to anthropology, and to sociology as

well. . . . Hoffman began as an inventory oi imaginary cities"
(Haffenden 95).
Hoffman was also influenced by Carter's encounter with the
fantastic fiction of Borges:
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I wrote Hoffman in a beach house on the coast of the
Pacific, in Japan. . . .
I was reading a good deal of
Borges; it wasn't so much an influence and I do not love
him, like I love Jarry and Bunuel. But his work gave me a
great deal of confidence--it seemed so very like mine that,
if he were taken seriously, then, perhaps, I might be taken
seriously. (Bedford 2)
She thought of Borges as a kindred spirit, for in the early and mid1970s, she herself entertained the notion of an entirely textual world
like that postulated by Borges' fiction (though by the late '70s she
would became tired and disenchanted with this exclusively textual,
solipsistic view of the literary experience).

What is significant is

that at this time she was identifying, primarily, with South American
magic realism and surrealist art rather than with prominent British
authors.

Hoffman was, in her words,
about a change in the reality principle, so that anything
that is possible to be, is. Good surrealist theory. Our
hero is sent out to assasinate [aic] the mad scientist who
has invented the machine that causes this change; the
scientist is a sort of ontological Stalin. After
innumerable adventures in space and time, our hero performs
his mission and also murders the scientist's beautiful
daughter . . . (Bedford 2)

In 1972 Carter returned to England and spent her first year back
"living in the poet Fleur Adcock's East Finchley flat" (Clapp 26), and
feeling as though "her career had lapsed . . . into the doldrums" (Kemp
6).

But at this time she met Carmen Callil, who was thinking of

starting up the Virago Press in London.

Callil has mentioned that

"Angela was one of the first writers I commissioned, and certainly the
most important. . . .

To get Virago off the ground, she chose to write

The Sadeian Woman, a study of women, sexuality and power" (6). Warner
adds that Carter's "presence [at the Virago Press] since the start of
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the house helped establish a woman's voice in literature as special, as
parti pris. as a crucial instrument in the forging of an identity for
post-imperial, hypocritical, fossilised Britain" ("Introduction" xv).
The importance of Carter's association with the Virago Press becomes
especially clear in the period following the publication of The Sadeian
Woman (1979), when she brings her fictional energy to bear on giving
expression to marginalized female lives and perspectives.
In 1974 Carter published Fireworks. her first collection of
tales, which she had written between 1970 and 19">3.

The collection was

begun in Japan and finished upon her return to England, a return she
described, with the clarity of hindsight, as bewildering: "I found
myself in a new country.

It was like waking up, it was a rude

awakening" (AFT 133).
This collection is pivotal to Carter's creative development, for
through writing these tales she arrives at an understanding of her nonrealist fictional method:
I started to write short pieces when I was living in a room
too small to write a novel in. . . . The limited trajectory
of the short narrative concentrates its meaning. Sign and
sense can fuse to an extent impossible to achieve among the
multiplying ambiguities of an extended narrative. I found
that, though the play of surfaces never ceased to fascinate
me, I was not so much exploring them as making abstractions
from them. I was writing, therefore, tales. (AFT 132)
Indeed, some of the tales in this collection are the most concentrated,
finely wrought pieces she ever wrote.

"The Loves of Lady Purple,"

"Flesh and the Mirror," and "Master" are all required reading for the
reader wishing to discover Carter's deepest motivations as a writer.
These pieces focus on the ways in which female human beings can become
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imprisoned by their own thinking--by patriarchal logic they have
uncritically inherited from, or had imposed upon them by, male thinkers
and artists. These pieces show Carter self-consciously exploring the
role of art in both the oppression and liberation of women.
On one occasion, Carter stressed that her tales were about ideas
and abstractions:

I first read [Borges] in the summer of 69 . . . and it was
an absolute revelation to me as to what you could do with
the short story as a form. At th t point, I was just
beginning to experiment with writing about abstractions,
non-material things. The stories are adventures with ideas
. . . I tend to write about ideas more than anything.
(Wilkins 12)
This comment underlines Carter's growing preoccupation with "the social
fictions that regulate our lives--what Blake called the 'mind-forg'd
manacles'" (NFL 70).

In Fireworks her art becomes a fully self-

conscious critique of gender polarity and male domination, and she
begins to write in a metaf ictional feminist vein about the
psychologically imprisoning nature of existing myths of gender and
sexual ity.
Carter describes the pieces as tales rather than short stories.
3y deliberately composing tales, Carter challenges the illusions of the
dominant socio-political reality of bourgeois realism without requiring
her readers to suspend their disbelief.

For her,

the tale differs from the short story in that it makes few
pretenses at the imitation of life. The tale does not log
everyday experience, as the short story does; it interprets
everyday experience through a system of imagery derived from
subterranean areas behind everyday experience, and therefore
the tale cannot betray its readers into a false knowledge of
everyday experience. (AFT 133)

«
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The realist paradigm of fiction-writing too easily assumes that words
refer directly to a non-textual real world, and does not acknowledge how
words mediate and construct our understanding of that real world.1 For
Carter, the explicit, unavoidable referentiality of fiction is not as
important as its gaps, silences and subtexts are; since she is
interested in dealing "with subterranean areas behind experience," with
"the imagery of the unconscious," her objective is not to record reality
as it is commonly or conventionally perceived, but to use language in
new ways to trigger an awareness in her readers of what the everyday
sense of reality leaves hidden or unexpressed.

When fiction explores

the human unconscious in this way, it is powerfully real and unreal at
the same time; it is both rational and magical.

Through its pursuit of

cognitive estrangement and its opposition to "the perennial human desire
to believe the word as fact" (AFT 133), it triggers a heightened sense
of reality even while the reading experience offered is frankly
artificial or dis-illusioning.

Carter found tuis k^nd of fiction well-

suited to the "Gothic times" (AFT 133) in whi^h she felt she was living.
In one journalistic piece dating from the mid-1970s, "Wolfe at
the Writer's Door," Carter disputes the views of Tom Wolfe, who praises
the "New Journalism" and criticizes the growing contemporary shift
toward non-naturalistic fiction.

She questions his view of "social

realism":
. . . Wolfe's notion of social realism is narrowly connected
with the idea of literature as a market commodity. Not a
whisper of social realism and proletarian humanism. Never a
suggestion of the ambivalence of realism as an artistic
genre, now an instrument of oppression for keeping people in
their place, now a methodology of liberation, revealing the
world as it is, yet capable of change. (WWD 220-221)
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Carter here passionately advocates the kind of fiction Wolfe had
criticized: "we need the mediation of fiction to show us what it is like
to be human . . .
221).

I don't think journalism can ever do this" (WWD 220-

Fiction, for Carter, can keep the human imagination alive to the

richness of reality and the potential for cultural change and diversity
--as long as fiction does not pretend to be a factual, transparent
transcription of a static reality.
In 197/ Carter published her seventh novel, The Passion of New
Eve, "a piece of black comedy" (Carter qtd. in Haffenden 86) that is the
most extreme example of her seventies style of fictional
demythologizing.

She had earlier intended to call this novel, which

deconstructs the traditional gender dichotomy of the masculine and
feminine, "The Great Hermaphrodite" (Stott 9 ) .
Like Hoffman. New Eve is a speculative, apocalyptic, picaresque
novel.

It delves into the social and cultural construction of human

reality and identity.

In retrospect, it seems noteworthy that while

Carter was writing New Eve, a novel subverting patriarchal myths and
stereotypes through rigorous anti-realism, she was also attempting to
write her monograph on the fantastic, pornographic writings of the
Marquis de Sade.
It was difficult for her to complete The Sadeian Woman, for she
felt excessively restricted by its non-fictional style:
I'm a writer of fiction. I know where I am with fiction. I
know what I mean, or I end up knowing what I mean. And the
freedom is extraordinary. One is unchained. You can do
what you like. You can make Milton paint the Sistine
Chapel, you can make Trotsky write the Eroica Symphony.
You're the captain of your soul. But when I'm writing nonfiction about another fiction writer, like Sade, I have this
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constant urge to rewrite the novels in my own way, and to
rewrite the world in the way you can in fiction. And if I
do elaborate things with language in non-fiction, it usually
turns out not to be true, whereas in fiction the language
itself is the truth. (qtd. in Watts, "Sade" 54)
Carter's dispute with Wolfe over the relative value of journalism,
documentary realist fiction, and non-naturalistic fiction is evidently
replayed in her own attempt at writing a long work of non-fiction.
In The Sadeian Woman. Carter fully synthesizes and clarifies some
of the ideas about sexuality and fantasy that her fiction until that
point had been exploring.

Despite her own reservations about writing

non-fiction, which in its most usual forms implicitly affirms the
realist paradigm, she manages in The Sadeian Woman to write literally
and convincingly about complex matters. The book illuminates not only
the expressionistic fiction Carter wrote in the 1960s, where her
characters often seem to behave passively--like Sade's Justine--within a
seemingly unchangeable reality of despair, but also the metafictional,
highly fantastic fiction she wrote in the 1970s, where the rapid
changeability of reality seems frequently disorienting and sometimes
disturbing.

Moreover, The Sadeian Woman also provides an interesting

backdrop for the fiction she wrote in the remaining years of her life,
fiction in which she created new kinds of heroines in the aftermath of
Sade's victimized and tyrannical female figures: new heroines who
comprise characteristics from both Justine and Juliette, and who
therefore subvert the madonna-whore dichotomy2 at the foundation of
Western patriarchal culture and religion.
Carter's study of Sade explicitly and succinctly articulates,
perhaps better than anything else she produced during her nearly thirty

years as a writer, the critique of male-dominated sexuality, social
institutions, and societies that her fiction embodies. Her study of
Sade and his work is essential to a comprehensive analysis of her
fiction as a whole.
III. 1979-1992: Folklore and Women's Storytelling
The Sadeian Woman, in fact, marks a second major turning point in
Carter's development: the point at which she veers slightly (though not
entirely) away from the post-modernist, demythoiogizing tendency of her
fiction from the early and mid-1970s, and develops a more fruitful
interest in the relation between folklore--oral stories generally found
on the margins of mainstream culture--and literary textuality.

Carter

mentions that, following her anti-mythic novel New Eve, she
relaxed into folklore with a book of stories about fairy
stories, The Bloodv Chamber, in 1979. It turned out to be
easier to deal with the shifting structures of reality and
sexuality by using sets of shifting structures derived from
orally transmitted traditional tales. Before that, I used
bits and pieces from various mythologies quite casually,
because they were to hand. (NFL 71)
Her new concentration on folklore signifies a desire on her part--as
reflected in The Bloody Chamber (1979), The Company of Wolves (1984),
Nights at the Circus (1984), Black Venus (1986), Wise Children (1991),
American Ghosts & Old World Wonders (1993), and the two volumes of fairy
tales she edited for the Virago Press--to affirm the existence of a
narrative-filled world that is not solipsistically textual in nature.
This is a complex, multi-cultural world of oral narrative outside the
pervasive control of dominant cultural forms and meanings.

It is a

world where stories are constantly told, shared and re-invented, thus
reflecting diverse viewpoints, needs, experiences, and cultural change.
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In her "Introduction" to The Virago Book of Fairy Tales (1990),
Carter succinctly explains her fascination with folklore:
I haven't put this collection together from such
heterogeneous sources to show that we are all sisters under
the skin, part of the same human family in spite of a few
superficial differences. I don't believe that, anyway.
Sisters under the skin we might be, but that doesn't mean
we've got much in common. . . . Rather, I wanted to
demonstrate the extraordinary richness and diversity of
responses to the same common predicament--being alive--and
the richness and diversity with which femininity, in
practice, is represented in 'unofficial' culture: its
strategies, its plots, its hard work. (xiv)
Her affirmation of the narrative "richness and diversity" of folklore
coincides with her new tendency to subordinate abstract theories of
textuality (what she at this point describes as "the metaphysics of the
word") to the collective, regenerative power of an oral storytelling
tradition.

The point she emphasizes is that our predominantly written

culture must regain the malleable, liberating qualities of the oral
tradition, in which stories are freely circulated and frequently refashioned to suit changing needs and circumstances.

It is vital to

remind ourselves, Carter stresses, of how written stories and even
films, like orally transmitted tales, exist within time. As Carter
reasons,
human beings told each other stories, instructed one another
in the names of things, speculated about the meaning of it
all (and came to few if any conclusions), discussed the
habits of animals, composed recipes, before there was such a
thing even as writing and will doubtless continue to do so
because the really important thing is narrative. (I 2)
She is passionately interested in the diversity of narrative responses
to the difficulties of living, and in the resourcefulness of nonnaturalistic fiction, not in so-called objective representations of the
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world.

For Carter, words d£ respond and refer to human experiences,

which themselves generate the need to respond and refer through
language; but words respond and refer in a multifarious, uncontrollable,
oblique manner rather than in a literal, predetermined, and timeless
fashion.
In an interview in 1984, she mentions how, between 1969 and 1979,
she had basically accepted the postmodernist consensus, but also how she
subsequently felt troubled by the view that books were only about other
books:
For about ten years, between being twenty-nine and thirtynine, I thought that writing, all fiction, really, was about
other fiction. That there was no way out, really, of this
solipsism; that books were about other books. And I would
have regarded my own writing as a kind of elaborate form of
literary criticism, and in some respects I still do. . . .
But then I began to ask myself, if all books are about other
books, what are the other books about? And at some point
the kind of mannerist way in which I was writing . . . began
to seem--you know--What's the Ur-book, then? And one is
forced to answer, after a while, of course the Ur-book is
really Life, or The Real World. (Carter qtd. by Goldsworthy
5)
And her fiction henceforward encourages readers to delight in narrative
and fictionality--to take pleasure in life's diversity and in the
passage of time, much as did those people who listened to and exchanged
traditional folktales--rather than to view stories (supposing, for a
moment, that such a view is tenable), from positions of suspicion and
detachment, as imposing, purely textual, non-referential, closed,
timeless artefacts.

She resists "the notion of a text which tells a (or

the) truth, as perceived by an individual subject (the author), whose
insights are the source of the text's single and authoritative meaning
..."

(Belsey, Critical 3 ) . Storytelling, she suggests, is impure;
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stories, by their very existence, emphasize the profoundly
interdependent quality of human experience and meaning.

By valuing

folklore, then, Carter affirms the relation between fiction and the
flesh-and-blood women and men whose hard work has made it possible for
tales to be told: "fairy tales, folk tales, stories from the oral
tradition, are all of them the most vital connection we have with the
imaginations of the ordinary men and women whose labour created our
world" (IVB ix).

Ordinary people and marginalized people must remember,

she implies, that they too have stories to tell and meanings to
articulate if they are not to fall prey, in this time when written
culture and the technology of representation are so dominating, to the
master narratives of high culture, which prohibit the touch of ordinary
hands and whose realism excludes the better part of the human race.3 As
Carter puts it, "We travel along the thread of narrative like high-wire
artistes. That is our life" {I. 2).

When we stop producing stories, we

stop believing in the passage of time as well as in the possibility of
hope and change. When we stop telling stories, we accept the fate that
has been granted to us by those in positions of power and control; we
accept despair and death; we collude with those who would enslave and
subordinate us.
So Carter's fiction shifts, after The Sadeian Woman (1979), from a
fiction that primarily takes myths apart to a fiction that brings to
awareness new kinds of consciousness and voices--those that have been
excluded from bourgeois literature and the powerful media of high
culture.

She wrests narrative from its growing dependency on a

particular ideological base. Carter states succinctly what her aims are
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in two comments. First, she assevarates how important it is for women to
tell their own stories, thereby expressing their diversity and their
right tc visions of their own:
[I]t is so enormously important for women to write fiction
as women--it is part of the slow process of decolonialising
our langauge and our basic habits of thought. . . . it is
to do with the creation of a means of expression for an
infinitely greater variety of experience than has been
possible heretofore, to say things for which no language
previously existed. (NFL 75)
Second, she combines her point about the importance of storytelling with
a strong sense of personal sympathy for men and women who live outside
the world's dominant, cultural centres and echelons of power:
And 1 personally feel much more in common with certain Third
World writers, both female and male, who are transforming
actual fictional forms to both reflect and to precipitate
changes in the way people feel about themselves--putting new
wines in old bottles and, in some cases, old wine in new
bottles. Using fictional forms inherited from the colonial
period to create a critique of that period's consequences.
(NFL 76)
In The Bloody Chamber. Carter re-writes traditional fairy tales in such
a way as to open up an ostensibly patriarchal form of storytelling to
the experiences and concerns of women. She foregrounds in her new
stories what has been repressed or marginalized in traditional stories.
Her heroines are rarely model feminists; they are individual women with
strengths and weaknesses who inhabit and expand the spaces previously
left empty in male-dominated narratives. The movie The Company of
H22 •_££ (1984) also re-upholsters old stories; in this movie the
storytelling of women--most prominently, of the Grandmother and Rosalie,
the adolescent granddaughter--is central to the film's sexual and
political subversiveness.

In responding to an interviewer who suggested
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that the film's success in a time of economic recession migi-t have had
something to do with its "escapism," Carter sharply replies:
I would hotly deny that the movie was a piece of escapism.
If you gave me five minutes I would be able to construct an
absolutely f oolp- oof argument that, would convince you that
it was about the deep roots of our sexual beings. The
Thatcherite censorship certainly found it subtly offensive.
They couldn't put their finger on it b.. i they knew something
was wrong. . . . a certain kind of escapist movie is
obviously going to be very big at this point in time. I
don't think The Company of Wolves is that kind of film.
("The Company of AC" Marxism Today. 22)
The movie is obviously intended as a response to life, not as a
fantastic escape or intellectual holiday.

As in The Bloody Chamber.

Carter in The Company of Wolves is doing more than demythologizing the
narratives of the past; she is affirming repressed or previously
unexpressed stories and visions from the margins of dominant culture.
By doing so, she starts the narrative ball rolling, and seeks not to
bring time to a stop but to get time moving.

She re-introduces some of

the shared, unendingly revisionary nature of oral narrative into film,
the dominant artistic medium of our time.
Carter's final two novels, Nights at the Circus (1984) and Wise
Children (1991) , and her final two collections o:* short stories, Black
Jfenjia (1985) and American Ghosts & Old World Wonders (1993), all enlarge
upon her preoccupation with folklore and mythology.

These works all

tell stories that are left untold or marginalized in the canon of
traditional middle-class literature.

In reading these works, one

identifies with people and perspectives one would not ordinarily
encounter in the novels of, say, Jane Austen, or in Marilyn French's The
Women's Room.*
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IV. The Larger Pattern
Carter's development as a fiction writer, as I have been
attempting to show, can be fruitfully examined in the context of three
discernible periods reflecting fundamental shifts in her attitude toward
the relation between women and the stories told about women in Western
culture.

While she is continually concerned with the harm caused to

women and men by patriarchal structures and values, which function as
"mind-forg'd manacles" that prevent individuals from experiencing their
lives as. experience. one can see that the evolution of her thinking
about the relation between women and fiction reflects changes in her
thinking about patriarchy itself. The method of her fiction is always
related to its anti-patriarchal content, yet her method, and hence her
content, do change over the years.5
In the early novels--Shadow Dance. The Magic Toyshop. Several
Perceptions, and gejrsss--Carter is basically writing a fiction of
diagnosis and despair, a fiction in which women are trapped in positions
of subordination and have very little, if any, control over the
narratives structuring their lives. Like the women, the men in these
early books are neither happy nor free, even if they are dominant.

In

the fiction of the middle period--Laye., Hoffman. Fireworks and New Eve-Carter begins to explore relations among women, the situations they find
themselves trapped within, and the narratives told about women; her
interest here in the "demythologizing business" is motivated by a desire
to unravel some of the myths and narratives that have imprisoned her
female characters (but also her male characters) within unfulfiling,
unhappy roles, relationships, and lives.

Finally, in the fiction of the
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third period, which grows out of her desire for affirmation in the
aftermath of her dealings with the witheringly misanthropic fantasies of
Sade, Carter looks upon the larger cultural significance of storytelling
as a force for change in the lives of marginalized individuals and
groups.

In particular, she thinks that, if patriarchy is to be

countered with viable alternatives, women must re-establish their
connection to the hopefulness inherent in storytelling as an activity.
The works c - this final period, in either transforming traditionally
patriarchal forms of writing or in placing women at the centre of the
storytelling process itself, grant women a position of agency with
respect to language and culture.
The conviction Carter espouses in her final period is that
"language is power, life and the instrument of culture, the instrument
of domination and liberation" (NFL 77).

If forms of oppression are to

be contested in ways that reach beyond the ineffectualness of private
protest, then women, as well as other traditionally marginalized or
disempowered individuals and groups, must enter the negotiations of
language and narrative.

They must do so in order to make new meanings

and possibilities for themselves. Through participating in the
storytelling process constitutive of culture--a process that is allowed
to stop only at our peril--such people must give expression to "an
infinitely greater variety of experience than has been possible
heretofore, to say things for which no language previously existed" (NFL
75).

They must re-make language so that it can liberate them in the

still untold future rather than repeatedly imprison them in the past.
When the old stories that have been repeated time and time again cease
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to provide comfort, then new stories need to be told, the repetition and
sharing of which can serve to establish a healthy new sense of cultural
order and human potential.6 But one must be careful not to replace one
kind of oppression with another, as Carter wisely suggests at the end of
a conference presentation given at the Dia Centre for Arts in May of
1990: "patriarchy is one form of repressive power among many . . . and
. . . maybe power itself is the problem" (CONF 145).

For Carter, the

oppression women experience is a problem caused not simply by
overbearing male tyrants, but by a society that has created
circumstances where individual women and men oppress one another by
internalizing restrictive, imprisoning thoughts and roles. The
inappropriate use of power, by men or women, is what fuels oppression on
both personal and public levels. Hence, tragically, women often collude
with a male-dominated society and contribute to their own sense of
oppression.
Carter suggests, through her fondness for non-naturalistic,
fantastic fiction, that storytellers who wish to promote change in the
world can most easily do so by using non-realist narrative forms and
drawing upon the revisionary habits of an oral storytelling tradition.
Such forms do not fall prey to what Patricia Stubbs has described as "a
difficulty peculiar to realist fiction -- that of how to incorporate
into a form whose essen*.al characteristic is the exploration of
existing realities, experiences and aspirations which go well beyond the
possibilities afforded by that reality" (234) . Stubbs goes on to say
that "what we require is more fiction and less realism" (235), and it
seems to me that Carter, who read Stubbs' book while it was being
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written, and later reviewed it, would agree.
In the following eight chapters, I will scrutinize specific works
from each of the three principal periods in Carter's development as an
artist, paying special attention to her one long work of non-fiction,
The Sadeian Woman, which, located at the mid-point of her life as a
writer, functions as a kind of lighthouse at the centre of the shadowy,
treacherous waters of her oeuvre.

I will attempt to show, through a

careful analysis of all of her major works and several of her minor
ones, that her fictional "propositions" (NFL 69) or "arguments" all
converge on a conviction she held most strongly: that "British society
is one in which most values are determined by a specific sex and a
specific class, and I think that's unjust: that's all" (NFL 95).

By

saying that Carter's fictional arguments all converge on that one
conviction, I do not mean to imply that Carter was a crudely political
writer, but rather that she clearly saw the connection between the
imaginative efforts of writers and the political reality we all live
within.
Carter once said, "it seems to me that the times shine through
certain writers, so that we think they see more clearly than we do,
whereas in reality they are making ua see more clearly" (I 4).

This is

a fitting epigraph for Carter's own oeuvre. which seeks to activate
rather than passify readers. She was not a prophet, but her works,
despite their oblique style and fantastic adventuresomeness, enable us
to see what we might not otherwise have seen.

CHAPTER ONE
Images and Scenes of Imprisonment: Patriarchy in Shadow Dance. The Magic
Toyshop. Several Perceptions, and Heroes and Villains

Though Angela Carter did not identify herself as a feminist as
late as 1968,7

and seems not to have become a fully self-conscious

feminist until immersing herself in Japanese culture in the early
1970s,8

her first four novels--Shadow Dance (1965), The Magic Tovshop

(1967), Several Perceptions (1968), and Heroes and Villains (1969)'--not
only reflect her early fictional concern with patriarchy10 but also
welcome a feminist perspective.

The first three depict fairly realistic

scenes set in 1960s Britain; the fourth, a work of science fiction,
comments on an apocalyptic, post-nuclear-war future. While sometimes
the point of view in these works, especially the first three, "is
interestingly vagrant--as readily male as female" (Sage, "Death" 242)lx-Carter nevertheless aims in them to portray male-dominated worlds in
which women and men live alienated and unhappy lives.
To the degree that they represent a pattern, these novels-populated mostly with frustrated, ambivalent, aimless people on the
margins of middle-class culture--are more aptly described as fictions of
diagnosis and existential despair than as fictions of hopeful vision.
They are primarily interesting for what they reveal about Carter's early
understanding of the relation of her own art to patriarchy and the
experiences of women.
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Three points about the particulars of these early novels and the
pattern they represent warrant scrutiny and reveal the extent to which
Carter was, from the beginning, fictionally addressing the problems and
contradictions of patriarchy: Carter's female characters are frequently
treated as subordinate beings restricted to a closed world of private
experience; in at least two of the novels, the standard patriarchal
interpretation of the Fall is implicitly questioned, and the view that
traditional religious dogma and imagery are inextricably linked to male
domination is strongly implied; and the relation between patriarchy and
art--especially since the only clearly identified artist-figures within
these early fictional worlds are male--is crucial to Carter's depiction
of the subordination and imprisonment of women within a limited, private
world of experience, as well as to her growing awareness of the complex
relation between her own art and patriarchy.
In these novels, Carter shows how the thoughts of authoritative
human beings and institutions impinge upon the bodies, minds, and
emotions of particular women and men.

The recurring analogy she draws

between people and puppets bears not only on her concern with the
alienating, passive roles people are expected to adopt in a patriarchal,
capitalistic world, but also on her concern with understanding the
conditions necessary for human freedom.
The point to make about these early novels, however, is not that
Carter's women and men are entirely puppet-like, powerless, or passive;
were this so, they would experience no frustration, alienation, or
oppression.

Rather, the crucial point is that their isolated struggles

for freedom--even when they are voiced or enacted rather than merely
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implied by unconscious imagery, dreams, or silence--do not work
conjointly with any larger philosophy or politics of social change.

All

the characters--even the assertive, adventurous Marianne in Heroes and
Villains. Carter's first feminist figure--while occasionally making
liberating personal decisions and successfully articulating private
visions, are represented as incapable of fundamentally altering the
unsatisfying personal and political reality by which they are
controlled.

These characters, while not completely puppets, fail to

become agents of social change, and their social reality seems not only
stagnant but immutable.
While Carter implicitly addresses in these novels the
destructiveness of contemporary human relations and patriarchal
institutions such as marriage, family, and religion, she offers few
practical suggestions as to how people might improve their circumstances
and live freer and more satisfying lives.

Only occasionally in these

early novels does she indicate that, by pursuing alternative roles,
narratives, and realities for themselves and others, her characters
might overcome the suffering they endure.

I. The Images and Roles of Women
Since "it is through literature, and particularly through the
novel, that the dominant images of women and their experience in our
culture have been most easily and . . . most widely elaborated" (Stubbs
ix), it seems only proper that feminist criticism since the late 1960s
and early 1970s has partly involved itself in "investigating attitudes
to women or the 'images of women' in the works of an author, a genre, or
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a period" (Culler 46).

In Carter's early novels, such attitudes and

images are significant because they are central to her analysis of the
effects of patriarchy on the lives of particular women. Many of them
exist as man-made women, as women who obey the rules and accede to the
values of a male-dominated society. Many of them psychologically
introiect a sense of their own inferiority, while most of their male
counterparts project their fears and insecurities onto females,12 thus
demonstrating how they define themselves in opposition to women and
femininity.

By and large, the men in these novels are subjects

responding to women out of a mixture of anxiety and desire, while the
women are subordinate beings who, restricted to a private sphere, resign
themselves to male versions of femininity that objectify, oppress, and
silence them.
These early novels are filled almost exclusively with what have
been called "the familiar images of women in fiction": "the virgin
heroine, the wife and mother, the prostitute, the spinster, the
mistress, the redundant middle-aged woman, the single mother" (Stubbs
xii).13

Melanie (VJ) and Marianne (HV) are introduced as virgin

heroines confronting patriarchal worlds that not only discourage them
from freely expressing their desires and aspirations, but also attempt
to determine what those desires and aspirations will in fact be. Edna
(TU) and Aunt Margaret (MT) are traditional wives who, largely
restricted to the private sphere, cope with indifferent, unloving
husbands and the restrictions of marriage. Mrs. Green (HV) and Mrs.
Kyte (SP), ageing mothers and widows, are represented as redundant,
marginal, middle-aged women. Mrs. Boulder (SP) is a middle-aged
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prostitute and single mother, the only economically independent woman in
these early novels. Mrs. Rundle (MT), the Struldbrug (SD), and the
Admiral's daughter (SP) are spinsters who shelter themselves from the
shame of their unmarried state by indulging in private fantasies. Anne
Blossom (SP) is a fallen woman, since she was seduced, impregnated, and
deserted by the man who had promised to marry her. Ghislaine and Emily
(SD) are unmarried, sexually active young women who experience their
singleness in strikingly different ways.

Charlotte (SP) is the only

university-educated woman in these early novels.
Most of the identities and roles available to these women depend
on the subordinate status of women with respect to men. Marriage here
is the culturally sanctioned dream for women, and the madonna-whore
dichotomy underpins the views expressed or implied about them. Outside
of marriage, the women in Carter's early novels have no fully
respectable outlet for their sexuality and little chance of individually
acquiring the status and wealth available through a good husband.
Unmarried women, too, are defined according to how they are perceived
by, or relate to, men.

Single, assertive, sexually active women like

Ghislaine, Emily, Charlotte, or Marianne (at least, for a time) are
generally looked upon as dangerous, witchlike, vampiric, or evil.

They

are considered femmes fatales or whores, depending upon how they earn
their living.

Like Lulu in Pabst's Pandora's Box (1929), the film

version of Wedekind's Lulu plays, the Lulu whose role Carte- considers
"one of the key representations of female sexuality in twentieth-century
literature" (LB 138), these single women have the potential to use their
"freedom" to reveal to other characters "their lack of liberty.

So
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[their] sexuality is indeed destructive, not in itself but in its
effects" (FF 135).

i. Marriage: the Virgin Heroine and the Wife
In the patriarchal worlds of her early novels, Carter sees
marriage as harmful and imprisoning, for it is a "proffered [sic]
sanctuary" that turns out to be a "prison" (SW 39).

It seeks to make

permanent that which is fated, almost inevitably, to be impeimanent.
Carter succinctly articulates her attitude to marriage when describing a
newly married couple in "Poem for a Wedding Photograph," written in the
1960s: "Posing for the photographer,/ they stand together under a green
tree / as if they were standing together for the first time. Stiffly,
formally black and white, known selves, known bodies/ subdued,
submerged, lost -- freshly incarnated, today, bride and groom" (272).
Marriage not only freezes the couple "in this eternal moment, in the
photograph, forever" (272), but also transforms them into mythical
beings.

Carter's position on marriage is also evident in her discussion

of wedding-dress imagery in her fiction:
The wedding-dress is a gift-wrapped girl. I can trace the
obsession to a literary source--Miss Havisham, in Great
Expectations, one of the most baleful ir. .ges of woman there
is, sitting there in her yellowed tulle with her wedding
cake with the mice and the beetles gnawing away at it. All
the imagery of marriage is baleful and menacing. Her
wedding day is the only day in her life when a woman is
allowed to exist--just that one day, the day of passion
between daughter and wife, when she's shoved from one owner
to another. They dress her up in white like a sacrifice and
cover her face with a veil. (Bedford 1)
Hence, in her early novels, marriage, so insidiously alluring for so
many women, represents the chief means by which a patriarchal society
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traps and controls women.

When, for instance, Marianne is forced

against her will to marry Jewel in Heroes and Villains, he tells her:
"Swallow you up and incorporate you, see" (56).
In The Magic Tovshop. a novel about -the maturation of an orphaned
female adolescent, the institution of marriage is an imposing force.

In

the opening pages of the novel, Melanie fantasizes about getting
married:
[S]he used the net curtain as raw material for a series of
nightgowns suitable for her wedding night which she designed
upon herself. She gift-wrapped herself for a phantom
bridegroom taking a shower and cleaning his teeth in an
extra-dimensional bathroom-of-the-future in honeymoon
Cannes. Or Venice. Or Miami Beach. (2)
She thinks that only marriage can bring her sexual fulfilment and
happiness.

Marriage is a necessary event, one that she must not

postpone:
'What will happen to me before I die?' she thought. 'Well,
I shall grow up. And get married. I hope to get married.
Oh, how awful if I don't get married. I wish I was forty
and it was all over and I knew what was going to happen to
me.' (6)
The worst possible fate would be for her not to get married.
Consequently, Melanie, though an atheist, prays that she be allowed to
marry and have sex. "Please God, let me get married.

Or, let me have

sex" (8). She associates marriage, moreover, with female virtue, for
the two are implicitly equated in the women's magazines she reads, in
whose textual mirror she sees female images that she can try on and
learn from.

For instance, in one of her magazines, a reader writes: "My

boy friend says he will leave me unless I let him love me to the full
but I want to be honestly married in white" (13). The writer assumes

«
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that a woman can have sex and retain her virtue only if married.

The

question of whether pre-marital sex ruins a man's virtue is not an
issue.
Yet Melanie wonders whether her emphatically clothed parents
postponed sex until after they were married, and whether, once married,
her father had "really sacrificed his smiling bride to the dark gods?
And if so, would she still be smiling . . . ?" (13) .

Clearly, Melanie

craves accurate information that will help her become "a woman."

But

when she looks beyond herself and the as yet unarticulated desires of
her adolescent body, she encounters only images of women whose manners
have been invented by men", and these images threaten to shape her own
desires and instincts.

Never does she consider that, like her father,

she might be able to cultivate her intelligence, write books, or train
for a professional career.

Instead, she preoccupies herself with

exploring the terra incognita of her body.

Aside from momentarily

envisioning her future self as "a model-girl or cabaret dancer" (14),
Melanie blindly believes that she can succeed and find happiness only if
married to an ideal man.
The phantasmagoric wedding-dress episode in the novel's opening
chapter, an episode revealing Melanie's vulnerability as a girl growing
up in a patriarchal world, is the source of her enormous burden of
guilt, from which she struggles throughout the novel to liberate
herself.

The episode occurs when, in her parents' absence (they are

touring America), Melanie secretly tries on her mother's wedding dress,
which symbolizes all her adolescent dreams.

However, Melanie's secret

promenade in the dress turns into a waking nightmare.

Walking in the
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garden after absent-mindedly locking herself out of her parents' house,
Melanie is overwhelmed first with trembling, mysterious female desire
and then with poignant loneliness.
in the world.

She feels like the only woman left

The oversized dress, with tulle that traps her like "a

mackerel in a net" (15), hinders her movements in the sensuous, uncanny,
alien world of the night--an unfamiliar realm outside the norms and
illusions fortifying her heretofore comfortable middle-class existence.
This image of entrapment supplements and parallels that of
Melanie's mother in her parents' wedding photograph, which Melanie
scrutinizes while invading her parents' bedroom.

(Her mother "was as if

stabbed through the middle by the camera and caught for ever under
glass, like a butterfly in an exhibition case" [12-13]).

The wedding

dress, linking Melanie's own experience in the garden to that of her
mother in the picture, suddenly symbolizes the threat of female
imprisonment.

Frightened by her secret indulgence in fantasy and

urgently seeking to re-enter the house, Melanie finds the dress
restrictive: "there was the dress to drag behind her, like Christian's
burden" (22) . When she, naked, finally climbs the apple tree and reenters the house through her bedroom window, the dress, thrown through
the window ahead of her, is significantly described as "flapping white
wings in her face, settling like a giant albatross in the window frame
for a quivering moment" (22).15

The dress is part of the house16 of

patriarchal civilization that she must re-enter and submit to if she is
to escape the peculiar mixture of intense loneliness and delicious
desire glimpsed in the garden.
After her parents' death, Melanie, forced to live with her Uncle
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Philip and Aunt Margaret in London, realizes that real marriage is less
a dream than a nightmare.

She learns much from witnessing the horribly

inegalitarian relation between her aunt and uncle. But she also has
experiences of her own that alter the way she thinks about herself as a
young woman.

Through identifying with one of Uncle Philip's dolls ("She

was in the night again, and the doll was herself" [68]), and noticing
the similarity between the Leda costume he forces her to wear and her
mother's wedding dress, Melanie understands that living in Uncle
Philip's house has amounted to re-enacting the alienation, or
existential crisis, she first acknowledged in the earlier wedding-dress
episode.

She recognizes, without immediately drawing any conclusions,

that Uncle Philip 1' oks at her as she once looked at herself in the
mirror--as an object of male desire: "Melanie would be a nymph crovned
with daisies once again; he saw her as she once had seen herself.

In

spite of everything, she was flattered" (141) . Yet, though initially
flattered, after playing Leda to Philip's life-sized puppet swan, and
being raped (figuratively) while wearing Leda's wedding-dress-like
costume, Melanie reinterprets the flattery as a humiliating insult. She
feels newly uneasy about what conventional marriage might mean for her.
She is no longer certain that she wants to gift-wrap herself for a man
and enter a timeless wedding photograph of her own.

She does not want

to be pinned down, as her mother once was.
The idea of marrying Finn is thus unappealing to Melanie at the
end of the novel: "I'm not going to be rushed, she said desperately"
(193).

Even though Finn destroys the phallic swan and saves her from

Uncle Philip's misogynistic, sadistic world, she is depressed by the
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thought of marrying him and confining herself within a domestic
situation:
She knew they would get married one day and li/e together
all their lives and there would always be pervasive squalor
and dirt and mess and shabbiness, always, forever and
forever. And babies crying and washing to be done and toast
burning all the rest of her life. And never any glamour or
romance or charm. Nothing fancy. Only mess and babies with
red hair. She revolted. (177)
Her revolt is hesitant, however, because she has not conceived of any
alternatives to marriage.

There are no models or images of alternative

female behaviour for her to learn from, and she has no more options at
the end of the novel than she had at the beginning.

In escaping from

Uncle Philip, she has escaped from one tyrannical male; she has not
escaped from the patriarchal culture in which she lives, a culture that
continues to threaten and restrict her with its female stereotypes.

She

has learned what it means to be a woman in a patriarchal world, and how
important it is in such a world for her to seek independence.

Yet the

only plot available to her at the novel's end is still the marriage
plot, and so the novel finishes with uncertainty about her future.
While Melanie naively idealizes marriage, Edna Grey in Shadow
Dance. saved by her husband, Morris, from "age[ing] into a cat-spinster
in a bed-sitter" (SD 23), fulfils the female destiny patriarchy
recommends. As the narrator puts it, Edna
was a Victorian girl; a girl of the days when men were hard
and top-hatted and masculine and ruthless and girls were
gentle and meek and did a great deal of sewing and looked
after the poor and laid their tender napes beneath a
husband's booted foot, even if he brought home cabfulls
[sic] of half-naked chorus girls and had them dance on the
rich round mahogany dining-table. . . . Or, drunk to a
frenzy, raped the kitchen maid before the morning assembly
of servants and children and her black silk-dressed self
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(gathered for prayers). Or forced her to stitch, on shirts,
her fingers to rags to pay his gambling debts. . . . Edna
thought marriage was for submission and procreation. When
she said, 'love, honour and obey' in the watered-milk light
of the church where they had been married, her face glowed
with such unearthly splendour . . . (45)
For Edna, not born a Victorian but acting like one, advances made by
women in the twentieth century seem not to have occurred.

She is, one

learns, "overwhelmed by the prospect of maternity" (46) and finds
contraception hateful:
Not only did she think that it foiled the right, true end of
love-making, which was making babies, but she constantly
complained that she found the whole process undignified and
disgusting. Her face puckered with disgust as she inserted
the diaphragm. . . (46)
She is "by nature a nest builder, a homemaker, a creator of warm
cosiness, a real woman, a fine woman (no matter how flat her breasts
were)" (43). Though maintaining a low-paying job in a cigarette
factory, she would sooner stay home and have Morris's babies. Perhaps
then her agonizing, recurring headache--interestingly described as
"standing on her brain like a huge, heavy man who . . . occasionally
jumped up and down in metal-spiked boots" (13)--would cease. Yet Morris
can count on her docility to ensure that his decision not to have any
children will remain unchallenged.
Edna is "a good woman according to the rules laid down for women
by men" (SW 38), and her happiness depends solely on whether her
habitual submissiveness, pity, and compassion are necessary for the
well-being of her man.

She does not particularly cai.e what kind of man

she serves, as long as she is allowed to glory in her own publicly
ineffectual virtue.

Indeed, "she would have found some satisfaction in
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having a persistently unfaithful husband, just as she would have found
satisfaction in physical ill-treatment.

It would at least show that he

was involved with her, if he wished to betray or beat her" (47). And
she plays skilfully at being virtuous.

When her husband's partner

slices open a woman's face with a knife, Edna simply offers to look
after the woman, not to help her seek legal redress.

"'Compassion1,

Millais would have called her, with her upturned face and incandescent
eyes and long hands joined like the ears of a butchered rabbit" (50).
But Edna's compassion reflects not a hard-earned human goodness, which
is always admirable, but her unconscionable acceptance of female
suffering, male violence, and her own moral incapacitation in a world
beyond the domestic sphere.
Unlike Edna, who resigns herself to subordination and suffering
within marriage, The Magic Toyshop's Aunt Margaret is visibly tormented
and constrained as the tyrannical Uncle Philip's wife.
wedding day, she has been mute.

Since her

She entered into marriage solely to

provide a home and family for her two orphaned brothers, Finn and
Francie.

In her marriage, communication is unnecessary, since as a wife

she must only listen to the "brusque commands" (124) of her husband's
monologue.

She even learns to laugh "soundlessly" (43), since Philip

cherishes silence.

Her acquired voicelessness and deferential quietness

make her seem as pliant as one of Philip's flawless puppets.17 Yet, as
the narrator observes, Maigaret "would have been a talkative woman if
she could" (41). She "throbbed with the effort of containing words she
could not speak" (121).
Both Edna and Margaret suffer from being perceived and defined as
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less than fully human beings, but whereas Edna obediently accepts and
even values the kind of life she lives, Margaret inwardly resists, as
her fragmented, silenced self suggests, the restrictions placed upon
her.

When kissing Melanie goodnight on her first evening at the Flowe-«-

house, Margaret exhibits her deep repression.

She holds Melanie "in a

stiff, Dutch-doll embrace; her arms were two hinged sticks, he" mouth
cool, dry and papery, her kiss inhibited, tight-lipped but somehow
desperate, making an anguished plea for affection" (48-9).

Having

learned her wifely role so well, she appears doll-like and restrained
even when Philip is not physically present.
To survive under the purview of Philip, Margaret resigns herself
to living as a divided self.

While she does communicate with others by

writing on pads of paper and chalkboards, she hides her full
subjectivity.

It resides in the music she, Francie, and Finn privately

share and thirst for when Philip is away from home; it lives in Finn's
portrait of her, a painting emphasizing her repressed sexuality,
passion, and wifely tears; it is glimpsed in the gesticulations and
facial expressions through which she conveys her thoughts and feelings
in the oppressive house.
Margaret's subjugation includes her wearing jewellery and clothing
that Philip has made or selected for her.

His wedding gift to her, a

collar-like homemade necklace of dull silver that prevents her from
moving her head and eating, symbolizes the painful restriction she
experiences in marriage:
Wearing the collar, Aunt Margaret had to carry her head high
and haughty as the Queen of Assyria. Above it her eyes were
anxious and sad and not proud at all. . . . She looked like
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an icon of our Lady of Famine, pictured as a spare young
girl. When she wore the collar, she ate only with the
utmost difficulty. . . . it was the regal and hampering
collar which made Aunt Margaret beautiful. II faut suffrir
pour etre belle.
. . . It was not what one would expect
Aunt Margaret to have chosen for herself. (112-113)
She is also made to wear ugly, constrictive clothing.18

Usually, she

wears "black--a shapeless sweater and draggled skirt" (40). On Sundays,
the regular day for making love with Philip, she is allowed to put on
her best ugly dress, made* of
unyielding woollen material in a deadly, flat shade of grey,
a shade which was a negation of colour, an annihilation of
any possibility of prettiness. It had a high neck and
narrow sleeves too short for her, from which her chapped,
bony wrists and her hands on which every knotted sinew and
vein was visible protruded limply, as if they were stitched
separately to the cuffs and not part of her arms at all.
(Ill)
The dress, suggests the narrator, could have been chosen for Margaret
only by Uncle Philip.

In this lifeless, ugly, poorly-fitting uniform,

which "the good girl in Sunday school might wear" (112), Margaret
resembles Philip's life-sized puppets.

The dress covers and censors

Margaret's powerful voluptuousness, visible only in Finn's portrait of
her that is hidden in his room.

In this portrait, Margaret is

naked but for a cloak of brilliant green loosely slung
around her shoulders. Her famine leanness was softened by
all the scarlet hair drifting around her. Her pubic hair
was a mound of fire. Her breasts were on the point of
turning into roses. . . . Down her white cheeks rolled two
fat tears which glistened because they were round, faceted,
crystal beads stuck onto the c a n v a s . . . . The whole
painting had a secret, private quality about it, the quality
of a whisper behind the hand. (108-9)
Just as the wedding dress becomes a burden for Melanie as she strolls
through the garden in the novel's opening chapter, so Philip's grey
dress is an encumbrance for Aunt Margaret later, and Melanie cannot bear
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to see her wear it in the saturnalia at the end of the novel:
Melanie conceived a superstitious dread of the grey dress.
If Aunt Margaret put it on, nothing would go right; the
figures in [her mother's] wedding photograph might come
alive. Uncle Philip might come home early with a machinegun. (188)
Remembering her own wedding-dress incident, Melanie gives Margaret a
green dress and pearl necklace. This simple, altruistic gesture allows
Aunt Margaret to discard the grey, prison-like garment that has censored
her beauty and passion from the world.

For a change, she can control

her own image and feel pleasurably united with her body.19 And later,
emboldened by the thought of Philip's imminent demise in the burning
toyshop, Margaret' begins to speak and regain a sense of herself as a
complete person: "With her voice, she had found her strength, a frail
but constant courage like spun silk.

Struck dumb on her wedding day,

she found her old voice again the day she was freed" (197).
In these early novels, then, the role of wife, and all the
associations traditionally accompanying it, functions as a "mind-forg'd
manacle" that women must unlock or elude if they are to be sexually
autonomous and free. Yet unlocking or eluding this manacle is not easy.
A woman within the patriarchal worlds of these early novels has few, if
any, alternatives.

ii. Prostitution and Abstinence: the Fallen-Woman Figure
The role of prostitute, another negative role assigned to women by
patriarchy, has been resorted to by the middle-aged Mrs Boulder in
Several Perceptions. She has realistically assessed her status as a
fallen woman disowned by her family.

"God, how trapped I felt when I
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knew Vivy was on the way," she tells the novel's protagonist.
started out in show business, as a dancer.
legs, I hadn't started to spread, then.

"I'd

I had a nice figure, nice

Mum and dad had high hopes for

me but first a fellow let me down and then one thing and another.
no primrose path, you know" (122).

It's

After Viv's birth, she had nothing

with which to support herself except her sexuality, so she turned to
selling herself:
"At first, oh, each time was a fresh violation. For years I
felt degraded, I felt I was such a sinner I'd never be
washed clean. But if death is the wages of sin, it's the
wages of virtue, too. And I was making such a lot of money,
you'd never believe it. And no tax, either. And I thought,
'Why am I a sinner? I am only doing a job of work and I'm
not a liar, like priests, for example, who tell those lies.1
But my family was always Catholic and it's hard to lose a
sense of guilt once it's been drummed into you. Once
they're cast you for Magdalen, they'll never accept you as
an honest businesswoman . . . " (121)
But while she has succeeded as a prostitute, her life has been limited
by her acceptance of a male version of femininity.

In this version,

youth, physical beauty, and masochistic submission are valued above all
else, as witnessed in the scripts dictated to her by her customers and
the "series of flattering charades" (SW 84) that, Juliette-like, she
designs.

,

Within patriarchy, the role of whore is not all that different
from the role of wife, as Carter contends in The Sadeian Woman:
By accepting the contractual nature of sexual relations,
even if on her own terms, [t'i? prostitute] imprisons herself
within them just as securely as a wife does, though she may
retain a greater degree of individual independence. If
marriage is legalised prostitution, then prostitution is
itself a form of group marriage. (59)
According to this logic, there is really very little reason to
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distinguish among Mrs Boulder, Edna Grey, and Aunt Margaret. As a
prostitute and single parent, Mrs Boulder is freer economically than
either Edna or Margaret could ever hope to be within marriage. Yet her
independence is no longer the certainty it once was, since she is ageing
and losing her ability to embody the rigorous expectations of male
fantasy. At the age of forty-five, she fights time with cosmetics,
superimposing a mask on "the crumbling sandstone of her real appearance
. . . " (119).

But she knows that her fate, like the fates of Edna and

Aunt Margaret, is largely dependent upon how she is perceived and valued
by men.

She has not existed as a subject in her own right, as someone

building an autonomous identity and fulfilling desires of her own.
However candid she may be about the cash-sale ideology dominating her
world, she colludes with male domination over women because she seeks to
represent and profit from the male version of femininity underpinning
the madonna-whore dichotomy.
Anne Blossom, also from Several Perceptions, serves as a second
example of the fallen-woman figure, but as a foil to Mrs Boulder. The
dream of a happily-ever-after marriage has failed Anne just as it has
failed Mrs Boulder.

She too, as she confides to Joseph, was seduced and

betrayed:
"My bloke deluded me with a ring and some promises that came
even cheaper. . . . As soon as he'd knocked me up, he beat
it. . . . There was no one in the world for me to turn to
but the National Council for the Care of the Unmarried
Mother and her Child." (103)
As 3he tells Joseph,
"What upset me most was not having to give up my little boy,
nor bearing him, nor being deserted, nor being shamed, but
being lied to and sponged off all that time. I thought I'd
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found somebody who cared about me but it was all lies and
self-deceit. And now I'm a cripple too, which I wasn't
before, though I suppose I was never anybody's dream-girl or
pin-up, like." (104)
But whereas Mrs Boulder keeps her child and chooses to live
independently as a prostitute, Anne, herself having been left on the
doorstep of an orphanage, decides to give her infant son up for
adoption. "I didn't lose it. . . .1 gave him away. My son" (101).
Three months later she begins a new life in a new town, in the boardinghouse where Joseph Harker lives. Having found employment as a
secretary, she hopes to re-build her life. But as a result (she claims)
, of a fall downstairs, she has developed a heavy limp and laves alone and
friendless, a grotesque figure with a face like Tenniel's Duchess in
Alice in Wonderland.

Unlike Mrs Boulder, she blames herself for her

misfortunes. Her mind is locked within patriarchal manacles.
This is why she refers to Mrs Boulder as "that sad whore" (93).
This is why, when listening to the ballad about a fallen woman sung in
the pub by Maggie, Anne cries. This is why, at the Christmas party at
the end of the novel, she initially stands with her back against a
mirror, dismissing and criticizing others. This is why, when she tells
Joseph of her indifference to sex--"I could take it or leave it and
usually left it" (130)--the "bushes and trees in the garden . . .
shifted and rested as if softly applauding her abstinence" (131). Anne,
the "ugly Eve," (48), truly believes that she is to blame for her
irreparable, fallen state--that she has sinned. And now, to make amends
for har earlier sexual crime, she lives a life of determined female
virtue. Aside from privately caressing the newly budding branches of
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trees in a local park, she censors almost all her sensual desire.

In

clinging to her absent son's lock of hair, to the cheap diamond
engagement ring given tc her by the fickle lover who deserted her, and
to her psychosomatic limp, she punishes her.3elf with the virtue of
frigidity.

She willingly becomes the castrated being that patriarchal

culture imagines her to be, because her earlier desire-filled self had
led her into degradation and humiliation.

She is thus imprisoned in

"the oldest story of the world" because, until she acquires the courage
to relinquish the past, as she does at the end of the novel, thus
liberating herself from sexual guilt and inhibition, she cannot be happyor free.
As Carter says of "the heart-struck tearful heroines of Jean Rhys,
Edna O'Brien, and Joan Didion", all five of the women I have been
discussing stay "grumblingly acquiescent in a fate over which they
belive [sic] they have no control" (SW 56).

Like Sade's Justine, whom

Carter would later analyze in The Sadeian Woman, they are "women who
find the world was not, as they had been promised, made for them and who,
do not have, because they have not been given, the existential tools to
remake the world for themselves" (SW 57).

They only intermittently

reveal an interest in their own female pleasure and agency; they nearly ,
always submit themselves, albeit sometimes reluctantly, to lives of
*
suffering and imprisonment, for these are the only lives offered to
them.
iii. Beyond Suffering: Alternative Female Paradigms
But, while female suffering is a recurring theme in Carter's early
novels, she attempts noc only to describe or represent such suffering,
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but also to question "the idea of the blameless suffering of women
. . ." (SW 101).

Though replete with images of despair about women's

lives in the contemporary world, her early novels do hint, albeit
sparingly and somewhat unsuccessfully, at alternative models or images
of women.

By the end of The Magic Toyshop. Melanie begins to imagine that
her desires as a woman might be fulfilled outside the inadequate roles
allotted to her within patriarchy.

She imagines that it might be

possible to avoid a life of wifely restriction, passivity, and
suffering, though she has not yet figured out how. Unlike Edna in
Shadow Dance or Mrs Boulder in Several Perceptions. Melanie becomes
aware of the discrepancy between her own desires and the desires her
society wants her to express. She wants not to capitulate to the
madonna-whore dichotomy, but to pursue her desire for fulfilment without
sacrificing her individuality and independence.
As Carter says, "Melanie is not the passive recipient she might
appear. Although she is the bourgeois virgin put through the mangle,
she is very conscious of desire, she is filled with it. And that gives
her power" (Paterson 43).

And Carter elaborates, in the same article,

on the importance that romance and illusion may have in helping women in
oppressive circumstances to cultivate their own desires:
there are times when I think that the barmier aspirations of
romantic fiction and romantic movies are very important for
women. Having some sort of dumb aspirational illusions may
well be the trigger that makes you do what you wouldn't
otherwise. Not the women's magazine romance of the Fifties
and Sixties type where the message was essentially 'settle
for what you can get'. But the wilder shores of romance
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that promise that Cinderella will go to the ball, Snow White
will defeat her wicked stepmother. (Paterson 43)
At the end of The Magic Tovshop. Melanie, though uncertain about the
prospect of marrying Finn, is nonetheless conscious enough of her own
desire for excitement and adventure, to dream of going "to the ball."
Despite the obstacles in her path, she is hopeful and looks to the
future; she is eager to live, and her imagination is primed.

Limiting

though the male fantasies of patriarchy have been for her, new
fantasies--nurtured within her own imagination--seem nearly ready for
expression.

They will be the first signs of female dissent, resistance

and hope within a culture unwilling to accommodate female freedom and
equality.

Carter's assumption is that women must become free through

their own efforts, and those efforts must begin with an inner rousing of
female desire and imagination--an inner revolution.
In Shadow Dance and Heroes and Villains. Emily and Marianne
respectively attempt to actualize their own desires and to live as the
equals rather than the possessions of men.

For them, "love is [looked

upon as] a means of existential definition, an exploration of the
potentials of [the] self, rather than the means of induction into the
contingent existence of the married woman, as it had been for the
previous heroines of the bourgeois novel" (CB 161). Yet their
rebellions do little to weaken patriarchy itself.

Emily's apparent

freedom as a sexually active woman contributes little to improving
conditions for other women.

Marianne, bolder and freer than most of

Carter's other early women, also fails to alleviate the suffering of
others within patriarchy.

In these early novels Carter is suggesting
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that "the liberal lie in action," "a good heart and an inadequate
methodology" (SW 55), will not result in the betterment of women's lives
and the subversion of patriarchy.
Emily is a sexually active but unmarried young woman attempting to
live as the equal of men.

She has short hair, wears low-heeled shoes,

and possesses a serious face with a strong jaw and "stone-like
stolidity" (59). She speaks authoritatively: "The smooth, scarcely
inflected flow of her speech gave the merest remark the stature of an
official pronouncement" (70). She demonstrates an "unruffled calm" and
a "sense of premeditated purpose in her movements" (72), carrying
herself in a somewhat masculine way: "With her height and her strong
face and her heavy tread, one might almost have taken her for a boy
dressed up as a girl in the Elizabethan theatre, when transvestism was
an art form . . . " (67-8).

Despite her Catholic upbringing, she thinks

religion is "a lot of old rubbish" (106), allows Honey to lure her away
from her parents' home in London, and willingly moves into his quarters
above the junk shop operated by him and Morris Grey.

She happily

transfers her attention from father to lover without bothering about
marriage.

She is a practical girl. As a "strong girl, a self-

sufficient girl who might grow up into a matriarch" (75-6), she believes
in birth control and engages in what she thinks of as a mutually
pleasurable, passionate, no-strings-attached sexual relationship with
Honey.

While staying with Honey in his peculiar room, she earns her

keep by serving customers in the junk shop, and by cooking and cleaning,
though she is never actually paid for her efforts. She is more
autonomous and internally developed than either Edna or Ghislaine. Her
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mind, we are told,
was occupied by a large sofa or divan, which was
Honeybuzzard; to make room for this new, sizeable and heavy
possession, she had shifted out all her other emotional
furniture--love for parents, home, the friends of home--and
was content, in exchange, simply to be preoccupied by this
present love, and to walk around it, examine it and, in her
quiet way, rejoice in it for as long as she might wish to
keep it. (99)
She feels in command of her life, and that is all that is important to
her.

In contrast with Edna, whose compassion is "morally motivated" and

"bred of . . . total human involvement" (161), Emily is "hard, cool,
[and] impersonal," and
just as she had cheerfully thrown away the enormous wardrobe
of her father, her first hero . . . in order to clear a
space for Honeybuzzard, so she might, one day, throw away
Honeybuzzard when she came upon something that seemed to her
more pleasing. . . . Where she loved, she loved entirely;
but, not necessarily, for long. (99)
She possesses "a firm sense of occupancy inside her clothes and her
strong, well-made body and the firm features of her quiet face.
always at home in herself" (100).

She was

Significantly, she does not fit into

the "Edwardian evening gowns" (113) purchased for her by Honey, because
of her "strong, thick-waisted, post-world-war-two figure" (113).

An

existentialist at heart, Emily is uninterested in her environment: "She
saw only the things she had decided she wished to see" (103).
And yet, at the same time she is blinded by her "love" for Honey
and completely oblivious to his chameleonic, childish, violent,
misogynistic nature.

How, one wonders, can such an emotionally sturdy

woman so profoundly mis-read his character?

Why, for instance, does she

fail to question him about his oddly decorated room which includes a
"pickled foetus", fetishistic ads from old magazines, and drawings
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parodying the Nativity?

An unconventional Beauty, she bewilderingly

chooses to love a psychopathic Beast, and so the soundness of her
judgement as well as her image as an alternative female role model are
thrown into doubt. True, when shown the pornographic photographs of
Honey and Ghislaine, Emily admits to not knowing Honey very well. But
how, then, can she love him as passionately as she claims she does? Her
acceptance of the inevitable impermanence of human relationships seems
liberating.

But a woman can be just as imprisoned in a common-law

relationship as in marriage.
Emily's freely expressed sexuality, and the pleasure she derives
from it, is a welcome alternative to the suffering incurred through
sexuality by so many of Carter's other women.

In describing to Morris

her relationship with Honey, Emily says
. . . in a never-before heard, rich, vibrant voice: 'I love
him, I love him. When he touched me up on Mitcham Common, a
man rode by on a bicycle with Catherine wheels, al] whizzing
with flame, and Honey had set light to them, and he made the
moon explode in my head when he came into me.' (107)
Yet, interestingly, this description places Honey in an active, dominant
role: he. gives her pleasure, and she receives it passively.
her actions?
thinks she is?

What about

Is she really as sexually equal and independent as she
These questions must be asked when, on the night Morris

has been assaulted by Honey, Emily seeks Honey's permission before
comforting the injured Morris. Why does she require such permission?
Can she not act without Honey's approval, given that Morris is badly
hurt?

K ' e and more, Emily's independence and freedom come to seem

suspect and innocently assumed.

Honey, though not her husband,

dominates their relationship, and she is controlled, to a degree, by his
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lies and by what he thinks of her.

She may think he is a piece of

furniture in her house, but actually he thinks of her as an object in
his.

In fact, he thinks of her, as he tells Morris, "as the very best

fruitcake, the kind with rum in it that you can get drunk on.

I gorge

on her like a baby at a party" (60).
When Emily discovers that she is pregnant with Honey's child, she
initially responds by dismantling Honey's apartment and burning most of
his belongings.

She is, as she says, "Burning him, the bastard.

Burning him up" (166).

She explains her actions and confusion to

Morris:
"You keep on hoping you're wrong, you know, up till the last
minute. I wasn't half angry with Honey, I wanted to smash
all his rotten rubbish up. I don't know what came over me.
I feel ashamed of myself, now, 'cos it's not his fault,
really. It's just the way things are. And I don't love him
anymore [sic] " (171)
However, unlike Anne Blossom in Several Perceptions. Emily finally
accepts her pregnancy as an accident for which no one is to blame.

She

plans to keep her baby20 and feels no anxiety about taking full
responsibility for it: "I called my piper, so I'll pay for my tune
. ." (170).

In her coolly rational mind, "Honey by now had nothing to

do with it" (182); "It's inside me, not inside him, isn't it?" (170).
Her attitude here is consistent with her apparent independence.

Yet she

does not mention how she plans to raise and support the child.
And when at the end of the novel, as Emily and Morris approach the
dilapidated house where they will discover Ghislaine's dead body, we are
told that Emily "walked as if she had a destination ahead of her of
which she was quite sure" (177) , no explanation is given for he
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confident, unruffled demeanour.

Perhaps her calmness implies that she

is blind to the difficulties that lie ahead.
forced to inspire confidence in the reader

But the ending is too
How will Emily cope with

the economic hardship that she will inevitably face as a single parent
in a patriarchal world?
out of existence.

She cannot simply wish such inevitable hardship

The novel is visibly weakened by Carter's reluctance

to address in sufficient detail the material and economic consequences

I
of Emily's pregnancy.
Marianne, in Carter's first venture into science fiction, Heroes
and Villains, is the second alternative female figure in her early work.
i

Like L.nily, Marianne makes choices and acts according to her desires.
But Marianne's life is less contradictory than Emily's.

Marianne does

not suffer from Emily's imaginative narrowness, and so she is able to
fight against the restrictions of patriarchy with more sophistication
and cunning.
From the start, she is a social misfit, an early example of the
rebellious, independent, adventurous female common to much of Carter's
later work.

Her rebelliousness is evident at a very young age when she

refuses to play the role of villain in a game of "Soldiers and
Barbarians."

The little boys with whom she plays want to make her, a

girl, into a villain or Barbarian, into the one who is conquered by the
ever-victorious Soldiers.

However, she herself wants to be a hero, not

an object or a villainous opponent, so she refuses to accept the role of
loser: "I'm not playing" (2). To assert her independence and nonconformity, she breaks the rules of the boy-dominated game: "Marianne
tripped up the son of the professor of mathematics and left him
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sprawling and yowling in the dust, which was not in the rules.

The

other children soon left her out of their games but she did not care"
(3).

Marianne's rebelliousness is again evident during a Mayday

celebration, when she, a six-year-old at the time, makes a nuisance of
herself and her nurse responds by imprisoning her in a room in a white
tower.

Locked away in this room, Marianne is like a descendent of Jane

Eyre (perhaps even of Bertha Mason).

From her imprisoned, marginal

position, she gains an outsider's perspective on her own community and
on the battle that ensues when the Barbarians invade: "Marianne was not
frightened to be left alone but she was very angry.
the balcony. . . .

She went out onto

She peered through the iron bars at the village.

It

appeared diminutive, from this height. . . . Around the edge of the
horizon spread the unguessable forest" (3). Even at the age of six, she
is curious about the unknown Barbarians on the other side of the forest,
and "liked the *d'.d, quatrosyllabic lilt of the word, 'Barbarian'" (4).
Her anthropological curiosity is the antithesis of Emily's
introspectivenesn.

Marianne wants adventure, action, romance, glamour,

and reliable knowledge of the world--the very things Melanie inwardly
craves at the end of The Magic Toyshop as she cringes at the prospect of
marrying Finn and starting a family.
But, whereas Melanie at the end of The Magic Toyshop is just
beginning to resist patriarchy and recognize desires other than the ones
she has been taught to have, throughout Heroes and Villains Marianne
boldly and actively resists the restrictions she faces.

She is aware of

her desires and usually acts on them, even if it means she will be
ostracized or put at risk.

For instance, she resists an undesirable
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early marriage and a life of domesticity, ' ecause she is capable of
dreaming of something better:
. . . Marianne acknowledged it was impossible for her to
consider marriage with any of the young men in the
community. 'I don't want to m a r r y . . . . I don't see the
point. I could maybe marry a stranger, someone from
outside, but nobody here. Everybody here is so terribly
boring, Father.' (11)
In spite of her youth and innocence, she understands that marriage, the
only prospect available to her within the Professor community, will not
satisfy her desires.

Knowing that she is unusual, her father, a history

professor, sees that she has the opportunity to cultivate her
intelligence, unlike other women in the community.

From him she learns

"reading, writing and history" (7), as well as the meaning of time.

It

was "as if the time [her father's clock] told was a secret between the
three of them" (11). Trusting her father's reasoning rather than her
nurse's superstitions, Marianne ventures out to the Ruins and the
forest, where she encounters Dr. Donally and the Idiot Boy, and
witnesses a caravan of destitute Barbarians travelling through the
forest.

She sympathizes with the encn&med Idiot and the destitute

Barbarians.
After the brutal murder of her father by her nurse, Marianne has
no incentive to stay in the Professor community, where anyone a bit
different is classified by her uncle, the colonel, as maladjusted.

She

burns her father's books because she cannot bear to read them now, and
chops off her long blonde hair, so as to look "very ugly," like "a
demented boy" (15) .

"She had no idea why she cropped her head; the

impulse seized her.

It made her look very ugly and she examined her
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ugliness in mirrors with a violent pleasure" (15). In adopting a new,
unconventional appearance, Marianne not only resembles the tortured
Idiot Boy encountered earlier, but also reveals a desire for more
independence and freedom from traditional gender restrictions.
To placate her uncle, who thinks she lacks discipline, she learns
to drive a vehicle.

But, seeking adventure one evening following a

Barbarian raid, she rescues the Barbarian Jewel (who is hiding in a
shed), and decides to escape with him from her unexciting life among the
Professors.

As the narrator puts it, "She had wanted to rescue him but

found she was accepting his offer to rescue her" (18). They assist each
other.

She stipulates to Jewel that she is choosing to go with him--

"remember I'm coming of my own free will" (24)--as if to underscore the
fact that she is not simply a helpless female waiting to be swept off
her feet by a heroic male.

By escaping from the false paradisal

patriarchal world of her childhood, the claustrophobic Eden that has
imprisoned her, Marianne does what Melanie, trapped in Uncle Philip's
world, cannot even dream of doing in The Magic Toyshop.
Romantic though she may be, Marianne has a strong enough sense of
her identity to imagine living freely in a better world than the one she
has known all her life.

Her imagination does not contain her; it

motivates her to seek a life worth living beyond the confines of her own
community.

And in escaping the security of the edenic Professor

community in which she has been raised and entering the fallen world of
the Barbarian encampment, she continues to fight against restrictions
placed upon her because of her sex.
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Ultimately, however, her individual efforts do not extricate her
from the larger social structures and unconscious biases of patriarchy,
which are just as present among the Barbarians as they were among the
Professors. When Jewel rapes her after she attempts to escape from the
Barbarians for the first time, Marianne recognizes the rape as Jewel's
attempt to assert male dominance over her, while at the same time
"bitterly" iecalling how her father had said "Defloration" would be "a
deep spiritual experience" (57). As far as marriage is concerned, the
Barbarians give, in Donally's words, "no choice at all. . . .

It's

marry or burn" (63) . Forced to marry Jewel, Marianne finds the wedding
dress "ludicrous" and "horrible" (68):
She recoiled from the dress. It became an image of terror.
Some young woman had worn it before her for a wedding in the
old style with cake, wine and speeches; afterwards, the sky
opened an umbrella of fire. Marianne pressed herself
against the wall, face down on the floorboards, and screwed
her eyes shut, clenching her fists, attempting to force
herself into a condition of detachment menaced as she was by
this crumbling anachronism. . . . [Mrs Green] took up the
dress, very tenderly, and approached Marianne, carrying it,
with the heavy, inexorable tread of a determined old lady.
Marianne knew there was nothing for it and she must undergo
her ordeal; she began mechanically to unbutton her shirt.
She was shaking and sweating but her ruling passion was
always anger rather than fear and she turned into a mute,
furious doll which allowed itself to be totally engulfed.
The satin bodice slid down her flesh with sensations of
slime and ice. . . . [T]he veil finally concealed
everything, even Marianne's face, so at last she was quite
transformed, now a pale bundle of aged fab'ic that
disintegrated in little spurts with every lavement she made.
(69)
As the bride and groom in the Barbarian marriage ceremony, she and Jewel
must relinquish their individual selves and adopt mythically significant
roles.

No less than Melanie, they are forced into positions prepared

for them by their society:
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[Jewel] was like a work of art, as if created, not begotten,
a fantastic dandy of the void whose true nature had been
entirely subsumed to the alien and terrible beauty of a
rhetorical gesture. His appearance was abstracted from his
body, and he was wilfully reduced to sign language. He had
become the sign of an idea of a hero, and she herself had
been forced to impersonate the sign of a memory of a bride.
But though she knew quite well she herself was only
impersonating this sign, she could not tell whether Jewel
was impersonating that other sign or had, indeed, become it,
for every line of his outlandish figure expressed the most
arrogant contempt and it was impossible to tell whether or
not this contempt was in his script. (71-2)
The wedding ceremony is presented parodically.

Marianne's ring, because

it is too large, is "jammed . . . over her thumb" (72) . At one point
"the drifting veil caught in her mouth and gagged her" (73). She at all
times realizes that she is playing a part in a piece of theatre directed
by the patriarchal Dr Donally.
When Jewel later demands that she bear him a son--"Conceive, you
bitch, conceive" (90)--because of his need for a son to ensure his
"status" in a "patriarchal system" (90), and because of his need to take
out his "revenge" on her for making him sexually dependent upon her,
their lovemaking "seemed all at once grotesque and brutal and the spurt
of seed a terrible violation of her privacy" (90); "The idea of pleasure
died now she realized pleasure was ancillary to procreation" (91). In
the end, pregnant with Jewel's baby, Marianne must compromise her
principles and desires in order to survive among the Barbarians. Unlike
Emily in Shadow Dance, who naively believes that she can survive without
paying attention to her economic and social environment, Marianne,
though not a woman given to suffering and dependence, does acknowledge
her need for a community in which to live. She is an independent,
strong young woman, but not one who diminishes or ignores the importance
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of her surroundings, which exert much control--economically, socially,
politically--over her potential as a female person.

She knows that she

must acquire some power within her world if she is to survive.
Yet this need for public power is difficult to satisfy, for
Marianne, like Melanie, lives in a culture whose reigning myths sustain
and promote female suffering and powerlessness.

To acquire power in

such a culture, a woman like Marianne must struggle against both the
dominant males and the unconscious premises of her society.

By

examining Carter's early handling of the biblical myth of the Fall,
particularly in The Magic Toyshop and Heroes and Villains, we can see
that Carter's concern with female suffering reaches beyond an analysis
of individual women and touches upon the problematic implications of
barely visible but influential cultural assumptions.

II: Replaying the Fall
In "Myths & the Erotic" (1985), an article based on an interview
with Carter, Anne Smith mentions Carter's fascination with the myth of
the Fall: "As a medievalist in her academic life, she naturally found
herself 'spending a lot of time thinking about the Fall', and
'obviously' she says, 'I couldn't see what they'd done wrong . . . How
come it's always sexual

transgression?'" (28). Carter's early novels

implicitly criticize the standard patriarchal interpretation of the
Fall21, and in so doing they indicate a concern on her part with undoing
the primary Judeo- Christian religious narrative of Western culture and
the patriarchal values it disseminates.

The myth of the Fall, which

"wields an extraordinary influence upon western culture" (Pagels xix),
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and which has sometimes been used as a tool in subordinating women
within the private sphere of the home and family, functions as part of
the collective unconscious in The Magic Tovshop and Heroes and Villains.
and less prominently in Shadow Pance and Several Perceptions. The fear
of women and of sexuality permeating these novels seems tied to two
traditional assumptions pres<="-* in standard interpretations of the story
of Adam, Eve, and the serpent: first that women, represented by a
gullible Eve, are to blame for original sin, which has led to human
suffering in a fallen world; and second, that sexuality and knowledge
are inherently corrupting, while sexual abstinence and unquestioning
faith are signs of personal virtue.
While Carter's individual characters never consciously debate the
significance of the mythical Fall from grace into knowledge of good and
evil, the idea that there has been a descent from a mythical paradise
into a world of pain, sexual sin, knowledge, and hardship functions on a
subliminal level--as an unconscious determinant of experience--in the
behaviours of her characters, usually to the detriment of the women and
the reinforcement of patriarchy.

Carter's references to the myth of the

Fall in her early novels demonstrate one of the ways in which her
investigation of patriarchy operates not only on the level of individual
psychology and experience, but also on the level of collective
psychology.

In general, her undercutting of the traditional

understanding of the Fall reflects her conviction that the concept of
original sin and the idea of religion have been used to cow individuals
--especially women, but also men--into becoming obedient, unthinking
slaves of an oppressive, patriarchal status quo.

For Carter, moving
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from the timeless, claustrophobic, patriarchal, asexual, m\thic realm of
Adam and Eve to the time-bound, sexual, mortal world of human
experience, knowledge, and self-consciousness is a step toward human
liberation and genuine moral responsibility.

It is both a step away

from slavery, ignorance, and self-abasement and a step towards
acknowledging human beings as the makers of their own history.

In this

sense, discarding the patriarchal myth of the Fall underpinning western
culture is a prerequisite for the emancipation of women.

i. Escaping from Eden: Melanie's Two Falls
In The Magic Tovshop. the image of Melanie and Finn at the end of
the novel is meant to recall the image of Adam and Eve holding hands and
going forth into the world after they have been expelled from Eden. As
Carter puts it,
Megalomaniac as it might seem, that was the image I wanted
to leave--uwo people alone, about to depart from a garden.
. . . I got it wrong, of course, because the theory of the
Fortunate Fall has it that it was fortunate because it
incurred the Crucifixion, an idea which I think only an
unpleasant mind could have dreamt up. I took the Fortunate
Fall as meaning that" it was a good thing to get out of that
place. The intention was that the toyshop itself should be
a secularized Eden; that's what lay behind the malign fairy
tale I wrote. (Haffenden 80)
In Carter's version of the Eden myth in The Magic Toyshop. Uncle Philip
plays the role of God.

Philip is unremittingly tyrannical and

autocratic, and the other characters, controlled by his artful
it.

manipulations and authority, are repressed and imprisoned within his
"paradisal," monological, patriarchal house of civilization.

Whatever
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freedom they have while living under his authority is acquired by
subverting and resisting Philip's physical, mental, and psychological
coerciveness.

They survive by staying in touch with what they are

forced publicly to repress, and gain their freedom, ultimately, through
irreverence and disobedience.

In the secularized Eden of the toyshop,

where to be human and free is to avoid imitating the obedient,
mechanical actions of Philip's life-sized puppets, disobedience and
knowledge of good and evil (including carnal knowledge) are
prerequisites for individual freedom, even if knowledge must be gained
by peering voyeuristically, as Melanie initially does, through key-holes
or peep-holes.
In The Maaic Toyshop, both disobedience and sexual indulgence
(particularly the secret incestuous affair between Aunt Margaret and
Francie) are presented as life-affirming and liberating.

When Uncle

Philip returns home at the end of the novel, and finds his wife "in her
brother's arms" (196), he, like an angry deity, sets his paradise on
fire while the other characters escape from his violent kingdom.
Margaret and Francie's disobedience is sexual, and it subverts the
incest taboo at the foundation of patriarchal culture.
Philip's authority, they provoke his wrath.

In transgressing

Carter interprets their

allegorical fall from Philip's patriarchal world as a necessary movement
away from tyranny and enslavement, and towards a new and potentially
better existence.

It is a fall into a world of choice, freedom, and

history.
For Melanie, there are actually two Edens from which she must
escape if she is to grow up.

She is expelled from the first one, her
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parents' comfortable middle-class home, because (in her view) of the
sinful wedding-dress episode in the first chapter of the novel. Melanie
blames herself for her initial fall, as she makes plain when the
telegram with news of her parents' crash arrives: "'It's my fault,' she
told the cast. . . .

'It's my fault because I wore her dress.

If I

hadn't spoiled her dress, everything would be all right1" (24). Melanie
attributes the plane crash to her narcissistic indulgence in romantic
and sexual fantasies. Through their deaths, she is punished for
accidentally destroying her mother's dress and for tasting "the black
wine" (17) of the night-time air. When staying at the disorienting
Flower house and toyshop, Philip's secularized Eden (her second one),
Melanie nostalgically recalls her former home and her parents:
a series of pictures followed one another through her mind.
. . . Father puffing his pipe as he rustled The Times,
mother reading a novel, Melanie on the fur rug between them
buffing her nails. . . . All rich, strange and remote, as if
it had never happened or had happened to another person.
Instead, this was reality. . . . the harsh, unloving truth,
the black, bitter bread of life; the tenderness of the
lavish past was tenuous, insubstantial. 'Eve must have felt
like this on the way east out of Eden,' she thought. 'And
it was Eve's fault.' (94)
In Uncle Philip's house, she finds herself in a malign Eden that
parodies the "tenuous and insubstantial"

Eden represented by her

parents' home. When Finn gives her a tour of Uncle Philip's puppet
theatre soon after she arrives, she identifies with a "fallen doll in
white satin and tulle" (67) and feels as though she is reliving the
wedding-dress episode:
'This is too much,' she repeated. This crazy world whirled
about her, men and women dwarfed by toys and puppets, where
even the birds were mechanical and the few human figures
went masked and played musical instruments in the small and
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terrible hours of the night into which again she had been
thrust. She was in the night again, and the doll was
herself. Her mouth quivered. (68)
Once again, she finds herself confronting a night-time world wherein it
is difficult for her to distinguish between what is real and what is
artificial, between what is true and what is false. Her feeling of
loneliness and separateness is poignant. As time passes in the Flower
house, she feels herself becoming increasingly doll-like, obedient, and
mechanical: "She was a wind-up putting-away doll, clicking through its
programmed movements. Uncle Philip might have made her over already.
She was without volition of her own" (76).
In order to escape this second Eden, Melanie must align herself
with Finn, Aunt Margaret, and Francie, who remove their masks and
express their feelings musically during the nights when Philip is away
on business. On one particular night shortly after Melanie's arrival in
the house, she finds herself, an outsider, peeking enviously through the
keyhole of the kitchen door at the three musicians: "[T]hey were red and
had substance and she, Melanie, was forever grey, a shadow." (77). If
she is to become substantial again in her own right, she must stop
punishing herself for the wedding-dress incident, when she momentarily
noticed her existential loneliness and desire beneath the moonlit sky.
To escape the totalitarian Eden of the toyshop with Finn, Francie, and
Aunt Margaret, Melanie will need the courage to reject Philip's
masculine authority, which demands that she be an object of desire
rather than a subject with desires of her own.
situation for what it is and seize her freedom.

She must recognize her
And we see that she

does acquire knowledge of a kind--of the joy, love, and anger hidden and
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repressed by Philip's world--by looking not only through the kitchen
keyhole, but 'lso through the bedroom peephole, into Finn and Francie's
room.

She struggles to nurture her own desires and dreams, keeping her

imagination and curiosity alive.
In The Magic Toyshop, then, Carter's view seems to be that human
disobedience and sexuality are the source of individual growth,
survival, life-affirming emotion, and freedom. In her re-interpretation
of the second Genesis creation story, she implicitly approves of Eve's
temptation of Adam, and of Margaret's incestuous bond with Francie, both
of which trigger the opening up of a closed patriarchal world to
experience. This re-telling of the Genesis story quietly undoes the
patriarchal values implicit in it, thus freeing Melanie from the m/thbased authority hidden both in the suffocating fabric of her mother' ti
wedding dress and in the static paradise of her mother's wedding
photograph.
ii. Jewel's Tattoo and the Collective Unconscious
In Heroes and Villains. Marianne's relationship with Jewel and the
Barbarian community as a whole seems to be affected by the way in which
they perceive her as an evil, Eve-like figure, and so the story of Adam,
Eve, and the serpent is crucial to an analysis of patriarchal forces in
this novel too.

Throughout her time in the Barbarian camp, the

Barbarians look upon Marianne as an outsider capable of disrupting their
lives with her intelligence, sexuality, and outspokenness.

Many of

them, both men and women, greet her with a gesture that is intended to
ward off "the evil eye."

When Fomething goes wrong in the community

(e.g. a baby gets sick or dies), Marianne is blamed.

She becomes the
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community's scapegoat, just as Eve is the scapegoat in the patriarchal
interpretation of the Adam and Eve story.

As Dr. Donally puts it,

Marianne offers the Barbarians "a focus for the fear and resentment they
feel against their arbitrary destiny" (51). Even Jewel looks upon her
at- "the evil eye"

when he and she are having difficulties.

He can

never forget that the youthful Marianne witnessed his murder of her
brother.
As Marianne eventually realizes, the Garden of Eden masterpiece
that Dr. Donally has tattooed on Jewel's back plays a significant if
subliminal role in how she is treated.

The Doctor admits to using

religion to unite the Barbarian people, and by tattooing on Jewel's back
a picture of Adam being tempted by Eve in the garden of Eden, Donally
controls Jewel and the other Barbarians, albeit unconsciously, with
religious symbolism.

The control is evident when Marianne and Jewel

arrive at the Barbarian encampment after their escape from the Professor
community, and the Barbarians crowd around Jewel and draw back fearfully
from Marianne, who they fear may have tempted or harmed Jewel, their
leader.
Marianne first notices the "art-work" on Jewel's back on the
morning after their wedding night:
She parted the black curtains of his mane and drew her hands
incredulously down the ornamented length of his back. He
wore the figure of a man on the right side, a woman on the
left and, tattooed the length of his spine, a tree with a
snake curled round and round the trunk. . . . The woman
offered the man a red apple and more red apples grew among
green leaves at the top of the tree, spreading across his
shoulders, and the black root*, of the tree twisted and ended
at the top of his buttocks. The figures were both stiff and
lifelike; Eve wore a perfidious smile. . . . [I]t seemed the
snake's forked tongue darted in and out and the leaves on
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the tree moved in a small wind, an effect the designer must
have foreseen and allowed for. (85)
She is fascinated by this "gross disfigurement" (85), which is like a
special piece of clothing that Jewel can never remove. As Marianne tells
him, "You can never take all your clothes off. . . .

Or be properly by

yourself, with Adam and Eve there all the time" (85). Jewel responds
with, "Out of sight is out of mind. . . .

I've never seen it, it being

on my back" (86). Dr. Donally, who believes in "the poetic truth of the
legend of the Fall of Man" (86), created this masterpiece when Jewel was
fifteen.

The narrator describes the tattoo as a "grotesque

disfigurement", and Marianne interprets it as an "unnatural"
"mutilation", as an "attack" on Jewel and as a sign of his deformity
(86).

For her, it is like "the mark of Cain" (96). When Donally

examines the tattoo, he describes it as "the last work of art in the
history of the world. . . . Observe the grace of line and the purity of
execution" (95). In his role as aesthete and theologian, Donally
implies that his patriarchal art is a total and final appraisal of human
experience, and that nothing more is to be said.

He believes that

religion, a tool for fixing meaning and eliminating ambiguity, is a
"social necessity" (29).
The tattoo of the Genesis creation story becomes the focus of the
scene in which Jewel whips his brother Precious, whose pursuit of honey
and consequent laxness in his duties are to blame for the Out People's
ambush on the Barbarians. Precious is tied to an apple tree, and it is
Jewel's task, as leader of the community, to mete out the punishment
publicly, or, as Donally puts it, "to display persuasive force" (111).
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The scene of justice is described as follows:
Donally handed Jewel the whip and, taking off his shirt,
Jewel went to the tree. Marianne saw the other apple tree,
the one he carried with him, and this tattooed tree seemed
to throb with life, as i^ it were the visible tree of the
young man's blood, the tree which sustained him, and no
decorative pattern at all; she found she was breathless.
(112)
After the tenth stroke, Marianne herself can no longer bear to watch.
She recognizes that "Jewel had become mechanical" (113) and that his
appearance, defined by the role he has allowed himself to perform,
dismays her:
He was nothing rut the idea of that power which men fear to
offend; his back flexed and his arm rose and fell. The
enake on his back flicked its tongue in and out with the
play of muscle beneath the skin and the tattooed Adam
appeared to flinch cigain and again from the apple which Eve
again and again leaned forward to offer him until it seemed
that the moving picture of an endless temptation was
projecting on Jewel's surfaces, an uncompleted series of
actions with no conclusion, caught in a groove of time. And
Jewel was also caught in this groove of time; frozen in the
act of punishment, he was concealed within a mask which
covered his entire body, a man no longer. (113)
This scene, one of the most memorable and disturbing in the novel-reflecting as it does the relation between Jewel's actions as an
individual, his community's values, and the timeless Biblical story of
Adam and Eve--reveals the depth of Carter's interest in the kind of
control and power a patriarchal religious myth can exert over human
behaviour.

In punishing Precious, Jewel responds to his community's

fear of death and vulnerability, as well as its abhorrence of
disobedience.

In failing to keep the lookout for his fellow Barbarians

and in being distracted from his duty, Precious had placed his enti"?
community at risk, much as Eve, in disobeying God's command and tempting
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Adam in the Garden of Eden, caused all of humankind to be expelled from
paradise and submitted to suffering and mortality in an fallen world.
The "performance of justice" or "entertainment" at this moment in the
novel is homologous to the performance of Leda and the Swan in The Magic
Toyshop: both performances are intended, by Donally and Uncle Philip
respectively, to reinforce myths that give patriarchal order and meaning
to human existence in a fallen world.

While Precious is the individual

being punished, it is clear that the person responsible for all his pain
and suffering is not the actual punisher, Jewel, or even Donally, but
the mythic Eve.

Hence, Jewel can say to Precious, after punishing him,

"It's not my fault. . . .

I love you best" (113), because, ultimately,

the first woman, Eve, is to blame for what has happened.
This scene of punishment is crucial to Marianne's understanding of
her position in Barbarian society, because it confirms exactly why all
the Barbarians, Mrs Green and Jewel included, look upon her as the "evil
eye."

Marianne is the closest approximation the Barbarians have to a

real figure of Eve.

As a clever, outspoken stranger, she is looked upon

with fear and resentment by them, and implicitly blamed for all their
misery.

As Donally tells her, "You provide these unfortunate people

with a focus for the fear and resentment they feel against their
arbitrary destiny" (51). Moreover, she has come between the people and
their leader, Jewel, whose decisions are vital to their survival.

No

matter how much she resists being what the Barbarians claim she is,
Marianne is perceived by them as the physical embodiment of the mythic
Eve.
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By having the mythic Eve superimposed on to her own character,
Marianne simply does not exist as a real, knowable, flesh-and-blood
person for the Barbarians. Even for Jewel, whose relationship with hor
is characterized by his fear of her and his vulnerability in her
presence, she functions partly as a threatening mythic figure. When he
killed her brother many years earlier on a Barbarian raid of the
Professor community, it was the young Marianne who had looked down upon
Jewel from the white tower: "The boy looked up and saw the severe child
who watched him. An expression of blind terror crossed his face. . . .
He made some vague, terrified gestures with his hands . . . gestures
with which he hoped to ward off the evil eye" (6). Even then he had
projected the culpability of the mythic Eve on to Marianne.

Jewel's

killing of Marianne's brother is partly repeated when Jewel punishes
Precious before the Barbarian community.

After both acts of violence,

Jewel feels remorse and attributes blame to "the evil eye," which is the
eye of Eve.

In raping Marianne after her attempt to escape from the

Barbarian encampment, Jewel violates her because of his own insecurity
and fear, and because he has imaginatively made her into a mythic figure
capable of triggering his death or fall from grace.

By physically

vanquishing her, he diminishes the threat she represents as an
archetypal, villainous Eve.

He puts her in her place.

He forces her

into obedience.
Interestingly, as she is being raped, Marianne recalls Jewel's
murder of her brother: "she recalled . . . how the savage boy stuck his
knife into her brother's throat and the blood gushed out" (55). The
rape is her punishment for disobeying Jewel's authority and attempting
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to escape.

It is her punishment, as well, for engendering in him a

debilitating fear and a feverish desire for her that weakens his
masculine separateness.

When she asks him why he raped her, he simply

says, "There's the matter of our traditional hatred. And, besides, I'm
very frightened of you" (56).
It is clear, then, that Carter's analysis of patriarchy in The
Magic Toyshop and Heroes and Villains not only touches on the psychology
and action of particular characters, each of whom has a unique
biography; she is also concerned in these novels to investigate the
patriarchal myth of the Fall underpinning human experience, an archetype
that unconsciously determines the kinds of experiences women and men are
likely to have.

Carter demonstrates an interest in the overlap between

the individual's unconscious desires and the collective unconscious
imagery of his or her community.
In other words, in her early novels, Carter confronts the
pervasiveness of patriarchy's control not just over particular
individuals, but over the collective human imagination. And she implies
that, until the deeper, patriarchal structures and myths, which function
as "mind-forg'd manacles", are transformed, women will be perceived and
treated as subordinate, dependent human beings.

Ill: The Art of Patriarchy
The relation between patriarchy and art in Carter's early novels,
where the only obvious artist-figures are men, is crucial to her
depiction of the subordination and imprisonment of women within a
limited, private world of experience, as well as to her growing
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awareness of the relation between her own art and patriarchy. Assuming
that the world is made in their image, the male artists within Carter's
early novels all tend to project fears and desires of their own on to
female characters. Thus, actual women, overladen with male anxieties,
are perceived as opponents needing to be subdued if men are to keep
their masculinity intact.

In forging self-reliant, rational selves,

Carter's male artists separate themselves from the women they turn to
for passion and love. However, by doing so, they demonstrate their
desire for, and invention of, a femininity physically, mentally, and
psychologically imprisoning to women, but non-threatening and fully
accommodating with respect to men. This male desire is fundamentally
inegalitarian and authoritarian.

The femininity it craves is a product

*f an invulnerable, egocentric male imagination.
As Career says in commenting on the role played by male desire in
the construction of "the cultural myth of the femme fatale."
Desire does not so much transcend its object as ignore it
completely in favour of a fantastic recreation of it. Which
is the process by which the femme gets credited with
fatality. Because she is perceived not as herself but as
the projection of those libidinous cravings which, since
they are forbidden, must always prove fatal. (FF 132)
The male artists in Carter's early novels are nearly always engaged in
constructing images of women that restrict or imprison them, images
either of women who make no genuine emotional demands on men, or of
women who do make such demands and are therefore considered monstrous
and destructive of male identity.

Within these early novels, man-made

images of women thus impede the free expression of femininity and female
sexuality.

By focusing in part on the relation between male artists and
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patriarchy, Carter shows that women's suffering is not natural and
inevitable.

Women suffer not because of a natural inferiority, but

because their lives and roles have been defined and shaped by inimical
images constructed in the male imagination dominating Western culture.

Artful Manifestations: the Male Unconscious
In Shadow Dance the connection between art and patriarchy is
fascinating because the novel specifically examines not only the
misogyny inherent in fearful male perceptions of women, but also the
relation between male attitudes towards women and male violence.

Carter

attributes artistic aspirations to the two primary male characters,
Morris Grey and his business partner Honeybuzzard.
The main artist-figure in the novel is the anti-heroic, pathetic,
morally exhausted, repressed, impotent, unhappy Morris Grey.

He dabbles

at painting, though he is painfully aware that he is a "second-hand" man
and that his art is unimpressive.

Apart from the "pink and orange

abstract" prominently displayed in his and Edna's living room, "like an
accusation of his own inadequacy" (20), most of Morris's work is hidden
in his workroom, located above his and Honey's junk-shop.

Not

especially proud of his work, Morris lines up the paintings with their
fronts against the walls.

He cannot bear to look at them; they signify

his failure to produce any truly meaningful work.

Yet his attitude

toward his art is oddly ambivalent:
When he signed his name on a picture, he experienced a sense
of defiance and exhilaration, as though he was throwing down
a gauntlet to the world; and then he would shiver to see the
worthlessness of the gesture, of the thing itself, and would
stack his picture, still wet, face to the wall. . . .
He
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could hardly bear to look at his pictures once they were
done. (20)
His attitude is that of a disgruntled romantic. At one moment he
believes that it might actually be possible to say something significant
in his art; at the next, he despairs at ever doing sc.

"Jltimately, the

despair dominates his being.
Nonetheless, however unsuccessful he is as a painter, his artistic
sensibility, a lens through which the novel comes into focus, figures
prominently in how he perceives the women in his life--Edna, Ghislaine,
the Struldbrug, and Emily. Morris's simultaneous desire and reluctance
to paint are particularly evident, for instance, when he attempts to
deal with his fear of Ghislaine, the woman with whom he has had an
unpleasant extra-marital affair:
Sometimes he wanted to paint . . . but he did not dare to go
near his little work room because it was over the shop and
looked out on the dreary street, and Ghislaine . . . might
raise her Medusa head and see him moving about behind the
upper window. (41)
Though ostensibly fearing the physical intrusions of Ghislaine (one of
which opens the novel), upon whom he now superimposes the image of the
Medusa, Morris in fact fears what he might discover about his own
perceptions and desires if he were to externalize and articulate them by
painting:
He thought as a painter, dreamed as a painter, defined
himself as a painter. He could best accommodate the thought
of Ghislaine as the subject for a painting, a Francis Eacon
horror painting of flesh as a disgusting symbol of the human
condition; that way she became somehow 3mall enough for him
to handle, she dwindled through the wrong end of the
telescope of art. Yet he could only think in this way,
never execute; never paint the painting which would justify
treating her as a thing and not a human being. (20)
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Morris's reluctance to paint reflects a cowardly kind of self-imposed
censorship or repression.

Self-deception is the essence of his

character, as is evident when he persistently denies his involvement in
Honey's assault on Ghislaine: "I'm not responsible for what Honey did.
No, surely not" (37). Morris stops painting22 because he knows that,
were he to paint in earnest, his unconscious desires, of which he
occasionally has a flickering awareness, would be embarrassingly
exposed, and he would have to deal with them and the guilt they arouse.
What is the difference between Morris's thinking that Ghislaine
deserves to be treated "as a thing and not a human being", and his
expressing that thinking in a painting?

According to the passage quoted

above, the difference is negligible, since Morris thinks about Ghislaine
reductive."1 y whether he paints an image of her or not.

While Carter

implies that to produce a painting in which Ghislaine is treated as "a
thing" would constitute a kind of violent action, the unconscious
effects of Morris' fear of Ghislaine are neither eliminated nor
mollified simply because he represses it.

Honey is continually

motivated by Morris's destructive wishes, and Morris's intentions are
executed whether he himself acts or not.
What is one to conclude about Morris's view that art diminishes
life, and that in thinking about Ghislaine with the sensibility of a
painter he somehow makes her "small enough for him to handle"?

Morris's

/iew suggests that a male artist such as himself may degrade women
through his art even if he does not injure them through his actions.
His view implies that the male imagination is inseparable from the
actions that define masculinity in opposition to femininity in the real
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world.
These questions go to the heart of the relationships between art
and patriarchy in Carter's early novels.

The art produced by men in

these novels tends to reduce women from full human beings with
legitimate needs and demands of their own, to fantastic projections of
the male imagination or obedient dullards.

In other words, Carter

implies that male art produced within a modern patriarchal context often
reflects a pornographic male imagination, one censoring femininity and
female sexuality from the images of women it produces.
Early in Shadow Dance, when Morris examines the pornographic
photographs of Honey and Ghislaine, his anxiety about the photographs
indirectly says a lot about his artistic manner of perceiving Ghislaine.
Morris finds himself thinking about the photographs again after
returning home from an encounter with the new Ghislaine--the physically
scarred, grotesque Ghislaine--whom he now perceives as a "horror-movie
woman" (4), the "bride of Frankenstein" (4), and "a witch-woman" (6).
He is drawn to the pornographic photographs hidden in his and Edna's
living room:
In a fever, he stared around the room as if it were a
stranger's room. White walls, sanded floor, a painting of
orange forms on a pink ground--he turned his eyes hurriedly
away from it. They focused on a bookshelf. . . .
He could
not stop looking at the bookshelf.
Guiltily, he crept up the room . . . peering over his
shoulder and around him anxiously, as though he was scared
someone was watching him. He tingled with apprehension lest
. . . Edna came out of her bed on noiseless feet to see what
he was doing, or the impossible happened and Ghislaine
materialized in a black mist to blast him to hell for what
he was going to do. (15)
From a book in the bookshelf, Morris pulls out "a black envelope" filled
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with photographs of Ghislaine. Morris had declined the opportunity to
be in the photos himself, but Honey was present in some of them.

"After

each pose, [Ghislaine] would glance questioningly up at the two men with
the silent question: 'Am I being wicked enough?'" (16). In playing the
roles demanded of her by Honey and Morris, she satisfied their most
outrageous fantasies.

Interestingly, Morris "could not associate these

pictures of her with his own burning recollection of her flesh" (17).
While the pictures have a "strange and surreal beauty" (17), Morris's
recollection of his intimate involvement with her is tainted by his
painful sexual failure. After concluding that he cannot destroy the
photos by burning them, because the living-room fireplace has been
"dismantled for the summer" (17), Morris sets out to "extinguish"
Ghislaine with ink, by blotting23 out her face in each of the photos,
"as they do of newspaper photographs of men in prison" (17) . What is
fascinating about this incident, however, is that Morris does not
execute his conscious intention.

Instead, his artistic sensibility is

activated, subverting his conscious plan in a significant way:
once he had the pen in his hand, he found he was finely,
carefully, striping each image of her with a long scar from
eyebrow to navel. All the time, he wondered why he was doing
it; it seemed a vindictive thing to do and he had never
thought of himself as a vindictive man. But he did not stop
until he had finished marking them all in. When he looked
at them spread all round his feet to dry, he was filled with
revulsion at himself.
'I don't know what came over me, your honour,' he
appealed to an invisible magistrate accusing him of
perpetrating an obscenity. And now there was nothing to
be done but put them all away again. (17-18)
The photographs collectively constitute the painting of Ghislaine that
Morris has been reluctant to produce.

By adding the scar to each of the
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pictures, Morris expresses artistically that side of his male
imagination that he has been denying in himself. Moreover, he
implicitly acknowledges the connection between his manner of perceiving
Ghislaine and the violence perpetrated upon her by Honey.
her apart from her suffering and victimization.

He cannot see

In both Morris's and

Honey's minds, to be feminine is to suffer and to be victimized.
Morris's violent thoughts are thus indelibly connected to Honey's
violent actions. Morris's pen is the equivalent of Honey's knife. By
adding the scar to each of the photos, Morris unintentionally expresses
an idea unexpressed but nonetheless implicitly present in the unmarked
pictures: the idea that women like Ghislaine exist as figments of a
pornographic male imagination, as objects of male fantasy, as castrated
beings passively attentive to male desires. Ghislaine's existence in
the photographs, as a female trapped within a male gaze, says more about
the predatory masculinity of Honey and Morris than it does about her own
identity as a woman, since she is playing the role they have created for
her.

The masculinity of artists like Morris produces and re-produces

sexist, degrading images of women.

These images do not simply reflect

the blameless, natural suffering of women; they help to produce
patriarchal ideology through their naturalistic appearance.
The pornographic photographs of Ghislaine reveal the pornographic
fantasy at the centre of Morris's artistic sensibility.

He perceives

women as objects that must be reduced and cut down to the size required
by his easily threatened male desire. Ghislaine exists, then, almost
exclusively as a collage of Morris's fantastic projections. Morris's
artistic imagination thus works in the same reductive way as Honey's or
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Uncle Philip's or Dr Donally's.
Morris's pornographic sensibility is expressed indirectly in a
second way in the novel: through his nightmarish dreams and
hallucinations. Morris paints many p'ctures in the unconscious workings
of his dreams, pictures that he will not permit himself consciously to
express.

In describing them, Carter as narrator relies on the

surrealist analogy between artistic expression and dreaming. After
examining the photographs in the scene already discussed, for instance,
Morris goes to bed and his unconscious mind paints the following dream:
He dreamed he was cutting [Ghislaine's] face with a jagged
shard of broken glass and blood was running on her breasts
not only from her but from himself, from his cut head.
There was a gallery of people watching them, and applauding
sporadically, like the audience at a cricket match; among
them he made out Honeybuzzard and Edna, both smiling end
nodding their heads. And then he and Ghislaine were in his
own bed and her head rolled on the pillows and all the
yellow hair went brown, as if it was blighted, and then it
was Edna he saw that he was slicing open and there was blood
everywhere, on her and on his hands and in his eyes and
mouth. A voice repeated over and over: 'There is too much
blood.' He realized, after a time, that it was his own
voice. (18-19)
This dream-art alludes explicitly to Morris's earlier hallucination when
he was escaping from Ghislaine's presence at the pub. Just as he was
leaving the pub, some young people had thrown a beer bottle at him and
it had shattered at his fee1:.

The incident triggered the following

hallucination:
He felt the bottle shattering against his face and, raising
his hand, was bemusedly surprised to find no traces of blood
from a gashed forehead on his fingertips. Why not? In a
metaphysical hinterland between intention and execution,
someone had thrown a bottle in his face, a casual piece of
violence; there was a dimension, surely, in the outer
nebulae, maybe, where intentions were always executed, where
even now he stumbled, bleeding, blinded . . . He walked on
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in a trance, scarred like her.

(11)

Morris's dream and hallucination together function as a revealing
diptych.

They show that the violence perpetrated on Ghislaine is

inextricably linked to Morris's own imaginative response to her.

The

logical Morris protests his innocence in the Ghislaine affair: "But it
can't be my fault! It can't be!" (40). But his guilt is patently
obvious when the Raskolnikovian Morris is not controlling his mind.

In

his pornographic imagination he is an accomplice to the rape and
maiming, and eventually to the murder, of Ghislaine.
In physically embodying and acting upon Morris's unconscious
desires, Honey, the psychopathic rapist and murderer of Ghislaine,
functions as a second male artist in the novel.

As Morris mentions to

Emily at the novel's close, Honey is like an appendage, but one beyond
Morris's conscious control:
"He's always seemed so essential to me, like a lit"'. You
can't call your hand a friend, it's just there. And you
don't bother to ask why it does things--picks things up,
puts them down. And he was like my hand that belonged to me
but I never understood how it functioned." (172)
The statement recalls how Morris's hand, rebelling against his conscious
control, adds the scar to the pornographic photographs of Ghislaine.

If

Morris's dreams function as miniature surrealist paintings, then Honey's
actions function as miniature dramatic productions of Morris's hidden
desires.

Morris's unconscious is like a hidden theatre, and Honey is an

out-of-control actor who performs there regularly, occasionally coming
out of hiding to do "what Morris had always wanted but never defined "
(180) .
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As an artist-figure in his own right, Honey figures as an early
version of the tyrannical Uncle Philip in The Magic Toyshop.
Philip, Honey is "obsessed" (114) with making toys.

Like

Initially, he

enjoys wearing false noses and costumes, as well as playing roles: "I
like . . . to slip in and out of me.
different each morning.

I would like to be somebody

Me and non-me.

I would like to have a cupboard

bulging with all different bodies and faces and choose a fresh one every
morning" (79). He is particularly adept at playing the roles of women,
as he demonstrates one night when he and Morris are scavenging in
dilapidated houses for junk: "Honey bit his red underlip and brought
forward a great, sulky handful of hair over his face.

From the neck up,

he suddenly became Janey Morris as Guinevere, mouth like a sad
pomegranate, cheeks hollowed, shadowed with infinite weariness, infinite
experience" (79). Having prowled for some time through a deserted
house,

he and Morris stop to have a dance: "Morris found himself taking

the man's part and Honey bending himself to the girl's movements.
was he being now?

Who

A great lady, a grand-dame collecting hearts like

butterflies" (94) . At another moment later in the novel, Honey trie,' on
a pair of steel-rimmed glasses, pretending that he is "a virgin
schoolteacher, mistress of maths or classics, withering as if pressed
between textbooks in some ivied, select girls' boarding school" (126).
In addition to displaying a transvestite impulse24, Honey plays
with imitation spiders, phallic roses, and plastic snot, often at the
most inappropriate times, and, as the novel progresses, develops a
relish for making toy-like replicas--jumping jacks--of real people, most
of whom he views as "shadows" (87) undeserving of solicitude.

Like
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Uncle Philip's life-sized puppets, Honey's jumping jacks are produced by
an egocentric, omniscient, predatory artistic sensibility.

By making

jumping jacks that pare other people down to manageable size, Honey
demonstrates the same arcistic sensibility implicit in Morris's view of
painting.
Over the course of the novel, Honey, admitting his fondness for
pulling othiir people's strings, makes jumping-jack replicas of
Ghislaine, Oscar, and Morris.

Morris is not pleased to discover that

Honey has constructed a jumping jack of him:
Morris turned on the light. Honey held up the object he had
been making and palled a string attached to it. Cardboard
legs and green cardboard arms shot out, collapsed, shot out.
. . . The Jumping Jack jumped. The Jumping Jack had a large
black head and a small black beard. Morris swallowed; his
mouth was full of bitter saliva. The Jumping Jack was
Morris. Honey pulled the string once more and Morris's
cardboard self convulsed in its St Vitus' dance. (81)
Though calmed by the "affection in [Honey's] voice" (82), Morris vows to
burn the Jumping Jack when he gets the opportunity.

Honey also makes a

toy guillotine with which he plans to decapitate Bruno, a minor
character who once had an affair of his own with Ghislaine, and later
forsook women entirely.

And when Honey and Morris encounter the

Struldbrug from the cafe on one of their night-time raids, Honey shocks
the old woman and tells Morris, "I wanted to see what would happen.
...

I wanted to pull her string" (139).

Significantly, his jumping

jack replica of Ghislaine is burned by Emily when she devastates his
bedroom before her departure.

Honey's attitude is perhaps best revealed

by his fantasy about the game of chess: "I should like . . . to have a
floor set out in chequers and to play chess with men and women.

I would
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stand on a chair and call out my moves from a megaphone and they would
click their heels and march forward" (119).
he says, be put in "cages" (120).

The captured pieces would,

When he loses a game to Morris after

telling him this, he overturns the chessboard and table.

ii. From Authoritarian Monologue to Tension-Filled Dialogue
In The Magic Toyshop. Carter again shows us how art is
fundamentally ideological and can be used to reinforce and produce
patriarchy.

In Uncle Philip, she creates a second male toymaker.

In

Finn, she creates a second painter, but one who actually paints in order
to express the desires he is forced to repress while living in Philip's
house.

Two episodes in the novel focus on Uncle Philip's puppet theatre

and are particularly revealing about the patriarchal values at the
foundation of his authoritarian artistic sensibility.
The first of Philip's two puppet shows occurs in Chapter Six and
consists of two short dramatic pieces, "Death of a Wood Nymph" and
"Holyrood Palace."

The entire family, in preparation for the

performance, dresses up as if they are going to church.

A poster

advertising the show pictures Uncle Philip "holding the ball of the
world in his hand" (126).

In the first piece, a female puppet in a

white dress, the sylphide with whom Melanie had earlier identified
during her tour of the workroom, dies.

Francie accompanies the

performance with sentimental fiddle-playing.

"Melanie and Aunt Margaret

applauded until their hands hurt" (128), though Melanie is disappointed
enough to whisper "Is that all?" (128) to Aunt Margaret.

Aunt Margaret,

in a response written on a candy wrapper, tells Melanie to pretend she
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is enjoying the performance.

They must applaud the performance,

regardless of its quality, because they do not have the freedom to
respond to it critically.
The second piece, "Holyrood Palace," is by far the more
illuminating one because, during its performance, Finn attempts to
undermine Uncle Philip's artistic authority. The piece is about a secret
rendezvous between Mary, Queen of Scots, and Bothwell.

The Queen, we

are told, wears a collar similar to Aunt Margaret's, and her strings are
controlled by Uncle Philip.

Bothwell, whose strings are controlled by

Finn, walks with "Francie's toppling fall" (130).

Finn is obviously

attempting to make the performance a comment on social relations within
the Flower house, and Philip is "not pleased" with how long it takes the
Bothwell puppet to move across the stage.

Aunt Margaret is

uncomfortable with the dramatic piece, since it reminds her of the
secret that she and her brothers have been keeping from Uncle Philip.
At one point, the puppets embrace passionately, "their two faces
clicking together in a morse code of passion" (130).

The embrace is

abnormally long because the puppets' strings become entangled: "They
were like a needle stuck in a gramaphone [sic] record, inexorably
repeating embrace after e m b r a c e . . . .
concupiscence" (130).

as if overcome with

The overly long, seemingly accidental embrace,

Melanie notices, "was net written into the script" (130).

When Finn

finally wrenches the Bothwell puppet free, he destroys the puppet's
controls and it falls to the stage, where he himself joins it like a
broken coy after being thrown down by the furious Philip.

Annoyed by

the disruption of his show, Philip vows that Finn will never be allowed
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to control the puppets again. In the fashion of a "Na. i" (132), Philip
kicks Finn avay and retrieves the damaged puppet.
This marred performance of "Holyrocd Palace" exposes the tensions
in the Flower house.

As an artist, Uncle Phixip Wc.nts complete control

of the movements of his puppets, 311st as he wants complete control of
the members of his family.

Finn's independent reading of the play,

foreshadowing the disobedience of Finn, Francie, Margaret, and Melanie
_t the novel's end, transforms Uncle Philip's theatrical production from
a monologue into a tension-filled dialogue, showing that Uncle Philip's
tyrannical control of his art is not absolute.
In the second episode involving Philip's puppets, Melanie is
forced into playing the role of a virgin who is raped by a giant puppet
swan:
All her laughter was snuffed out. She was hallucinated; she
felt herself not herself, wrenched from her own personality,
watching this whole fantasy from another place; and, in this
staged fantasy, anything was possible. Even t^at the swan,
the mocked up swan, might assume reality itself and rape
this girl in a blizzard of white feathers. The swan towered
over the black-haired girl who was Melanie and who was not.
(166)

It is clear that there is not much difference between the Melanie who
takes part in the official drama and the Melanie who must live in fear
of Uncle Philip's values and power every minute of every day.
Indeed, at one point prior to this episode, Uncle Philip's art
explicitly affects the developing relationship between Finn and Melanie.
Philip has asked Finn to practice the rape scene of "Leda and the Swan"
with Melanie.

Finn, in speaking with Melanie, shows that he understands

what is going on:
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"He's pulled our strings as if we were his puppets, and
there I was, all ready to touch you up just as he wanted.
He told me to rehearse Leda and the swan with you.
Somewhere private. Like in your room, he said. Go up and
rehearse a rape with Melanie in your oedroom. Christ. He
wanted me to do you and he set the scene." (152)
Though he would like to know Melanie more intimately, Finn is unwilling
to satisfy his desire by relying upon Uncle Philip's authority.
Finn too is an artist-figure, but one of a less authoritarian
mould than Philip.

Finn's paintings are surrealistic, expressionistic

works revealing a deeply felt emotional response to his entrapment in
Uncle Philip's patriarchal world.

They function as Morris's dreams do

in Shadow Dance, as expressions of unconscious feeling and imagery,
though Finn is much more aware of his true desires than Morris could
ever be. While much of Finn's ait is full of violent imagery (most
notably, his picture of Uncle Philip being sexually tortured), his
painting of Aunt Margaret communicates some of the joy and sensuality
that she is forced to repress from her daily living; the painting is
truer to her complete self !"har her own public behaviour is. The
painting of Uncle Philip being tortured is significant as a reflection
of the mental and emotional torture that he inflicts upon Finn. Using a
peephole deliberately created in the wall separating their bedrooms,
Finn also paints Melanie.

By voyeuristically viewing her, though, he is

not motivated by the need to objectify her.

Rather, desperate to bypass

the repressive huiran relations permitted within Ph lip's totalitarian
house, Finn wants to see and paint her as she really is. While
ostensibly invasive, his peephole into Melanie's private world is in
fact evidence of his desire (both human and artistic) to escape from the
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isolation thrust upon him in Philip's totalitarian house.
Finn's paintings recc*d and preserve the sensuality, passion, and
anger prohibited by Philip's vision of the world, wherein people are
reduced to isolated, puppet-like voyeurs w.io accede to his commands.

At

the end of the novel, when Finn's paintings are destroyed in the burning
house, the implication seems to be that it is somehow fitting for then
to be destroyed, since they are responses to a patriarchal authority
that is also being destroyed.

IV. Some Conclusions
Male dominance over women (and men) is striking, problematic, and
pervasive in Shadow Dance. The Magic Toyshop. Several Perceptions, and
Heroes and Villains, where patriarchal attitudes and structures
jeopardize the personal liberties of both women and men. In these
novels, male dominance manifests itself in restrictive gender roles,
sadomasochistic relationships, religious symbolism, cultural myths, and
man-made art.
However, in these novels the female characters ultimately suffer
the most, because, restricted by a narrow world of private domestic
experience, they are frequently incapacitated by the expectations and
roles imposed upon them by both marriage and the madonna-whore
dichotomy.

However much they desire to be treated as the equals of

powerful, influential men, they simply do not have sufficient
opportunities--private or public--to articulate and fulfil their
aspirations.

Most of them "do not have, because they have not been
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given, the existential tools to remake the world for themselves" (SW
57), and many, like Edna Grey and Ghislaine, accept their suffering,
unhappiness, and limitations as natural and inevitable.

Except perhaps

for Marianne, none has influencp and power in the public world, where
reality is culturally fashioned.

Though Emily, Melanie, and Marianne

all achieve small victories for themselves, these are innignificant in
resisting patriarchy as a cultural--and not simply individual-- problem.
In re-viewing the myth of the Fall in The Magic Toyshop and Heroes
and Villains. Carter demonstrates her concern with one of the larger
social fictions regulating and underpinning Western culture. And in
examining the connection between patriarchy and the work of male
artists, Carter implies that women and u.en must subvert the pornographic
male imagination permeating and dominating Western culture before they
can truly live as equals.

As Carter's early fiction amply attests, this

imagination often conditions or persuades women, against their own
interests, to conform to male versions of femininity rather than to
articulate visions of their own about what they should be and do.

CHAPTER TWO
Reading and Subverting Patriarchal Plots:
Reality, Desire, and Fantasy in Cartel's Middle Period

I. Into the Seventies
In her middle period, from 1969 to 1979, Angela Carter became
more interested in the semiotics of human culture, in how meaning,
histoiy, and reality are not merely reflected but deliberately produced
(and reproduced) by the sign systems and conventions of human societies.
Jolted into a heightened awareness of the richness, diversity, and
artificiality of human experience by the foreignness encountered on her
worldv/ide tour in the late 60s, but particularly by her two-year stay in
Japan, she realized that her own writing, existing within the context of
a predominantly graphocentric Western culture, needed not only to move
beyond merely representing the patriarchal conditions of the familiar,
concrete world of everyday life in England, but also to examine and
criticize the myths and institutions of patriarchy, revealing the
unquestioned cultural assumptions underlying and obscuring i ts human
fashioning.

She began implicitly and insistently asking not only why

patriarchy is the reality most often mirrored or represented by
canonical art, but also whose interests are ignored or marginalized by
that reality.

Instead of simply depicting patriarchy as an

unsatisfying, monolithic social fact, as she is wont to do :.n her early
fiction, and thereby ingenuously reinforcing its apparent inevitability
and naturalness, Carter in the 1970s also questioned, interpreted, and
made stories in such a way as to subvert male dominance.
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To do this through writing is not only to "represent the
articulation or 'becoming visible' of . . . repressed, forbidden or
oppositional interpretations of the social order" (Bristol 636) , but
also implicitly to view social changes and alternatives as possible,
necessary, and desirable.

In seeking to be more subversive in her

middle period, Carter questioned the perennial human desire to write
about the familiar, since to do so is to make the familiar seem natural,
unquestionable, and final.

She contemplated "the ambivalence of realism

as an artistic genre, now an instrument of oppression for keeping people
in their place, now a methodology of liberation, revealing the world as
it is" (WWD 220-221), and finally ascertained that her own artistic
objectives--her holding of the mirror of art up to what she defines as
an artificial, patriarchal culture--could be best achieved, at least for
a time, through deliberate anti-realism, which is particularly effective
at countering myths of "objectivism", "absolute truth" (Lakoff 226) and
universality with epistemological and ontological doubt.

As she

maintained, "The notion of a universality of human experience is a
confidence trick and the notion of a universality of female experience
is a clever confidence trick" (SW 12).

She was adamant in not wanting

her fiction to universalize about human experience or keep people in
their allotted, timeless, so-called natural roles and places.

Her

fiction of the 1970s is therefore about the potential for, and the
difficulty of, necessary social change.
When compared to her first four novels from the 1960s, the works
of Carter's middle period, both tales and novels, can be generally shown
to embody both more innovative, abstract fictional strategies and a more
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sophisticated, theoretical resistance to patriarchy.25

In accounting

for her gravitation toward abstractness and theoretical self-awareness
in her fiction, one should note that in 1969, around the. time she was
completing Love, her fifth novel, her own writing was significantly
energized by her exposm.9 to Latin American fiction.

"She read Borges

and felt she had come across a new way of writing . . . "

(McEwan 43).

From Borges, she inherited an interest in the formal potential of the
short "tory, and discovered that it is not only possible but also
acceptable and liberating to write about ideas, abstractions, and nonmaterial things.

In other words, it became acceptable, and even

artistically necessary, for her to relinquish many of the empirical
accoutrements of strict literary realism, as well as to write subversive
tales and novels about the contamination of human experience and
perception by ideology.
In her "Afterword" to Fireworks. Carter explained her interest in
tales:
. . . I'd always been foiid of Poe, and Hoffman--Gothic
tales, cruel tales, tales of wonder, tales of terror,
fabulous narratives that deal directly with the imagery of
the unconscious--mirrors; the externalized self; forsaken
castles; haunted forescs; forbidden sexual objects.
Formally, the tale differs from the short story in that it
makes few pretenses at the imitation of life. The tale does
not log everyday experience, as the short story does; it
interprets everyday experience through a system of imagery
derived from subterranean areas behind everyday experience,
and therefore the tale cannot betray its readers into a
false knowledge of everyday experience. . . . Character and
events are exaggerated beyond reality, to become symbols,
ideas, passions. Its style will tend to be ornate,
unnatural. (AFT 132-3)
While frankly admitting that Borges was not exactly "an influence"
(Bedford 2), 2 6

Carter clearly acknowledged how his fiction's resurgent
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popularity in the 1960s (his most famous tales were written in the
1940s) gave her "confidence" (Bedford 2) in the anti-realist method she
herself was developing to counter what 3he perceived as the deleterious
imaginative habits and cultural effects, of literary naturalism-cumrealism.

She also encountered and read Gabriel Garcia Marquez's One

Hundred xears of Solitude (1967) in the mid-1970s, immediately sensing
her artistic affinity with him and magic realism.

Indeed, Carter would

later say, "we're all in the school of Marquez" (Harron 10).
As her partiality for Latin American fantasy and magic realism
suggests, throughout the 1970s Carter continued to be intrigued with
ideas originating in early twentieth-century Surrealism.27

Some of

these ideas, first explored as early as Shadow Dance, are foregrounded
in the works of her middle period.

In her view, "Surrealism celebrated

wonder, the capacity for seeing the world as if for the first time . . .
it celebrated wonder Itself as an essential means of perception.
not a naive wonder" (AW 67).

Yet

In Surrealism--philosophical "art created

in the terms of certain premises about reality" (AW 6 9), premises
antithetical to literary realism--Carter recognized a means of "looking
at the world as though it were strange" (Carter qtd. in Haffenden 92),
of fictiorally escaping the constraints of conventional reality, of
exploring the unfamiliar, chaotic underside of ordinary living, and of
writing hopefully about the human potential for social change.

Thus,

her surrealistic middle works she envisioned as unnatural, imaginative
products obliquely and unsettlingly mirroring a human world consisting
largely of prior reflections, not as naturaliscic representations of a
stable, unquestionable, providentially ordered human nature and
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civilization.

She "understood, not just theoretically but sensuously

and imaginatively, that we were living with constructs of ourselves,
neither false nor true but mythical and alterable.

It was of course a

founding feminist perception" (Sage "Soaring" 22).
From her "Afterword" to Fireworks and from her interest in such
cultural radicals and outsiders as Luis Bufiuel, Alfred Jarry, and Sade
(Bedford 1-2) , one can infer that in the 1970s Carter explored the
Surrealist notion of the human unconscious as a potentially creative and
liberating force, or mental space, needing to be drawn upon in the
search for human freedom and social change.

The human unconscious, she

felt, made alternatives known; it was a rich vein of unofficial
knowledge needing to be mined if human diversity and potential were
truly to be understood.

At one point in 1989, she retrospectively

described her post-1970 approach to fiction-writing, or so Ann Snitow
indicates in her paraphrase of Carter's unrecorded statement, as
"plumbing the left side of her brain, abandoning conventional realism
(after the first few novels) for an amalgam of the literary, the
surreal, the gothic, and other conventions with which we symbolize the
unconscious" (Snitow 16).

Evidently, for Carter, the unconscious,28 in

all its strangeness, randomness and disorder, manifested a rich,
meaningful space wherein the creative and destructive human desires
repressed by common sense, the conscious mind, and patriarchal authority
playfully intersected and proliferated.

Regardless of the degree to

which language and patriarchal culture do influence and structure the
developing human mind (Carter did not, I think, dispute that influence
and structuring), the unconscious still functioned, Carter implied, to
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reveal the latent contradictions and richly layered subtext of an
oppressive, politically entrenched, monological dominant reality--the
sort of reality often reinforced, or at least assumed, by easy-toconsume, linguistically transparent, politically indifferent or
reactionary realist fiction.
Carter supposed that, within such a dominant reality, where
hegemonic interests are preserved and promoted, the freedom of
individuals depended upon their ability to liberate and actualize the
life-affirming desires, and understand the destructive impulses,
relegated to the prison of the unconscious.

As she explained, the

unconscious, "the margin of the imaginative life,"

"gives reality to

our own experience" and allows us to "measure our own reality" (Carter
qtd. in Haffenden 92).

This view, combined with her materialist

understanding of "this world . . . [as] a world transformed by
imagination and desire" (AW 70), was vital to her complex, predominantly
anti-realist resistance to patriarchy in the works of her middle period.
According to "the margin" of her own imaginative life and the
imaginative lives of many of her characters in these works, male
dominance does not "measure" up; it is an incomplete and unsatisfying
cultural reality needing to be challenged by the imagery of the human
unconscious and alternative mcdels of experience.
Carter was intrigued by "the subterranean areas behind everyday
experience" (AFT 133) because she felt that investigating such areas,
which tend to be subversive of the reigning social order, could offer
new insight into human experience and potential.

Such areas--

marginalized and unfamiliar because of their traditional relegation to
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fictional subgenres such as pornography, science fiction, romance, and
fantasy--are often sites of fruitful resistance to the interests of the
patriarchal establishment.

The human unconscious as a vital scene of

counter-cultural activity was always uppermost in Carter's own thinking:
"One's washing around with all these things going on in one's head, and
there are all these people unmoved by the notion.

The savage sideshow"

(Carter qtd. in Sage, DLB 211). She was particularly intrigued and
disturbed by the human predilection for ignoring or dismissing that
which creates discomfort and uncertainty.

Her rhetorical question,

"Everybody likes to feel they're perfectly normal, don't they?"
(Engstrom 62), indicates how suspicious she was of the reigning idea of
normality, which she felt served as a soporific for those defensive,
unimaginative individuals who refused to cope with the complexity and
diversity of life.

Such people wish to "keep the unconscious in a

suitcase" (AFT 133); Carter unlocks that suitcase and examines its
contents.

Hence, in reading her art, especially her fiction of the

1970s, one senses her indebtedness to Shklovskii's theory of
defamiliarization and Brecht's alienation effect in the theatre, both of
which value art's role in shaking human beings out of their
somnambulistic complacency and unthinking, habitual responses.29

She

understood "provoking unease"--by exploring the human unconscious--to be
a "moral function" (AFT 133) of art.

II. Shifting to Fantasy, Anti-Realism, and First-Person Narration
Following the publication of Love, a transitional work, Carter
produced her first collection of short stories, Fireworks (1974), and
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two highly subversive fantastic novels, Hoffman (1972) and New Eve
(1977).

Stylistically, these four works document a significant shift

from a predominantly realist, if expressionistic, omniscient narrative
perspective30 to an increasingly fantastic, anti-realist first-person
narrative perspective31.

The picaresque mode, newly prominent in

Hoffman and New Eve, enabled her to write novels bursting with action
and diversity, as well as to place her characters in unconventional
contexts where unusual discussions or debates about reality could easily
occur.
These middle works, more sophisticated and ambitious than her
novels from the 1960s, focus on the contentiousness of human reality.
In them Carter displays an acute awareness of how gender32, sexuality,
human nature, and the social-political order dominating Western
civilisation are cultural constructs rather than given and unchangeable
universals.
By substituting an historical, experientialist33 understanding of
human reality for rigid dichotomies and a highly ahistorical,
universalist view of human nature, and by acknowledging art as an
artificial, ideological production interacting with the world rather
than merely reflecting unalterable pre-existing circumstances and
universals, Carter envisions human reality as unstable and negotiable in
its meanings, traditions, and institutions.
anthropologist of fictions.

She becomes an

For her, the inseparability of aesthetics

and politics, together with art's vital role in liberating the human
imagination from ideological containment, becomes paramount.

She

understands that Western culture has always been an interpretative
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product, an entrenchment of a dominant and exclusive way of seeing the
world.
Acknowledging that realism is dangerous because "it copies what is
already a copy" (Barthes 55), she lambasts the sort of literary realism
that consolidates existing cultural conditions, dismisses social change
as a far-fetched romantic fantasy, and "betray[s] its readers into a
false knowledge of everyday experience" (AFT 133).

By escorting readers

on unfamiliar, unsettling adventures, her work confronts and undermines
a realist epistemology that encourages human smugness, complacency, and
presumptuousness.
Still, however fantastic and anti-realist Carter's prose becomes
in the 1970s, she never discounts the indifferent physical universe's
imposition upon human beings of ineluctable material facts that cannot
be dreamily ignored (e.g. the weather, natural disasters, mortality). As
Warner notes, "For a fantasist with wings, Angela kept her eyes on the
ground, with reality firmly in her sights" ("Intro." xi).

Though

assuming that fantasy and human reality inexorably interpenetrate one
another, Carter disparages radical subjectivism.34
fiction discourages intellectual vacations.

Her fantastic

She sensibly concedes35

"the fact that there are real things, existing independently of us,
which constrain both how we interact with them and how we comprehend
them" (Lakoff 226).

A professed atheist and materialist, she champions

rationality tempered by both scepticism and historical understanding.
She also recognizes that, outside all human sign systems, institutions,
and cultures, there exists an uncompromising, non-anthropomorphic
material world that human beings have not made and therefore must
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respect.

Her anti-metaphysical logic is clear:
This world is all that there is, and in order to question
the nature of reality one must move from a strongly grounded
base in what constitutes material reality. . . .
I believe
that all myths are products of the human mind and reflect
only aspects of material human practice. (NFL 70-1)

Elsewhere, she adds, "I do like to reduce everything to its material
base" (Haffenden 92); but, for her, "the material base" of any culture
includes its art, which is materially constructed through language and
other humanly made signs and objects.
While embodying a new emphasis on first-person narration, the
picaresque mode, and fantasy, Carter's works from the 1970s, both the
tales and novels, are also more metafictional than her novels of the
1960s.

For example, in the final paragraph of "The Smile of Winter," in

Fireworks. the narrator remarks:
Do not think I do not realize what I am doing. I am making a
composition using the following elements: the winter beach;
the winter moon; the ocean; the women; the pine trees; the
riders; the driftwood; the shells; the shapes of darkness
and the shapes of water,- and the refuse. . . . Out of these
pieces of inimical indifference, I intend to represent the
desolate smile of winter . . . (SOW 46)
Or, near the end of "A Souvenir of Japan," the female narrator flaunts
the artifice of characterization:
But I do not want to paint our circumstantial portraits so
that we both emerge with enough well-rounded, spuriously
detailed actuality that you are forced to believe in us. I
do not want to practise such sleight of hand. You must be
content only with glimpses of our outlines, as if you had
caught sight of our reflections in the looking-glass of
somebody else's house as you passed by the window. (SOW 9)
This cancelling of fictional illusion-making, present in even her most
realist work, draws the reader out of the empirical complacency and
imaginative cocoon frequently perpetuated by realist fiction.
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Clearly, Carter's anti-realist, metafictional tendency in the
1970s implicitly affirms Joanne Frye's proposition, in Living Stories.
Telling Lives, that "The power of a male-dominant sexual ideology
entraps women characters and women novelists within outworn plots and
outworn definitions; women in novels--and even in life--seem doomed to
live within those old stories" (5). Carter's metafictions show how an
eagerness to believe in, and passively consume, old stories or
paradigmatic plots as reflections of Truth and a universal human nature
--in contrast to a scepticism about reality, truth, and human nature as
they are fictionally represented--can make readers susceptible to the
limiting and imprisoning effects of an ideology dismissive of women's
right to self-definition, equality, autonomy, and freedom.
Yet Carter's fictional resistance to patriarchal oppression is
never intended solely for women36:
[T]here has been the idea that fiction that demythologizes
[sexual myths] is only of interest to women--as though the
dichotomy in our culture is so vast that only women are
interested in certain kinds of social fiction, whereas they
affect us all very profoundly. Indeed, they affect men much
more than women, because women know in their hearts that
they're not true. (Carter qtd. in Haffenden 91-2)
Of course, patriarchal ideology, while indisputably impinging upon
everyone, most directly and visibly harms women who meekly suffer its
images, roles, and understanding of femininity and human reality.

Such

women, in Carter's view, are not just innocent, passive victims of a
sex-gender system external to themselves; rather, for the patriarchal
system to succeed, they must contribute--by thinking, believing and
acting37 in self-defeating ways--to their own disempowerment, suffering,
and victimization.

Patriarchy's success depends upon their consenting
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to live in someone else's fantasy and logic.

To offer such consent is

to exhibit a painfully colonialized sensibility, one both vanquished and
persuaded by an inimical thought-process.

Evidently, men accepting

these same patriarchal images, roles, and narratives as gospel can just
as easily possess colonialized imaginations and live imprisoned lives,
but because a patriarchal world is made, at least superficially, in
their image, they are often oblivious to male privileges and systemic
male sexism.

Rather, inclined to assume the biological and mental

naturalness of male dominance, they unquestioningly embody an aggressive
male identity founded upon a restrictive idea of femininity.

Their

consciences, for the most part, remain undisturbed because their culture
sanctions such a learned identity.

As Stoltenberg states,

So-called male sexuality is a learned connection between
specific physical sensations and the idea of a male sexual
identity. . . . A fully realized male sexual identity . . .
requires nonidentification with, that which is perceived to
be nonmale, or female. (33-34)
Since masculinity depends so fundamental1.y upon the definition of
femininity (generally speaking, men cannot be traditionally masculine
and dominant unless they have traditionally feminine, submissive women
against whom to define themselves38), Carter wisely indicates not only
that sexual myths profoundly affect both women and men, but also that
those myths ought therefore to be of concern to everyone.
Carter supposes that masculinity ^nd femininity are
interdependent, culturally and historically defined
variables translated in the language of common usage to the
status of universals. And these archetypes serve only to
confuse the main issue, that relationships between the sexes
are determined by history and by the historical fact of the
economic dependence of women upon men. (SW 6)
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Masculinity and femininity mean nothing in isolation either from one
another or from socio-economic conditions.

Just as a waster cannot

exist without a slave, so the idea of a dominant, heroic masculinity is
empty without the complementary notion of a submissive, dependent
femininity.

However, because patriarchy perpetuates male dominance, and

naturalizes an aggressive, genital-obsessed male sexual identity,
associating any sign of male sexual anxiety or hesitancy with weakness
while simultaneously constraining and censoring female subjectivity, men
are generally less conscious than women of the artificiality and
unfairness of male domination.

Women more easily notice what patriarchy

omits, censors, or ignores, because it immediately marks them as secondclass citizens.

Men only reluctantly admit that the naturalized,

culturally sanctified idea of heroic, aggressive masculinity is
predicated upon an unpleasant, harmfully restrictive, humanly
constructed idea of femininity.39
Recalling the mutually supportive, almost seamless relation
between Uncle Philip's art and patriarchy in The Magic Toyshop, and
between the pornographic male imagination and violence against women in
Shadow Dance, one appreciates why Carter, in resisting patriarchy,
cultivates a metafictional, fantastic style in the 1970s.

Such a style

enables her to avoid using art for crudely mimetic or subtly coercive
ends, as it is used by the male artist-figures of her early novels, who
nearly always fashion their art to oppress, restrict and punish women;
such a style enables her to avoid creating art that suspends her
readers' disbelief, which is absolutely necessary if they are to
identify the harmful plots and illusions entrapping them in their own
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lives; and lastly, such a style enables her to avoid producing
reactionary art that encourages readers to accept the illusion of a
stable, unchanging, ahistorical, biologically predetermined reality.40
Yet her fiction of the 1970s, mixing feminist and libertarian
thinking, is sceptical and hopeful, not simply nihilis*;lc
deconstructive, and despairing.

Carter's hopefulness, seasoned by a

dash of utopianism, evolves from rier scepticism about the naturalness
and universality of existing, male-dominated human relations.

Her

belief that such relations can be overcome is implicit in her remark
that

&
our flesh arrives to us out of history, like everything else
does. We may believe we fuck stripped of social artifice;
in bed, we even feel we touch the bedrock of human nature
itself. But we are deceived. Flesh is not an irreducible
human universal. (SW 9*)

While rebelling against a restrictive, ahistorical paradigm of
femininity and an oppressive model^ of masculinity, as well as against
the reality-stabilizing inertia of much literary realism, Carter
advocates positive alternatives to existing patriarchal social relations
and institutions.

The world, she postulates, might be--and should be--

different from what it is.

Not only must we learn to think of ourselves

as "the makers" rather th<.\n

u>a slaves of history" (SW 3) , but we must

see how "we have also invented those aspects of our lives that seem most
immutable, or, rather, have invented the circumstances that determine
their nature" (SW 11-12).

To claim the freedom historically denied to

ourselves and others, then, is to identify inventions aa inventions and
illusions as, illusions, rather than continuing to mistake them for
universal or absolute truths.
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Knowing that the contemporary world is saturated with the
authoritative, culture-making stories, dramas, and fantasies of
patriarchal, reactionary artists like Uncle Philip, Dr Donally, Honey,
and Morris Grey, Carter contends that it is necessary and liberating for
fiction to celebrate and advertise its artifice41, and hence to
relinquish the unquestioned authority and linguistic transparency
assumed (to be sure, often innocently or naively rather than
maliciously) by many authors of conventionally realist or naturalist
fiction.42
Carter concurs with Patricia Waugh, who says, "In showing us how
literary fiction creates its imaginary worlds, metafiction helps us to
understand how the reality we live day by da> is similarly constructed,
similarly 'written'" (18). By undercutting and qualifying her own
illusion-making, Carter not only deviates from a male-dominated
literary-realist tradition contributed to by both male and female
artists, but also instructs and empowers her readers in the art of
actively interpreting and demythologizing (not passively and
unquestioningly consuming) their own experiences and culture.

Like many

of the postmodernist artists mentioned by Hutcheon in The Politics of
Postmodernism (1989), Carter aims in her middle period
to de-naturalize some of the dominant features of our way of
life; to point out that those entities that we unthinkingly
experience as 'natural' (they might even include capitalism,
patriarchy, liberal humanism) are in fact 'cultural'; made
by us not given to us. (2)
The results, if disorienting and occasionally disturbing, are
enlightening, telling, and memorable.

The works of this period are

ambitious, sophisticated, provocative, innovative attempts to
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demonstrate what is required if patriarchy is to be interrupted,
undermined, and overcome.

III. Confronting the Social Fictions of Gender
One notices, then, Carter's important shift in emphasis and method
from the expressionistic, reflective visions of female entrapment and
rocial despair of the early novels, to a growing fascination with how
women's and men's lives, and human reality in general, are fashioned and
controlled, unconsciously and consciously, by images, ideas and
narratives supportive of a dominant patriarchal perspective.
These images, ideas and narratives often function as "mind-forged
manacles," or, as Carter alternatively describes them, "the social
fictions that regulate our lives" (NFL 70). They might also be
described as "a system of representations (discourses, images, myths)
concerning the real relations in which people live" (Belsey, Critical
57), or as "the imaginary relation of those individuals to the real
relations in which they live" (Althusser qtd. in Belsey, Critical 57).
Functioning as an invisible (or, at least, barely detectible) conceptual
system for understanding human experience, these "mind-forg'd manacles"
or "social fictions" (e.g. the happy-ever-after marriage plot, the
theory of female castration, or the mutualiy exclusive gender roles
naturalized through metaphysics and mythology)
directly and fully experiencing their world.

prevent individuals from
This conceptual system or

ideology, constructed out of questionable dichotomies and cultural
certainties, determines the nature and meaning of human experience, not
the other way round.

Empiricism--the idea that what resides in the
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human mind is derived solely and innocently from sensory experience--is
shown to be inadequate, for it ignores the ineluctable mediating role of
culture.

Because pure experience is unachievable, patriarchy's concepts

can be assessed as ideological fabrications of the dominant social
order.

That order is like a disguised mirror in which individuals--male

and female--unavoidably seek and find identities, roles, and meanings
that will allow them meaningfully to integrate themselves into (and,
Carter would say, imprison themselves within) the prevai_._ng sexually
inegalitarian socio-political structures.
Living in such an already interpreted world, a world of preexisting reflections and humanly constructed identities and narratives,
people have difficulty distinguishing between the real and the
artificial, and learning from their own experiences.

It is hard for

them to question assumptions and meanings naturalised to the point of
invisibility by the dominant culture. However, Carter suggests that, by
understanding that experience is always culturally mediated, people can
liberate themselves from the arbitrary constructs of an inegalitarian
socio-political reality.

Patriarchy, she implies, is not as

impermeable, dominant, and unassailable as it is presumed to be; its
inherent contradictions and inadequacies, evident especially to people
whose desires are left unsatisfied by its ruling myths, can yield an
opposing or antithetical reading.

The struggle between patriarchy and

its unconscious is what Carter brings to our attention, for what the
dominant socio-political order represses fuels human opposition.
What Carter is essentially interested in, when she speaks of
"mind-forged manacles," is oppression,fchich,as Margaret Atwood has

Ill
said, "involves a failure of the imagination: the failure to imagine the
full humanity of other human beings" (Atwood, "Responsibility" 358)-and, I would add, of oneself. We have encountered many oppressed
figures in Carter's first four novels: Edna and Ghislaine in Shadow
Dance: Melanie, Finn, and Margaret in The Magic fovshop: Anne Blossom in
Several Perceptions; Marianne and Jewel in Heroes and Villains--all of
these characters are moie or less oppressed and imprisoned by the
patriarchal ideology they breathe and embody.43

The failure of

imagination mentioned by Atwood is especially evident, however, in
figures such as Honeybuzzard, Morris Grey, Uncle Philip, and Dr Donally.
They not only oppress others, but also dehumanize and isolate themselves
through their oppressive acts and thoughts. Each one is like a Sadeian
libertine, as described by Carter at the end of The Sadeian Woman:
The structure of his own invented reality hardens around him
and imprisons him. The passions he thought would free him
from the cage of being become the very bars of the cage that
traps him; he himse1 cannot escape the theatrical decor
[sic] he has created around himself in order to give himself
the confidence to immolate his victims. (149)
Each one, predatory and triumphant as he is, lives in a frightening sort
of solipsistic isolation that makes love, sharing, and community
impossible. Each one practices tyranny because he denies and fears
genuine, shared love aid the self-modifying effects of reciprocal
desire.
In the 1970s Carter becomes more deeply concerned with the
complexity of "psychological oppression," which Bartky has defined as
follows:
To be psychologically oppressed is to be weighed down in
your mind; it is to have a harsh dominion exercised over
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your self-esteem. The psychologically oppressed become
their own oppressors; they come to exercise harsh dominion
over their own self-esteem. Differently put, psychological
oppression can be regarded as the 'internalization of
intimations of inferiority.'" (22)
Carter fictionally explores how it is possible that people can be
limited or oppressed by their own habitual patterns of thought,
interpretation, and expectation--patterns culturally produced,
reproduced, leirned, and reflected, not biologically predetermined-which assume a great deal about the meaning of such things as love,
gender, sexuality, history, and art.
For instance, Carter demonstrates, in the central works of her
middle period (e.g. Love. "The Loves of Lady Purple," "Master," "A
Souvenir of Japan," "Flesh and the Mirror," Hoffman, and New Eve). how
women (and men too, though usually in a less disempowering way than
women) can become mentally imprisoned by patriarchal representations and
reductive male narratives (functioning covertly as interpretations in
the guise of innocent reflections) that objectify and dehumanize women.
These examples of imprisonment differ from those depicted in Carter's
earlier fiction because here the imprisonment is not only physical,
sexual, or externally imposed, but also inwardly psychological and
conceptual.
Individuals enculturated44 by a patriarchal society experience the
ideology of male dominance and female submission on the inside as -rell
as the outside. Therefore, Carter shows that the effects of oppression
should not be simplistically attributed only to individual totalitarian
tyrants like Honeybuzzard, Morris Grey, Uncle Philip, and Dr Donally.
Rather, the logic of oppression finds its way into the imaginations and
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behaviours not only of the tyrants, but also of those who suffer
oppression, the victims.
have hope.

Yet Carter contends that such sufferers can

By imagining a better future and acknowledging the

artificiality of their world, they can learn to release their minds and
imaginations from the social fictions of patriarchy.45
Carter's statement about the aesthetics of pornography in The
Sadeian Woman could very well stand as one of her primary convictions
about art in general: "It can never be art for art's sake. . . .

it is

always art with work to do" (12) . Art is never innocent; intimately
connected with the human making of cultural order, art produces and
reproduces the values, meanings, and plots by which human beings live.
As Hillis Miller contends and Carter demonstrates fictionally,
narrative may . . . have as its function . . . the
affirmation and reinforcement, even the creation, of the
most basic assumptions of a culture about human existence,
about time, destiny, selfhood, where we come from, what we
ought to do while we are here, where we go--the whole course
of human life. (71)
The political implications of art, or the potential effects of art, are
thus evident in Uncle Philip's puppet shows in The Magic Toyshop. Dr.
Donally's tattoo art in Heroes and Villains, and Morris's and Honey's
pornographic photographs in Shadow Dance.

Despite what all these male

tyrants might think about the innocent beauty, transparency, and
truthfulness of their art, it always works

to consolidate and naturalize

patriarchal \alues--to entrench male dominance and female submission. It
makes women and men into colonized beings who feel a "holy terror of
love" (SW 150).
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Carter's use of the "work within the work" device in her early
novels highlights how art can serve the forces of conformity and
consolidation, reproducing and entrenching patriarchy while naturalizing
female subordination, containment, and suffering.

Yet her own early

novels, when appraised themselves, exist more as reflections of, rather
than telling sceptical interactions with, the patriarchal world upon
which they comment.

In the 1960s, Carter is partially ensnared by the

very logocentric, representational logic relied upon by the
authoritarian male artist-figures she depicts. As an artist herself,
she, in the 1960s, holds up ner verbal mirror to a patriarchal world
that seems, however much she dislikes and fictionally questions it,
indomitable and unchangeable.

This world includes other artists (e.g.

Uncle Philip, Dr Donally, Morris Grey, and Honey) who hold up their own
artful mirrors to the same kind of world.

But they automatically and

conveniently assume that the world naturally and biologically confirms
their own patriarchal interpretations of it. Their art, even if it is
not disenchanted with patriarchy, suggests, like Carter's art, that
patriarchy is inflexible, natural, and permanent.
Carter's problem, then, is that her own mirror (i.e. her own art),
and her manner of holding it up to a troubling, male-dominated world, is
initially too hesitant, ahistorical, and realistic in its critique of
the patriarchal culture she confronts and resists. Her early fiction,
though it reflects her unhappiness with patriarchy, does not selfconsciously interrupt and question the artful meaning-making machinery
of patriarchal ideology.

Consequently, the alternative visions and

voices in these early novels--the voices of Emily, Melanie, Margaret,
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Finn, and Marianne--remain quite contained, repressed, compromised, and
marginalized, even after some individual gains in freedom have been
made.

Substantive social change seems unlikely to occur when resistance

to patriarchy is always individual and local in nature.

The larger,

concrete world of patriarchal ideology and institutions--the governing
conceptual system, its material manifestations, and its mechanical
reproduction--remains intact even after Uncle Philip and Dr Donally, as
well as their works of art, have been destroyed.

The myths and

machinery underpinning patriarchy remain powerful and active even if a
few male tyrants have been expunged.
In these early novels, then, Carter is not yet sufficiently aware
of how she might metafictionally circumvent the linguistically
transparent, representational model of art that she instinctively
resists.

While thematically resisting patriarchy, she has not yet

decisively turned her attention to the suspect realist machinery of

her

own writing, which puts her in a position comparable, though not
identical, to that of Uncle Philip and Dr Donally, two of the villainous
artists in her early fiction.
Hence, Polly Shulman's point about Carter's attitude toward her
own fiction is, I would argue, seriously misguided.

Shulman says that

Carter's "stories are beautifully symmetrical, with a clockwork
ingenuity; it's a pleasure to see the pleasure she took in stealing
Uncle Philip's tools to make her own puppets" (Shulman 17). Nothing
could be further from the truth.

Carter is not at all interested, in

her fiction from the 1960s, in making puppets in the fashion of an Uncle
Philip; nor would she ever take pleasure in doing so in her subsequent

$
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work.

What one notices in Carter's fiction of the 1960s is that she

identifies, in figures such as Uncle Philip and Dr Donally, artists from
whose totalitarian fictional strategies she struggles to disentangle and
dissociate herself.

Perhaps, initially, she is not fully successful in

her struggle to dissociate herself from the strategies of authoritarian
art, but that she struggles is. undeniable and significant. She
certainly would have found it troubling rather than satisfying to think
that she was merely stealing Uncle Philip's tools, and thft she was, in
her art, employing the same concepts, dichotomies and illusionist
confidence tricks that serve Uncle Philip and his ilk so well.
Carter does become more self-conscious and theoretically aware of
her own artistic practices and assumptions in the 1970s--with dramatic,
transformative results. She learns what it might mean to use fantastic,
anti-realistic art--and new and better tools than those manipulated by
Uncle Philip--to subvert and dismantle patriarchy; she becomes an artist
very Jifferent in kind from Uncle Philip and Dr Donally, because she
does not want her readers to succumb obediently to artistic illusions
and confidence tricks. She does not want to manipulate her readers'
responses: "people are different and people have different responses to
fiction. But it's impossible to direct and I think it wouldn't be a
good thing if you could do it" (Carter qtd. in "The Company of AC,"
Marxism Today 20).46

She begins to write the sort of fiction that

challenges prevailing assumptions and premises about life, rather than
simply representing life "as it is and ever shall be." She becomes the
powerfully anti-authoritarian artist that she was struggling to be all
along.
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IV. Beyond Visions of Female Entrapment
We can see the first evidence of these dramatic, transformative
results in the novel Love and in two short stories from Fireworks. "The
Loves of Lady Purple" and "Master," all of which attempt to move beyond
the visions of female entrapment and the realist methodology dominating
Carter's early novels.
The central female figures in these works are mentally imprisoned
by patriarchal ideology.

They are possessed and controlled by the men

in their lives. These women--Annabel, Lady Purple, and a South American
Indian woman (her male master names her "Friday")--are not autonomous,
self-reflective, self-defined people, at least initially.

They do not

tell their own stories and rarely (if ever) speak in their own voices,
but instead fit themselves, and their understanding of themselves, into
pre-existing male-centred stories and realities.

Joanne Frye's comment

in the "Preface" to Living Stories. Telling Lives is relevant to these
women characters: "Men have told the stories and framed the cultural
precepts; women, reading those stories and bound by those precepts, have
too often found themselves living men's stories rather than telling and
living their own" (v). Carter's female figures in the stories named
above are externally defined and interpellated47 as passive, dependent,
"castrated" beings within patriarchy.

They are personally and publicly

denied power, experientially contained, and imaginatively oppressed
because of their relations to men.

Accommodating themselves to an

ideology of male dominance and female submission, these women exist as
divided beings, as people alienated from their own subjectivity,
intelligence, and bodily experiences.

They repress many of their own
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personal thoughts, inclinations, sentiments, and desires while
subordinating themselves to the dominant but limited, pornographic
perspectives and plots of the men who control them.

Consequently, in

their own minds these women are, as Bartky would say, "weighed down";
having little autonomy, self-esteem, and self-generated understanding,
they seek self-knowledge and approval by looking into the book-like
mirror--into the collection of stories and roles--proffered by
patriarchal ideology.

They become the objects or submissive creatures

that their worlds condition and encourage them to be, and subscribe, at
least for a time, to the proper social scripts.
What is intriguing about the central female figures in Love. "The
Loves of Lady Purple," and "Master," however, is that their individual
predicaments bear upon the problem of how women can break out of a
patriarchal gender-sex system crippling not only to their ability to act
and express desire genuinely and independently, but also to their
thinking and imagination.

This central problem, reiterating in a

complicated psychological and experiential fashion the frustrating
situation faced repeatedly by Carter's imprisoned, restricted heroines
in the novels from the 1960s, needs to be examined if one is to chart
the growing complexity of her fictional analysis of and resistance to
patriarchy in her middle period.
What becomes clear after we scrutinize Love. "The Loves of Lady
Purple," and "Master" is this: women imprisoned physically, mentally,
and emotionally within a patriarchal world can resist a restrictive
femininity and male domination only by disobeying the rules,
expectations, and morality governing their behaviour, and by cultivating
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a cleverness, creativity, and independence of mind generally denied to
them by the men in their lives.

Disobedience alone, though preferable

to unthinking submission, is not enough because it focuses female energy
only on the necessarily destructive task of fighting off what is
undesirable; hence, disobedience must complement the kinds of female
intelligence and creativity that can enable and empower women, through
their

own efforts, to overcome mental imprisonment and envision how

their lives might be improved.
To put it more succinctly, if they are to resist patriarchy,
Carter's heroines of the 1970s must accomplish what many of her heroines
in the 1960s found it so hard to do.

They must learn to be like the

women she describes in her "Introduction" to Wayward Girls ft Wicked,
Women, who have
a certain sense of self-esteem, however tattered. They know
they are worth more than that which fate has allotted them.
They are prepared to plot and scheme; to snatch; to battle;
to burrow away from within, in order to get their hands on
that little bit extra, be it of love, or money, or
vengeance, or pleasure, or respect. Even in defeat, they are
not defeated . . . (xii)
These women must learn to ascribe authority to their own experiences,
perspectives, ideas, and stories.

They must avoid the destructive roles

and plots of patriarchal stories, which almost inevitably maim and
imprison women.

Carter's female characters must survive "the tensions

of living in a male-dominant culture while affirming the right to female
voice and self-definition" (Frye v-vi).

They must acquire "the capacity

to tell their own stories, their own lives" (Frye vi). And, insofar as
the fiction of Carter's middle period shows women reaching--both
outwards for an articulation and validation of their stories in the
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public, male-dominated sphere, and inwards for a re-assessment of the
destructive assumptions regulating female experience and containing
their own thinking and lives--Carter partakes of a "female cultural
practice that makes the 'meaning production process' itself 'the site of
struggle'. . ." (Blau DuPlessis 476). She joins in "a rewriting of
gender in dominant fiction," a rewriting predicated on the conviction
that "the critique of story is a major aspect of the stories told by
twentieth-century women writers . . . "

(Blau DuPlessis, 487).

CHAPTER THREE
Diagnosing Female Dependence, Suffering, and Self-Destructiveness:
Reason, Madness, and Sadomasochism in Love

In Love, a psychological novel influenced by R.D. Laing's and
Michel Foucault's anti-psychiatric analyses of human insanity48, Carter
adopts a fairly unintrusive omniscient perspective with a shifting
focus49 to write about Annabel, a mentally unstable art school student
imprisoned by an idea of love, a highly superstitious, romantic50
sensibility, a particular version of femininity, and marriage.

Carter

examines Annabel's madness, romanticism, and sadomasochism in relation
to her inability to find personal happiness, love, and freedom as a
woman in a male-dominated world.
Insofar as it is "comprehensible" (Laing 9), Annabel's madness
paradoxically results from and contributes to her confinement within a
male-dominated world.

While reflecting her conditioning by, and

resistance to, the gender dichotomy of patriarchy, Annabel's insanity is
also at times inexplicably self-destructive.

Clearly, Carter does not

wish to uphold Annabel's psychosis as a heroic, brilliant and admirable
response to psychological oppression.

Carter frankly implies, instead,

that Annabel's kind of mental instability, whether or not its causes are
purely cultural, makes resisting patriarchal oppression difficult or
well-nigh impossible.

This implication is evident in the "Afterword" to

the revised edition of Love, where Carter concedes the irreversibility
of Annabel's deplorable fate: "I can't resurrect Annabel . . . even the
women's movement would have been no help to her and alternative
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psychiatry would have only made things, if possible, worse" (113).51
On the dust-jacket to the original edition of Love. Carter
describes the book as "a tragedy of contemporary manners, a total
analysis of a complex emotional situation, leaving nothing out and being
as honest as possible" (Carter qtd. in Anita Van Vactor, 656).52
Carter's choice of words is significant.

The "tragedy" inheres, she

implies, in the predatory, narcissistic, destructive "manners" of
contemporary human individuals, not simply in their unique personalities
or individual falls from grace. The tragedy inspiring pity and fear in
Love is conceptual and cultural in scope--it is larger than individuals
--though its implications impinge upon individual lives, especially, as
we shall see, upon Annabel's female struggle for personal survival,
meaning, and happiness.

It is a tragedy about the deleterious effects

and human cost of the reigning sex-gender ideology, especially the idea
of love motivating it.
Carter suggests in Love that Sixties-style "free love," like the
dutiful, committed married love it was supposed to disaffirm and
supplant, is tainted by compulsion, repression, and deceitfulness, as
well as by sexual inequality and violence.

The people in her novel,

whether married or single, generally engage in spurious charades of
affection, not in self-modifying, freely expressed, and mutually
beneficial loving relationships. These charades, whos<» models of
masculinity and femininity are reflected most succinctly in pornography
made by and for men (as, for example, in Buzz's pornographic
photographs, some of which are given to Annabel early in the novel),
cause people to objectify one another, be cruel to one another, imprison
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one another, and repress rathe, than express genuine desire. Such
charades embody and perpetuate an idea of love fraught with selfdeception, interpersonal manipulation, and sexual inequality.

It is an

idea of love that, while aiming to keep people in their patriarchally
allotted, biologically-determined places, denies the free, active
expression of desire on the part of both men and women, but especially
women, since their actions are deemed blasphemous, monstrous, and
inappropriate if they deviate from those sanctioned by a restrictive,
ahistorical, paa-. Ive model of femininity. "A free woman in an unfree
society", Carte' reminds us elsewhere, "will be a monster" (SW 27).

Or

alternatively, for a woman not to be a monster in an unfree society, she
must choose to be obedient and imprisoned, in the fashion of Annabel
throughout much of Love.
Carter's view that "Sexuality, stripped of the idea of free
exchange, is not in any way humane . . . " (SW 141), is amply borne out
in Love, where she focuses on love's inseparability fro.n cruelty.

In

this novel, she demythologizes the social fiction of love, the view that
marital love is the magical, everlasting solution to women's desires and
aspirations.

She shows how love in a male-dominated world ultimately

translates into confinement, madness, and self-immolation for a:,
unhappy, non-analytical, romantic woman such as Annabel; into selfdeception and restless promiscuity for a man like Lee, who engages in
adulterous affairs without recognizing the male presumption and sexual
inequality they imply; and finally, how it reflects a human "terror of
love" (SW 150), as exemplified most poignantly by the sexual fiasco of
Buzz and Annabel (their attempted adulterous affair toward the end of
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the novel), and by the mutual rape involving Lee and Ann-bel in the
period leading up to her suicide.
Yet Love, while demonstrating the harmfulness and cruelty of a
particular idea of love r-.mmon in the 1960s (and still prevalent today),
is primarily a book about three narcissistic individuals clinging to a
triangular, sadomasochistic relationship because of a shared inability
to love. Love, for these aimless individuals, is not dialogic,
consoling, or self-transcending; it entails taking, dominating, and
destroying. It is love as defined by the pornography explosion of the
sixties and early seventies, a cerebral love centred on selfgratification and personal power. Its participants "cease to be the
lovers who have met to assuage desire in a reciprocal pact of
tenderness, and they engage at once in a spurious charade of maleness
and femaleness" (SW 8).
However, Carter is not construing love as a farce or
impossibility. Rather, she implicitly argues that mutually felt, freely
expressed desire and love are inhibited in patriarchy precisely because
it, in large measure, creates women like Annabel, who, obeying the
social scripts and rules, are discouraged from making choices and living
freely. In playing passive, subordinate feminine roles invented by men,
women like Annabel forfeit their subjectivity; those who retain it
become monsters or lunatics.
Despite its brevity, Lsace.--partly because of its achronological
structure, mobile narrative focus, and psychological richness--provides
a dense, complex, shifting analysis of Annabel, her entrapment as a
woman, and her attempt at personal liberation.

In an effort to
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understand Annabel, in whom the characteristics of Edna Grey and
Ghislaine are interfused, Carter's reader is forced not just to read but
to re-read the novel, piecing together a chronology in which later
events illuminatingly mirror, parallel, or contrast with earlier ones.

I. Annabel's Character and Situation
When the novel opens, Annabel is an eighteen-year-old bourgeois
virgin living in a hostel while attending art school. We know that she
has been "secretive and withdrawn since childhood. Her favourite painter
was Max Ernst.

She did not read books" (31). We are told that, two

months before encountering Lee, "she tried to commit suicide by taking
an overdose of sleeping tablets but the warden of the hostel where she
lived found her in time" (16). The warden, "a liberal woman in her
forties" (16), felt that Annabel's situation would improve if "at last
she might find someone to love her" (16).
The social fiction of love and marriage is offered as the
culturally sanctioned answer to all of Annabel's problems.

She is seen

as a sleeping beauty needing to be brought to life by a prince's kiss,
or an imprisoned princess in a tower needing to be rescued by a gallant
knight.

Whether she will be happy depends upon the actions and good-

will of other people.

All she needs, the warden implies, is a man who

will love her, educate her sexually, and give her meaning.

Her needs

and desires can only be satisfied through the ministrations and
intercessions of a man, not through responsible decisions, plans, and
actions of her own.

Young women like her are not expected to live

independent, responsible, economically and emotionally self-supporting
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lives.
At a New Year's Eve party two months after her first suicide
attempt, Annabel snuggles up to a young man because she is cold, and
wakes up the next morning in his arms.

The man she "arbitrarily"

selects is Lee, the central male figure in the novel, a man whose first
principle in life, or so he thinks, is to be completely free.
warde

The

gladly "confided Annabel to his care" (17); she is treated like a

piece of furniture profitably disposed of at an auction.
Lee discovers that Annabel is basically "friendless" (15) , so he
immediately invites her to share his flat.

He looks upon her as another

potential conquest for his insatiable male appetite.

He has

relationships with as many women as possible, but detests emotional
demands.
For the first three weeks, Annabel sleeps in his bed, but since
she is sexually naive, their relationship is initially strictly
platonic: "Though she shared a bed with him for three weeks, she never
thought of it as a place for anything but sleeping in.

Therefore, she

did not know she had anything to protect while Lee assumed all manner of
virginal hedging on her part" (31). He likes her because he identifies
with her strangeness, but particularly because she has "funny eyes" and
"doesn't say much" (21) . Her silence allows him to make of her what he
will. At one point, however, we learn that he is uneasy, even if
titillated, by his impression that "she looked as if she were on a slab
in a morgue" (19). She strikes him as someone needing love and
security, much as his aunt, who died of cancer, needed looking after as
her condition deteriorated, or his mother, who went mad, needed care.
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Annabel even seems to be a replacement for his psychotic brother Buzz,
who is travelling in Africa when Lee and Annabel meet, and whom Lee has
always protectively watched over.
Thinking of Annabel as a shy, middle-class virgin, Lee decides to
be sexually patient with her; besides, for the first month of their
relationship, unbeknownst to Annabel, he expends his sexual energy in
the first of three casual, meaningless, highly impersonal affairs that
he has with other women during the course of the novel.

He is having an

impersonal fling with the wife of his philosophy tutor at the
university.

As a man of the liberated 1960s, Lee takes his sexual

promiscuity for granted.

He does not pause to consider whether his own

freedom and male presumption necessitate someone else's imprisonment or
self-division.
When Lee finally decides it is time to deflower Annabel (he
misreads the large tree she has painted on his bedroom wall as an
indication that she is ready for a re-enactment of the original sin),
the sexual experience they have speaks volumes about Annabel's
innocence, ignorance, vulnerability, and submissiveness as a young
woman.

She is painfully ignorant of her own bodily desires and

sexuality, and is oblivious to any notion of human desire or eroticism.
Consequently, she is completely at Lee's mercy.

Yet Lee does not take

advantage of her because he finds her naive; he finds her curiously
attractive and has sex with her only because he thinks that she wants
it.
Before and for some time after this sexual beginning to her life,
Annabel thinks of Lee as an object of interesting geometrical
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dimensions, not as a desirable man with whom she might have intimate
sexual experiences:
She was grateful for his warmth. . . . She found him
continuously interesting to look at but it hardly occurred
to her the young man was more than a collection of coloured
surfaces and she had never learned to think of herself as a
living actor, anyway. She did not even think of herself as
a body but more as a pair of disembodied eyes--when she
thought about herself at all, that is. (30-31)
Annabel, evidently an "unembodied self" (Laing 69), initially
experiences both Lee and herself as incomplete beings, as curious
objects.

It is not surprising, then, that she is a passive observer--a

voyeur--of her first sexual encounter. Annabel looks "at all [her] body
does, [and] engages in nothing directly" (Laing 69).

She does have much

learning to do, but she, lacking a unified self, does not engage in
dialogue with Lee. He simply acts upon her according to his desire. I
will quote the relevant passage in some detail because It is a key one:
He knelt on the mattress beside her and put his arm around
her waist. She took this for only another of the small
caresses he often gave her. When he buried his face in the
cool flesh of her belly, she pretended to herself she was
preoccupied with the position of the parrot . . . but this
pretence could not protect her for long because he kissed
her breasts and the red crayon dropped from her hand.
Seized with intimations of an invasion of privacy, she
looked down at his rough blond head with bewilderment for
the sensation of his touch had no effect upon her. The
castle of herself was clearly about to be invaded and,
though the idea of it surprised her, the actual indifference
of her response told her she would submit indifferently and
she thought: 'Why not? Why not?'
She made no effort to undress herself, to see what he
would do, so he took his brother's clothes off her; he had
to raise her limp arms to draw off the vest and part her
legs to remove the trousers. She watched him all the time
without appreciating the extraordinarily erotic effect of
her passivity, her silence and her enquiring eyes, comforted
by memories of the nursery because he undressed her as if
she were a little girl. Then he took off his own clothes.
She was half perplexed and half amused at the sight of his
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erection but somehow affronted by his general air of
insouciance for she knew this was supposed to be an event of
some significance to her. . . . He seemed to expect some
advance on her part so she tentatively put her arms around
his neck, or perhaps she did this because she had read
somewhere, in a magazine, perhaps, that this was what she
was supposed to do. She would have liked some instructions
on how to behave for it is a hard thing to make love when
one has few, if any, ideas of common piactice. He seemed to
be experiencing some private kind of pleasure from these
contacts of surface upon surface and the interaction of skin
and she bemusedly resented his privacy since she felt
privacy was her exclusive property and nobody else had much
right to it. When he kissed her, she knew enough to open
her lips and allow him to explore the interior of her
mouth. . . . She made no movements either of complicity or
denial and was surprised how mysterious his actions were
when he put his hand between her legs. . . . In the deep
focus of the embrace, he was more interesting to look at
than she would ever have imagined and this never previously
encountered smile [Lee's honest and unpremeditated one]
enchanted her so much she kissed him of her own accord. She
felt rather than saw his pleasure when she did so and this
bewildered her even more for she was accustomed only to
seeing. . . . She felt it served him right when she saw he
was nonplussed at so much blood. . . . she could not
understand the function of it, nor see how, with one thing
and another, he began to be very much afraid though she soon
saw she could hurt him as badly with her silences as he
could ever afflict her by any other means. After the blood
dried, she also learned that, if she concentrated very hard,
the touch of his hand released infrequent but marvellous
images inside her head. So she gazed at him with wonder, as
if he might be magic, and he looked at her nervously, as if
she might not be fully human. (32-34)
Annabel's first sexual experience, here described in all its
particulars, discloses her poignant innocence, her barbie-doll-like
immobility, her vulnerability, and her primary alienation from her own
female body.

Lee is active and she is passive in the encounter. Her

passivity, largely resulting from sexual ignorance and ideas about
appropriate female behaviour gathered from women's magazines, puts her
in the conventionally feminine role--that of the submissive female
recipient of an aggressive male sexuality.

As Carter would later put it

(
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in The Sadeian Woman. "Women do not normally fuck in the active sense.
They are fucked in the passive tense and hence automatically fucked-up,
done over, undone" (27). The sexual experience is directed by Lee, the
dominating, knowledgeable, authoritative male; Annabel, a sexually naive
"little girl", the quintessential representative of naive, chaste,
submissive, bourgeois femininity, is acted upon and undone.
Yet, though Lee is active and sexually experienced and Annabel
passive, childlike and naive, it is interesting to note that he. is the
one "afraid" of the blood produced by Annabel's ruptured hymen, and that
he thinks "she might not be fully human." His fear is triggered not
only by his thought that she seems less human than he is, but also by
his reluctance to identify with her vulnerability and female body. His
own identity depends upon his thinking that her body is radically unlike
his own.

In fact, it seems as though he imaginatively projects upon her

self and body "the social fiction of the female wound, the bleeding scar
left by . . . castration, which is a psychic fiction . . . at the heart
of Western culture . . . " (SW 23).

Such a social fiction depends upon

his sexually penetrating her and demonstrating dominance. His
deflowering of her is a defining act, the apex of his male sexual
identity and presumption of masculine superiority, an act she is unable
to perform with respect to him (at least in the conventional way).

The

social fiction also depends upon his thinking about sexuality from a
limited male point of view (a view wherein the bodily differences of the
sexes are magnified, as in pornography or sexual graffiti, to justify a
massive cultural dichotomy between the masculine and the feminine). He
simply assumes, in a fashion censoring Annabel's female perspective and
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subjectivity, that the experience should be understood as nothing more
than a painful initiation for her.
Carter states that "[f]emale castration is an imaginary fact that
pervades the whole of men's attitude towards women and our attitude to
ourselves, that transforms women from human beings into wounded
creatures who were born to bleed" (SW 23).

When Lee deflowers Annabel,

Carter explores the cultural fiction of female castration, which is the
origin of "the idea of different sexual essences of men and women" (SW
4).

She points to how the social fiction of female castration takes

hold of Lee's fearful imagination (he can only imagine, one surmises,
how awful it would be iffog,were a woman, if he were forced to live,
like Annabel, in a bleeding, passive body without a penis), blinding him
to the actuality or potential of Annabel's female agency, sensuality,
and sexuality.

In fearing Annabel's blood and female body, Lee

dehumanizes her, pities her, and sees her as the representative of a
restrictive idea of femininity invented by patriarchy.

But he thinks of

that idea as natural and biologically predetermined rather than
culturally invented. He sees her as an inferior being, as a wounded
creature needing always to be acted upon, and never capable of acting
upon desires of her own. Her helplessness, ingenuousness, and
corpselike disposition (all of which result from her acting out of a
feminine role that she has been conditioned to adopt, and from her
existing as an unembodied self) excite and disturb him, but he fails to
see what this suggests about his own masculinity and idea of femininity.
He interprets his and Annabel's experience strictly from a male
perspective, and condescends to suggest that she might enjoy having sex
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a little more on subsequent occasions. He does not seem to require, or
even request, her view of the experience.

She, meanwhile, is silently

astonished at how his "touch" can produce "marvellous images inside her
head".

She acknowledges the body that she has so long denied, but only

momentarily.

He, to her, is "magical", while she to him is alien,

other-worldly, and less than human.
In a patriarchal world, as many feminist theorists have argued for
at least two decades, the human is defined in masculine, phallocentric
terms. In such a world, Annabel's perspective on her own sexual
experience within a female body is marginalized and barely detectible-even in her own mind--while Lee's perspective is automatically confirmed
and symbolically reproduced by the culture in which they live. Given
Annabel's ignorant, taciturn, and unembodied self, which Lee finds
sexually appealing but which she experiences as existentially
incapacitating, there is little chance that her understanding of the
sexual experience, supposing she might actually take the time to
articulate it for herself, will be conmunicated to him.

The patriarchal

dichotomy between masculinity and femininity, superimposed upon their
sexual encounter, determines its meaning, regardless of Annabel's
perspective on the experience.

She, a vulnerable, passive woman, allows

herself to be subsumed into the plot of masculine desire. The gender
dichotomy upon which this patriarchal plot is based originates in the
male will to dominate, in the male fear of female biology and censoring
of female sexuality, and in the male need to be dissociated from women,
who are seen as "wounded creatures." To be woundable is to be feminine
rather than masculine, and Lee, of course, sees himself entirely in
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masculine terms.

II. Annabel in Marriage and Love
When Annabel's middle-class parents discover she is living with
Lee, they remove her from his flat until she and Lee can be properly
married.

The forces of conventional sexual morality thus begin to

influence the Annabel-Lee relationship.

Annabel is again treated, this

time by her parents, like a little girl needing to be looked after,
supervised, and protected.

She is just as passive in relation to her

parents as she initially is in relation to Lee.

Other people make

decisions for her, and she seems to accept that this is the way things
should be in a young woman's life.

She thus demonstrates her obedience,

mental imprisonment, and inability to assert herself and act
independently in the world.
The wedding does take place, at her parents' request, but not
without noticeable hesitation on the part of both Lee and Annabel.

Lee

shows up drunk for the ceremony and vomits after it, while Annabel comes
in a white dress rather than "jeans and t-shirt" only because of her
mother'o insistence.

One is entertained by another one of Carter's

farcical wedding scenes.

The rest of Love concerns what happens to

Annabel after she and Lee have been pressured into the public bond of
marriage.
While permitting himself t J be coerced into marriage, Lee findB
the idea of a permanent bond to Annabel disturbing:
They went to bed together and it was not better and no worse
than any other time except that Lee found it more difficult
than usual, for he remembered that a door can be only open
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or closed and he had made some formal promises, before
witnesses, that he ought not to sleep with any other woman
again until the end of his natural life which meant,
perhaps, another forty years. Unless Annabel died. (38)
Annabel, after the ceremony, remains "[b]arricaded behind her
immobility" (38), her defining characteristic.

However, she does tell

Lee, "If you deceive me, I'll die" (38), on their wedding night, and
these words echo throughout the rest of the novel; they constitute
Annabel's mantra as she progresses on her path to self-annihilation.
These words are more than a common-sensical admission on her part that
what he does will affect her; they also significantly reveal that she
has made her fate pntiraly conditional on his choices and actions. As
such, these words epitomize her passivity and powerlessness--her own
belief that she is unable to have any say in her own present and future.
On at least one level, Annabel initially finds the institution of
marriage anxiety-reducing and useful; it permits her to remain inactive,
remote, and publicly secure because it formally acknowledges her claim
on Lee, releasing her, or so she thinks, from having to charm and pursue
him to maintain his interest.

Charming and pursuing are difficult

activities for a passive woman like Annabel, for she prefers to be a
spectator rather than an actor. However, while marriage superficially
guarantees that Lee is and must be her man, she does not know that he,
even as a newlywed, is already deceiving her. Though just married, Lee
has already started up a second affair with a woman named Carolyn.
Annabel's eventual discovery of this extra-marital affair is what
triggers her second suicide attempt, in the second half of the novel.

From the marriage scene onwards, Love concerns not only Annabel's
failure to make marital love--indeed, any kind of love at all--live up
to her extravagant expectations and submerged desires, but also her
imprisonment within a demeaning model of femininity.

Initially, Annabel

clearly is the bourgeois virgin par^excellence •• she is a "perfect woman"
in that she is incompetent, gullible, moody, frigid, childlike, and
reluctant to take control of her own life.
told."53

"She always does what she is

By obeying her world's expectations of her and allowing events

to happen to her, she--lost, withdrawn, and powerless--invests her
future in love and marriage, adopting the path of least female
resistance.

By submitting herself to Lee and the institution of

marriage in order to please her middle-class parents and solidify her
hold on reality, Annabel seeks to secure a place for herself in a world
from which she feels alienated. Consciously accepting that world, she
tries, in spite of her anxieties, to conform to its values.
But, unconsciously, she also uses Lee to extend and fortify the
solipsistic, fantastic, gothic inner world that she superimposes upon
the real world. Within her imaginary universe, she tries to make Lee
into her object.

Once they marry, however, he refuses to behave like an

object, and she does not find herself ensconced in the happy-ever-after
plot of romantic love or fairy tale.

She experiences none of the

marital bliss that the patriarchal culture of the real world has
conditioned her to expect and anticipate.

Instead, she is terrorized by

the unwelcome imagery of her own dreams--which disrupt her experience
both in the real world arid in her imaginary universe--and remains a
sleeping beauty needing to be brought to life, because her life
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represents the "denial of femininity as praxis, the denial of femininity
as a positive mode of dealing with the world" (SW 71).

Marriage for

her, as is the case for many heroines in Victorian fiction, represents
an end rather than a beginning, for, once she is publicly obligated to
Lee, genuine desire, love, and happiness elude her grasp.
Yet, if Annabel is a madwoman not unlike those haunting
nineteenth-century fiction (here Bertha Mason in Jane Evre comes to
mind), Carter does not hide her away in an attic. Annabel remains front
and center in the unfolding plot of the novel. By marrying Lee, she
reneges on free choice and forfeits any chance of acquiring, through
experiences and adventures, a genuine understanding of her own latent
desires.

Her claim on Lee does not, as she first seems to think it

will, guarantee her fulfilment. Marriage ties her destiny to that of
one man, a man she is not even sure she desires sexually, and so
restricts her to the role of wife, which does not allow her the sort of
freedom she requires in order to learn about herself. And, clearly, she
does have much learning to do (as well as some unlearning).

III. Ontological Insecurity and the Inability to Love
As a married woman, she feels uncertain, powerless, and dependent
in her relation to Lee. Marriage seems to increase the pressure placed
upon her "ontologically insecure"54 self. This is particularly clear
when, at the rhetorically important beginning of the novel (as distinct
from the story), Annabel is found by Buzz, Lee's deranged brother (who
has, by this point, returned from Africa), on a hill in a run-down park.
This gothic scene, occurring on the morning of Buzz's eventful party
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during which Annabel attempts suicide for the second time, is described
as emblematic both of Annabel's situation as a woman and of her
relationship to her husband.

Given the scene's prominent position at

the beginning of the novel, where it causes the reader to focus intently
on Annabel, its emblematic quality with respect to Annabel is worth
considering carefully.
Before prostrating herself on the hill in the park, Annabel
notices that the sun and the moon, two supposedly contrary states, are
simultaneously visible in the sky.

She finds herself terrified by this

celestial disobedience, by this juxtaposing of what she had formerly
considered to be mutually exclusive opposites.

Everything suddenly

seems strange, unreal, and foreboding to her; everything is indifferent
to "the system of correspondences by which she interpreted the world
around her" (l):
[B]oth sun and moon gave forth an equal brilliance so the
heavens contained two contrary states at once. Annabel
gazed upwards, appalled to see such a dreadful rebellion of
the familiar. There was nothing in her mythology to help
her resolve this conflict and, all at once, she felt herself
the helpless pivot of the entire universe, as if the sun,
moon, stars and all the hosts of the sky span round upon
herself, their volitionless axle. (2-3)
It is revealing that Annabel is described as feeling like "the helpless
pivot of the entire universe" and like a "volitionless axle."

Such a

description of how she fears and cringes before the unfamiliar world
outside herself attests to her vulnerability, her personal uncertainty,
and her lack of realistically defined, functional personal boundaries.
Because she has a fragile, ontologically insecure self, she also has an
impoverished understanding of what exists outside herself.

Her raison
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d'gtre--to protect herself from what lies outside her ego--prevents her
from enjoying life and interacting with other people and the world. We
learn in this scene that she is, to some degree, aware of her crippling
inability to act and live in the world. The trepidation and paralysis
produced in her by her hyper-sensitive, melodramatic response to "the
dreadful, ambiguous hour" (3) causes her to hide herself behind a clump
of gorse on the side of a hill, in "a furious gesture of surrender" (3).
She acknowledges, inwardly, that she cannot control the movements of the
sun and moon, and that she must therefore protect herself from them.
They defy her will; they mock her radically romantic sensibility;
beneath them she feels insignificant, insecure, addlebrained, and
wraith-like.
While surrendering to this celestial rebellion, she nonetheless
indulges in a peculiar heightening of the senses attributable to her own
terror and sense of finitude (she seems to have whipped herself into a
masochistic sexual frenzy with her delusional "capacity for changing the
appearance of the real world" [3]), and thinks of herself in Christlike
terms as "nailed to the hillside" (4). She sees herself as a sacrifice,
and feels both pain and pleasure because of her submission to the
elements.

Opposing her romantic, melodramatic, gothic sensibility, with

which she imaginatively and privately embellishes her experience of
terror, is her realization that she is at the mercy of strange forces
much larger than herself that threaten to engulf her. Yet, though
finding her terror and helplessness oddly titillating and invigorating,
she cannot mentally cope with any disturbances or irregularities in the
natural order of things, which she superstitiously thinks of as governed
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by "a world of mythic, fearful shapes" (3-4) . She represses such
disturbances, such rebellions of the familiar, because they threaten to
collapse her fragile self, unshareable personal logic, and imaginary
universe.

They portend the dismantling of her wilfully but romantically

constructed sense of reality and selfhood.
What is most absorbing about the scene on the hillside, however,
is that Annabel's need to hide from "the ambiguous hour" parallels her
need to cling to Lee, her husband, as an embodiment of meaning and
stability in the real world.

He is another bush that she has chosen to

hide behind out of fear and insecurity. And, notwithstanding her lack of
genuine desire for him, she cleaves to him desperately in order tangibly
to attach herself to the real world:
So there she stayed, a mad girl plastered in fear and
trembling against a thorn bush suffering an anguish which
also visited her when pressed just as close to the blond
flesh of the young husband who slept beside her and did not
know her dreams, although he was a beautiful boy whom
anybody else would have thought well worth the effort of
loving.
She suffered from nightmares too terrible to reveal to
him, especially since he himself was often the principal
actor in them . . . (3)
Annabel's "anguish" has much to do with "her dreams" and "nightmares",
with her intimations of repressed, unfamiliar, frightening desires
erupting from her unconscious.

Just as she is "appalled to see such a

dreadfu? rebellion of the familiar" (3) when she beholds the sun and
moon in the sky tcjether, a rebellion threatening to demolish her own
rickety structure of reality, so she finds it unsettling to discover
that the ordinary domestic reality within which she lives properly as a
wife has been disrupted and invaded by strange, disorienting unconscious
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imagery.
If Lee threatens her in her nightmares, and is looked upon in her
waking hours as someone who might be capable of poisoning the very food
he prepares for her consumption, and yet she clings to him for support,
what are we to make of Annabel's existence?

At the very least, we infer

that she is leading a debilitatingly repressed life and that her wifely
role cannot satisfy or even mollify the demands of her largely hidden,
unacknowledged desires.

Consciously, she clings to her wifely role and

to the patriarchal values upon which it is established; unconsciously,
the role and its concomitant values disappoint and restrict her.

She is

thus a divided, unembodied being whose conscious behaviours and thoughts
are controlled by the ideology of love and marriage, which, in a
patriarchal world, where she has few alternative roles to that of wife
and mother, is inimical to her own hidden desires and potential.55

IV. Love & Jealousy vs. the Free Expression of Desire
Interestingly, this dreamlike scene of Annabel lying on the
hillside in terror, a scene symbolizing the insecurity and unhappiness
she unconsciously feels in relation to Lee and the world, is
specifically alluded to later in the novel, when Annabel, on the evening
of the same day (the day of Buzz's party), catches sight of Lee
committing adultery with Carolyn, an English literature student from the
university.

Lee and Carolyn are seen making love on the balcony of

Lee's flat while the party Buzz organized is taking place. In the
moments leading up to Annabel's discovery of Lee's betrayal of her, one
sees that she notices "the nacreous shimmer of Carolyn's dr:-j" (44) and
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thinks that Carolyn is "done up like a bride" (44) . Annabel also
notices " . . . Lee's leonine left profile bent over the head of the girl
in white" (44). One remembers that, on her own wedding night, Annabel
had told Lee, "If you deceive me, I shall die."
After identifying with Carolyn's bridelike attire and noticing
Lee's attentiveness to her, Annabel asks Buzz for his skull-ring, which,
she believes, will make her unassailable and invisible; she succumbs, in
other words, to delusional thinking.

The narrator intercedes to say,

"It is hard to say if she actually thought she was invisible; at least,
she felt as if she might be" (44), and this puts Carter's readers on
their guard.

Finally, drawing aside the curtain to get a closer look at

Lee and Carolyn on the balcony, Annabel becomes fully aware of Lee's
sexual rebellion against both her and the constraints of marriage, and
recalls her experience of terror in the park earlier that day:
She picked her way delicately towards the window, drew aside
the curtain and pressed her face against the cool glass.
She saw, in the most immediate, domestic terms, a recreation
of the sun and moon in appalling harmony. . . . Annabel
gazed through the window at them like an infatuated spectre.
The spectacle was as silent as if it took place under water
and the arrangement of interlocking lines was familiar
enough in itself; but this girl's [Carolyn's] face was
vividly contorted, not bland and impassive like that of the
whore in the photograph and Lee was lost to her in a secret,
ultimate privacy. She could not incorporate this
manifestation of his absolute otherness anywhere into her
mythology, which was an entirely egocentric universe, and
she felt a grieving jealousy of the act itself, which she
understood only in symbolic terms. 'If you deceive me, I'll
die,' repeated Annabel as if it were a logical formula. If
she felt relief and even pleasure each time she herself
evaded real contact with him, knowing the magic castle of
herself remained unstormed, she thought perhaps he kept the
key to the castle, anyway, and one day he might turn against
it and rebel. But when she saw rebellion in action, she was
forced to desperate measures to disarm him for she might,
possibly, perhaps, hopefully, be able by these means to turn
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an event that threatened to disrupt her self-centred
structure into a fruitful extension of it. (44-5)
Lee and Carolyn's illicit sensual harmony excludes the cool, cerebral,
alienated, disembodied, asexual, isolated Annabel. They are like the
rebellious sun and moon that so terrorize Annabel in the park at the
beginning of the novel. They are like lovers in a romantic movie;
Annabel is merely a lonely spectator helplessly separated from their
intimacy by the glass of the window, which resembles the glass of a
television screen.
Lee and Carolyn's rebellion, a little drama in which they both
play active roles, reveals the insufficiency of Annabel's egocentric
universe and the powerlessness she feels in her role as Lee's wife.
Their rebellion is discomfiting for Annabel because it pulls her a
little way out of herself, out of her self-protective imaginary world.
Her public claim on Lee is shown to be empty. Meanwhile, desireless and
loveless as her and Lee's relationship is--they are later described,
while walking thiough the park, as "shadows of a nonexistent harmony"
(79)--she still depends upon him for her sense of stability and reality,
so her discovery of his infidelity presses her into an immediate, selfpreserving action. She attempts suicide to protect herself from the
ontological insecurity threatening to overwhelm her; she does not
attempt suicide to emphasize her desire and love for Lee.
Although Annabel, once persuaded to wear a white dress herself,
can appreciate the bridelike appearance and seductiveness of Carolyn,
she cannot understand Carolyn's active female sexuality, which seems
entirely foreign. Unlike Carolyn, Annabel has never allowed herself to
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be taken beyond herself to a state of involuntary passion. Her "castle"
is still "unstormed"; though she and Lee have made love, they have never
erotically transcended themselves--they have not experienced "the
blending and fusion of separate objects" (Bataille 25) that Lee and
Carolyn represent. Hence, Annabel looks upon Carolyn's active sensual
pleasure as strange, unfathomable, and inconsistent with the role of
*

bride.

Annabel finds Carolyn's freedom and assertiveness enviable. Her

female activity and pleasure do not fit into Annabel's private
mythology, which is built around her metaphysical adherence to a predetermined, mysteridis "world of mythic, fearful shapes" (3-4) and her
personally acknowledged impotence, immobility, and volitionlessness.
In fact, out of a need for preserving herself and maintaining the
passive femininity she embodies so flawlessly, Annabel has, knowingly,
"evaded real contact" with Lee.

She has always feared the sort of

transcendence or annihilation of self--"the deliberate loss of self"
(Bataille 31)--accompanying human eroticism and sexual love, because her
own self is too fragile, irrational, fragmented, and bodiless to survive
such substantial contact. Hence, when watching Lee and Carolyn's
rebellious sexual harmony, Annabel is forced to confront her own
emptiness.

Her self is unfinished and fragmented even though she has

adhered to the patriarchal ideology of love and marriage.
When, by engaging in an adulterous affair with Carolyn, Lee
refuses to behave like Annabel's possession, like a piece of furniture
in her imaginary, self-enclosing world, her mad need for complete
control over him (which reflects her existential need for unambiguous
meaning and a stable reality) asserts itself.

In order to transform
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Lee's display of sexual freedom, or disobedience, from a victory for him
into a triumph for her, she attempts suicide in the bathroom by slitting
her wrists with a razor.

And sure enough, though he did not expect that

Annabel would try to kill herself, Lee responds to her self-destructive
act with a resurgent sense of adolescent guilt and duty.

In retrospect,

he knows, especially when Annabel swallows her wedding ring while in the
hospital, that his affair with Carolyn is the cause of Annabel's suicide
attempt.

And Annabel, having made Lee feel profoundly guilty because of

his disobedience, "had won another game of chess by unorthodox means"
(45).

Interestingly, he feels like a "butcher to whom both women seemed
*

no more than curious meat" (53).
Annabel simply cannot cope with freedom--either her own or that of
other people like Lee and Carolyn--because a world characterized by
freedom exists within time and is susceptible to change and uncertainty.
Such a world is shaped by "everyday, sensuous human practice" (4). It
is a world requiring human decisions and actions, a world filled at
every turn with deception, unpredictability, ambiguity, and
contradiction.

It is a world where the sun and the moon can rest in the

sky at the same time, as they do at the beginning of the novel when Buzz
rescues Annabel on the hillside in the park.

It is a world in which Lee

is capable of having adulterous affairs with other women even while he
is morally and publicly bound to Annabel.

It is world that is not

divinely ordered, a world wherein nothing and no one stands still, a
world where there is no foundational morality and nothing is guaranteed.

t
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V. A Mix of the Passive Justine and the Predatory Juliette
Annabel's disappointments as a married woman, and her inability to
live as an active person capable of nurturing desires and aspirations of
her own, teach her that love and marriage as defined by her WOJId will
not provide her with personal contentment.

Her idea of love (but also

her personal, bodily experience with respect to that idea), which
requires her to imprison and completely control her husband, and which
has little to do with desire, intimacy, and reciprocity, reveals the
extent not only of her own irrationality and insecurity, but also of the
madness masquerading as normality in the real human relations of the
4

. '

patriarchal culture in which she lives.

*

She is like Catherine Earnshaw

in Wuthering Heights. of whom Carter has said, "She 'betrayed her own
heart'--she betrayed the pure imperative of 'amour fou'--because she did
what was expected of her. She reneged on free choice" (LCC 177).
Like nearly all the females of Carter's early novels, Annabel is
an imprisoned, suffering being. She is partly like Sade's Justine:
She puts her hopes always on those contingent to her, on the
hypothetical benefactor who will protect her; but she meets
only . ., . woman-haters and rapists and, from these
adventures, she learns not self-preservation but self-pity.
She is not in control of her life. . . . She is
always the dupe of an experience that she never experiences
as experience, her innocence invalidates experience and
turns it into events, things that happen to her but do not
change her. (SW 50-51)
But Annabel's imprisonment takes on a more complicated psychological
quality than did the imprisonment of Carter's earlier female figures.
She is not merely passive and virtuous, as Sade's Justine and several of
Carter's earlier heroines appear to be. And she is not entirely
admirable, especially insofar as she is egocentric and predatory in her
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drive for self-preservation. What imprisons Annabel is not only out
there in the patriarchal society in which she lives--in the society that
recommends marriage and sexual submissiveness as the normal and expected
answers to a young woman's needs and desires--but also inside her own
mind, which is, interestingly, the mind of an artist whose creativity
has been undermined and stultified by a lack of freedom and varied
experience.

Though an artist, she conceptualizes the world in such a way as to
deny herself the sort of subjectivity, autonomy, and free thinking
required for survival, happiness, and life-affirming creativity.

Her

imagination festers rather than liberates, since it is solipsistic
rather than open to life; her imagination does not, at least initially,
offer her a constructive way of extricating herself from the patriarchal
prison in which she lives. Her art (her paintings on the walls of Lee's
flat, as well as the drawings in her sketchbooks), we are told, is
meaningless and self-referential: "her pictures had never referred to
the objects they might have seemed to represent but, to her, had been
palpable things themselves" (103).

Annabel's expressionistic, fantastic

art is just as divorced from the real world as she is; it is irrelevant
to anyone but herself.

It is the escapist art of an alienated being, a

"divided self," a Sadeian woman, an Ophelia-like character whose complex
nature is first to be imprisoned and then to imprison.
What is telling is that her artistic imagination does not assist
her in working out an intelligent plan of escape from a restrictive
model of femininity and an unhappy marriage, because her imagination,
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controlled by thoughts inimical to her female subjectivity, is
disconnected from her bodily experiences in the world.

Annabel's

imagination cannot function in her benefit so long as she remains a
divided self. She represents a peculiar mix of the passive Justine and
the predatory Juliette of Sade's pornographic fantasies; but, in her
unembodied, fragmented being, the Justine-like mental habits, physical
passivity, asexuality, and frigidity war with the aggressive,
destructive, sexual Juliette-like instincts that she has been encouraged
to repress. By thinking as she does, and by seeing the world through
the prism of her egocentric imagination, which she has acquired through
enculturation in a patriarchal world that denies her subjectivity,
Annabel literally contributes to the "erasure" (103) of her own
femininity. She becomes the architect of her own demise.

VI. Annabel's Attempted Transformation
Yet, Annabel does eventually attempt to re-vivify her life and to
disentangle herself from the patriarchal ideology. Her attempt is
fraught with contradictions, but it is nonetheless an attempt. Her
actions in the second half of Love, particularly once she is released
from the hospital after her second suicide attempt, represent an attempt
at female resistance in a male-dominated world.
However, even while she is still at the psychiatric hospital,
consciously reconciling herself to the fact that she is still alive, she
begins to experiment with the power and control she had previously been
denied (by herself and others).

She plots (the fictional connotations

of this word are relevant) to become the dominant partner in her
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relationship with Lee, and, however predatory and unappealing her
ensuing thoughts and behaviours might seem, they represent her fir.st
truly self-generated assertions, decisions, and actions.
When Lee and Annabel e icounter one another beside a pond in the
hospital's park, her experiment with a new kind of personal power is
immediately evident.

Still possessing Buzz's skull ring and believing

herself invisible, Annabel plays a game with Lee. To keep him off his
balance and augment her power over him, Annabel, pretending not to see
Lee approaching, throws Buzz's ring into the pond: "[S]he resolved to be
„ visible all thja time and was ^rewarded by seeing him drawn towards her
whether he willed it or not, as if she were a magnetic stone" (61).
This creative performance on Annabel's part serves much the same purpose
as her suicide attempt did at Buzz's party.

It disarms Lee and confirms

Annabel's new position as the controlling partner in their marriage.
Notice particularly how she tells Lee that she loves him, not sincerely
or desperately but with words that are "sweet, fallacious music like the
song of a mechanical nightingale" (62), and how she clasps his neck "as
if she were drowning" (62). She substitutes the role of clever actress
for the role of naive girl.
Confronted by a new, manipulative Annabel, Lee submits to her
"proliferating fantasies" (62). He relinquishes his ability to act
independently and feels a "moral imperative" (61-2) to care for her,
even if he is not certain that he still desires her.

Their publicly

acknowledged love now becomes a cruel form of bondage for Lee, no longer
simply a form of imprisonment for Annabel. His dutiful love for her
forces him to deny his former credo of complete freedom, and to press
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into service the morality of his Protestant upbringing.

He sees

himself, naively, as her rescuer, and "half believed her some malleable
substance on whom the one who rescued her from her phantoms could impose
whatever form he pleased" (66) . Oblivious to the fact that she has
"plans of her own and would finally choose to attempt to save herself"
(66), he dedicates himself to the fiction of marital love by which she
has been controlled all along.

In failing to acknowledge Annabel's

attempts to extricate herself from her mental and physical imprisonment,
Lee reveals his inability to understand and assist her.
In the remainder of the novel, Annabel's thoughts and actions
reveal what her survival plan entails, and demonstrate how she tries to
extricate herself from the living death she has experienced in the
sepulchre-like house of patriarchy.

As we have already seen, her first

plan is to keep Lee under her control, making him into a puppet whose
strings she can pull.

Consequently, when Lee picks her up from the

psychiatric hospital and offers to buy her a new wedding ring, she, "a
child with a secret plan" (68), says she would rather spend the money on
something else.

At her request, they end up at an "Artist in Flesh"

shop, where Lee agrees to have tattooed on his chest, in indelible
Gothic script, and enclosed within a heart, Annabel's name.

From Lee's

perspective, getting the tattoo represented how " . . . Annabel had taken
out his heart, his household god, squashed it thin as paper and pinned
it back on the exterior, bright, pretty but inanimate" (74).
Significantly, Annabel smiles more radiantly at the tattoo shop than she
did as a bride at their wedding, because she thinks Lee's tattoo will
prevent him from ever deceiving and threatening her again.

As a stamp
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of ownership, the tattoo is, to her, a much better form of guarantee
than the traditional wedding ceremony or ring.

By having this tattoo

inscribed on Lee's flesh, she consolidates her power and flexes the
muscles of her emergent subjectivity.

Lee now belongs among the

fantastic creatures in the expressionistic paintings with which she has
covered the walls of his flat.

She has made him, or so she thinks, part

of her imaginary universe, an object incapable of independent movement
or rebellion.
Contrary to Lee's earlier heroic fantasizing, he cannot alter
Annabel's form at all, but she, "the very image of mad Ophelia" (72), is
now almost able to mould him into whatever she wants.

She is beginning

to apply her imagination to the real world, and discovers that she is
not as volitionless and powerless as she assumed she was.

She

transforms herself into an authoritarian, witchlike female artist-indeed, to some degree, she represents a female Uncle Philip or Dr
Donally.

instead of continuing to suffer herself, she now causes

suffering.

This seems to be the extent of her transformation.

At the

tattoo shop, all Lee's "vitality" drains out "through the perforations
of the needle" (72), and he becomes her decorative statue.

By branding

him in this fashion, Annabel treats him like the cattle in a National
Geographic magazine that she had flipped through in the hospital.
Annabel, formerly his plaything, now manages to make him into a toy of
her own.

And, having "docketed him securely amongst her things, she

bagan subtly to evacuate herself from the room which had been her whole
world, leaving Lee marooned there in miserable isolation" (71). Her
Juliette-like qualities now emerge as her Justine-like features fall
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into abeyance.
Feeling aristocratic, privileged, and newly powerful, Annabel
begins to think her own fantasies might actually shape the world:
It seemed to her that the concealed shapes which had so long
menaced her were casting off their ambiguous surfaces and
revealing, not the perfect shapes of fear she had so long
suspected beneath them, but soft, indeterminate, interior
cores. The world unshelled itself or she unshelled the
world and she found, beneath the crust of spiked armour, a
kernel of plasticine limply begging to be rendered into
f o r m s . . . . she drew a final picture of Lee as a unicorn
whose horn had been amputated. (77)
Relinquishing the passivity and vulnerability so integral to her former
feminine script, she now thinks of herself as a "witch" (77) : ''She
guessed the institution of a new order of things in whicn she was an
active force rather than an object at the mercy of every wind that blew;
no longer bewitched, she became herself a witch" (77). She becomes a
confident, active, and purposeful radical subjectivist.
Yet, if one is convinced by Carter's analysis of the JustineJuliette antithesis in The Sadeian Woman, this transformation still
leaves Annabel functioning within the logic of a phallogocentric world:
"If Justine is a pawn because she is a woman, Juliette transforms
herself from pawn to queen in a single move and henceforward goes
wherever she pleases on the chess board. Nevertheless, there remains
the question of the presence of the king, who remains the lord of the
game" (SW 79-80).
Annabel first tests her new powers when, following stints of work
at various odd jobs, she finds employment at a local ballroom.

Here she

sets out to reconstruct herself as "the living portrait of a girl who
had never existed" (103).

Her survival in the world depends, she
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thinks, upon her success at reconstructing herself.

In order to perform

her duties in the ballroom, she must dress up in "a sheath of pink,
yellow and white printed cotton slit up to the thigh on the left side
and . . . pin a bunch of pink and yellow artificial flowers in her hair"
(77-78):
[I]t was in no way her own dress and when she looked at
herself in the mirror . . . she saw, indeed, a stranger.
. . . [S]he shook with excitement for this stranger in
vulgar and whimsical clothes who began to smile a little
at her, shyly, quite misrepresented herself. This stranger
had an appearance not altogether unlike that of ordinary
charm. (78)
Personal identity, she discovers, is fundamentally theatrical.

She

feels liberated by the new image of herself in the mirror, which
functions, as does the fabricated world of the ballroom, as a kind of
foreign culture into which Annabel is thrust, and because of which she
is able to see herself in a new way.

The sense of self-creation and

transformation that Annabel acknowledges as she stands before the mirror
indicates how her imagination and intelligence are now operating
differently from the way they did in the past.

At thirteen, she had

avoided mirrors for "a whole year"; but now the mirror is a liberating
device because it teaches her that she can play a creative role in how
she appears and who she is.

The appearance-generated world of the

ballroom too is liberating in its artificiality--in its proliferating
images and limitless possibility.

As Carter's narrator comments, "Here

. . . [Annabel] and her first, carefully contrived, if tentative,
reconstruction of herself as a public object passed for a genuine
personality" (78).
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In her new-found confidence before the mirror and in the ballroom,
Annabel even practices
the smile Lee used to give her in bed. . . . The effect was
enchanting and seemed to express utter guilelessness and a
marvellous warmth of heart. So she counterfeited the only
spontaneous smile he had and took it away from him, leaving
him with no benign expressions left for himself. (78)
In rebuilding her identity, she will not restrict herself to rearranging the conventionally feminine elements of her previous self; she
will appropriate whatever elements she requires, whether from femininity
or masculinity, in order to appear as she desires to appear.

She will

acquire some of Lee's freedom, autonomy, and hedonism for herself.
Yet, impressive though her new assertiveness and creativity seem,
Annabel's transformation of self does not, in the end, succeed.

For she

fails to realize, at least initially, that there are real things in the
world and aspects of herself that she cannot automatically or wilfully
change.

She can completely erase neither the past that produced her,

nor the environmental and ideological constraints that oppress her.
Notice how, in the following passage, elements of the old Annabel
remain evident beneath the marvellous appearance of her new self:
Smiling her borrowed smile, a false Eve in an artificial
garden, Annabel served drinks and washed out glasses, to all
appearances distinguished from the other girls in pink and
yellow dresses only by her height and her distinctive
slimness. But she still rarely spoke and customers and
staff alike treated her with a certain circumspection for
she had no notion of how to behave naturally except in the
way which was natural to her. (79)
She is a false Eve because the alterations made to her outward
appearance have not produced concomitant changes to her inward self,
which retains not only the effects of having been raised in a fallen,
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misogynistic, patriarchal world, but also the effects of her personal
madness, fragmented selfhood, and alienation.

Her continuing inability

to speak is particularly troubling; it reflects the self-enclosedness
that has incapacitated and constrained her since the beginning of her
relationship with Lee.

In failing to communicate and interact

confidently with other people, Annabel remains, in spite of her hopes,
on a solipdistic, delusional course.

Her new-found creativity and

individuality are isolated from the material and ideological
circumstances that she must understand and subvert.

There are forces,

constraints, and people outside herself that she, gleefully indulgent in
her romantic individualism, ignores at her peril.56
Her limitations are poignantly illustrated when she attempts to
act upon some desires of her own in the latter half of Love, especially
her desire for greater intimacy with Buzz, whom Lee has evicted from
their flat in an effort to create a healthier living environment for
her.

After her release from the psychiatric institution, Annabel

indulges in private reveries about Buzz.

Ever since exploring Buzz's

room, in the manner of Bluebeard's wife, at the beginning of the book,
she has identified more closely with the eccentric Buzz than with Lee.
But not until she has been deceived by Lee and is out of the hospital,
does she self-consciously contemplate and nurture feelings for Buzz.
Having witnessed and pondered Lee and Carolyn's love-making, Annabel, "a
blurred imitation of her former self" (72), secretly plans a romantic,
adulterous experiment of her own, and Buzz is the man with v/iorn she
chooses to enact her fantasy and test her desire.

She even imagines

visiting him in his new room, which she has never seen:
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He had found himself a dark and brooding habitation where
light filtered thickly, if at all, through blackened windows
on to his piled relics and everywhere among the knives and
jars of acid hung photographs of herself. She spent far
more time in this imaginary room than she did in her own
home . . . (75)
Annabel supposes that Buzz's new room is a shrine dedicated to her
honour, and postulates that, by pursuing an affair with Buzz, she might
be capable of disentangling herself from the restrictive model of
passive femininity that has suppressed hei female autonomy, creativity,
and sexual desire.

i. The Experiment with Buzz
Annabel's first experiment, involving Buzz, takes place shortly
after he visits Lee and Annabel's flat for the first time since Lee
evicted him from it. This experiment, which I will analyze in some
detail because of its importance, is an emotional disaster leading to
Annabel's suicide at the novel's end.
It seems as though Annabel, believing that "the time was ready for
Buzz's return" (80), has invited Buzz over: " . . . Annabel sat on the
sofa with the air of someone waiting for something" (82). She seems to
have carefully planned the sequence of events that follows. Shortly
after Buzz arrives, while Lee is marking papers, Buzz and Annabel "begin
again their endless conversation of silences and allusions as if there
had been no real intermission in it" (84). Both Buzz and Annabel break
into "peals of derisive laughter" (84) when, having pulled off his
shirt, Lee makes his tattoo visible.

It is perceived by them as the

felvM
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sign of his imprisonment, masochism, and submission.

Interestingly,

whereas Buzz had earlier been the outsider to the Lee-Annabel
relationship, now Lee finds that "he himself had become the sullen
interloper . . ." (84-85) .
The three of them eventually head out to a saloon bar, where Buzz
and Annabel enact a "disruption of decorum" (86) and pass through the
preliminary stages of a dramatic rebellion against Lee:
. . . Buzz reached out his hand and grasped a lock of
Annabel's hair. Everybody noticed but everybody went on
talking with redoubled vigour. As, entirely without
surprise, she turned to Buzz, he drew her towards him by his
handful of her hair and kissed her for a long, long time.
. . . [S]he took his hand and they went out together. (86)
The disruption seems entirely premeditated, for the normally insecure
Annabel responds to Buzz's grasping of her hair "entirely without
surprise."

Having created a "gaping hole in the fabric of everyday

behaviour" (86). Buzz and Annabel deliberately jilt Lee, their former
master.

Forced into the role of "the presumably outraged husband" (86),

Lee is left behind to be comforted by Carolyn, the woman with whom he
had earlier had his own adulterous fling, who is also present in the
bar.

And it is acutely ironic that Carolyn, who herself had played the

role of Lee's "other woman" at Buzz's party, should now condemn Annabel
for making Buzz into an "other man":
•It was terrible of them to do that to you,' she said. She
construed the event in the bar according to the motives she
ascribed to Annabel whom she still saw as impelled by a need
to punish ana shame Lee because of Lee's affair with
herself, a perfectly natural interpretation even if quite
wrong. She hardly bothered to concern herself with Buzz's
motives . . . (87)
But this attempt to demonstrate freedom and independence by having an
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adulterous affair with Buzz--her bid "tc convince herself she was alive"
(95)--does not come off according to her plan.

In the last moments of

their experiment in rebellion, her body "betrayed both their
imaginations" (95)--imaginations that "could not bear the crude weight,
the rank smell and the ripe taste of real flesh" (95) . She cannot rebel
with Buzz as effectively and happily as Lee was able to rebel with
Carolyn.
True, the squalor of Buzz's room is just as she had imagined it;
it fulfils her "mental inventory" (91) of expectations: "She found she
had overlooked no desolate detail. She shuddered with anticipation not
so much to know she was near to assuaging a longing but that
consummation would be accomplished in the place she herself had created
for it" (91-2) . However, the room is not plastered only with
photographs of her. There are also images of Lee, and she finds them
irritating, since they remind her that she is about to breach her own
vow of marital fidelity: "They represented tiny cracks in her scrupulous
imaginary edifice" (92).
She decides to withstand Lee's "hundred eyes" (92) and proceed
with her mission of saving and enlivening herself, but almost as soon as
she lies down on Buzz's yellowed bedsheets, "the slow decline of her
hopes" (92) is poignantly evident.

Suddenly, she realizes, given Buzz's

peculiar avoidance and suspicion of her female body, that her attempt at
rebellion and adventure will not succeed: "At first, she could not help
smiling the easy smile which, if all went well on her own terms, might
become her natural expression but Buzz did not speak and did not lie
down beside her and, eager as she was to touch him, she grew uneasy"
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(?2).

Buzz stays "far away" from the bed; he cannot cope with this

threatening situation, which has arisen because of his own "resentment
of Lee" (92), not because of any desire for Annabel: "his interest in
her was based on the knowledge he could utilize her both to defend
himself against Lee and also to attack him through her . . ." (92).
Whereas Annabel, in purposefully planninj this adulterous episode,
believes in her desire for Buzz and even looks upon him as "a saviour"
(93), Buzz has been stirred solely by anger toward Lee.

Finding himself

faltering between Annabel's "real self on the bed and her many shadows
on the wall, determined to have her but thwarted by his inability to
feel as intensely in situations that were actual as he did in the
supercharged events of his imagination" (93), Buzz in the end can only
stimulate himself sexually by recalling Annabel's bleeding body on the
bathroom floor during his party, on the night of Lee's infidelity: "he
found a memory of Annabel prone on a tiled floor with her blood welling
out . . . while, as he still believed, Lee lay in some other woman's
bed.

This idea alone filled him with desire" (93).
Annat" * at first wants to act upon her desire for sensuality and

"to touch" (92) Buzz, but when she sees him struggling and rummaging for
some sort of mental aphrodisiac, she transforms herself into the female
form he requires. Disregarding her desire for simple sensuality, she
flings her arms towards him "in an attitude of subjugation or death" and
lies "unnaturally still" (93). She remembers the pornographic
photographs he gave to her and thinks that, if she can emulate the whore
pictured in them, Buzz might perhaps respond to her in the way she wants
him to. This is not what happens:
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The more he caressed her, the stiffer and colder she seemed
to grow as if her huge, grey eyes divined in his the true
reflection of the perverse origins of his desire and so she
made her body act out the role he had devised although she
believed that all she wanted for herself would be to
surrender to simple, voluptuous actuality. So they began a
duel of mismatched expectancies in which Annabel was bound
to be the worst hurt for her hopes had been literally
infinite while his, true to his nature, existed only in the
two dimensions and glaring colours of melodrama. (93-94)
Annabe* here adopts the role of the photographic whore, which requires
statuesque stillness, indifference, and utter subordination; she
emblematizes fleshly "passivity" (94). Her hand goes "limp" (94), "her
lips were made of ice and her tongue burned like freezing metal" (94).
Buzz, though excited by her wrist's white scars (the marks of her latest
suicide attempt), suddenly retreats, since his own mother "had given him
many fears about the physicality of women" (94). He scrutinizes
Annabel's genitalia, ensuring there are "no concealed fangs or
guillotines inside her to ruin him" (94).
Aware of Buzz's fear, Annabel recalls her first sexual experience
with Lee: "She did as [Buzz] asked her, faintly wondering, as she had
once been with Lee, and already confronted with a great divergence
between her desires and her actuality" (94). She serves Buzz's desire
and suppresses her own.

In the end, he rapes her, because he cannot

love her as his equal, as an actual woman with flustily desires of her
own.

She triggers in him profound fear and insecurity, and their sex is

consequently bereft of both love and eroticism:
[H]e remained too suspicious of her body to wish to meet her
eyes so he caught hold of her shoulders and roughly pushed
her down on her face. She was astonished; she felt herself
handled as unceremoniously as a fish on a slab, reduced only
to anonymous flesh, and she could do nothing to help herself
for she knew she had connived in her own undoing. He thrust
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at her from behind and it was all over in a few seconds; he
came as soon as he clumsily pushed his way into her and
instantly withdrew, in a convulsive movement like a gigantic
wince. (94)
So, in experimenting for the first time with her own sexual
desire, Annabel fails to discover the ecstasy missing from her life.
She and Buzz, alike in their alienation from the familiar world and in
their unembodied selves, cannot make their fantasies about each other
conform to the actuality of their fleshly existence:
When they embraced each other's phantoms, each in his
separate privacy had savoured the most refined of pleasures
but, connoisseurs of unreality as they were, they could not
bear the crude weight, the rank smell and the ripe taste of
real flesh. . . . Annabel suffered the worst for she had
been trying to convince herself she was alive. (94-95)
Following "this bitterest of disappointments" (95), Annabel "cowered in
his rancid bed" (94), pretending that this experience was just "a dream"
(95) and that "Buzz's dark, strange body would revert to the familiar
shape of her husband . . ." (95).

ii. The Experiment with Lee
While her encounter with Buzz leaves Annabel "dazed and
spiritless" (96), since she had been ready to love him and do "anything
for him" (96) in order to fulfil her repressed desire, Annabel, deflated
but still emboldened, returns to Lee's flat for one last attempt at
escaping from the corpselike existence, the unembodied self, she is
trapped within.

"She went into the bedroom, walking extremely

carefully, for she was about to play her last hand and must concentrate
very hard on repressing her panic; she had decided to seduce him" (96).
She valiantly aims to overcome her ontological insecurity, the
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volitionless immobility she had experienced on the hillside in the park,
and to make her relationship with Lee conform--for once--to her own
heretofore unarticulated desires.

She tries, as she did with Buzz, to

feel alive, not to be the slab of fish into which Buzz transformed her.
She undresses, goes to bed, and assaults him when he joins her:
She glued herself to his mouth, breast and belly, moaning
and sobbing. He thrashed this way and that to shake her off
but she clung too desperately to be shifted and the dark
splintered in Lee's head as, apparently beside herself, she
twisted against him in a sinister frenzy, speaking his name
relentlessly in a hot, dry voice he had never heard from her
before. (96)
Annabel here disobeys the sexual script and model of femininity implied
by Buzz's pornographic photographs.

She, "a changeling Annabel" (97),

becomes an aggressive, active agent. She attacks Lee "with gross,
morbid passion and such a barrage of teeth and nails he struck her on
the side of the head to stop her inflicting any more damage" (97). Yet
Annabel's action is insincere; she plays with her desire, since, unable
to satisfy her desire with Buzz, the man she wants, she settles for her
husband, whom she does not want. She makes desire "a function of the act
rather than the act a function of desire" (SW 146), and so "desire loses
its troubling otherness; it ceases to be a movement outwards from the
self" (SW 146).
Suspecting that something is not quite right, Lee utters words
figuring in the novel's outcome, "I wish you were dead . . ." (97), and
takes charge of the sexual encounter initiated by Annabel:
[H]e caught her fever, turned her on to her back and
penetrated her. First, she twitched a little, and muttered;
and then she wound her arms around him with bizarre,
conciliatory tenderness, pressing her small breasts against
the green name she had inscribed upon his bosom and begging
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him to stop, for now she was afraid he might take her too
far, would take her to a place where she might lose herself.
'Please,' she said. 'Don't go on, I don't think I can
bear it, not now. Not tonight, I was mistaken when I wanted
it. '
'Oh no, my love,' said Lee, intent on the
unforgivable. 'This time you'll get what's coming to you,
you will.' (97)
But, despite Lee's threat, "it proved a mutual rape" (97).
The mutual rape, in all its violence and lack of interpersonal
negotiation, triggers in Annabel a movement beyond her heretofore
fragmented, unembodied self.

She acts out of character:

[A] s soon as he began to move inside her, her response was
immediate and, it seemed, out of her control. She cried out
in a lonely voice and bit and tore at him so savagely he
wondered if he would survive the night for he had never
known a more tempestuous performance from anyone and, in the
dark, she could have been a stranger. . . . after it was
over, he turned on the light to look at her, for her
behaviour had no place in the order of things. (97)
Annabel's actions constitute, in Lee's view, a performance. a
disingenuous theatrical display in which she thinks of Buzz while having
sex with Lee.

From Annabel's perspective, however, the actions might be

interpreted more positively as evidence of her struggle to unleash her
previously repressed female volition and desire, the kind of volition
and desire women are disallowed in the patriarchal order.
Following the encounter, there is a "curious expression in her
eyes, one of perplexity mingled with assessment" (98) . Lee presumes
that she has, all along, been deceiving him with false passion.

But we

cannot initially confirm his view, for he sees their relationship solely
from his own perspective; he has never so much as glimpsed Annabel's
survival plan.

He is blind to her attempt at liberating herself from

her living death.

Lying together in bed after having sex, they talk briefly, and
Annabel, tellingly, asks Lee whether their sex, on this occasion, was
"what it's supposed to be like" (99). Lee responds vindictively: "'No,'
said Lee in order to hurt her if he could.

'That's what it's usually

like, with normal women'" (99). This exchange is a turning point for
Annabel; "Her smile faded, her eyes dilated with woe and she drew back"
(99).
her.

Lee, insensitive again, has misunderstood and "confounded" (102)
Confessing to the falseness of her passion, she remarks that, had

Lee been present at her and Buzz's earlier encounter, " . . . Buzz could
have made it properly with me . . ." (99) . Her candour confirms Lee's
suspicion that she has all along been aroused by the thought of Buzz.
In seducing Lee, then, her primary motive has been to test her desire
for his brother. She has used Lee's body to simulate for herself the
experience of making love to a sexually functional Buzz, the man she
actually desires. She has made Lee into a sexual object.
The next day, preparing for her private celebration of death,
Annabel retrospectively understands her final, desperate encounter with
Lee:
She put clean sheets on the bed for last night's were
printed all over with false passions and she did not want to
die in the bedclothes between which she had used her body
and her imagination to extricate herself from her fantasies
and failed at it so badly. (106)
She acknowledges her falseness; her articulation of desire has resulted
not in "a movement outwards from the self" (SW 146), but in the acting
out of "a denial of love" (SW 146).
Lee's own understanding of Annabel's odd behaviour during their
"mutual rape" contrasts strikingly with hers.

He had been unprepared
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for, and baffled by, Annabel's passionate, aggressive sexual display,
aud retrospectively surmises, in talking with a nameless boy in the
park, that she had been "trying to eat me alive" (101).

Her activity

has triggered his male insecurity and fear of engulfment. He thinks she
was attempting to dominate him when, all along, she was actually trying
to liberate herself. His interpretation, replete with trepidation and
ridicule, exhibits his ignorance of her critical struggle for pleasure,
meaning, identity, equality, and survival. He thinks of himself as the
only victim in their encounter, when clearly Annabel--in a more complex,
ideological, narcissistic way--is the greatest victim.

VIII. Evaluating Annabel
In examining Annabel's madness and determining the degree to which
it is rational as well as anti-patriarchal, one must first admit what
appears incontrovertible about her condition--that she is a striking
example of the "schizoid" personality defined by R.D. Laing in The
Divided Self:
[T]here is a rent in his relation with his world and . . .
there is a disruption of his relation with himself. Such a
person is not able to experience himself 'together with1
others or 'at home in1 the world, but, on the contrary, he
experiences himself in despairing aloneness and isolation,moreover, he does not experience himself as a complete
person but rather as 'split' in various ways, perhaps as a
mind more or less tenuously linked to a body, as two or more
selves . . . (17)
However, while Annabel does match the description of the schizoid
individual, one must not isolate her madness from the patriarchal
context in which it originates and functions, a context Laing himself
insufficiently considers57 (as his exclusive use of male pronouns
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suggests) but feminists have since convincingly addressed.

Annabel's

madness seems to be neither the product solely of her own actions and
choices, nor an effect simply of her own biochemical and genetic
constitution, nor the outcome purely of family dynamics, which Carter
largely ignores.

Rather, Carter suggests, Annabel's divided self is

culturally fashioned, to some significant extent, by the patriarchal
conditions defining her femininity, conditions she at first submits to
but ultimately rebels against. Hence her ratiocinative weakness and
"cracked mind . . . may let in light which does not enter the intact
minds of many sane people whose minds are closed" (Laing 27).
Annabel's mind and body register the contradictions of a world
"devoted solely to the pursuit of contactless sociability" (85)--a world
where freely and assertively expressed sexuality is a sign of normal,
healthy masculinity, but of abnormal, monstrous femininity.

Her madness

parallels the insanity experienced by Lee's mother, who one day, when he
was just six, showed up at his school, "operatically stripping off her
clothes and screaming to the morning: 'I am the whore of Babylon'" (10).
And it is both a culturally and an individually generated response to
female frustration and confinement.

Her instability is characterized by

her infantilism, her imaginative escapism, her excessive romanticism,
her insufficient rationality, and her at times willing collusion in that
world's inegalitarian ideology and suppression of female subjectivity.
True, as a woman she has been raised and conditioned to be dependent,
passive, chaste, dutiful, obedient, and docile. But as an adult, she to
a degree unthinkingly accepts and perpetuates such qualities in herself,
and her madness becomes, more and more, the manifestation of a critical
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problem in her own thinking--her problematic inability or unwillingness
to resist patriarchy intelligently--rather than the evidence of her
successful resistance to it.
As Showalter contends in The Female Malady, one must be wary of
endorsing madness as a desirable form of rebellion rather
than seeing it as the desperate communication of the
powerless. For madness, as Shoshana Felman has noted, is
'quite the opposite of rebellion. Madness is the impasse
confronting those whom cultural conditioning has deprived of
the very means of protest or self-affirmation.' (5)
Annabel's madness not only reflects but also exacerbates "the impasse"
she confronts.

Crippled by an intellectual and emotional inability to

deal with the free, rebellious movements of people and objects in the
material world, she experiences her madness as incapacitating, not
liberating.

Her failing to cope with a living, dynamic world results

ultimately in her self-orchestrated death--a death that she finds
exquisitely pleasurable, liberating, and fulfilling.

Her madness,

though flickering with signs of undeveloped female potential, ultimately
inhibits the intelligent resistance to patriarchy that she must practice
in order to break out of an inimical sex-gender system.

This inhibition

is evident when one juxtaposes Annabel's resistance to the more
effective resistance of Joanne Davis, the schoolgirl who has an illicit
affair with Lee (her teacher) at the end of the novel.

Joanne's

assertiveness, straightforwardness, clear-headedness, and cleverness
enable her to pursue female pleasure and fulfilment without selfdestructively succumbing to fantasies of love and marriage.

Through her

actions, Carter implicitly critiques Annabel's self-orchestrated
apotheosis in death.
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In oome respects, Annabel resembles Ghislaine in Shadow Dance.
for both submit to a pornographic view of themselves that makes them
complicitous with a predatory male gaze.

Yet Annabel is a more

complicated, thoughtful creature than Ghislaine, and Carter's readers
can follow her thought-processes much more closely than they can
Ghislaine's.

Using a shifting focus in Love. Carter's omniscient

narrator gives the reader the sort of access to Annabel's thoughts and
feelings at crucial moments that one never has to Ghislaine, who exists
more as a phantom of Morris Grey's male imagination than as an
independent character.
When Annabel examines the pornographic photographs given to her by
Buzz, she significantly construes them as truthful depictions

i female

nature:
A glum, painted young woman, the principal actresi: (torso
and legs sheathed in black leather, sex exposed) eyed the
camera indifferently as though it were no business of hers
she was blocked at every orifice; she went about her obscene
business with neither relish nor disgust, rather with the
abstract precision of the geometrician so that these stark
juxtapositions of genitalia, the antithesis of the erotic,
were cold as Russia when nights are coldest there and
possessed chiefly the power to affront. Annabel, comforted
and reassured by these indifferent arrangements of bizarre
intersecting lines, became convinced they told a true story.
For herself, all she wanted in life was a bland, white,
motionless face like that of the photographic whore so she
could live a quiet life behind it, because she was so often
terrified when the pictures around her began to move, as she
thought, of their own accord and she could not control them.
So these photographs were cards in her private tarot
pack and signified love. (4)
The "bland, white, motionless face" Annabel so desires, and which is so
unlike the expressive face of Carolyn, "the other woman", is like the
face of a corpse. It is the kind of face that Lee58 foolishly projects
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onto Joanne Davis while Annabel is gassing herself to death: "[Joanne's]
semi-circular eyebrows gave her bland, white, motionless face the look
of a screen star of the thirties. . . .

[H]e would seduce this trusting

child to once more validate his amorality . . . "

(106-107)59.

In

wanting to emulate the face of the photographic whore, the face rejected
by both Carolyn and Joanne, Annabel strives, especially in the first
half of the novel, after a kind of living death, seeking a static,
coherent world where meaning is unambiguous.
Regardless of her striving, however, she lives in a world full of
movement, incoherence, and ambiguity--in a world where not only the sun
and moon disobey her private mythology, but also Lee and Carolyn
sexually escape the constraints of marital love and sexuality.

The

terror Annabel experiences first in the park, and again at Buzz's party
when she witnesses Lee's infidelity, and again when she attempts to
seduce Lee later in the novel--this terror is the same terror she
experiences "when the pictures around her began to move, as she thought,
of their own accord and she could not control them."

She is terrified

by real people and the real, living world by which she is surrounded.
Lee's comment to Annabel's psychiatrist--that, at the movies,
Annabel "never follows the story, she only looks at the pictures" (55)-takes on added significance in the context of her gullible reading of
the pornographic photographs.

Annabel•s inability to detect the

misogyny in the pictures goes along with her inattentivene.',s to the
stories of movies.

She is an obedient consumer of the so-called

realistic art of her male-dominated world.

And her intellectual

passivity is evident not only with respect to the pornographic
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representations she finds credible, but also with respect to her own
physical sensations and experiences.
We are informed at the beginning of the novel that Annabel "had no
instinct for self-preservation if she was confronted by ambiguities"
(1).

Faced with the sharing of the sky by the sun and the moon, with

people like her husband Lee, who act independently of her perceptions of
them, and with a world constantly moving and changing, she wants
everything to stand still so that she can feel safe. She accepts the
male-dominated reality and sex-gender system that are offered to her by
her parents, by Lee and Buzz, and by her culture as a whole, because she
wants complete security.

Worst of all, she is incapable, at least until

she struggles for survival near the novel's close, of learning from
experience.
Throughout Love. Annabel experiences a living death, a Joycean
paralysis, because she collaborates in her own subordination, and thus
she can only be content when she finally becomes a literal corpse.
Carter's view of Catherine Earnshaw serves equally well for Annabel:
"She reneged on free choice.

She failed to make the jail-break in life

--although her death has . . . a suspiciously willed quality about it"
(LCC 177).

Yet Annabel's escape into death--while it may require

courage, imagination, confidence, and will--is ultimately not an act of
intelligence and self-affirmation.

Her answer to life's difficulty is

to choose nothingness over intelligent decision-making, selfunderstanding, and resistance: "Annabel was falling asleep, now,
slipping into a deep sleep which was a prelude to i coma which was a
prelude to nothing . . ." (110).
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In the "Afterword" to the revised edition of the novel, Carter
describes Love as "the text that is Annabel's coffin" (114); and,
elsewhere, Carter notes, "Annabel in Love was originally called
Madeline, for Madeline Usher, but I changed it because I thought it
would be giving the game away" (Bedford 1). Since Annabel is so
ontologically insecure and cannot rise above her egocentric self through
love, she does so through death:
She knew it would take a long time but, like Ophelia, gladly
lay down on the river and waited for it to carry her away as
if she was light and will-less as a paper boat. She left no
notes or nessages. She felt no fear or pain for now she was
content. She did not spare a thought or waste any pity on
the people who loved her for she had never regarded them as
anything more than facets of the self she was now about to
obliterate . . . (109-110)
Her last suicide attempt clearly differs from her failed second attempt.
In this final attempt, she seeks to terminate her fragile self rather
than to preserve it. She embraces death; it is the lover she has been
unable to find. As she prepares for '"eath, she (mis) remembers "how she
had been married in church and the dress of black crepe her parents
bought her, an ensemble completed by a thick veil of the kind worn by
widowed queens" (102).

Her wedding is retrospectively understood as a

kind of funeral while her immanent death is interpreted a last
opportunity for self-reconstruction before the mirror:
Because her wedding dress was black, she clvse a long,
plain, white dress of cotton with a square-cut neck and
long, tight sleeves. In the mirror of the changing room in
the shop, she glimpsed the possibility of another perfect
stranger, one as indifferent to the obscene flowers of the
flesh as drowned Ophelia, so she had her hair dye to
dissociate her new body from the old one even more and then
she got her face painted in a beauty shop. She was
surprised to see how cold, hard and impersonal this new face
was. (102-3)
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Though partly re-enacting her earlier delight before the mirror, Annabel
here undergoes a more extreme and significant transformation.

She

becomes
a marvellous crystallization retaining nothing of the
remembered woman but her form, for all the elements of which
this new structure were [sic] composed, had suffered a
change, the eyes put out by zircons or spinels, the hair
respun from threads of gold and the mouth enamelled scarlet.
No longer vulnerable flesh and blood, she was altered to
inflexible material. She could have stepped up into the
jungle on the walls and not looked out of place beside the
tree with breasts or the carnivorous flowers for now she was
her own, omnipotent white queen and could move to any
position on the board. (104)
However, there is a difference between this scene and her first
reconstruction of self before the mirror.

She now realizes, in glancing

for the last time at her old sketchbooks and pictures, that she
could not draw anything any more and so was forced to make
these imaginative experiments with her own body which were
now about to culminate, finally, in erasure, for she had
failed in the attempt to make herself the living portrait of
a girl who had never existed. (103)
Because of her earlier failures with Buzz and Lee, she trades in her
troubling, flesh-and-blood, time-bound self for an inflexible self
"fabricated from rare marbles and semi-precious stones" (104).

When Lee

momentarily returns to the flat before heading to the bar where he will
begin an affair with Joanne, Annabel indicates to him that she wishes to
be left alone.

She gives him back his freedom, unconditionally

releasing him from his marital obligation.

She rejects him, and with

him the false love and marriage that she formerly believed in so
absolutely.
But she also rejects herself.

Death, for her, is the only

possible personal achievement, the only self-transcending act she is
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confident enough to accomplish. Yet, though it releases her from her
insane, egocentric universe and her suffocating marriage, it also
transforms her intr the perfect representation of a passive, childlike,
weak-minded, patriarchally ideal femininity: "now she lay in her
ultimate, shocking transformation; now she was a painted doll, bluish at
the extremities . . . " (112).

She now is. the perfect doll-like object

for Lee' s and Buzz' s necrophilic desires. She now is. on a slab in the
morgue.

In death she is a parody of the corpse-like photographic whore

whose image she was expected to mimic while alive.
Annabel demonstrates that only death will make her "content"
(109)--that only through death can she experience the erotic release and
pleasure for which she has been longing. And in the moments leading up
to the instant when she turns on the gas,
She waited impatiently for it to grow dark because her
excited senses turned the vigil into an ordeal; when it grew
dark, she would go into the bedroom, seal tiie double doors
with adhesive tape, turn on the rusted gas outlets above the
mantelpiece, lie down on the bed and suffer herself to be
blotted out but she thought, this night of all nights,
perhaps the sun might never stop shining. At that, she
moaned with terror and panic. There were no clocks in the
flat so she could not tell whether or not time was passing.
(105)
Just as she lay prostrate on the hillside at the novel's beginning, so
she waits at the novel's end to be liberated from an ambiguous and
unmanageable world. However, now time is her friend.

She wants it to

pass quickly. She desires a rapid fall into death. The sun must set, so
that the moon can be triumphantly independent.

Ironically, in the end,

"[n]o shafts of moonlight dared enter the absolute night of Annabel's
darkened bedroom . . . " (109).

Her death, her self-annihilation, is an
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intensification of her solipsistic isolation from other people and the
world as a whole--an event to which nature is tragically indifferent.
Annabel's suicide, occurring in the moonless, artificial darkness
of her bedroom and involving only herself, contrasts with what is
happening simultaneously on the south side of the run-down park, "an
arena for moonlight and bright as a day without colours" (110), where
the young, energetic, passionate Joanne orchestrates a passionate, nostrings -attached encounter with the teacher she has desired for quite
some time.

For Joanne and Lee, "all turned out very simple and

satisfactory; they were pleased with one another . . . "
experience an intensification of life.

(Ill) . They

By contrast, for Annabel, there

is only the pleas ire of escaping from life.

She is a latter-day Hedda

Gabler, a woman so alienated from her imprisoning world, faulty logic,
and bodil/ desires that, facing an existential impasse, she must play
games with death.

Like Hedda, she does not stick around to fight a

world inimical and imprisoning to her female self.

By killing herself

she makes herself into the exact opposite of an "omnipotent white queen"
(104) .

CHAPTER FOUR
Undoing Psychological Oppression:
Portraying New Kinds of Female Consciousness in Fireworks
Consciousness is power. To create a new understanding of
our literature is to make possible a new effect of that
literature on us. And to make possible a new effect is in
turn to provide the conditions for changing the culture that
the literature reflects. To expose and question that
complex of ideas and mythologies about women and men which
exist in our society and are confirmed in our literature is
to make the system of power embodied in the literature open
not only to discussion but even to change. Such questioning
and exposure can, of course, be carried on only by a
consciousness radically different from the one that informs
the literature. Such a closed system cannot be opened up
from within but only from without. It must be entered from
a point of view which questions its values and assumptions
and which has its investment in making available to
consciousness precisely that which literature wishes to keep
hidden. Feminist criticism provides that point of view and
embodies that consciousness. (Fetterley xx)
In Fireworks. the problem left largely unresolved by Annabel--that
of beirg trapped in a destructive, cruel, narcissistic, Sadeian
narrative based on a social fiction of love and a male-centred
understanding of women--is posed again, but this time more succinctly,
from new angles, with different methods, and with noteworthy results.
Whereas in Loye Annabel's suicide reveals that she is a weak,
"assenting" (Fetterley xxii) reader of patriarchal culture, in Fireworks
the solipsistic bubble of sexist ideology and art is punctured by new,
resistant kinds of female consciousness that "begin the process of
exorcizing the male mind that has been implanted in [women]" (Fetterley
xxii).
Like Love. "The Lovas of Lady Purple" and "Master," two of the
tales in Fireworks. concern female figures confined by the male-centred
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plots and phallogocentric aims of patriarchy.

Pursuing alternatives to

Annabel's plight in Love. Carter in these tales explores new strategies
by which women can resist sexual repression, psychological oppression,
and male tyranny.

Both tales not only raise important questions about

the meaning of genuine freedom and full subjectivity for women, but also
suggest i -.» successful female resistance to sexual oppression demands
both deliberate disobedience and independent, sceptical thinking.

In

the absence of such vital qualities as self-esteem, intelligence,
toughness, resilience, independence, and assertiveness, mere
disobedience is not enough.

I. The Art and Politics of Female Impersonation
Ac the beginning of "The Loves of Lady Purple," the heroine, an
inhuman, abstract female figure, is literally what Annabel is
figuratively--a manipulatable doll.

The heroine, Lady Purple by name,

is like the work of art--one of those "atlantes composes fabricated from
rare marbles and semi-precious stones" (L 104)--into which Annabel seeks
to transform herself at the end of Love.

We are told that Lady Purple

was the Queen of Night. There were glass rubies in her head
for eyes and her ferocious teeth, carved out of mother
o'pearl, were always on show for she had a permanent smile.
Her face was as white as chalk because it was covered with
the skin of supplest white leather which also clothed her
torso, jointed limbs and complication of extremities. Her
beautiful hands seemed more like weapons because her nails
were so long, five inches of pointed tin enamelled scarlet,
and she wore a wig of black hair arranged in a chignon more
heavily elaborate than any human neck could have endured.
(LLP 26)
As a puppet, Lady Purple emblematizes the passive, immobile,
volitionless female perfection sought by the flesh-and-blood Annabel.

*
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Like Annabel, Lady Purple is one of "the dolls, the undead, who cannot
live at all and yet who mimic the living in every detail since, though
they cannot speak or weep, still they project those signals of
signification we instantly recognize as language" (23). Like Annabel,
Lady Purple displays the artificiality--the human constructedneps--of
conventional femininity.

From juxtaposing "Lady Purple" with Love. one

can infer that an oppressed real woman like Annabel and a man-made
female puppet (or character) like Lady Purple--both denied the sovereign
subjectivity that many adult males take for granted--are tragically
similar, almost interchangeable.
As a six-foot-long female icon, Lady Purple is possessed, cared
for, "filled . . . with necromantic vigour" (26), and manipulated by an
aging, frail Asiatic Professor (a figure reminiscent of Uncle Philip in
The Magic Toyshop and Dr Donally in Heroes and Villains), who views her,
or so Carter's anonymous narrator indicates, as his sole intimate
companion in life, and cannot sleep unless she lies beside him. Away
from the theatre, she is his perfect, undemanding wife-substitute.

He

permits no one else to touch her, since she is his alone, and he
protectively transfers her to and from his theatre in a coffin-like
case. Although she was materially constructed by some "long-dead,
anonymous artisan" (26), her character and behaviour, in the two roles
of obedient wife and destructive actress, have been designed solely by
the Professor.
Having the "curious habit" (35) of always kissing Lady Purple good
night, the Professor seems a desperate, childlike, lonely old man, or so
Carter's narrator--sceptical of the puppeteer's nature--subversively
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speculates:
A child kisses its toy before she pretends it sleeps
although, even though she is only a child, she knows its
eyes are not constructed to close so it will always be a
sleeping beauty no kiss will waken. One in the grip of
savage loneliness might kiss the face he sees before him in
the mirror for want of any other face to kiss. These are
kisses of the same kind; they are the most poignant of
caresses, for they are too humble and too despairing to wish
or seek for any response. (35-6)
The narrator suggests that, while the Professor cleverly disguises
himself in public with the persona of Lady Purple, he himself still
deserves to be scrutinized as a character.

For, upon closer analysis,

his treatment of, and relation to, Lady Purple reveals the peculiarity
of his own peculiar, godlike private self. His isolation, humility,
childlikeness, and indifference to anything but his art are striking and
perverse.
When each night the Professor kisses Lady Purple, his creation and
possession, he indulges in the sort of solipsistic, male-generated
fantasy that a man who relies on pornographic magazines indulges in.
Though the Professor's thoughts are not passionately erotic, he does
relish his control--physical and mental--over his female puppet. Her
childlike defencelessness titillates and comforts him.

In loving her,

he loves not a real woman but a particular idea or form of femininity
against which he defines himself as invulnerably masculine. He plays
with his own desire, comforting himself with a femininity attuned to his
own mind.

Lady Purple offers him no resistance whatever, and so she can

satisfy, as a good mother might, "the impossible demands for absolute
love" (SW 127) that the Professor, an infantilistic man, imposes upon
her.
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An artist vitalizing "inert stuff with the dynamics of his self"
(23), the Professor represents an intensified version of Carter's
earlier male-artist figures, for his puppet theatre mechanically
reproduces and disseminates a patriarchal understanding of sexuality and
gender.

Deliberately inverting the fact of male power and female

subordination, the Professor, in his art, makes women powerful and men
powerless.
1

He creates, in the Oriental Venus, a phallic female whom he

can condemn, thus reinforcing the literary and cultural stereotype
within patriarchy of the "castrating bitch" (Fetterley xx).

Through

inventing the biography of Lady Purple, the Professor implicitly
contends that the cultural reality is "the emasculation of men by women"
and not "the immasculation of women by men" (Fetterley xx).

His "single

drama" thus serves as an argument for the containment and repression of
women.
The Professor epitomizes a male-dominated art-and-entertainmentworld in which art fashions femininity and female lives (also, willynilly, masculinity and male lives) in such ways as to buttress an
inegalitarian sex-gender system.

The Professor's godlike theatrical

manipulations are linked to, and disguised by, the "lifelike" appearance
of his marionettes--by the way he makes an explicitly fantastic artworld seem verisimilar.

For his own purposes, he manipulates his

audience's understanding of reality, sexuality, and femininity.

His art

thus interacts with the £§al world and the imaginations of real people,
though he cleverly camouflages his active, creative role in designing
Lady Purple and the plot circumscribing her experience.

While overtly

unnaturalistic, his art nonetheless hyper-realistically represents life
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rather than simply withdrawing into fantasy.

Indeed, though working

with lifelike puppets rather than realistic characters or real people,
the Professor seduces and captivates his audience by sustaining an
irresistible illusion of authoritative, incontrovertible real meaning.
His implicitly didactic drama appeals to susceptible viewers (those
already predisposed to sexual inegalitarianism), reinforcing their
common sense with the vision governing his own lonely, pornographic
imagination--a vision justifying and consolidating male privilege and
supremacy.
Lady Purple thus serves not only as a fictional woman, but also as
a mirror and echo of the Professor's narcissism,60 and Carter's narrator
seeks to emphasize her dual function, thus revealing and subverting the
Professor's coupositional strategies and personal intentions.

The

narrator makes visible that which the Professor's art prefers to hide:
the fact that Lady Purple is not simply an unproblematic representation
of a woman, but rather a "weapon" (33) used against real women and an
opaque portrait of the Professor's own "soul" (33):
[T]he Professor's mind attained a condition not unlike that
of the swordsman trained in Zen, whose sword is his soul, so
that neither sword nor swordsman has meaning without the
presence of the other. Such swordsmen, armed, move towards
their victims like automata, in a state of perfect
emptiness, no longer aware of any distinction between self
or weapon. Master and marionette had arrived at this
condition. (33)
The Professor and Lady Purple thus represent, with some complexity, the
relation between a male artist and the female character(s) he invents.61
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i. Resisting the Sexist imagination
Fully to understand Carter's resistance to patriarchy in "Lady
Purple," one must initially examine the precise content, and not just
the formal qualities, of the Professor's pro-patriarchal puppet drama.
By attending to both the form and the content of Carter's own tale as it
interacts with the Professor's drama, one can appreciate exactly how her
tale resists patriarchy, first through its narrator's implicit
questioning of the Professor's artistic strategies and objectives, and
then through a speculative continuation of Lady Purple's story beyond
the conclusion of the Professor's plot.
Lady Purple's biography, as "a woman in whom too much life had
negated life itself" (28), is the subject of the Asiatic Professor's
puppet-drama, "The Notorious Amours of Lady Purple, the Shameless
Oriental Venus."

This biography is translated from the gestures and

actions of the puppet theatre, and from the Professor's chanting of "her
narrative in his impenetrable native tongue" (27), into the plain,
temporally distanced words of Carter's narrator, who, independently "revisions" his drama while constructing a second, metafictional story
around it.

The narrator's metafictional frame reveals not only the

fictionality--and artificiality--of the Professor's story about Lady
Purple, but also its silent ploys and assumptions.
While the Professor's drama--his "single " (24) plot--is a selfcontained unit, it takes on meanings independent of the Professor's
intentions when re-presented and re-contextualized by Carter's narrator.
The Professor's authorial control is questioned, examined, and
ultimately challenged within the evaluative, deconstructive narrative
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envelope into which his drama is placed.
From the information provided by Carter's narrator, one infers
that the Professor dramatizes Lady Purple's destructive, criminal past
in order to establish her innate evilness.

His drama begins by

reviewing her early life as an orphan raised by foster parents. We are
told that she began her extraordinary, ruthless life as a "carnivorous"
(29) flower.

She seduced and robbed her foster father, stabbed to death

both him and his wife, and finally burned down their house to conceal
her guilt.
After this destructive youth, Lady Purple, destined to be a femme
fatale and "corrupt phoenix" (2 9), worked at a brothel in the
"artificial day" (29) of the pleasure quarters, becoming "a mistress of
the whip before her fifteenth birthday" (30-31), educating herself in
"the mysteries of the torture chamber" (31), and researching potential
uses for "ingenious mechanical devices" (31). She served as a
convincing descendent of Sade's Juliette.

Aided by mechanical devices,

the props of her powerful female art, Lady Purple treated her male
clients so severely that her seductive, titillating charades were, to
them, like "bread and wine, and a kiss from her cruel mouth was the
sacrament of suffering" (31). A well-trained but unorthodox prostitute,
she became an artist of sadomaschistic ritual, an artist similar to both
the Asiatic Professor himself and religious illusion-mongers in general.
She lived, like Juliette, by propagating fantasies and illusions capable
of fooling, ensnaring, captivating, and ruining her male patrons.
Like Juliette, Lady Purple "identified all her interests with
those of the hangman" (SW 99) and exulted in the "power of distributing
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death' (SW 100):
She was no malleable, since frigid, substance upon which
desires might be executed; she was not a true prostitute for
she was the object on which men prostituted themselves.
She, the sole perpetrator of desire, proliferated malign
fantasies all around her and used her lovers as the canvas
on which she executed boudoir masterpieces of destruction.
(31)
At the height of her career, she was a monstrous goddess tempting and
ruining men, but also a successful capitalist profiting enormously from
"her own establishment" (31) in a world dismissive of women.

She was a

woman escaping enslavement and subordination by enslaving and exploiting
others.

She sought personal happiness, sexual fulfilment, and economic

independence by practising "egoism and self-interest" and by accepting
the "credo of bourgeois individualism" (84) . She was a Sadeian
libertine, a strong-willed woman executing a destructive art upon the
bodies of gullible men. Her pleasure, sadistically motivated and
hoarded, had nothing to do with emotional reciprocity.
If, as Carter remarks, "the unique assertion of the self in erotic
passion . . . is the secular sin which necessitates a self-inflicted
punishment" (JE 130), then Lady Purple, like Annabel before her,
demonstrates that female self-assertion and desire within patriarchy are
reconfigured as female destructiveness, unhappiness, and "self-inflicted
punishment."

Just as Annabel's "exquisitely pleasurable" suicide is

actually a self-inflicted punishment reflecting her colonized
imagination, so, in the Professor's interpretative scheme, is Lady
Purple's transformation from human into marionette a self-orchestrated
catastrophe. Her sin, the Professor implies, is that she has overstepped the bounds of conventional femininity; she has presumed to live
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J.ike a man.
Through the Professor's daily, ritualistic repetition of this
drama of female self-destruction, Lady Purple's demise is masterfully
used to impel and justify the patriarchal, misogynistic message of his
incantatory plot. Lady Purple is "the quintessence of eroticism" (27),
a "sleeping beauty no kiss will waken" (36), "the nameless essence of
the idea of woman, a metaphysical abstraction of the female" (30), and,
each day his drama is performed, she lives solely within the limits of
the plot and character he has designed for her.

In spite of the

Professor's frailness, "his energy . . . refined itself more and more in
time and was finally reduced to a single, purified, concentrated essence
which was transmitted entirely to the doll . . . " (33) . And Lady
Purple, in performance, becomes a strange but parodic version--the
disguised essence--of the Professor himself.

Like him, she is an artist

of illusion--a purveyor of fantasy. He lives more through and in her
than he lives through and in his own self: "He had the wistful charm of
a Japanese flower which only blossoms when dropped in water for he . . .
revealed his passions through a medium other than himself and this was
his heroine, the puppet, Lady Purple" (26). She is his mask. His art is
that of a transvestite, and his own predatory sexual instincts underpin
her aggressive femininity.

That this is so Carter's narrator gradually

reveals.
In Male Novelists. Anne Robinson Taylor points out that "The
female mask is certainly an effective disguise, a voice through which
much can be said that cannot be said through a male persona" (2), and
she is particularly concerned with "the revelations . . . so-called
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women [characters] actually make about their [male] authors, the extent
to which they ace versions of their creators in skirts" (3). Taylor's
comments bear on the Professor's relation to Lady Purple, since, as an
artist, he chooses to speak throuqh her.
As his printed handbills attest, the Professor's story focuses on
how Lady Purple, after a lifetime of maiming and destroying men with her
cunning sexual artistry, finally destroys herself with her own
excessive, perverse, violent female desires:
Come and see all that remains of Lady Purple, the famous
prostitute and wonder of the East!
A unique sensation. See how the unappeasable appetites
of Lady Purple turned her at last into the very puppet you
see before you, pulled only by the strings of lust. Come
and see the very doll, the only surviving relic of the
shameless Oriental Venus herself. (28)
Though obviously creating and manipulating Lady Purple, the Professor
hides his godlike orchestration of events beneath the intoxicating
content of her sensational biography.

While her story is a deliberately

disguised version of his own story, the Professor represents Lady Purple
as the author of her own violence and misfortune, as well as the
inflictor of her own punishment.

Her story must appear self-sustaining

and self-motivated, so that both he and his audience can in the end
guiltlessly condemn her.
At the height of her career, we are told, the monstrous Lady
Purple even murdered some of her lovers, in one instance making a flute
out of the thighbone of a politician, and then dancing to the "unearthly
music" (31) produced when the flute is played by subsequent lovers.
Carter's narrator emphasizes that Lady Purple's dancing "was the apex of
[the Professor's] performance", for she at this time becomes "the
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irresistible image of evil" (32). Persistently questioning the
Professor's motives, the narrator opines that the primary objective in
his choice of mask is to make Lady Purple seem blasphemous and
abominable.
At the conclusion of the Professor's show, Lady Purple visibly
degenerates into a victim of her own wickedness, and the moral the
Professor attaches to her performance is stark: women like her threaten
both themselves and others, and should not be permitted to unleash their
energies and havoc. The show's audience is encouraged to believe that
the puppet they have been watching is a real woman whose own evil has
transformed her into an inhuman puppet. This transformation constitutes
her "self-inflicted punishment" for having lived actively and
aggressively: "She became more ghastly than those she had infected.
Circe at last became a swine herself . . . " (32). In the play's final
scene, Lady Purple, a male-controlled puppet impersonating a real woman
--a Juliette-like62 woman "in whom too much life had negated life
itself" (28)--actually becomes a puppet. Within the Professor's drama,
she is transformed into what she actually is outside his fictional
illusion:
[S]he wore a drab rag of coarse hemp for the final scene of
her desperate decline, when, outrageous nymphomaniac, she
practised extraordinary necrophilies on the bloaced corpses
the sea tossed contemptuously at her feet for her dry
rapacity had become entirely mechanical and still she
repeated her former actions though she herself was entirely
other. She abrogated her humanity. She became nothing but
wood and hair. She became a marionette herself, herself her
own replica, the dead yet moving image of the shameless
Oriental Venus. (32-3)
The politics and history of the world in which she lives have had no
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bearing on her fate, the Professor implies. She has caused her own
pathetic decline; it is the inevitable consequence of her evil,
predatory, uncontrollable female sexuality.

The Professor's present

manipulation of her is only the necessary, comforting consequence of her
own despicableness.

The fiction of her character is what, above all

else, the Professor wants his audience to believe in.
As a man-made woman representing the quintessential femme fatale.
Lady Purple is an extreme example of what so many of Carter's earlier
female characters--including Edna and Ghislaine in Shadow Dance. Aunt
Margaret and Melanie in The Magic Toyshop. Anne Blossom in Several
Perceptions. and Annabel in Love--are: women produced, controlled and
manipulated, to some extent, by male desire, action, and imagination.
Yet, while many of Carter's early female characters are puppet-like and
struggle against feelings of passivity, inadequacy, and subordination,
Lady Purple--in the role of violent Oriental Venus--symbolizes the
explosive, disruptive, predatory female subjectivity and sexuality
repressed both in those earlier figures and in her role as the
Professor's intimate companion.
However, in representing what patriarchy supposedly represses and
condemns in women, Lady Purple is less a model of the liberated woman
than an icon of male trepidation and anxiety about female potential. In
characterizing her as destructive and evil, the Professor implicitly
criticizes women's emancipation and the horrors he believes it entails.
He implicitly argues not only that women need to be governed and policed
by men, but alno that female passivity and sexual repression are worthy
cultural ideals, since they mitigate female aggression and evil.
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Obviously, the Professor uses art to bolster a masculine identity
threatened by active, assertive women.
The relation between the Professor and L&Jly Purple represents,
albeit exaggeratedly, the often problematic relation between any male
artist and his female figures. In speaking through Lady Purpl->, the
Professor becomes a female impersonator, a man who plays with "the
cultural apparatus of femininity" (LCQ 163), just as do the authors of
Fanny .ill. Justine ou les infortunes de la virtue. Madame Bovary, and
Women in Love. But in Carter's tale the suspension of disbelief is
broken with respect to the male artist's female character.

Carter's

narrator metafictionally scrutinizes and subverts the intentions and
assumptions of the Professor's art, thus challenging his act of
narrative transvestism.

Consequently, Carter's comment about the kind

of man who impersonates women--that he "must be careful not to let his
own transvestite slip show, especially if he does not like women much"
(LCQ 162)--is particularly relevant to the Professor's case.
Of course, male artists adopting the medium of a female voice or
character do not necessarily do so to harm and control women. As Carson
generalizes, male authors might also use female voices and figures "to
express their anxieties about their own authorial activities" (Carson
110)."

Or, as Robinson Taylor indicates, they could use female voices

to say things that they, as men, cannot say (2). However, Carter's
Professor, though pitiable, is not a liberated male. He does to Lady
Purple what Carter suspects Lawrence of doing to Gudrun Brangwen in
Women in Love: he is "attempting to put down [a woman] he has created in
his own image" (LCQ 164) . Through both the passive Lady Purple whom he
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treats as a surrogate wife, and the aggressive Lady Purple whom ne
demonizes and castigates theatrically, the Professor justifies sexual
inequality between men and women. He resembles the mythical Pygmalion,
who distrusts and abhors real women.
As the Professor's obedient, perfectly passive, and undemanding
wife-equivalent, Lady Purple becomes the Professor's ideal woman, the
equivalent of the perfect female sculpture Pygmalion makes, falls in
love with, and wishes to bring to life. Like Pygmalion, the Professor
can love only a woman he himself has created. The doll-like Lady Purple
whom he kisses and takes to bed is his "fantastic recreation" (FF 132),
his pornographic fantasy. Only with her can he console his lonely self.
But in lavishing attention on her, a puppet, the Professor admires and
loves only his own reflection.
Lady Purple, in both her roles, is preternaturally feminine, and
her femininity can only be man-made--made to the specifications of male
desire--not biologically or genetically predetermined.

As a man-made

woman, Lady Purple, both aggressive actress and passive companion, is an
icon censoring genuine female experiences, perspectives, and sentiments.
Confirming the madonna-whore dichotomy underpinning Western
civilization, she is either the corpselike wife-figure »nd childlike
doll, or the destructive, sexually voracious Circe-figure. And, in
implicitly approving of his innocent, corpselike companion while
ridiculing the aggressive Lady Purple who comes to life in his theatre,
the Professor articulates his preference for the necrophilia that he
mockingly attributes to Lady Purple. He himself indulges in the very
perverse desires that he detests in her. Unwilling and unable to love a
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real woman, he must love an artificial one that satisfies the blueprint
designed by his own narcissistic ir..r.gination. Loving a wife-like
puppet, in the final analysis, is not much different from loving a
corpse.
The Professor's narrative transvestism, therefore, is not
motivated by a need on his part to explore and dismantle the traditional
gender dichotomy between men and women; he adopts a female voice to
consolidate that dichotomy. He speaks through a female character because
he wishes imaginatively to control and define real women by fortifying
the madonna-whore dichotomy that has historically governed and
restricted them.

Like Fanny Hill and other pornographic works, the

Professor's drama characterizes a woman "through the fiction of her
sexuality" (SW 16).

This misogynistic fiction incapacitates women who

accede to it and accommodates a hidden male desire.
As Carter contends, though "[m]any pornographic novels are written
in the first person as if by a woman, or use a woman as the focus of the
narrative . . . [,] this device only reinforces the male orientation of
the fiction" (SW 15).

And Carter's narrator in "Lady Purple" uncovers

"the male orientation" of the Professor's drama.

ii. Lady Purple's Escape and the Issue of Female Freedom
Of course, the Professor's drama functions only as a subset of
Carter's "Lady Purple,"

and the Professor is not a real author but a

fictional character in Carter's own tale. Carter's narrator
(indubitably feminist in sensibility) re-presents and interprets his
art, contemplating the nature of effective female opposition to
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patriarchy and sexist art. This narrator ultimately poses a crucial
question: How does a female character like Lady Purple, produced within
a sexist male imagination or culture, genuinely resist the malegenerated values and desires that have moulded her into the being she
is? To this question, Carter offers no easy answer; however, the
feminist narrator does attempt to explain why female resistance should
not be simply equated or even associated with Lady Purple's rebellion at
the end of "Lady Purple."
We note that the narrator, opposing the Professor's misogynistic
rhetoric, writes retrospectively, from some point in the future, when
"many beautiful cities" visited by the Professor's travelling theatre,
cities such as "Shanghai, Constantinople, and St Petersburg" "no longer
exist" (24). She brings an independent, foreign, modern perspective to
her analysis of the Professor's art. She is not his isiaai reader but an
alien who writes from a contemporary.vantage point that would have been
unavailable--even incredible--to the Professor's initial audience.
Through this narrator's intervention, Lady Purple, "the
petrification of a universal whore . . . in whom too much life had
negated life itself" (28), magically becomes a real woman who believes
she has escaped from her puppet-like existence in the Professor's sacred
plot.

Her so-called escape occurs when Carter's larger fictional frame,

controlled by the narrator, overtakes the professor's illusion-making
machinery.
One evening following a performance, the Professor removes and
repairs the torn "drab rag of coarse hemp" (32) that Lady Purple wears
in the final act, when experiencing her morbid decline. But "having the
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childish desire to see her once more in all her finery" (35), the
Professor re-dresses his woman, whom he looks upon &j "a little girl" or
"six-foot baby" (3 5) , in the winy purple gown worn by the shameless
Oriental Venus at the height of her career. He is entirely at ease
while clothing her, because he knows chat the monstrous heroine whom he
impersonates on the stage does not really exist. Once dressed, Lady
Purple "put out an entire springtime of blossoms for the old man alone
to enjoy" (35). She exists, or so he thinks, completely for his
benefit.
Resisting the Professor's version of Lacy Purple, Carter's
narrator describes her, newly dressed and decorated, as a figure not
quite contained by his imagination:
She could have acted as the model for the most beautiful of
women, the image of that woman whom only a man's memory and
imagination can devise, for the lamplight fell too mildly to
sustain her air of arrogance and so gently it made her long
nails look as harmless as ten fallen petals. (35)
The words "could have" are telling.

They imply that, while at a glance

Lady Purple is exactly what the Professor claims she is, when
scrutinized by a detached, temporally distant viewer like Carter's
narrator--whose vision and imagination are not, like the Professor's,
incapacitated by mild, gentle lamplight and male fantasy--Lady Purple
embodies a barely discernible but inexpungible arrogance and vitality
undetected by the narcissistic Professor.

Suppressed by the Professor's

representation of her is her desire-filled self, which he--in spite of
his godlike imaginative power over her within the "invented reality" (SW
149) of his theatre--is incapable of knowing.
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Lady Purple's potential subjectivity and desire are visible to
Carter's narrator, who, in re-viewing the Professor's puppet-show,
resists its patriarchal, misogynistic assumptions, especially those of
its final act. The narrator suggests, through her own active reading
and imagining, that Lady Purple does exist, in some amorphous and
complex sense, beyond the Professor's imaginative reach. As this
twentieth-century narrator "re-visions" the puppet-drama, then, Lady
Purple magically becomes more than the Professor's possession and
construct--more than "a sleeping beauty no kiss will awaken" (36).
Attending to Lady Purple's latent subjectivity and desire, which
"a man's memory and imagination" (35) can neither perfectly create nor
entirely understand, the narrator subversively re-opens and continues
the story of Lady Purple beyond the Professor's cherished, repetitive
ending, transporting his pornographic, misogynistic broken-record-of-aplot a little out of "timeless, placeless fantasy and into the real
world" (SW 19).

In appropriating the Professor's plot for her own

purposes, the alien narrator--aggressively questioning his sexist
vision--makes it "comment on real relations in the real world" (SW 19),
and in so doing aims to challenge her own "reader's perceptions of the
world" (SW 19).

Through her own magical art she seeks to undermine the

authoritative reality thc.t the Professor's art upholds.
Because of the evident confrontation and contrast betweer the
Professor's imagination ard the resistant female consciousness of
Carter's narrator, when the Professor kisses the newly dressed Lady
Purple, she fantastically awakens from her death-like sleep. However,
she is no gentle sleeping beauty revivified.

In kissing the Professor,
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Lady Purple drains him of life, and she herself is transformed once
more: 'during her kiss, she sucked his breath from his lungs so that her
own bosom heaved with it" (36); "She sank her teeth into his throat and
drained him" (36). She thus metamorphoses from a puppet into a real
woman with desires and movement! that she believes are her own.

The

alien narrator, by bringing Lady Purple back to life, undoes the
Professor's conclusion.

She calls his bluff by making Lady Purple

assume the mo'-dtrous stature with which he had imaginatively endowed
her.

Newly risen, Lady Purple is visibly unlike the chaste, timid,

blushing feminine creature offered to Pygmalion by Venus, for, full of
revenge, neglected desire, and anger, Lady Purple destroys rather than
satisfies the man whose ideal femininity she has impersonated.
Suddenly, tie. is her object, and she imposes upon him the deathly
passivity that had previously been hers alone.

By devouring the

Professor who has imaginatively constructed and condemned her, Lady
Purple appears to undo "the moral of the fairy tale about the perfect
woman" (SW 77' .
By resurrecting Lady Purple, the alien narrator institutes a new,
nightmarish reading of the Professor's plot, transforming it from
reactionary pornography into "moral pornography."

"The text that had

heretofore opened up creamily to him, in a dream, will gather itself
together and harshly expel him into the anguish of actuality" (SW 19).
Lady Purple is the pornographic text come to life in order to seek
revenge, and she expels the Professor from the world of his own
privately and fantastically conceived omnipotence.
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But C-vrter's narrator, not entirely satisfied with the rcle
reversal between Lady Purple and the Professor, intelligently debates
the nature and meaning of Lady Purple's new-found female independence
and freedom:
TW]hether she was rexiewed or newly born, returning to life
or .^acoming alive, awakening from a dream or coalescing into
the form of a fantasy generated in her wooden skull by the
mere repetition so marv times of the same invariable
actions, the brain beneath the reviving hair contained only
the scantiest notion of the possibilities now open to it.
All that had seeped into the wood was the notion that she
might perform the forms of life not so much by the skill of
another as by her own desire that she did so, and she did
not possess enough equipment to comprehend tho complex
circularity of the logic which inspired her for she had only
been a marionette. But, even if she could not perceive it,
she could net escape the tautological paradox in which she
was trapped; had the marionette all the time parodied the
living or was she, now living, to parody her own performance
as a marionette? (37-8)
The genuineness of Lady Purple's freedom is doubted by the narrator, who
now wonders whether Lady Purple's new existence can differ substantially
from her old one.

She wisely surmises that genuine female freedom is

not quite as simple as the jailbreaking Lady Purple supposes.
The narrator acknowledges that, if Lady Purple is to become
meaningfully free, she must not only destroy the Professor and his
puppet theatre, but also learn to think differently ard to alter "the
forms of life" (37) by which she has been defined and restricted. But
such intellectual modification appears beyond the capability of Ladv
Purple, whose thoughts and desires, even in the Professor's absence,
tempt her to obey "the forms" of behaviour he devised for her. Since
she remains imaginatively obedient to the Professor's patriarchal,
misogynistic logic, her freedom is phoney.
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The narrator insightfully implies that this logic resides not only
in the Professor's drama and in Lady Purple's thinking, but also in the
larger world that the tale's heroine freely enters after abandoning the
puppet theatre. Disturbingly, the harsh socio-economic conditions of
the real world echo and legitimize, rather than subvert, the Professor's
reasoning

His theatrical microcosm shockingly "illuminates the world

itself" (SW 21), which might itself be envisioned as "a gigantic
brothel" and "the area of our lives where we believed we possessed most
freedom . . . as the most ritually circumscribed" (SW 21).
Therefore, after destroying and abandoning the Professor and his
theatre, Lady Purple acquires a freedom that is damagingly illusory--it
is the naive freedom of a romantic individualist. As the narrator puts
it, "even if she could not perceive it, she could not escape the
tautological paradox in which she was trapped; had the marionette all
the time parodied the living or was she, now living, to parody her own
performance as a marionette?" (37-8).

While the Professor obviously

believed that his marionette both parodied and influenced "the living"
through her performances, in the end, Lady Purple, though apparently
free of him, actually parodies her previous performance as his
marionette: "unaided, she began her next performance with an apparent
improvisation which was, in reality, only a variation upon a theme. She
sank her teeth into his throat and drained him" (36) . On her own, she
is an echo of her former self, an echo of the Professor.

Her parody is

not "a conscious ironic or sardonic evocation of another artistic model"
(Slethaug 603) , because her ostensibly new self enacts only a
"variation" of the predatory form of life designed for her by the
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Professor.

Hence, she is still fundamentally an unfree, Professor-

fashioned woman.

If she misconstrues her new "performarce" as an

"improvisation," instead of recognizing it as a repetition of the
misogynistic plot by which she had been trapped and defined, that is her
tragedy.

As Hutcheon has remarked, "What Carter's text reveals is that

women (as prostitutes, in particular) are never real; they are but
representations of male erotic fantasies and of male desire. . . . Lady
Purple was figuratively a puppet even in her living incarnation

..."

("The Politics" 32). The freedom Lady Purple finally feels is thus a
product of self-delusion, not a demonstration of intellectual
independence and creativity.

She remains trapped in the Professor's

pornographic dream.
Carter's own comment on "The Loves of Lady Purple," in the
"Introduction" to Wayward Girls and Wicked Women, confirms the
impression that Lady Purple in the end remains imprisoned in a man-made
femininity:
The heroine . . . is sexually profligate in a thoroughly
reprehensible manner, but, then, she isn't real. She is a
puppet, and a man made her, and made up her entire biography
as a femme fatale. and willed her into being because he
wanted so much for her to exist, and if she destroys him the
very minute she comes to life, then it is his own silly
fault for thinking such dreadful things in the first place,
(x)
Carter implies that, since Lady Purple has no experiences other than the
ones acquired while performing in the Professor's drama, it is highly
improbable that she would behave any differently from the shameless
Oriental Venus once the Professor and his theatre have been destroyed.
As a product of his imagination, Lady Purple cannot elude his logic,
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especially since she demonstrates no willingness to learn how to think,
self-consciously and intelligently, for herself. Her physical movements
may give the appearance of freedom; however, her mind remains as
imprisoned as it ever was.
Lady Purple's so-called freedom and resistance to patriarchy is
therefore gravely suspect, the narrator postulates, because the first
thing she does after leaving the Professor's fictional world is to
proceed to the nearest brothel.

She walked "towards the town, making

her way like a homing pigeon, out of logical necessity, to the single
brothel it contained" (38). Her action demonstrates that she actually
does not free herself from the Professor's fatherly command over her
thinking and behaviour.
Will Lady Purple's new life in a brothel differ from the life she
led as the Professor's shameless Oriental Venus?
really her own?

Are her own desires

If not, can she learn to invent desires of her own to

replace the ones with which she has been programmed? Can she imagine a
future different from her past?

Or, like "the painted horses on the

roundabouts" (25) at the fair, is she forever fated to act in accordance
with the seemingly immutable options set out for her by a patriarchal
world that, mechanically repeating its misogynistic logic, defines women
as either madonnas or whores?

What new possibilities can she be aware

of for herself when her identity has been created and controlled by the
strange old Professor, and when she has known no life other than
prostitution?

Certainly, she has killed one male tyrant, the Professor;

but, after physically vanquishing him and burning his theatre, she can
not evade his influential logic, which permeates and governs not only
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the material world into which she escapes, but also the pulse and fabric
of her very being.
While, like Love. "Lady Purple" explores the theme of female
imprisonment within patriarchy, its anti-realism and metafictionality
enable Carter to investigate--with new sophistication, selfconsciousness, and insight--the possibility and meaning of genuine
female freedom.

By re-contextualizing the Professor's puppet show in a

tale told by a temporally distant and sceptical female narrator, Carter
addresses the falseness of the Professor's godlike "manipulations" and
vision.

The narrator points out what the Professor's art hides and

censors.

Lady Purple's metamorphosis, made possible by the narrator's

ability to write and imagine beyond the Professor's limited ending,
deflates the solipsism and seeming inevitability of his misogynistic
drama.

Her magical resurrection represents the narrator's partial

subversion of the Professor's godlike authority.
By using a sceptical, resistant, metafictional narrator, Carter
reveals the necessity of recognizing that the stories and characters we
encounter, whether in art or in life, are constructions rather than
innocent reflections of a predetermined reality and invariable human
nature.

Such recognition is especially vital for women, since they have

been historically written about and defined more often by men than by
themselves, and have often unconsciously patterned their lives after the
plots and identities perpetuated by an androcentric literary tradition.
Women must, Carter's tale implies, rationally resist and deconstruct the
*t

male fictions and representations delimiting their sexuality and
potential.

Like Carter's resistant narrator, they must ferret out and

••=^,
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oppose male ventriloquists who adopt "female" voices to represent,
oppress, and ridicule women.

II. The Parallel between Sexual and Cultural Dominance
Well, we are animals, after all. . . . I have a minor but
quite passionate interest in natural history, I'm a
Darwinian. I like animals and I'm interested in animals.
I'm also interested in human beings' projections upon
animals of negative qualities, which very often the animals
don't have. . . . I'm interested in the division that JudoChristianity has made between human nature and animal
nature. None of the other great faiths in the world have got
quite that division between us and them. . . . I think it's
one of the scars in Western Europe. I think it's one of the
scars in our culture that we have too high an opinion of
ourselves. We align ourselves with the angels instead of
the higher primates. (Carter qtd. in "The Company of AC,"
Marxism Today 21-2)
In "Master," another female character--this time "a pubescent
girl" (74)--is controlled by a powerful, violent man, and the issue of
how a woman can genuinely resist male tyranny and claim her own freedom
is once again Carter's primary concern. The young woman, a South
American Indian, becomes the property of a self-exiled Briton, a white
mal<5 hunter, when her father trades her for the spare tire of a jeep.
The yoong woman is the tale's central figure, but Carter's
omniscient narrator begins the story by delineating the heroine's
purchaser, the white male colonialist, and his background.

He is a

ruthless, predatory man--another one of Carter's many destructive male
artists.

His "vocation" is "to kill animals" (71), and he kills for

love rather than profit, since he finds pain and death erotically
stimulating.

As a youth he demonstrated a "propensity for savagery"

(71) by torturing young boys at an English public school; in his
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adolescence, he "turned his indefinable but exacerbated rage upon the
pale, flinching bodies of young women whose flesh he lacerated with
teeth, fingernails, and sometimes his leather belt in the beds of cheap
hotels near London's great rail termini" (71). But the "pastel-coloured
excesses" (71) of his own country failed to satisfy his desires (which
it helped to create, the narrator implies); consequently, he exported
his "ferocity" first to Africa, "to whose innocence he had always felt
superior" (72), and then to South America, aiming to slaughter as many
beasts as possible.

His objective in South America is to satisfy his

craving for absolute control by killing "the painted beast, the jaguar"
(72), whose "indifference"--serving as evidence of how "the mute gods
. . . do not acknowledge any divinity in humanity" (72)--he opposes with
"his rifle's particular argument" (72). Directing his anger and
aggression at the indifference that, unbeknownst to himself, he projects
upon animals, women, and the natural world, he presumes to be omnipotent
and omniscient in distributing death. Nevertheless, appearance-wise, he
is the "victim of an exile which is the imitation of death" (71). Not
only is he confined by the ferocity of his imagination, but he
exacerbates his isolation through violent actions, ultimately paying for
his destructive living with his own death.
Having detached himself from humanity and denied any affinity with
animals, the hunter practices killing as an art of self-defence--almost
a private religion: "to kill became the only means that remained to him
to confirm he himself was still alive, for he was not prone to
introspection and had never found any consolation in nature" (73). His
ferocity, a quality he shares with the beasts, interfuses with human
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"self-consciousness" (72) in his destructive art.

Desperately seeking

personal significance and invulnerability in the face of all that is
outside his precious, imperial self, he feels alive and powerful only
insofar as he controls life by invading or destroying it.
annihilates; therefore he exists.

He

That is his cogito. and so he

resembles the cruel "great men" in Sade's books, the men whose "sexual
voracity is a kind of pure destructiveness; they would like to fuck the
world and fucking, for them, is the enforcement of annihilation" (SW
26).

Like Sade's libertines, the hunter has "no inner life, no

introspection" and lives "in exile from the world in [his] abominable
privilege, at the same time as [he] control [s] the world" (SW 25).

His

separateness from human life underscores his "damnation" (SW 25).
If the Professor in "Lady Purple" rationalizes and disguises male
narcissism and power by using his puppet theatre for misogynistic,
patriarchal purposes, then the white hunter in "Master" employs the art
of killing for similar reasons: "if little of him now pertained to the
human, the eyes of his self still watched him so that he was able to
applaud his own depredations" (72). Like a privileged, Sadeian
libertine, he rises above life by defining himself against everything
and everyone else, and his violent fantasies substitute for a shareable
reality requiring interpersonal negotiation.

A solipsist, the hunter

pleases himself by imaginatively creating an enemy and then watching
himself kill it, just as the Professor pleases himself by creating a
fictional woman whom he can later degrade.

Like the Professor's

theatre, the hunter's "invented reality hardens around him and imprisons
him.

The passions he thought would free him from the cage of being
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become the very bars of the cage that traps him . . . "
pleasure he takes in killing is purely cerebral.

(SW 149). The

It isolates and

imprisons him within his own imagination even as it confirms his
aliveness, unassailability, and immortality: "He wanted to destroy them
all, so that he would feel less lonely . . . " and "to penetrate this
absence with his annihilating presence" (76). Like Sade's Juliette, he
uses "an iron self-control" to surmount "the barriers of pain, shame,
disgust and morality" and re-acquires "the polymorphous perversity of
the child, who has not yet learnt the human objections to cruelty" and
who fantasizes about "an absolute supremacy" (SW 148).
His violent, death-inducing instinct3 and behaviours--directed
towards not only giraffes, gazelles, hippopotami, leopards, lynxes, and
jaguars, but also the young Indian woman, whom he purchases and treats
as just another indifferent animal, and her culture, of which he is
dismissive and ignorant--culminate in his own annihilation in a
"stvange" (75) New World that engulfs him.

Here--"in the middle of a

metaphor for desolation, the place where time runs back on itself, the
moist, abandoned cleft of the world whose fructifying river is herself a
savage woman, the Amazon" (72)--the white hunter meets his match. "A
green, irrevocable silence . . . in that serene kingdom of giant
vegetables'' (72) slowly smothers hiui.

He confronts an alien logic and

reality that, opposing his destructive, self-sustained narcissism,
oppress and devastate him.

Insecure, he clutches his "bottle [of

alcohol] as if it were a teat'' (72) . Though he dehumanizes the Indians,
placing them mentally in the same category as the animals he slaughters,
he consumes their alcoholic banana drink to allay his fears.

While
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resolutely pursuing an absolute security like that which an infant
expects of its mother, he confronts in the New World's nether regions an
unconquerable, resilient, intelligent otherness represented not only by
the alien physical environment itself, described as female, but also by
the young woman he enslaves and abuses. This alien environment and the
young woman it has borne conspire to defeat him and his totalitarian
art.

In the end, he is destroyed because of the inadequacy of his

egocentric imagination, which has forced him to dominate rather than
interact with the world, and to conceive of sexuality--which in his case
resembles the criminal invasiveness and egocentricity of cultural
imperialism--as "a denial of a basis of mutuality" (141).
At first, the Indian woman, sold to this hunter, obeys him because
she is curious and cannot understand his ways: "He told her her name
would be Friday . . . he taught her to say 'master' and then let her
know thac was to be his n a m e . . . .

[T]hough she could move her lips

and tongue and so reproduce the sounds he made, she did not understand
them" (75). In appropriating her, he completely effaces her personal
and cultural otherness. He orders her to carry his supplies, warm his
sleeping bag, and satisfy "the prickings of [his] carnality" (74). To
him, she is "only a piece of curious flesh he had not paid much for"
(75); in the tribal markings covering her velvety back, he does not see
"the contour map of an unknown place'1 (74) , since he is essentially
incurious and unempathetic.

He teaches her to eat meat, and she

"dutifully" (74) consumes it, though in doing so she violates the
vegetarian principles of her culture. She suffers under his repeated
sexual assaults, but nonetheless eventually understands the connection
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between her own painful enslavement and his art of killing the beasts of
her world.
What distinguishes the Indian woman in "Master" from Lady Purple
in "The Loves of Lady Purple" is the quality and substance of the Indian
woman's resistance to male tyranny. While Lady Purple obeys thp
Professor's patriarchal logic and forms of life even after she has
destroyed him and his theatre, the young Indian woman--employing well
her own curiosity, cunning, and independent thinking--escapes not only
from the hunter, but also from the violent ideology underpinning his
life and masculinity.

She resists him a&id his aggression more

successfully than Lady Purple resists the Professor's designs, because
she possesses what Lady Purple does not have: a sovereign consciousness
and subjectivity--a genuine, developed otherness--that her "master," in
obsessively glorifying death and satisfying his perverse desire for
"absolute supremacy," fails to acknowledge and respect.
To escape from the hunter's deathly grasp, the Indian woman must
ultimately destroy him, just as Lady Purple destroys the Professor; but
unlike Lady Purple, the young woman kills her oppressor only after she
has fully understood "how death had g? orified itself to become the
principle of his life" (74-5) . Sn.. Luows that she must learn and master
his destructive male art and logic before genuinely defeating him.
To this end, the Indian woman studies the hunter's abominable
behaviour and art, teaching herself how to shoot with a rifle:
[A]fter they had been together a few weeks, she seized the
opportunity of solitude to examine his guns, the instruments
of his passion and, perhaps, learn a little of Master's
magic. She squinted her eye to peer down the long barrel;
she caressed the metal trigger, and, pointing the barrel
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carefully away from her as she had seen Master do, she
softly squeezed it in imitation of his gestures to see if
she, too, could provoke the same shattering exhalation.
But, to her disappointment, she provoked nothing. She
clicked her tongue against her teeth in irritation.
Exploring further, however, she discovered the secret of the
safety catch. (76)
Capable of seeing in the dark like the mythical jaguar of her native
folklore, she conducts an experiment while her master sleeps.
Accompanying her are the familiar ghosts of the jungle.

Imitating the

white hunter, she shoots at the moon, which she thinks is a bird.

The

noise of the rifle wakes the colonialist, who discovers his girl
"Friday" laughing "delightedly at the corpse of the sleeping bird her
bullet had knocked down from the tree" (77). As he stares fearfully at
her, her hair threatens to turn into "a nest of birds of prey" (77) and
her teeth become "curiously pointed" (77). He projects his anxieties
onto the other-worldly female before him.
By learning in this way about her tyrant's "magic", the young
Indian herself becomes "death's apprentice" (77), "a markswoman".

Yet

her intention is not to emulate the man controlling her; she simply
wants to know him.

Soon, she is a more accurate shooter than he,

though, unlike him, she does not kill methodically and ruthlessly.
Having mastered his art and skill, she becomes more critical and
resistant: "she began to resent him" (78). His logic is no longer
mysterious and foreign to her; she sees through his mechanical, deathrevering omnipotence.
Throughout her period of learning, she suffers from his violent
sexual attacks, and the animals witnessing these empathize with her:
"Her screams were a universal language; even the monkeys understood she
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suffered when Master took his pleasure, yet he did not" (78).
Eventually, realizing she is "not able to cry any more" (79), and having
acquired her master's skills, she seizes her freedom by shooting him.
She strikes in the daylight when his liquor--upon which he depends as
much as an infant relies upon its mother's milk--has run out. Without
liquor to succour him, he is vulnerable and imprudent; knowing this, the
IndJan woman pounces opportunely.

After shooting him, however, she can

"no longer hold the gun" (79), and, like one of the invisible jaguars
who accompany her (according to her native wisdom and cosmogony), she
"soon grew bored and bounded away" (79).
Like Lady Purple, the Indian woman must destroy the man who has
enslaved her before she can be free. Unlike Lady Purple, the Indian
uses her wits to regain her freedom, and so her resistance seems more
credible.

By educating herself in the white hunter's ways, and then

implicitly evaluating and comparing them to the ways of her own people,
she scrutinizes and rejects his violent practices. Though brutally
assaulted and imprisoned, she is self-conscious and smart enough to know
what she must do to regain her independence and identity.
When she does act on her own behalf, the narrator identifies her
with the invisible jaguars that the hunter has planned to annihilate.
The image of this triumphant Indian woman is liberating, for she
overcomes her oppressor by acting not only in an unconventional,
unfeminine way, but also in a manner reflective of her independent
thinking.

She is able to resist the hunter's meanings and values

because she opposes them with meanings and values of her own.
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But, in order finally to achieve her objective, that is, to
abandon the destructive living into which he initiates her, she must
voluntarily relinquish the ruthless power symbolized by the gun--a human
invention--that she, of necessity, uses to facilitate her release.

And

she does this: "His prey had shot the hunter, but now she could no
longer hold the gun" (79). She can kill in the hunter's way only so
long as she is his prey.

She kills not to demonstrate dominance, but to

enable herself to live freely, peacefully, and harmoniously wiUi nature
and the animals.

She refuses to replace him and emulate his mechanical

brutality, though she does acquire the instinctual aggressiveness and
predatoriness of the jaguars.

Unlike Sade's Juliette, who is "single-

mindedly destructive" (SW 103) and who becomes "the hangman herself" (SW
100) in pursuing sexual equality and power, or Lady Purple, who
instinctively heads for the nearest brothel the minute she escapes from
the man who has possessed her, the Indian woman in "Master," relying
upon her empathy with nature, acts to defend and uphold tha strength and
integrity of her culture.
When she overcomes the hunter, "the ghosts of innumerable jaguar
gathered around to see what she would do" (79) , and the empathy between
her and the animals contrasts with his ineradicable hatred and
misunderstanding of them.

By killing him, she ends his violent career,

frees herself from his grasp, and protects the lives of the animals with
whom she and her people identify.

Her action ir. not egoistic and

meaningless; she kills not only for herself, but also for the animals.
While "The Loves of Lady Purple" metafictionally examines the
interconnections among male narcissism, art, and patriarchy, "Master"
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metafictionally exposes the similarity between sexual and cultural
dominance. This tale is metafictional because it alludes to, and
implicitly cricicizes, the logic of colonialist narratives like Daniel
Defoe's Robinson Crusoe.

In subverting the colonialist rhetoric of

Defoe's novel, Carter manages, in "Master," to show how the distinctive
otherness of an Indian woman and her culture can effectively challenge
and overcome the masculine psychology of egoism and conquest that has
dominated Western, imperialist culture. Through an essentially
allegorical method, Carter's "Master" reveals the resemblance between
the psychic components of sexual dominance and those of colonialism.

In

doing so she draws attention to a Western literary tradition that has
often excluded not only the voices, experiences and concerns of women,
but also those of people who are culturally foreign.

III. Overcoming the Myths of Love and Romance
Autobiography is closer to fiction than biography. This is
true both in method--the processes of memory are very like
those of the imagination and the one sometimes gets
inextricably mixed up with the other--and also in intention.
"Life of" is, or ought to be, history: that is "the life and
times of." But "my life" ought to be (though rarely is) a
clarification of personal experience, in which it is less
important (though only tactful) to get the dates right. You
read so-and-so's life of somebody to find out what actually
happened to him or her. But so-and-so's "my life" tells you
what so-and-so thought about it all. (MSF ix)
In "A Souvenir of Japan" and "Flesh and the Mirror," Carter
further develops her analysis of female resistance to male domination by
experimenting with female figures who assert themselves through
retrospective, self-reflexive narratives.

In these tales, life's

fictionality is foregrounded rather than concealed, and women overcome
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male-dominated plots and logic, as well as constrictive, prefabricated
female roles, by cultivating a metafictional awareness of how their
thinking and living were formerly controlled by harmful myths of love
and romance. Speaking in temporally displaced voices imbued with hardwon experience and knowledge, the character-narrators of these tales
demonstrate, while conducting a literary-critical analysis of their
previous motivations and behaviours, how plots and concepts that once
controlled them are in fact culturally produced constructs rather than
objective reflections of an unchanging human nature.
These narrators, who resemble Carter herself,64 perceptively
confront and challenge the naturalness of female suffering, passivity,
and subordination.

They transcend "the status quo of femininity, not

only its physical glamour but its capacity to subvert and withstand the
boredom of patriarchy" (C 177).

While retrospectively recognizing the

social fictions that once imprisoned them as made and conventional, they
conduct an inner dialogue with their younger selves--selves that they,
with hindsight, view as fictional--thus articulating how they have freed
themselves from untenable circumstances, altered the forms of their
female experience, and enlarged the scope of their female consciousness.
The knowledgeable, resilient narrators of these two tales admit
not only their past intellectual collusion with "extraordinary lies
designed to make people unfree" (NFL 71), but al^o the fragility of
their own present freedom, "a precariously-held intellectual position
that may be achieved only at the cost of enormous struggle, often
against the very grain of what we take to be human feeling" (CS 185).
Through storytelling, they illustrate that the cardinal struggle for
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female freedom (there are other related struggles, of course) takes
place within women's minds, which, of course, cannot be viewed apart
from the social and political circumstances producing and shaping their
lives.
Deliberately using first-person narration in these vivid, crisply
told tales, Carter parodies the "intimacy and trust between writer and
reader" drawn upon by "a good deal of down-market woman's magazine
fiction", which is geared "to make you say: 'Yes; that's how it is,' and
feel better" (AIT 364).

Carter's tales are parodies of such magazine

fiction because they are only superficially preoccupied with "affairs of
the heart" (AIT 364).

They transform such "affairs" into focuses for

deeper thinking and philosophizing that cannot be contained within the
sphere of "private life," which Carter thinks of as "a socially
determined fiction" (CS 185). True, these tales do invite audience
identification, like the "pseudo-documentary, first-person womenoriented magazines" (AIT 364) . However, they invite identification only
in order to subvert the romantic ideology fuelling women's magazine
fiction, an ideology that is "really pornographic" because it engages in
"the titillatory exploitation of the human heart" (AIT 365).
In "A Souvenir of Japan" and "Flesh and the Mirror," Carter
provides her readers with illuminating inside views of female minds
self-consciously subverting and dismantling social fictions that have
traditionally impai ed female imagination, subjectivity, and
independence.

Unlike Annabel and Lady Purple, these women have been

capable of learning from experience and of frankly telling their own
stories.

They have surmounted the limitations of conventional
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femininity; they are not simply objects of male desire and coercion.
Their present selves and voices have been fashioned, and their integrity
confirmed, through disciplined, self-conscious, analytical narration.
Their freedom--physical and intellectual--they have earned by
scrutinizing their past in the light of present knowledge. Maturity for
these female narrators has meant developing the courage to change their
thinking and their lives, not coming to their senses after adulterous
flings and resigning themselves to an unsatisfying reality.

The

versions of female sexuality, imagination, and experience that they
embody and uphold therefore serve as striking alternatives to the maledesigned notions of femininity governing Buzz's pornographic photographs
in Love, the Professor's damning depiction of Lady Purple in "Lady
Purple," and the white hunter's degradation of the Indian woman in
"Master."

i. Eluding the Imaginative Confinement of Romance
In the bright and lively "A Souvenir of Japan," the narrator
retrospectively reflects upon her experience as a foreigner in Japan,
where, while intimately involved with a Japanese man, she learned much
about the social fictions by which she had hitherto been living her
life.

Though her story is a highly personal, introspective account of

her experience, it is curious in tone because it addresses an anonymous
reader: "[Y]ou will have to take my word for it that we existed" (8);
"If you plan to come and live in Japan, you must be sure you are stoical
enough to endure the weather" (9). The story's personal disclosures and
ruminations are thus counterpoised and formalized by the narrator's more
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objective, documentary aim of articulating and assessing the knowledge
she acquired in Japan. Her "souvenir" of Japan is best described as a
new, abstract, sceptical understanding of herself, her gender, and
romantic love.
To the narrator's younger self, Japan was "a cold hall of mirrors
which continually proliferated whole galleries of constantly changing
appearances, all marvellous but none tangible" (9). Arriving there, she
felt as if she had passed through a looking glass into a dream-world.
Her common-sensical notions of reality and herself were dislodged by
Japan's radical otherness, which threatened at times to "overwhelm" (11)
her.

For the first time, she knew what it meant to be "a coloured

person" and an outsider:
My pink cheeks, blue eyes and blatant yellow hair made of
me, in the visual orchestration of this city in which all
heads were dark, eyes brown and skin monotone, an instrument
which played upon au alien scale. In a sober harmony of
subtle plucked instruments and wistful flutes, I blared. (7)
Greeted on one occasion by an old Japanese woman seated outside a corner
shop, the narrator felt like "a train" observed by "an Eskimo" (4).
Benefitting from her feeling of cultural dislocation, however, the
narrator was startled into self-awareness by Japan's artificial imagery,
che peculiar logic of which her own imagination could not control. She
discovered that Japan was full of the fantastic, for its people equated
appearances with reality and were "dedicated to seeming" (11):
This country has elevated hypocrisy to the level of the
highest style. To look at a samurai, you would not know him
for a murderer, or a geisha for a whore. The magnificence
of such objects hardly pertains to the human. They live
only in a world of icons and there they participate in
rituals which transmute life itself to a series of grand
gestures, as moving as they are absurd. It was as if they
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all thought, if we believe in something hard enough, it will
come true and, lo and behold! they had done and it did. (10)
With their romantic convictions, "rigorous civility", and "terrible
discipline" (10), the Japanese had, she felt, "crushed all their vigour
in order to live harmoniously" (10). They were like "flowers pressed
dry in an enormous book" (10). Yet, in looking back on her experience,
the narrator recalls that Japanese culture did indeed have its own
manifestations of vivid feeling: "In [repression's] programmed
interstices, monstrous passions bloom" (11). In the culture's fondness
for irezumi and "passionate puppets" who engage in "love suicides" (11),
emotions otherwise repressed did find expression.
Living in self-chosen exile from her homeland, the narrator's
younger self was a hesitant, observant, curious visitor in Japan, not an
intolerant, violent intruder like the hunter in "Master," who invades
Africa and South America only to annihilate the beasts living there.
Indeed, Japan intruded upon her more aggressively than she did upon it,
forcing her c-"> alter her understanding of herself and her manner of
relating to other people. Particularly, it exposed to her the
limitations of her own female identity and romantic imagination, and
encouraged her to view her own culturally specific knowledge and habits
as artificial. The deluge of foreign imagery, though unsettling, helped
her to identify the fictional quality of her own personal convictions-especially those about femininity, love, and romance.
In becoming intimately involved with an "obviously younger" (4)
Japanese man, she faced public scrutiny and disapproval, and
consequently became freshly sensitive to issues of gender and sexuality.
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For instance, she found it difficult, especially publicly, to be an

independent woman and equal partner in her relationship, which tended,
willy-nilly, to be defined by Japanese norms and expectations.

She felt

oppressed by Japan's rigid gender dichotomy, for it was "a man's
country" where everyone, including her own lover, implicitly treated her
as an okusan--"the person who occupies the inner room and rarely, if
ever, comes out of it" (3). As she states, "Since I often appeared to
be his wife, I was frequently subjected to this treatment, though I
fought against it bitterly" (3).
In fact, though she and her lover had chosen to live
unpretentiously in "a room furnished only by passion" (7), and he had
fancied himself as a Baudelairean dandy mired in boredom, remorse, and
anguished irritation, their passionate romance was nonetheless oddly
conventional. Alone in their room, she, though single and adventurous,
felt trapped by the appearance of being his wife: "[I]t was as if I
occupied the inner room and he did not expect me to go out of it,
although it was I who paid the rent" (8). And, regardless of her better
intentions, she usually found herself "waiting for him to come home" (3)
and getting angry when he did not. At the beginning of the story, for
instance, she recalls a day when, resentfully waiting for her lover to
return, she watched children playing with sparklers: "I had nothing
better to do than to watch the neighbourhood children . . ." (3). As
this incident suggests, she detested waiting for her lover and being
powerless as to the manner in which her waiting was perceived and
interpreted.

In spite of her strong character, the dichotomy between

the sexes in Japanese society smothered her individuality and autonomy,
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giving her the appearance of someone very different from whom she
thought she was.
In analyzing her affair with the Japanese man, the narrator
retrospectively understands that the appearance of "polarity" between
her and her lover, while "publicly acknowledged and socially sanctioned"
(6), was highly fictitious--even downright inaccurate--since she herself
had been dominant and aggressive with him in ways that an okusan would
never have been.
About their relationship, she remarks that, while her lover valued
her as "the object" of his passions, she felt, ironically, that her
femininity was a role she adopted rather than the essence of her
character: "I had never been so absolutely the mysterious other.

I had

become a kind of phoenix, a fabulous beast; I was an outlandish jewel.
He found me, I think, inexpressibly exotic.

But I often felt like a

female impersonator" (7). She had deliberately fashioned herself into a
puppet, manipulating her own performance, as if by remote control, to
make herself desirable and provoke an amorous, passionate response in
him. At that time, she had felt that it was "better . . . to be valued
only as an object of passion than never to be valued at all" (7), and so
had condoned her own theatricality.

Yet she did eventually realize that

her own behaviour made her complicitous with a gender dichotomy by which
she was troubled: "If he valued me as an object of passion, he had
reduced the word to its root, which derives from the Latin, patior. I
suffer.

He valued me as an instrument which would cause him pain" (11).

In playing at being feminine, she was making herself into the irritant
he expected her to be.
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One day during a fireworks display, she noticed that he, bored as
usual, was enjoying "only the idea of my pleasure--or, rather, the idea
that he enjoyed my pleasure, siuce this would be a proof of love" (3).
He had dutifully taken her out of the city to watch the fireworks, only
to cut her pleasure short so that he could suffer from his own "remorse"
(3).

After taking her out, he wished to "be rid" (3) of her. She hated

him for treating her in this way, for thinking of her as if she were a
wife.

Yet, she knew that, in spite of his egocentric ploy, he believed

he was in love with her, and was
utterly consumed by conviction. But his dedication was
primarily to the idea of himself in love. This idea seemed
to him magnificent, even sublime. He was prepared to die
for it, as one of Baudelaire's dandies might have been
prepared to kill himself in order to preserve himself in the
condition of a work of art . . . (9-10)
In analyzing her relationship with this man, who felt most alive when
suffering from boredom and remorse, the narrator notes that, rather than
expressing genuine affection for her, he was mentally acceding to a
social fiction of love--an idea of love. In other words, he was a male
impersonator, since he found pleasure in thinking that he had behaved as
a man was expected to behave in his own culture. He had created a
credible appearance of manliness. His masculinity, like her femininity,
was a charade. He was suffering from "the repressed masochism which, in
[her] country, is usually confined to women" (5). And since he believed
in his performance with such conviction, it had become--for him at
least--genuine.

If he appeared to be in love, then he felt he was in

love, regardless of his beloved's feeling that his "protestations . . .
meant nothing" (9).
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In telling her story, however, the narrator does not intend simply
to criticize her former lover's beliefs and behaviours as disingenuous,
solipsistic, and self-deceptive.

She also aims to analyze her own

previous self, the young woman who had displayed such conviction in her
own performance of femininity and declaration of passionate love. For,
though she had skilfully assumed for her man the role of "mysterious
other", and had partly submitted to the gender dichotomy of Japanese
society, she had also privately known that her desire to appear
fabulously feminine and conventionally desirable was thwarted to some
degree by the inordinately large dimensions--at least by Japanese
standards--of her own female body:
In the department store there was a rack of dresses
labelled: 'For Young and Cute Girls Only'. When I looked at
them, I felt as gross as Glumdalclitch. I wore men's
sandals because they were the only kind that fitted me and,
even so, I had to take the largest size. (7)
She was aware, then, of how her seductive role-playing implicated her in
the male-dominated thinking and false universalising that she, on
another level, found repugnant and unfair. By acquiescing in her
situation, she herself was implicitly contributing to the gender
dichotomy that she found so distasteful, imprisoning, arbitrary, and
untrue.
But the narrator is intent on showing that, while she for a time
assented to being her lover's "object of passion" (7), he simultaneously
served as hers.

The objectification went both ways.

Like him, she was

making her life into a work of art; however, from her perspective he. was
an object in h£x imaginary universe. Though, as she claims, his
"contagious conviction that our love was unique and desperate infected

%
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me with an anxious sickness" (11), she was "suffering from love" (8)--by
choice--and knew him only "as intimately" as she knew her own "image in
a mirror" (8). In fact, in narrating her tale she confesses to having
felt, occasionally, that her younger self was "inventing him" (8). This
younger self had thought of her man as insubstantial, not because he had
failed to exist independently of her, but because she had superimposed
on him and his "secrets" (8) her own romantic expectations. She had remade him imaginatively into an object she could desire. Just as he had
been in love with the idea of loving and pleasing her, so she herself
had been in love with the idea that he was her ideal man rather than his
own person.

Her feelings for him, like his for her, had been

fundamentally cerebral and self-generated rather than sensual and
reciprocal.

For both of them, "desire" had been "a function of the act

[of loving] rather than the act a function of desire" and so their
relationship had never expressed "a movement outwards from the self" (SW
146).

While it seemed to her that she had "learned his name was Taro"

(5), she in fact had dreamed it up: "His name was not Taro. I only
called him Taro so that I could use the conceit of the peach boy,
because it seemed appropriate" (9).
And so, as the narrator concludes with the knowledge of hindsight,
the "intangible reflections of ourselves we saw in one another's eyes"
were "reflections of nothinc; but appearances" (11). She and her
Japanese lover had loved each other's appearance, and so had failed "to
possess the essence of each other's otherness" (11). Their passionate
romantic love had been little more than a gigantic theatrical illusion.
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In addition to explaining how she had made the Japanese man into
the "object" of her desire, the narrator also examines the questionable
predatory instincts that she had entertained while loving him. His
"elegant body," she mentions, had a
curious, androgynous grace with its svelte, elongated spine,
wide shoulders and unusually well developed pectorals,
almost like the breasts of a girl approaching puberty. . . .
I should have liked to have had him embalmed and been able
to keep him beside me in a glass coffin, so that I could
watch him all the time and he would not have been able to
get away from me. (6)
Here she reveals not only how she had reduced the man to an object,
denying his separateness and subjectivity, but also how, given the
aggressiveness and narcissism of her own love and desire, she "should
have liked to have" imprisoned him. She adds that she "was sometimes
afraid" that she "might smash him" (7).
In retrospect, she criticizes! her self-centred desire, confessing
that, while ostensibly loving the Japanese man, she was in fact
dehumanizing him and wanting to dominate him.

She had been entirely

oblivious to any "secrets" he might have had, since she had recreated
him in her own image.

In other words, she had been controlled by the

social fiction of love, by the idea that she needed romantically to
seduce and entrap a man.

From her detached, knowledgeable perspective

in the present, she sees how her former notion of love made a genuine,
free relationship with her Japanese lover impossible: "if we made
certain genuine intersections, these only took place in darkness" (11).
By telling her story, the narrator comfortably asserts her female
subjectivity, self-understanding, and analytical prowess.

She thinks of

herself as an independent being capable of evaluating her past. Unlike
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Annabel in Love, this woman appreciates the ambiguity and complexity of
life, as well as the relation between fictionality and human behaviour.
She even criticizes her former self--especially its predatory,
solipsistic tendencies--thus demonstrating that she has learned from,
and been altered by, her human relations and experiences in a foreign
countiy.
Unlike Annabel, the sceptical, self-reflective narrator of "A
Souvenir of Japan" exhibits how a woman can--and must if she wishes to
stay sane--acquire s^J.f-knowledge and intellectual freedom by measuring
her youthful, rom:.^:i • expectations against the substance and
satisfactoriness of actual human encounters.

In particular, she reveals

through her narrative how her younger self needed to overcome an
intellectually and emotionally crippling narcissism inculcated in her
mind by the myth of romantic love.
In triumphing over her youthful penchant for romantic love, the
narrator shows that it is neither natural nor inevitable

Harriett

Gilbert has described romantic love as "indeed a religion--man-made,
consolatory, ecstatic, irrational--not an unchanging, integral part of
the human emotional make-up" (Gilbert 222).

If she is right, Carter's

narrator has escaped from the sort of imaginative confinement that an
inflexible, simplistic religiosity frequently produces and promotes.

ii. The Writing on the Mirror
"Flesh and the Mirror" is about another female narrator's
retrospective analysis of the faulty, self-deceptive thinking of her
romantic younger self. This narrator describes how in the past, having
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returned to Japan after a visit to her native England, she learned about
the illusoriness of romantic love and the self-imprisoning effects of
her own imagination.

The tale centres on her explanation and analysis

of how she was freed from the r°.k cessive tyranny of her own "habitual
perceptions" (64), which had made her into a predatory, 'oerennially
unsatisfied human being.
Faced with her lover's unexpected absence upon her return, and
accidentally acting "out of character" and discovering pleasure through
a spontaneous sexual encounter with a stranger, the narrator's younger
self learned of her own customary lack of freedom and happiness. Japan,
the setting for this serendipitous sexual awakening, served not simply
as a culturally foreign stage upon which she egocentrically enacted her
private reveries; it was a place indifferent to her romantic imaginings,
a place where "Anything can happen" (62)--a place that, in impinging
upon her existence without her consent, profoundly changed not only her
vision of herself, but also her thinking.

Hence, liberated in Japan

from an obsession with narcissistic, romantic love by a risky,
unintended, sensually gratifying encounter, she acquired "knowledge of
the real conditions of living" (65) and glimpsed her real potential as a
woman.
The narrator spends much of "Flesh and the Mirror" criticizing her
former self's repressed manner of living and thinking.

For instance,

she mentions that she had always thought of herself as the
quintessential romantic heroine--a woman fully occupied by the obsessive
need to be loved and waited upon by a man. In cultivating this selfimage, she, like an actress, had perfectly scripted her performances:
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". . . 1 chose my times and set my scenes with the precision of the born
artiste" (61). Since adolescence, she had been known to turn up her
"coat-collar in a lonely way" (61) so that she could attract attention.
In fact, it was because of her predatory, theatrical, romantic
sensibility that she had originally chosen to visit Japan. Arriving
there to search for "anguish and nostalgia" (61), she soon became
fascinated by Tokyo's vast "histrionic resources" (63), which appealed
to her because they enabled her to create a marvellous array of
deceptive, self-defensive appearances: "I was always rummaging in the
dressing-up box of the heart for suitable appearances. . . . That was
the way I maintained my defences . . . " (63).
But, though habitually indulging in various appearances and
romantic fantasies, and though unwaveringly proud of her passionate
sensibility, she was always inadvertently expressing--or so her older,
narrating self retrospectively conjectures--an inclination for selfcensorship, self-preservation, and self-division.

Her unhappiness,

boredom, and "unpleasure" (61) were not inevitable symptoms of "real
life" (61), as she had then naively assumed; they were signs of her
frustrated idealism and inability to live as a free, complete, sexually
autonomous, thoughtful woman:
It was as if there were glass between me and the world. But
I could see myself perfectly well on the other side of the
glass. There I was, walking up and down, eating meals,
having conversations, in love, indifferent, and so on. But
all the time I was pulling the strings of my own puppet; it
was this puppet who was moving about on the other side of
the glass. (63)
She was simultaneously both puppeteer and puppet, the oppressor and the
oppressed.

She was her own Asiatic Professor, her own manipulator. She
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carefully engineered her performances because--denying the reality of
her ennui, insecurity and misery--she sought to gain fulfilment and
self-confidence by fashioning herself into an unimpeachable work of art,
much as Annabel does at the end of Love. Like "an agent" (63)
evaluating actresses at an audition studio, the narrator's younger self
was always "watching" (63) and testing her own appearances and
performances.

She aimed to master the acceptable female roles--the ones

that supposedly guaranteed a young woman's happiness and fulfilment.
Outwardly, she appeared to be a romantic heroine passionately dedicated
to love.

She believed that she resembled the heroines of nineteenth-

century novels, where there was always some mysterious "displacement of
the mail" and "a desperate emotional necessity to cause as much
confusion as possible" (66) in matters of the heart.
However, inwardly, she was a divided, confused person, a woman
wilfully blinded by the fantasies of romance and incapable of genuine
expressions of love. Unrelentingly controlling and disguising herself
with appearances contrived to protect her from a harsh reality, she
prevented herself from having authentic intersections with other people.
Her theatrical self-defensiveness, fuelled by the infantilistic
femininity and distracting obfuscations of romance, coagulated into a
self-imprisonment and detachment that, though she refused to acknowledge
it, ruthlessly governed her living.
Consequently, in Japan she was not only an "armchair traveller"
(65), but also an armchair human being.

Though dabbling in appearances

and roles, she was unable to commit herself fully to any of them,
because none felt true, comfortable, and natural--none was anything
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other than a deceptive disguise furthering a defensive, manipulative
personal ruse. She had no real character, only imaginary ones.

Lacking

self-knowledge and esteem, and feeling habitually insecure, she found it
impossible to act "naturally" (70), which, as her older self
insightfully and ironically suggests at the end of the tale, is "[t]he
most difficult performance in the world" (70). A divided, repressed
young woman, she had substituted an illusion of meaning--the false
universality of the ideology of romance--for authentic, self-modifying,
interactive experience.
When she had left Japan to attend a family funeral in England,
she, like a perfect romantic heroine, had promised to write letters and
return to her lover as soon as possible.

She had been confident that he

would meet her "at the pier" when the time for her re-appearance was at
hand.

Still, though she had followed the script, he was absent at the

Yokohama pier upon her return after three months away, and this made her
"angry" and "sad" (61), for her faith in the fantasy of romance had led
her to expect an exquisitely pleasurable reunion: "I dreamed of the
reunion before me, a lovers' meeting refreshed by the three months I'd
been gone . . . " (66). Unprepared to contemplate the ruination of her
carefully planned romantic tryst, she felt forsaken and aimless.
Without her lover's presence to confirm her status as a romantic
heroine, she was bereft u£ an identity and a purpose. She had expected
him to fulfil all the expectations that she had dreamt of privately.
Without his puppet-like obedience, coordinated with her own, she was
nothing.
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Yet, to her outrage and dismay, neither he nor Japan itself obeyed
her personal agenda. Both refused to be coerced into submission by her
artful "rage to love" (67). He, in being absent, resisted the role of
romantic suitor. Tokyo was indifferent to "the blueprint" (63) of her
imagination, a blueprint by which she had arrogantly planned "to rebuild
the city . . . as a backdrop to the plays in [her] puppet theatre" (63).
Betrayed by both her lover and the foreign city that she had chosen as
the stage for her romantic adventures, she was forced momentarily to
confront the illusions by which she had been ordering her life. She was
forced to think, when all along she had been precluding mental work by
performing the roles of prefabricated scripts.
But, as the narrator readily admits, her younger self had been
suffering from "the Bovary syndrome" (63), and would not have
consciously consented to being modified by a non-collusive, resistant
reality:
. . . I always used to suffer a great deal if I let myself
get too close to reality since the definitive world of the
everyday with its hard edges and harsh light did not have
enough resonance to echo the demands I made upon experience.
It was as if I never experienced experience as experience.
(63)
Therefore, though jolted into momentary awareness by the "reality" of
her lover's failure to appear on cue, that younger self, a masterful
improviser and evader of fact, quickly regained her equilibrium and
control by self-defensively transforming her predicament into a
sentimental, romantic scene, the poignant emotion of which she then
solipsistically savoured: ". . . 1 positively salivated at the
suggestion of unpleasure, I was so sure that that was real life" (61).
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By indulging in self-pitying tears and playing the role of damsel in
distress, she suppressed whatever authentic anger she had originally
felt because of her lover's betrayal.
her miserable condition.

She avoided having to think about

Having evaded her uncomfortable intimations of

existential despair and female impo.tence, she placated her internal
adjudicator, "the agent with the cigar" (63), by playing the role of an
abandoned woman and "imagining" (63) that Tokyo had been rebuilt
according to her needs.
Desolately touring the pleasure-quarters of Tokyo in search of her
lover's absent "face" (62), she, a self-fashioned archetypal romantic
heroine, grieved over her ill-begotten fate:
. . . I moved through . . . expressionist perspectives in my
black dress as though I was the creator of all and of
myself, too, in a black dress, in love, crying, walking
through the city in the third person singular, my own
heroine, as though the world stretched out from my eye like
spokes from a sensitized hub that galvanized all to life
when I looked at it. (62)
Yet she remained "dissatisfied, even if, like a perfect heroine" (63),
she "wandered, weeping, on a forlorn quest for a lost lover through the
aromatic labyrinth of alleys" (63) . The presumptuousness and emptiness
of her solipsistic masquerade were particularly telling, as her older,
narrating self admits.

Under the pretence of searching for an absent

lover, she was really demonstrating the extremity of her imaginative
self-confinement:
I was trying to subdue the city by turning it into a
projection of my own growing pains. What solipsistic
arrogance! The city, the largest city in the world, the
city designed to suit not one of my European expectations,
this city presents the foreigner with a mode of life that
seems to him to have the enigmatic transparency, the
indecipherable clarity, 'of dream. And it is a dream he
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could, himself, never have dreamed. The stranger, the
foreigner, thinks he is in control; but he has been
precipitated into somebody else's dream. (62)
It is vital, then, that Tokyo, like her lover, did not accommodate
her fantasies, in spite of her improvisation.

By opposing her

delusional role-playing with its own substance and separateness, Tokyo
weakened her protective imaginative fortress.

In its plain, unmotivated

indifference to the "blueprint" of her imagination, the dreamlike city,
a gigantic hall of mirrors that would not conspire with her, exposed the
delusiveness of her romantic ideals, presenting her with possibilities
that she could not have imagined.

In imposing chance upon her tightly

clenched life, the city taught her that she had been existing
vicariously through the roles and meanings that she had desperately
mastered "on the other side of the glass" (73) . She had accepted roles
and meanings irrelevant to her own repressed feelings.

Instead of

cultivating authentic desires, she had been trying to clothe and protect
a fragile, artificial self emulating the idealized femininity prescribed
by the ideology of romance.
As the narrator now knows, that ideology--a set of lies designed
to make people unfree--ultimately disappoints, isolates, and
incapacitates its adherents because, like pornography, it is not only
intensely cerebral and solipsistic, but also feebly sensual. By
substituting an illusion of meaning, plenitude, and intimacy for
genuine, self-modifying human interaction,65 the fiction of romance had
taken away her younger self's freedom to desire, experience, and think.
It had alienated her from her own humanity, sexuality, and agency.
Romance was like a grand religious narrative that had inhibited her
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rationality, her "capacity to think about her thinking" (Culler 11).
Therefore, dressed in black, posing as a distressed romantic
heroine drunk with love, the narrator's younger self, though ostensibly
scouring Tokyo's pleasure-quarters for her missing lover, was actually
looking for someone who would passively and graciously assume the image
of the ideal lover gestated inside her head.

She was in love, not with

a real man, but with her idea of a man; yet she did not understand this
at the time. She then believed that she was "the most romantic spectacle
imaginable as [she] wandered weeping down the alleys" (66), though she
was "in reality at risk" (67), "lost" (67), and "at the mercy of events"
(67) outside her control.

Her romantic imaginings caused her to

sleepwalk dangerously over the precipices of an uncompromising,
indifferent, foreign world, where her dream of a reunion had not come
true. And, consequently, she fell through "one of the holes life leaves
in it" (67); she was "precipitated" (62) into Tokyo's dreamlike culture
and, as if for the first time, changed by hejr experience.
When she could not locate her lover's face among the "ocean" of
"speechless and gesticulating inhabitants" (62^ in the carnivalesque
pleasure quarters, and the discomforting real conditions of life rubbed
against the imperiousness of her private romantic fantasy, "the city
delivered her into the hands of a perfect stranger who fell into step
beside her and asked her why she was crying" (64). Her "fancy-dress
disguise . . . betrayed [her] to a room and bed" (65), an "unambiguous
hotel" (C4), where she engaged in an act of unpremeditated sexual
infidelity with this stranger.

Seeing her flesh merged with his in the

mirror above the bed--"a marvellously unexpected conjunction cast at
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random by the enigmatic kaleidoscope of the city" (64)--she discovered
that, suddenly, she had lost control of her own puppet, and had fallen
out of line with the romantic expectations that she had always believed
in and obeyed. Unimpeded by such luxurious expectations--which had
distracted her mind with the idea that she should make the best of an
unfulfiling sexual life by decorating it with romance--she discovered
herself experiencing, accidentally, a new and invigorating sexual
freedom and pleasure. Her act of infidelity altered--even enriched--her
understanding of her own behaviour and circumstances.

It awakened her,

a strange sleeping beauty, to the hypocrisy of her mental imprisonment
by undermining her debilitating preoccupation with romance.
Interestingly, unlike the conventional romantic heroine who
thankfully returns to her lover's arms and eagerly resigns herself to
the status quo (e.g. sexual fidelity, marriage and family) after
straying from the culturally sanctioned path, the narrator's younger
self in "Flesh and the Mirror", having been jolted from a long-standing
mental and physical lethargy by her sexual f3 ing, was irreparably
transformed. Her encouncer with the stranger was unsettling because, in
being entirely unscripted, it helped her to escape the confines of her
self-defensive imagination:
None of the lyrical eroticism of this sweet, sad, moon night
of summer rain had been within my expectations; I had half
expected he would strangle me. My sensibility wilted under
the burden of response. My sensibility foundered under the
assault on my senses.
My imagination had been pre-empted. (64)
Her unintended expression and fulfilment of desire triggered, as the
narrator puts it, a "modificatioii of myself that had no business at all
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in my life, not in the life I had watched myself performing" (65) . The
raw sensuality of the encounter, contrasting with the intense
deliberateness and effortfulness of her romanticism, was gratifying in a
way that, later, made her question her instinctive guilt: ". . . 1 had
felt nothing but pleasure when the young man who picked me up inserted
his sex inside me in the blue-movie bedroom" (68) . Because of her
experience of infidelity, she had been given by a "mirror that refused
to conspire" (65) with her, "an objective lesson in the nature of
things" (66) ; she had been shown that she "could act out of character"
(65)--that, paradoxically, her romantic self was in fact more artificial
and cinematic than the self she became in the blue-movie bedroom.

As an

x-ray reveals a previously unnoticed tumour, the image of her active
flesh in the mirror of the blue-movie bedroom made her aware of her
•i

habitual but hitherto ignored repression and intellectual pusillanimity.
The image forced her £a think about ij££ thinking.
She and the stranger, through their anonymous, sensually
satisfying encounter, had discovered that
the selves we were not, the selves of our own habitual
perceptions of ourselves, had a far more insubstantial
subacance than the reflections we were. The magic mirror
presented me with a hitherto unconsidered notion of myself
as I. Without any intention of min0. I had been defined by
the action reflected in the mirror. I beset me. I was the
subject of the sentence written on the mirror. I was not
watching it. There was nothing whatsoever beyond the
surface of the glass. Nothing kept me from the fact, the
act; I had been precipitated into knowledge of the real
conditions of living. (64-5)
Using the perspicacity of hindsight in this passage, the narrator both
describes and criticizes the falseness and hypocrisy of her former
self's "habitual perceptions." This self's private life had been a lie
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founded upon a fantasy of freedom and omnipotence--a lie designed to
obscure and repress the narrator's former suffering, boredom, and
misery.

By acting "out of character", relinquishing control, and

behaving in a way perceived as morally reprehensible, however, she
learned about the deeper sensual self that, emotionally and mentally,
her romantic self had been denying.
In the past, she had never been anything more, in her own mind,
than the object of someone else's passion and action; she had never been
the subject of either the romantic fiction regulating her life or her
own desire. The ideology of romance had immobilized her, victimizing
her with a logic inimical to her full potential as a woman.

In her

experience with the stranger, however, s:-e became the subject of the
sentence "written on the mirror", which symbolized a text different from
the romantic scripts that she had heretofore obeyed, read, and enacted.
In this text-like mirror--which was revealing and "magical" because it
did not reproduce the distortions of male or female fantasy, but which
"distilled the essence of . . . the chance embrace" (64)--she for once
glimpsed in herself an active subject, a self capable of acting upon her
desires and finding sensual pleasure in the moment.
alternative self.

She espied an

For once she experienced a unified self, not a

fragmented and repressed one; there was a congruence between how she saw
herself and how she experienced herself.

This magical mirror, not in

complicity with her narcissism, allowed her to see "the action I/she
performs that She/I cannot watch, the action with which I breaks out of
the mirror . . . " (65) .
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She had been living in a world with untruthful mirrors (mirrors
that concealed rather than revealed), without a self and voice of her
own, without autonomy.

The mirror in thefelue-moviebedroom was "the

first mirror" (65) to reveal the truth: "It reflected the embrace
beneath it without the least guile. All it showed was inevitable" (65),
though she "could never have dreamed it" (S5) . It assisted her in
momentarily stepping outside the frame of her tyrannical imagination and
ego, both of which had been moulded and circumscribed by the religion of
romance. Unexpectedly, the mind-forged manacles of her condition were
confounded by what she experienced in the blue-movie bedroom, and she
was led inwardly to confess that, in formerly disguising herself with
the appearances of conventional femininity, she had been fearing sexual
freedom and intellectual independence.

Her development had been

arrested by her faith in romance.
This unpremeditated, serendipitous act of infidelity with the
stranger--happening when she felt lost, forsaken, and out of control-exposed to her the repressed, deceitful, "insubstantial" (64) nature of
her habitual feminine self, which had ignored the palpable evidence of
her own body.

Thus, her infidelity extricated her from her imaginary

universe, far enough for her to recognize how hypocritical and predatory
she had been.

She had been pretending to love a man, a "self-imposed

fate" (67), whom she did not genuinely know or desire, a man who was
"plainly an object created in the mode of fantasy" (67). Speaking
through her act of infidelity and knowing her better than she knew
herself, her skin told her what was and what was not true. The "mute
speech of flesh" (PNE 1485 informed her of*what she had all along been
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denying in herself.
Ironically, acting "out of character" (65) while making love with
the stranger in the hotel, and finding herself unwittingly assuming a
guileless appearance in the "magic mirror" above the bed, she had
chanced upon a deeper understanding of herself and her potential. She
glimpsed a previously unacknowledged, substantial female self differing
significantly from the remote, manipulative, self-contained person she
usually was. And her desire to be this new person--the narrator of the
tale--eventually led her not only to relinquish the theatrical,
coercive, imprisoning "rage to love" (67) of her old, "lying" (69) self,
which she had created as a manipulatable puppet, but also to adopt a new
respect for pleasure, chance, and freely expressed desire.

From her

experience in the blue-movie bedroom, she learned that she could be
freest and happiest, not while labouring "at the idea of being in love"
(68) as conventional romantic heroines are expected to do, but while
exploring the heretofore unsavoured possibilities of her own sexuality,
agency, and freedom.
Still, since genuine personal transformations are difficult and
Carter is not an author given to unproblematic endings, the narrator's
younger self tried for a time to avoid the unsettling knowledge acquired
from the magical mirror.
Following her pleasurable lovemaking with the stranger, she found
herself sitting nervously on the edge of the bed, unable to sleep. She
"evaded the mirror" and "scrambled out of its arms" (65), consoled by
the fact that her "demonstration of perturbation was perfect, just like
in the movies" (65) . Having regained self-control and her former role,
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she, once more her own authoritarian adjudicator, "applauded" (65) her
display of moral unease, for it proved that she was responding
appropriately to her sinful infidelity, which--from the perspective of
her habitual self--was expected to elicit compensatory guilt rather than
"shrugging and sleeping" (65). The guilt was symptomatic of her
habitually divided, hypocritical self, which, having been exposed, was
reasserting its protective influence.
Like a wily politician imaginatively controlling the damaging
effects of some accidental but revealing personal statement, she
surmised, upon scurrying away from the blue-movie bedroom and into the
inappropriately "banal morning" (66), that she had probably used the
stranger merely as an "ironic substitute" for her absent lover. Having
rationalized her morally questionable behaviour in this way, she sought
to rekindle her romance with the lover who had not met her at the train
station.

She found him early on the morning after her night in the

blue-movie bedroom, and, repressing the knowledge she had sinfully
acquired, desperately reverted to her old romantic strategies and
imaginings.
However, regardless of her intentions, she could no longer "pull
the strings" (67) of either herself or her lover:
I was astonished to find the situation I wanted was
disaster, shipwreck. I saw his face as though it were in
ruins, although it was the sight in the world I knew best
and, the first time I saw it, had not seemed to me a face I
did not know. It had seemed, in some way, to correspond to
my idea of my own face. It had seemed a face long known and
well remembered, a face that had always been imminent in my
consciousness as an idea that now found its first visual
expression. (67)
She realized that she had been loving not the man before her, but rather
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her imaginative projection of her idea of the perfect romantic lover:
I had created him solely in relation to myself, like a work
of romantic art, an object corresponding to the ghost inside
me. When I'd first lovud him, I wanted to take him apart,
as a child dismembers a clockwork toy. . . . I wanted to
see him far more naked than he was with his clothes off
. . . since I was so absolutely in charge of the dissection,
I only discovered what I was able to recognize already, from
past experience, inside him. If ever I found anything new
to me, I steadfastly ignored it. I was so absorbed in this
work it never occurred to me to wonder if it hurt him. (678)
She had treated him as an imaginary extension of herself, and since she
had been in love with "the idea" ^68) of being in love, his "self" was
quite "unknown" (67) to her.

Thus, in spite of having fulfilled with

him all the requirements of romantic love--"[l]onging, desire, selfabnegation, etc" (68) she was unable to will into existence a pleasure
and fulfilment comparable to that which she had experienced with the
stranger, whose self she had had no time to embellish with fantasy.
When she did try to sleep again with her romantic lover, their
love-making amounted to a complex charade--a lie or theatrical illusion.
Reunited, they argued for an entire day, ending up at a hotel, where
what happened "was in every respect a parody of [her] previous night"
(68) in the blue-movie bedroom.

This second hotel was a "bleak, mean

and cheerless" (69) place where the sheets were "blotched with dirt"
(69)--a "perfectly appropriate choice of decor [sic]" (69), in the
narrator's view, for what was about to occur.

She and her lover, on

this occasion, found it necessary
to pretend the urgent passion [they] always used to feel in
one another's presence . . . as if to act out the feeling
with sufficient intensity would re-create it by sleight of
hand, although our skins (which knew us better than we knew
ourselves) told us the period of reciprocation was over.
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(69)
Struggling to make pretence :.nto reality, they did not even notice the
dirtiness of the sheets. And, however much they performed the roles
prescribed by romantic love, the roles reflecting the passionate selves
they believed they were, in the end they recognized their mutual
insincerity and soon parted.
In "re-visioning" and analyzing her younger self, who craved so
much to be loved, the narrator in "Flesh and the Mirror" describes how
she first became alerted to the deleterious, imprisoning illusions of
her romantic imagination.

Her experience of sexual infidelity with the

stranger in the blue-movie bedroom--the sort of experience that, for a
woman, is usually looked upon as morally despicable--did not merely
trigger within her a questioning of her narcissistic romanticism; it
also emboldened her, ultimately, to recognize that there was an
alternative to her playing an unsatisfying feminine role in her
relationship with her lover.

The experience led her implicitly to re-

assess the obsessive need for love that had resulted in her repression
and solipsism.

But most importantly, in accidentally disobeying her own

cherished scripts, and venturing beyond the bounds of her own
imagination and deliberate femininity, she discovered the female
potential and subjectivity that she had been repressing.

She learned to

distinguish between being the subject of her own desires and choices,
and being the desired object and possession of an imaginatively
embellished romantic lover.
Though formerly entrapped in the narcissistic, male-dominated
logic of romance, the narrator's present self possesses an acute sense
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of the inexorable fictionality and artificiality of life.

She knows

that she has been living within a world of appearances. Hence, she now
embodies a liberating capacity for self-criticism and abstract analysis
--a capacity tellingly absent in the romantic former self that she
deconstructs in "Flesh and the Mirror." Having learned from her
experiences, the mature female narrator now asserts her own voice and
perspective without arrogantly obliterating or ignoring the voices and
realities of others, as her younger self would have done.
The narrator's hard-earned ability to judge her younger self and
learn from her experiences in Japan gives her tale the stamp not only of
humility but also of intellectual scrupulosity and imaginative openness.
Since she has made an effort to understand and improve what was formerly
a problematic, unhappy, repressed female self, as well as to lay bare
the mental self-entrapment to which she previously was prone, her
narrative transcends not only the superfluity and self-deceptiveness
that frequently mar personal writing, but also the constraining unity of
a subjectivity incapable of modification.

She demonstrates that it is

possible to break free of the prison of a narcissistic sensibility.
Significantly, her narrative subverts and parodies conventional romantic
magazine fiction--the kind of fiction that exploits the female heart by
prescribing the elaborate, self-deceiving designs of romance as the
panacea for women's boredom and unfulfillment.

The narrator's

analytical female consciousness empowers and liberates, since it serves
as an antidote to the passive, almost voiceless femininity and hopeless
suffering experienced by so many of Carter's earlier, defeated heroines.

CHAPTER FIVE
Mapping the Entrapped Male Imagination:
Travelling Through the Inner Space of Masculinity in The Infernal Desire
Machines of Poctor Huffman,

I. The Picaresque Mode, Fantasy, and Inner Exploration
Carter's preoccupation with the "mind-forged manacles" or
regulatory "social fictions" governing human experience is explored with
even greater intensity and acuity in the two experimental novels of her
middle period--The Infernal Desire Machines of Doctor Hoffman (1972) and
The Passion of New Eve (1977)--in which she returns to the picaresque
structure first used in Heroes (1969).

In Hoffman and New Eve, two of

"the most suggestive speculative fictions of our time" (Sage, "Soaring"
22), Carter, "more adventurously subversive" (Sage, "Savage" 57) than
ever before, amplifies the fantastic undercurrent of Fireworks as well
as the expressionism, gothicism, and "mild perversity" (Sage, "Savage"
57) of her earlier, more accessible fiction.

In doing so, she creates

"alternative verbal universes" (Wilson, "On the Boundary" 38) that,
while not intended to be categorically divorced from the quotidian
world, constitute "departures from the known" (Wilson 38) that explore
human reality "in the guise of metaphor and allegory" (Wilson 38), and
from strange angles.66
In these novels, which purposefully interfuse reality and dream,
Carter confidently moves beyond the sort of implicit, lingering
"Victorianism" (Ballard, "Introduction" 2) that has continued to
influence the British novel in the twentieth century, a Victorianism
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characterized by J.G. Ballard as a "marked retrospective bias and [an]
obsession with the subjective nature of experience" ("Intro." 2 ) . These
novele trigger "speculation, deformation, and the deliberate wrenching
of normal modes of thinking" (Wilson 37).

They imply, as Italo Calvino

has said of this Italian words fantasia and fantastico. "a detachment, a
levitation, the acceptance of a different logic based on objects and
connections other than those of everyday life or the dominant literary
conventions" (72). In addition, these novels explore what Ballard has
accused the traditional novel of neglecting--"the dynamics of human
societies . . . and man's place in the universe" ("Introduction" 3 ) - thereby continuing Carter's investigation into the oppressiveness of a
patriarchal world.
Carter's re-assertion of her penchant for the picaresque mode,
which early European writers used, as Milan Kundera says, to fashion
novels that were "journeys through an apparently unlimited world" (7-8),
is important to an understanding of her sophisticated resistance to
patriarchy in Hoffman and New Eve.

At one point she briefly explained

her preference for this mode:
I suppose the picaresque is a mode I fall into, because you
can get so much in, you can talk one minute about a castle,
the next about a railway station, and move through space and
time, with just the structure of a journey. (Carter qtd. by
Sage, "Savage" 56)
She clearly revels in the dynamic, dialogic, historical, pluralistic
potential of the picaresque, since, through its "inbuilt narrative
drive" (Carter, qtd. by Goldsworthy, 12) and "strenuous adventuring"
(Punter, "Essential" 147), it enables her to show that "you see the
world differently from different places" (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden,
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94), and that patriarchy is neither necessary nor inevitable. Through
the picaresque mode, her fiction metamorphoses into unusual
anthropological and sociological scenes of discussion, since she uses
journeys and travellers to precipitate fictional encounters with
"imaginary societies which teach one about our own society" (Carter,
qtd. by Haffenden, 95). For her, exploring and evaluating ideas and
values is the equivalent of 'telling stories through mental travelling
and wandering. Her fictional journeying thus becomes "a kind of literary
criticism" (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 79) that combats a narrow
literal-mindedness, as well as a too easily assumed objectivity and
certainty with respect to human meaning and culture. The picaresque
mode helps her "to write open-endedly about change" (Sage, "Soaring" 22)
and to explore multiple cultural and personal possibilities. Her
fiction's predominantly "picaresque feel" after 1968 "comes down to
. . . imaginative mobility, the literary equivalent of being streetwise" (Sage, "AC," Women 174).

Elaine Jordan goes even further, noting

that the centrality of the picaresque to Carter's fictional project
links her to eighteenth-century writing styles and objectives:
Carter's fictions are serial and episodic, not hierarchical
and organic. That is, they work like the speculative
fictions of the Enlightenment, like Candide or Gulliver's
Travels. not like Romantic works of art in which the whole
significance might be read off from any sample. Her typical
narrative procedure is the refusal of nostalgia, not keeping
the home fires burning for an escape route. She burns the
boats or the brothel, crashes the train, or buries the last
provisional family acquired under a landslide. There's no
going back, her narratives insist; you have to go somewhere
else, even become someone else . . . ("Dangers" 123)
In Hoffman and New Eve, then, Carter's wandering but purposeful
imagination, expressed through peripatetic protagonist-narrators,
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marvellous scenes, and foreign societies, performs dazzling pirouettes
and quadruple-spin jumps with luscious, sensuous prose.

However, her

imaginative methodology, manifesting itself partly through science
fiction and fantasy, is not entirely innovative, since, as Ballard has
commonsensically remarked, "Homer, Shakespeare and Milton all invented
new worlds to comment on this one" (Ballard, "Introduction" 2-3).
Carter simply does in the twentieth century what other writers
throughout history have done before her in different circumstances. "I
learnt a great deal about the methodology of fantasy from Milton"
(Carter, qtd. in Bedford 1), she once revealingly claimed.
Although it is possible for readers 'to become entranced,
exhausted, or even imaginatively over-extended by the stylistic
ornateness of Hoffman and New Eve. Carter never felt the compunction to
apologize for her extravagant, enchanting, disorienting displays of
ingenuity: "I don't mind being called a spell-binder.

Telling stories

is a perfectly honourable thing to do. One is in the entertainment
business" (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 82). Yet, when an established
critic like John Bayley declares that these novels advantageously
display "all [Carter's] ebullience", but that they nonetheless seem
"less memorable than earlier works like LP.ve and to be more purely
'performance' novels, designed to appeal to a diverse audience"
("Fighting" 10), the need for underscoring Carter's more serious
intentions in writing fantastic fiction is paramount.
For, as she herself would have protested, she was always
interested in producing more than entertaining, sugar-high-inducing,
escapist fiction.

In keeping with her medievalist academic background,
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she intended her novels to be read as one reads allegory, "on as many
levels as you can comfortably cope with at the time" (Carter, qtd. by
Haffenden, 86). Still, while her books display "an entertaining surface
. . . so that you don't have to read them as a system of signification
if you don't want to" (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 87), they do
implicitly address readers attentive to a sceptical, philosophical
questioning of the everyday world.

Just as Milton's fantastic logic in

describing "the digestive system of the angels" (Carter, qtd. by
Bedford, 1) did not contradict his fundamental desire for understanding,
seriousness, and credibility, so Carter's fantastic style in Hoffman and
New Eve does not preclude her own deeper concerns with the ongoing - ' *
cultural construction of oppressive identities, meanings, and realities.
Her fiction offers, says John Haffenden aptly, more than "dreamrealr'.ties," "escapist fantasies," or "spell-binding excursions"; it
provides "angled challenges or critiques of real social constructs and
attitudes" (82), thus aiming to enrich her readers' lives.67

In other

words, as Kenyon succinctly remarks, Carter "creates lies--in order to
bombard us with truths" (12). Indeed, particularly in her picaresque
fiction of the 1970s, her "inventive extravagance" propels and is
propelled by her "demythologizing purposes" (Haffenden 81)--by her need
to identify and subvert lies and illusions embedded in everyday reality,
history, and the contemporary imagination.

Moreover, by fictionally

investigating the significance of illusions, dreams, and fantasies to
the fashioning of contemporary cultures and people, Carter does not
merely criticize, in novels like Hoffman and New Eve, the complex
reality of the harmful ideas manufactured and perpetuated within an
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entrenched bourgeois-capitalist world, but also urgently explores a
deeper, necessary kind of human desiring, meaning-making, and hoping.
Her analysis of the interpenetration of human desires and socialpolitical realities is inseparable from the defamiliarizing effects and
deconstructive strategies of her intensely non-naturalistic style. <
Speaking to Haffenden, she notes that "there is certainly a
confusion about the nature of dreams, which are in fact perfectly real:
they are real aa dreams, and they're full of real meaning as dreams.
Dreams are real, but the contents of dreams are not [phenomenally] real"
(Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 82). Pursuing this thought a little further
in the same interview, she clarifies her artistic purpose in novels such
as Hoffman and New Eye:
Obviously the idea that my stories are all dreams or
hallucinations out of Jung-land, or the notion that the
world would be altogether a better place if we threw away
our rationality and went laughing down the street, or even
the one that schizophrenia is an enriching experience,
that's all nonsense. I can see how it must look to some
readers, but the point is that if dreams are real as dreams,
then there is a materiality to symbols; there's a
materiality to imaginative life and imaginative experience
which should be taken quite seriously. (85)
Carter's comment here about the material and symbolic foundation of
human fantasies aligns her with Salman Rushdie, who once clarified his
own position regarding the term fantasy: ". . . 1 now think of it as a
method of producing intensified images of reality--images which have
their roots in observable, verifiable fact" (Rushdie, qtd. by Haffenden,
246).

More recently, Rushdie has added--in response to the idea that in

America "black and white descriptions of society are no longer
compatible" (Rushdie, "Imaginary" 19)--that "Fantasy, or the mingling of
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fantasy and naturalism, is one way of dealing with [incompatible
descriptions of reality].

It offers a way of echoing in the form of

[art] the issues faced by all of us: how to build a new, 'modern' world
out of an old, legend-haunted civilization, an old culture which we have
brought into the heart of a newer one." (Rushdie, "Imaginary" 19) These
issues are ones that Carter herself is concerned with in her picaresque
fiction of the 1970s.
Admittedly, Hoffman and New Eve do constitute uncommonly
extravagant performances of fictional artistry; however, Bayley's
niggling assessment of them--implicitly demonstrating a Platonic
distrust of metaphor and an unshakeable, traditional certainty about
reality--fails to explain their unpopularity among consumers of pulp
fiction and readers in general. He overlooks the fact that the lengthy
Hoffman, though on one level an entertaining, fantastic romp, was
"magnificently commercially unviable" (Hamilton 15) and, in Carter's
opinion, marked her new estrangement and obscurity in Britain. Carter's
unpopularity probably had much to do, I would submit, with her
deliberate refusal to construct consolatory illusions and consumer£riendly books in which her readers could comfortably hide while
enduring the bumpy bus ride home after work; she was aiming, on the
contrary, to provoke their unease, their thoughtful questioning of
reality, and their doubting of commonly accepted truths. She was always
less concerned with the faint-hearted or lazy reader than with the
reader willing to wrestle with a text and imagine. Those readers
longing for delicious suspensions of disbelief will not like her work,
since at heart she was a Brechtian novelist. That Carter was interested
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not simply in spell-binding entertainment or escapism, but in
penetrating, subversive analysis, can be inferred from a comment she
made on New Eve: ". . . 1 spent a long time on that novel, which meant
so much to me for various reasons, ard obviously I was disappointed that
it should be treated as just another riotous extravaganza.

It's a

bitter and probably quite uncomfortable book to read" (Carter, qtd. by
Haffenden, 86).
Clearly, Bayley leaves untouched a telling point: that it is
difficult to read and interpret Hoffman and New Eve, both of which are
sophisticated writerly texts--and, moreover, that the difficulty
necessarily follows from che audacious, adventurous, unpredictable
imagination that made them, not from dullness, insufficiency,
irrelevance, or sloppiness in the writing itself. He fails to concede
that Carter, a serious writer habitually inattentive to the popularity
and marketability of her work, was using a fantastic, baroque style to
critique the contemporary world, not merely to entertain through
elaborate, frivolous, escapist prose. She was not simply playing with
language; she was trying to re-fashion language--which is loaded with
the ideas and values of what she felt was an outmoded past--into a tool
that she could use for her own purposes.
Reviewing both Gabriel Garcia Marquez's Innocent Erendira and
Other Stories and Jorge Luis Borges's The Book of Sand in "Latin
Rhythms" (1979), Carter once remarked that Latin American fiction
employs fantasy insightfully and provocatively, but that English critics
and readers have subsequently appropriated and defused such fiction by
relegating it to an "exotic limbo" (787).

Her comment can be construed
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not only as an allusion to her own fantastic fiction of the 1970s, her
most anti-realist period, but also as an implicit rebuttal--in advance,
so to speak--of Bayley's kind of dismissal of her own disorientingly
speculative works:
Most of Marquez's non-Hispanic readers can have but the
haziest idea of the exact whereabouts of his native
Colombia, its history or ethnic composition. It is,
therefore, easy to treat Marquez's books as though they were
located, not in a heightened reality, but in a timeless,
placeless dream-world where the reader can relax and let the
dream take charge.
In a sense, the dream does take charge in Marquez but,
like most recent Latin American writers, he evidently
imbibed surrealism witn his mother's milk. . . . The dreams
he recounts are not holidays from reality but encounters
with it. (787)
As Haffenden and Alexander suggest, Carter's own speculative novels of
the 1970s, like Marquez's works, are more than "holidays from reality";
they are sceptical, imaginative, subversive, linguistic interventions in
a restrictively and superficially homogeneous contemporary reality whose
assumptions, meanings, and values she finds doubtful, harmful,
deceitful, and alterable.
The Carter of Hoffman and New Eve identifies closely with
Marquez's notion that fantasy intermixes with reality, which is
historical and full of flux--that fantasy, inseparable from a dynamic,
historically unfolding reality, bears crucially on the world's complex
social formations and institutions, as well as on the problematic human
penchant for intellectual conformity, cultural homogeneity, and
totalitarianism.

In this sense, Carter's highly fantastic fiction

functionally parallels the magic realism that Marquez has championed.68
Both Carter and Marquez understand that magic realism, as Punter puts
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it, "is not a matter of being transported to a distant and
unrecognisable world; it is to do with seeing the recognizable world
. . . through transformed eyes" ("Essential" 143).
As Carter once noted,
The imaginative life is conducted in response to all manner
of stimuli--including the movies, advertising, all the
magical things that the surrealists would see in any city
street. Surrealism didn't involve inventing extraordinary
things to look at, it involved looking at the world as
though it were strange. (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 92)
Both she and Marquez use fantasy, as the early Surrealists once did, to
show that the world is stranger and more complex than we generally
suppose it to be.69

They do not evade reality or create extravagant

verbal universes unattached to reality; they seek to enlarge our sense
of life's many possibilities and variations, which often remain censored
by the conscious mind and everyday living.70
Carter crucially distinguishes between Marquez's conviction that
dreams map a heightened, inclusive, impure, multi-layered, and more
inclusive reality than the official, everyday one, and Borges's belief
that "the dream is in itself a reality, not the product of or the
illumination of social reality" (LR 787). On this distinction her own
attitude to fantasy rests.

While finding Borges's fiction exciting and

sophisticated, and even admitting to the confidence she acquired as a
writer while reading his work in the early 1970s, she remains
unconvinced by, and suspicious of, his unwavering faith in "the concrete
dream, or world as-fiction" (LR 787), for

" . . . Borges . . . seems to

acknowledge himself trapped in his own solipsistic labyrinth, like one
of his own creations, but still insisting that this is the only way to
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be" (LR 787). For Carter, fantasies and desires, inexorable signs of
humanity in a material, historical world where meanings are constantly
constructed and distributed as so much mental and political furniture,
must always be confronted and assessed--and, in some cases, even
resisted--from a sceptical, historical, materialist standpoint.

Despite

the exquisitely, self-consciously fantastic flavour of her own
speculative fiction--in fact, because of that flavour, which she
frequently tinges with irony and underpins with incisive analysis--she
persistently debunks closed systems of meaning, solipsists, and inwardlooking, homogeneous, static societies and realities.

We have already

seen what happens in her fiction to solipsistic authority-figures like
the Asiatic Professor and blindly romantic heroines, all of whom
advocate or partake in oppressive ways of thinking and living.
Carter realizes that most, if not all, of our mental furnishings
are social and political constructs.

Hence, she refuses to assent to

Borges's conviction that being absorbed in a self-constructed
solipsistic labyrinth is the most real, the best, or the only way to be.
In fact, her oeuvre as a whole trenchantly argues against such a
conviction.

Rejecting such reactionary escapism in The Sadeian Woman,

for instance, she frankly declares, "There is no way out of time.

We

must learn to live in this world, to take it with sufficient
seriousness, because it is the only world that we will ever know" (110) .
To Carter, the Borgesian escape into metaphysical, solipsistic
textuality--into the world as book--is ultimately insufficient and
dangerous.

For her, there is much that is censored from the extant

textual universe: the silent speech of flesh itself, alternative
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experiences and previously unimagined realities, and the indifferent,
non-complicitous material universe.

Though frequently relegated to the

collective and individual unconscious, this censored material can
provide footholds for resisting human tyranny and oppression. Borgesian
escapism, Carter would say, excuses us from doing what must necessarily
be done: it excuses us from responsibly acknowledging how our fixed
mental furnishings--our established truths--inextricably bind us to, and
imprison us within, specific social, historical, and political systems
of meaning.
Though pointing insightfully to the entertaining surfaces of
Hoffman and New Eve, then, Bayley underestimates the perspicacity of
Carter's lucid, precise, richly descriptive, adventurous prose in these
two works. He appreciates her theatricality but passes over a second,
more substantial attribute of her writing: its sharp, frank questioning
and persistent curiosity, which always implies that she feels "a moral
compunction to explicate and to find out about things", even if she
chooses not to be "hortatory" (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 96) or
uncompromisingly literal in doing so. He declines to see that Carter is
not just an exquisite stylist and fictional juggler, but also a thinker
of imaginative originality and scope. He does not appreciate her as the
daring surveyor, excavator, and re-describer of reality that her
fantastic fiction reveals her to be. Consequently, his terse dismissal
of Hoffman and New Eve emphasizes his own (and perhaps the academic
establishment's) predilection for the kind of safe, realistic-cumnaturalistic writing to which Carter was deliberately offering an
alternative.
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Having concluded that, as Alexander remarks, "[t]here are
substantial areas of experience that are not best approached using the
methods of social realism . . . " (61), Carter, in Hoffman and New Eve,
constructs an important "critique of psychological and social realities"
(Alexander 63). It is with this critique in mind that one must approach
these fantastic fictions.

Plainly, they cannot be fairly evaluated in

the light of all the traditional expectations and values of social
realism, which tends to concede rather than question the stability and
universality of human nature and reality, as well as the transparency cf
language.

Carter's insistent critiquing of quotidian reality, human

nature, and language itself--all of which, in her opinion, are
interlaced with the harmful fantasies and ideologies of powerful
individuals and institutions that fashion human consent and social
order--is a subject often skirted by those who, like Bayley, assume the
supremacy of literary realism's descriptions of the world.

What critics

and writers of Bayley's persuasion often prefer to ignore is that in
Carter's view, just as for gothic writers in general, "realism is not
the whole story: the world, at least in some aspects, is very much more
inexplicable--or mysterious, or terrifying, or violent--than that"
(Punter, "Towards" 407).
In the 1970s, Carter affirms, says Kenyon, that "'fiction is
fiction' and should interpret everyday reality through a system of
imagery derived from subterranean areas behind everyday experience"
("Fantasist 15). Employing such subterranean imagery to provoke in her
readers an awareness of a more complex, chaotic, historical, variable,
red-in-tooth-and-claw reality than the everyday one, Carter resembles
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the science-fiction writer J.G. Ballard, who injects striking, haunting,
violent, perverse imagery into his fiction to unsettle what he has
diagnosed as the modern individual's incapacitated, somnambulistic,
insensate imagination--an imagination enslaved by the calcific forms and
meanings of an outmoded past.

Like Ballard, Carter contends that the

human capacity for freedom, happiness, and meaningful living in the
world of mass culture depends upon particular human imaginations freely
and actively considering and delighting in the richness, variety, and
alterability of experience, rather than obediently submitting to
cultural programming, sacred truths, and universal, ahistorical myths.
Frequently, her characters struggle imaginatively to dig themselves out
of a gravelike, static, harmful reality whose assumptions and
certainties are particularly incapacitating.
Like Ballard, Carter explores, especially rigorously in her
questioning fictional journeys of the 1970s, the materiality of the
symbols of "inner space"--that is, the connections and disconnections
between the vivid imagery circulating uncontrollably in the human
unconscious, and the human meanings and forms imposed upon, and
entrenched in, the outer material and political world.71

She seems to

share Ballard's fear--though she is less obsessive about it than he is-that "everything has happened; nothing exciting or new or interesting is
ever going to happen again . . . the future is just going to be a vast,
conforming suburb oj. the soul . . . no breakouts will take place"
(Ballard, qtd. by Juno and Vale, Re/Search 8).

This fear suggests that

everyday reality and its meanings--including its dominant and cerllin
view of history--have become a vast ideological prison precluding and
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ultimately crushing most attempts at human imagination and freedom.

In

such a reality, where truths and lies are inextricably and damagingly
mixed, it is crucial to keep one's imagination alive and healthy.
Indulging in what is "manifestly unreal" (Jackson 34) by drawing
upon aspects of popular genres such as science fiction, gothic fiction,
detective fiction, fairy tales, movies, and pornography, Carter's two
picaresque novels of the 1970s investigate the contemporary world's
"splintering of reality" and "proliferation of sub-cultures" (Sage,
"Savage" 57). By revealing the consequences ensuing from the erosion of
a stable, collective sense of human reality and culture, Carter
fictionally and sceptically examines the insufficient "machinery"
(linguistic, artistic, dramaturgical, etc.) that, historically, always
has produced our convictions and illusions about meaning and reality.
She is also intrigued by how traditional religious, universalizing
impulses have been channelled into contemporary meaning-making
businesses (e.g. the advertising industry, Hollywood) whose "lavish
promises," like those of traditional religion, she interprets as
"invitations not to an ideal world of gratification but to a wealth of
disillusion" (NOS 682).
Both Hoffman and New Eve are organized around a protagonist's
quest that leads the reader through "a series of enormous solipsisms"
(Carter, qtd. by Sage, "Savage" 53). Each novel deals, obliquely and
allegorically rather than realistically, with "what happens when
ordinary reality finally withers away, and people's uncontrolled wishes
and fears finally have their chance" (Sage, "Savage" 51). The ordinary
material world is stranger and less distinguishable in these novels than
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it was in Carter's earlier ones; nonetheless, it is present in a vivid,
humbling, and inexorable way, remaining both outside of and indifferent
to human texts, desires, and ideologies.

Each novel is, as Carter

herself said of Rushdie's The Satanic Verses, "a roller coaster ride
over a vast landscape of the imagination."

An interest in the

materiality of the imagination--with how human realities are
deliberately fashioned and imposed upon the indifferent material world-is what piques Carter's attention in Hoffman and New Eve.

She examines

how meaning-systems that humans project onto the world--systems that
have over time hardened into myths and universals underpinning social
order and morality--have become the foundation of political inequality,
male domination, and various kinds of oppression.
Never wanting to be construed as an artist who refuses to look
squarely and unflinchingly at reality, Carter once asserted in an
interview with Mary Ha :ron, "I'm a socialist, damn it! How can you
expect me to be interested in fairies?" (10). What Carter implies
through her rhetorical question is that, though indulging fictionally in
the fantastic, she aims not to transcend the material world for the
greener, consolatory pastures of some delusionary metaphysical or ideal
realm; rather, unwilling either to submit to established meanings and
institutions as given and unchangeable, or to become a contemporary
mythmaker-illusionist, she seeks to unsettle, open up, and transform
human reality, showing how memory mixes with desire and historical fact
with fiction.

Her trenchantly anti-metaphysical prose exposes

unquestioned, seemingly objective truths as debilitating, spurious lies
and consolatory illusions.

As a writer, she feels "unburdened with a
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past" (NFL 74), since it is "closing time in the Gardens of the West"
(Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 91). For her

the past, no longer a

monument to which one lowers one's head in reverence, serves "important
decorative, ornamental functions; further, it is a vast repository of
outmoded lies, where you can check out what lies used to be a la mode
and find the old lies on which new lies have been based" (NFL 74). For
Carter, trust in anyone or anything is dangerous; it is the antithesis
of the scepticism she so fervently cultivates and recommends in her
critique of the contemporary world's lies and illusions.

II. Migrant Narrators: Subjects of Change
To facilitate her imaginative journeying and questioning in the
1970s, then. Carter cultivates two curious, eccentric narrative voices
in Hoffman and New Eve.

The first novel is narrated by an ageing male

politician who, in writing his autobiography, recalls his questionable
heroic role in a notable past war pitting reason against desire; and the
second is narrated by an androgynous, tra.._oexual narrator who tells of
how in the past "he" was physically and psychologically transformed
(though, significantly, not entirely successfully) from a man into a
woman.

Each narrator is his or her own protagonist in a tale recalling

a significant, life-modifying, disorienting journey--one both geographic
and imaginative in scope.

Each is what Rushdie has called "the central

or defining figure of the twentieth century": a "migrant" (Rushdie,
"Grass" 277). Like a migrant, each undergoes a journey through which
her or his life is radically disrupted and altered:
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[H]e loses his place, he enters into an alien language, and
he finds himself surrounded by beings whose social behaviour
and codes are very unlike, and sometimes even offensive to,
his own. And this is what makes migrants such important
figures: because roots, language and social norms have been
three of the most important parts of the definition of what
it is to be a human being. The migrant, denied all three,
is obliged to find new ways of describing himself, new ways
of being human. (Rushdie, "Grass" 277-8)
Carter's travelling protagonists are people in the process of change and
in need of "new ways of being human."
Like the female narrators in "A Souvenir of Japan" and "Flesh and
the Mirror," the narrators of these two picaresque novels seek to
evaluate and understand themselves--their thinking, their sexuality, and
their past. They are self-reflexive storytellers whose voices have been
altered by experiences. Their formerly self-enclosed, narcissistic
personalities have been irreparably, meaningfully, and painfully
transformed by their encounters with strange realities and beings. The
temporal gap between the past, the time of their journeying, and the
present, the moment of their storytelling and self-evaluation, is vital
to an understanding jf the significance of their narratives.
By using fir"*--person narration in these novels, Carter augments
her insightful experimentation with it in Fireworks. where, as I have
shown, her major preoccupation is with how individuals falsely or
incompletely understand (or simply fail to think about) their
experiences, thus contributing to their own rational, imaginative, and
physical confinement.

In Hoffman and New Eve. Carter continues

rigorously to scrutinize social fictions that undermine or jeopardize
human freedom -- especially that of her narrators, but also that of the
human or non-human figures they encounter on their journeys. Having
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become, in Sage's words, a "sceptical fantasist who performs
Frankensteinish experiments on her characters, and takes decadence
shockingly for granted" ("Savage" 51), Carter continues exploring how
people--one should note that they are not particularly likeable ones-can become encased within "constructs" of themselves that are "neither
false nor true but mythical and alterable" ("Soaring" 22).
In retrospectively telling their tales, the narrators of Hoffman
and New Eve, having learned what it means to live according to the
illusions underpinning the male-female gender dichotomy of Western
culture, reveal their former complicity in a patriarchal reality that
has exacted repression not only from them but from others--especially
women.

Their complex narratives reveal how, because of their own

addiction to debilitating, solipsistic fantasies, they have unwittingly
excluded others and prohibited themselves from participating equally and
freely in the world.
What is remarkable about these two novels is that they show Carter
shifting her focus from a fairly exclusive analysis of female
imprisonment and repression, to an investigation of male imprisonment
and repression within patriarchy.

In Hoffman and New Eve, she

illustrates how the men of patriarchy, though often possessing powers
and influential positions unavailable to women, v*re just as mentally
imprisor°.d and psychologically repressed as the women they belittle and
control.

Because men often obey the same debilitating sexual and

psychological logic as the women they dominate, both masters and slaves,
men and women alike, experience similar kinds of repression and mental
imprisonment.

They are similarly controlled by a destructive,
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repressive logic transcending their individual wills.
In these novels, by examining masculinity and male psychology more
deeply and invasively than she did in "Lady Purple," "Master," or her
earlier novels, Carter points to how "men live by the myths [of
femininity] . . . as much as women" (Carter, qtd. in Haffenden 91).

She

demonstrates, therefore, that there is as much at stake for men as for
women in fiction demythologizing the gender dichotomy underpinning
Western culture. By writing through one contradictory, defeated,
impotent male speaker in Hoffman, and through a narrator who has been
transformed in New Eve from a man into an androgynous woman, Career
journeys through male imaginations and analyzes male desires in order to
crack the code of oppressive masculinity.

She enters, so to speak,

Bluebeard's secret room, the mental chamber housing the hidden machinery
producing the illusions of a sovereign masculinity; and there she takes
a bold, unflinching, feminist look at the construction of male fantasy
and subjectivity within patriarchy.

By making visible the previously

unseen or hard-to-see appurtenances of male psychology and sexuality
from within the psyches of carefully chosen character-narrators, Carter,
a little like the Indian woman in "Master," exposes what a patriarchal
world prefers to keep out of sight; she reveals what needs to be known
about men if the patriarchal ideology motivating Western culture is to
be resisted and replaced by freer, egalitarian ways of living and
desiring.

She shows that men too might benefit from a dismantling of

patriarchal roles and values.
By fictionally rummaging around in the troubled male imaginations
that she brings to life in Hoffman and New Eve. Carter leaves our
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understanding of masculinity significantly altered.

She illustrates

that masculinity, like femininity, only appears to be an ahistorical,
universal essence, and is actually a social, historical, and political
construct.

She arrives, through a fictional strategy of indirectness

and male impersonation, at the insight that "Gender is a state of mind
as much as anything else. We are echo chambers" (Carter, qtd. in Kenyon,
"Fantasist" 16). For her, the opposition between femininity and
masculinity in contemporary culture signals a pervasivt, repressive
patriarchal logic (or collectively accepted illusion) that, having
ossified into universal Truth, has inhibited the freely expressed
desires of both women and men.
Carter's aim to crack the code of an oppressive sexual politics is
similarly evident in The Sadeian Woman, where, pulling at the latent
threads of significance in Sade's life and fiction, she throws open the
doors of the mind cf a notorious male pornographer and misanthropist,
subjecting it to a rigorous, emancipatory feminist appraisal.

It is

therefore significant that Hoffman and New Eve were written during the
same period of Carter's career as The Sadeian Woman.

All three works

show Carter subjecting male psychology and sexuality to her penetrating,
exacting feminist gaze.
The first of these two novels, Hoffman, is best discussed in the
context of Fireworks. since both texts, serving as the most immediate
products of Carter's stay in Japan, similarly investigate the theme of
human imprisonment within inimical myths, fantasies, logics,
appearances, and ideologies.

Both works repeatedly puzzle over the

issue of human freedom in a contemporary world where individuals are so
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mentally controlled and sexually repressed.

The second novel, New Eve.

though similar in style and content to Hoffman, moves beyond the earlier
novel by providing some tentative, tough-minded solutions to the
seemingly irresolvable problem of mental and psychological oppression.
New Eve will be discussed in a chapter of its own, following an analysis
of The Sadeian Woman, since it . < " acts fictionally many of the insights
Carter arrived at through her examination of Sade and his works.

In the

remainder of this chapter, I will deal briefly with Hoffman.

III. Deconstructing Heroic Masculinity
History in the postmodern moment becomes histories and
questions. It asks: Whose history gets told? In whose name?
For what purpose? Postmodernism is about histories not
told, retold, untold. History as it never was. Histories
forgotten, hidden, invisible, considered unimportant,
changed, eradicated. It's about the refusal to see history
as linear, as leading straight up to today in some
recognizable pattern--all set for us to make sense of. It's
about chance. It's about power. It's about information.
And more information. (Marshall 4)
Of all the opposed pairs of ideas by which human beings have
sought to understand themselves, perhaps the oldest and
deepest-rooted are the eternally warring myths of stasis and
of metamorphosis. Stasis, the dream of eternity, of a fixed
order in human affairs, is the favoured myth of tyrants;
metamorphosis, the knowledge that nothing holds its form, is
the driving force of art. (Rushdie, "Ransmayr" 291)
The world of one single Truth and the relative, ambiguous
world of the novel are molded of entirely different
substances. Totalitarian Truth excludes relativity, doubt,
questioning; it can never accommodate what I would call the
spirit of the novel. (Kundera 14)
And voices in me said, if you were a man
You would take a stick and break him now, and finish
him off. (Lawrence, "Snake")

Hoffman is an historical autobiography written and narrated by the
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"famous" (11) Desiderio, a seventy-five-year-old retired politician.

He

learns, while writing of his past and preparing for death, that history,
rather than serving as a neutral, factual record of human events, is
actually a collectively adhered to social fiction (a myth, fantasy, or
"ornamental coping that supports nothing"72) constructed retrospectively
from the exclusive, dominant, biased perspective of those who have been
victorious and powerful.

The dominant viewpoint in his society is

expressed by the authoritative male politicians who have ruled since the
end of the epic struggle over reality between the Minister of
Determination, an unwavering rationalist, and Dr. Hoffman, an
imaginative terrorist who, fifty years earlier, disrupted the existing
social order by inculcating alternative images and concepts in the minds
of ordinary citizens.
Desiderio's autobiography, which he is "told" to write because he
is so "old and famous" (11) and can "remember everything" (11),
constitutes a telling retrospective study of history by a repressed,
regretful man.

In putting pen to paper he not only imaginatively re-

plays the epic struggle between the Minister and Hoffman--a struggle in
which Desiderio himself heroically ended the War by killing Hoffman and
his daughter Albertina--but also demonstrates that these men represent
antithetical forces still vying for supremacy within his own dying self,
which irrationally yearns "to see Albertina again" (12) before he dies.
She is the woman of Desiderio's dreams, the woman he killed in serving
his society.
What Desiderio once construed as an external, resolvable struggle
involving two equally powerful, totalitarian figures is reconfigured by
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his older, storytelling self as a poignant, still unresolved inner
conflict between his own reason and desire, between the reality by which
he is imprisoned and "the apprehension of an alternate world in which
all the objects are emanations of a single desire" (14). He reasons
that Albertina is dead and that therefore it is impossible for him to
see her again; nonetheless, he desires her. His ineradicable,
irrational desire, Desiderio knows, is a sign of Hoffman's "tactical
victory. . . . from beyond the grave" (13-14).
In writing his story, then, he returns to this unfinished private
conflict paralleling the War of public history, and eventually admits
what heretofore he has consciously denied: that he has willingly and
hypocritically allowed himself to be imprisoned in a heroic male
identity, in a public representation of himself, for which he has
sacrificed his own desire and happiness.
Official history has defined and publicly represented Desiderio as
the "hero" who "saved mankind" (11) from Hoffman's "massive campaign
against human reason" (11). Yet this same history has taken no note of
the "young and sardonic" Desiderio who "did not much like the notion of
humanity" (11), who "did not want to be a hero" (11), who was "bored"
(11) by the ongoing battle between the Minister and Hoffman, and who
felt himself to be "a man like an unmade bed" (13). This same history
has refused to acknowledge or explore the young Desiderio's desire "for
everything to stop" (11), a desire for stasis that he held in common
with the Minister.

History has also ignored how Desiderio's heroism,

unrelated to any special virtue or strength of character, resulted
merely from his utter indifference and detachment, from his inability to
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"abnegate my reality and lose myself . . . as others did" (11-12). As
he retrospectively puts it, "I became a hero only because I survived"
(11).

He survived by remaining sceptical of Hoffman's seductive

phantoms.

He became a hero only because he never followed the

temptation of desire, but instead obeyed the Minister's fatherly
command.

Nor does official history at all reflect upon the craving for

legitimate male authority that consistently motivated the young,
fatherless Desiderio, of whom the old, storytelling self has this to
say:
Perhaps I was indeed looking for a master--perhaps
history of my adventure could be titled 'Desiderio
of a Master'. But I only wanted to find a master,
Minister, the Count, the bay, so that I could lean
first and then, after a while, jeer. (190)

the whole
in Search
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Instead, Desiderio's life has been appropriated for the purposes
of those who rule his society.

They have ignored his marginalized,

alienated, unfulfilled subjectivity.

As an old man, he has become as

oppressed by the falseness of official history as Lady Purple is by the
Asiatic Professor's misogynistic drama.

He has been fashioned by the

patriarchal authorities of his society into a male icon of his country's
honourable past; whereas the complex truth, of which only he is aware,
is that he has all along lived unhappily, in isolation, as if seated in
a movie theatre, voyeuristically watching the drama of his life and
history pass before his very eyes.

His characteristic alienation is

evident in his older self's memory of the War:
I felt as if I was watching a film in which the Minister was
the hero and the unseen Doctor certainly the villain; but it
was an endless film and I found it boring for none of the
characters engaged my sympathy, even if I admired them, and
all the situations appeared the false engineering of an
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inefficient phantasist. (25)
The younger Desiderio's nihilism and detachment from the world are not
even hinted at in the heroic image superimposed upon him by official
history.

Countless other facts about his existence also go unmentioned

on the public record.

The fact that he is of "Indian extraction" (16),

the fact that he is the illegitimate child of a prostitute, the fact
that his "forefathers had anointed the foundations of the state with a
good deal of their blood" (16)--official history, censoring the word
"indigenous"(16), has ignored all these facts.

It has made Desiderio

into just another brick in its colonial, ideological edifice.
But, forced to document his life story, the aged Desiderio
recognizes that his public, mythic self has served the political needs
of the state while denying the complex nature of his inner self.

Though

he now writes on his own behalf for posterity, he is "an old man and no
longer the 'I' of my own story . . . even if you can read about me in
the history books" (14). He has become the state's possession or
puppet.

Yet he is not the heroic man everyone thinks he is, but a

fictional construct, an "I" only remotely resembling his complex self.
His own story, of personal defeat and unfulfilled desire, must
henceforward compete with a false, publicly constructed representation
of himself.

Like a movie star, he has dwelled "in a margin of

fictionality that runs parallel to real life--the twilight world of what
Norman Mailer called 'factoids': items invented by the publicity
department" (MSF ix).

His heroism has been invented by "the public

domain" (MSF ix), by the ideologues who assumed power and control over
his society after Hoffman's defeat. And so he has been forced to live
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as an impersonator of himself, as a figure "incarnating other people's
fantasies" (i»ioF ix) . His complex self and his "fugue of experience"
(13) have been repressed in his own memory and unconscious, and thereby
conveniently omitted from the history books.

Like his long-deceased

mother, a prostitute, he has been used and abused by others for their
own purposes.

Like Lady Purple, his identity has been fashioned by the

patriarchal ideology of his world, which requires male heroes to sustain
itself.

Consequently, he has lived the life of a ghost; he has lived

invisibly behind a publicly fashioned simulacrum of himself.

He worries

now that, after completing the autobiography requested of him, his
"whoredom will be complete.

I will stand forever four square [sic] in

yesterday's time, like a commemorative statue of myself in a publiplace . . . "

(14). He worries that his colourless heroic identity,

immortalized in stone, will sustain the repressive ideology of the
state, finally conquering his own desiring, troubled, contradictory
self, which will disappear in death.
But the act of writing, rather than fixing the form of his life
for posterity, actually opens up Desiderio's imprisoned consciousness to
a flood of repressed imagery and forgotten memories that undermine the
public persona and official history by which he has been entombed for
the past fifty years.

By unsettling his unconscious mind through

writing, the old Desiderio problematizes his own glamorous stardom in
official history--a stardom that has forced him to live as an imposter.
His self-reflexive account of how he came to be perceived as a hero is
thus a counter-history revealing what has been conveniently excluded
from the public portrait of him and the past.

Through writing,
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Desiderio releases the many memories, stories, and identities of his
complex, tangled, repressed subjectivity.

He writes to free himself and

his imagination from the personal mythology by which he has been bound;
he, like Lady Purple, seeks to break out of an authoritative but false
representation, an imprisoning life imposed on him from without.
Because his personal history, a "tangle" of "so much knitting" (11),
contradicts the official, univocal, single-stranded version of his life,
and because he cannot untangle his memories, dreams, and previous
selves, his autobiography functions implicitly to deconstruct the myth
of himself and to expose the repression and obedience that have crushed
his spirit.
At the end of the novel, when his story has been told, Desiderio's
admission of personal defeat is telling, since it is not only a
confession of personal weakness and hypocrisy, but also a vehement
denial of his mythical heroism:
I returned slowly to the capital. I had neither reason nor
desire to do so. Only my inertia, dormant for so long, now
reasserted itself and carried me there by its own passive,
miserable, apathetic force. In this city I am, or have
been, as you know, a hero. I became one of the founders of
the new constitution--largely from the negative propulsion
of my own inertia for, once I was placed and honoured on my
plinth, I was not the man to climb down again, saying: 'But
I am the wrong man!' for I felt that, if what I had done had
turned out for the common good, I might as well reap what
benefits I could from it. The shrug is my gesture. The
sneer is my expression. . . .
I was earth and water, that
residue of motionless, inert matter that cannot, by its very
nature, become irradiated and may not aspire, even if it
tries. I am the check, the impulse of restraint. So I
effectively evolved into a politician, did I not? I, =in old
hero, a crumbling statue in an a*- indoned square. (220-221)
Desiderio her<=> confesses to a deep unworthiness and ignoble lethargy.
He acknowledges his own collusion in the logic that has made him a
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prisoner of his own self and of his world.

He is now old enough to

regret that which his former self had been too young to regret (207):
his unfulfilled desire.
Ultimately, Desiderio's sadness and personal impotence contradict
the heroism with which he has been historically endowed and imprisoned.
As his tone indicates, he has a pettiness to expiate.

From the

perspective of old age, he can see that, in defending his society
against Hoffman's subversive images of desire, he forfeited his own
quest for love, his own desire for intimacy.

In obeying the Minister's

command, his younger self chose security, self-restraint and violence,
and indulged in a longing for stasis and personal control.

He opted for

public glory and honour rather than for personal gratification.

In

becoming a heroic male, he killed his desire for Hoffman's daughter,
Albertina.

And this desire, which miraculously lives ("Unbidden, she

comes" [221]), is what history deliberately suppresses.
Desiderio's situation can be contrasted with Annabel's situation
in Love.

Just as she bases her self-knowledge as a woman on Buzz's

reductive pornographic images, so Desiderio measures his own selfknowledge against the reductive, heroic representation of himself in
written history.

Annabel is comforted by the idea that she might be

exactly like the woman in the pornographic photographs.
deal with ambiguities or uncertainties.

She refuses to

She wants to fix the meaning

and form of her life, and therefore submits unknowingly to a state of
psychological oppression.

But Desiderio is troubled by the fact that

his life has been publicly interpreted and fixed in such a way as to
leave out his uncertainties and desires.

He exhibits the kind of self-
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knowledge that the retrospective female narrators of "A Souvenir" and
"Flesh" do.

In representing himself, he to a degree frees himself from

the representation imposed on him by others.
Desiderio's journey through the imaginary worlds of his memory and
unconscious works to emphasize the authoritative structures that have
controlled his life and identity in the city run by the Minister.
Desiderio critically reads the meanings offered to him by the
alternative worlds through which he passes.

Each world places certain

controls or interpretations on his behaviour, and is governed by certain
rituals, rules, or habits of 'hinking.

Desiderio interprets each of

these worlds as. one might interpret a novel.

And by acknowledging the

"madeness" and fictitiousness of them, he becomes more aware of how his
own world, the world of the Minister, has also been made to serve a
certain version of reality.

In reading the transcript of his own rich

imagination and memory against the false, literal, reductive text of
official history, Desiderio makes visible hif complex self, which has
heretofore been repressed beneath the guise of an illusory identity.

•^^.T^^w^e

CHAPTER SIX
Dismantling Sadomasochism and Contemplating Freedom:
Critiquing Sade and Man-Made Women in The Sadeian Woman

I. Reconsidering Sade
In 1979, at around the mid-point of her career, Carter published
The Sadeian Woman, her longest and most challenging work of non-fiction,
a text that, in the words of Sage, "shocked some people into the
realisation that [Carter] knew exactly what she was doing" ("Soaring"
22).

The book was published by the newly established Virago Press in

London. Carmen Callil, one of its founders, commented recently on the
connection between Virago, Carter, and The Sadeian Woman:
Angela was one of the first writers I commissioned, and
certainly the most important. 'Commission', however, is the
wrong word to use--she wrote what she wanted to. To get
Virago off the ground, she chose to write The Sadeian Woman,
a study of women, sexuality and power. (6)
Though The Sadeian Woman seemed "isolated and idiosyncratic" (Sheets
336) when first published, it has since then provoked a steady stream of
responses. In "Magic Token," a recent tribute to Carter, Margaret Atwood
commented that "Only [Carter] could have written The Sadeian Woman.
which interprets the Marquis de Sade's badly-behaved heroines as early
feminists" (61). Lisa Appignanesi, in an interview with Carter, once
described The Sadeian Woman as "a pioneering study of sexuality," as
"the finest of the studies of sexuality to come out of the last wave of
the Women's Movement" (1987 video). John Mortimer remarked in 1982 that
" . . . The Sadeian Woman is the most perceptive study I have read on
that singularly harmless and ineffectual aristocratic revolutionary
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(36). In his provocative essay "Male Feminism," Stephen Heath

referred favourably to Carter and The Sadeian Woman when he reflected
upon women writers who analyze pornography in order to question the
underpinnings of male sexuality: "That they know, that she knows
something essential about male sexuality seems to me evident; I learn
from them" (205) .

Ironically, Robin Morgan, known as the coiner of the

antipornography movement's slogan "Pornography is the theory, rape the
practice", initially lent credibility to Carter's study by suggesting,
with some qualifications, that it was not guilty of the same "error"
that had weakened de Beauvoir's and Sontag's analyses of Sade: "the
denial of a feminist 'bias'" (31). Morgan's early support now seems
ironic because, as Robin Ann Sheets has pointed out, the antipornography
movement soon became highly critical of Carter: "Initial reviews [of
Carter's book] were positive, but as the feminist antipornography
movement gained momentum in England and North America, The Sade'an Woman
was denounced . . . "

(338).

Sheets adds that "in retrospect,

publication of The Sadeian Woman marked the beginning edge of a
controversy that would be at the center of feminist discourse for more
than a decade" (337).
While the reviews and comments on Carter's longest work of nonfiction have not all been complimentary and are still trickling in as
the pornography debate continues, those commentators who lavishly praise
Carter, and even a few who are somewhat critical of her, generally
consider The Sadeian Woman a substantial piece of writing and thinking.
What is substantial and significant about this book is its complex,
illuminating critique of the imprisoning nature of gender and sexuality
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not only in Sade's own time but also in twentieth-century Western
culture.

Using Sade as a historical and cultural "starting point" (SW

37), Carter perceptively showed how the problems he raised regarding
gender and sexuality are still being played out today, in places like
"the imaginary brothel where ideas of women are sold" (in Hollywood or
the film industry as a whole), where descendants of Justine have always
managed to make a good living; or in the world of business and free
enterprise, where descendants of Juliette are likely to be found. As
Carter herself once explained, in The Sadeian Woman she took "some
fairly sulphurous pornographic novels, and tried to work out their
significance--beyond their masturbatory function--as the product of a
particular society, which is still basically our society" (Carter qtd.
by Watts, "Sade" 54).
But Carter's exploration of contemporary culture via The Sadeian
Woman is valuable not only because it demonstrates her incisive manner
of reading and understanding Sade, a heretical and often banned writer
whose work has always constituted a "savage sideshow" to mainstream
culture, but also because it enables one to ascertain the nature and
purpose of her own fiction, which almost always either examines,
subverts, or revises patriarchal models of gender, sexuality, human
nature, and society.

As Sage has said, "it seems likely, from the noisy

and often enthusiastic reception of The Sadeian Woman, that its forceful
and cruelly explicit reading of the codes of pornography may help to
provide a context in which the strategies of [Carter's] fiction can be
better understood" (ELJ3 212) .
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In 1978, Carter indicated to William Bedford that she had been
working on The Sadeian Woman for quite some time: "Sade is important to
me at the moment because I haven't finished a book I was supposed to
write about him and I was supposed to have finished it three years ago"
(1).

Judging by the fact that Carter had originally planned to complete

The Sadeian Woman by 1975, one can fairly speculate that she may have
been working on it even as early, perhaps, as 1972, since Sade was
evidently on her mind in Hoffman (not only in the portrait of the Count,
but also in her exploration of the imaginatively imprisoned Desiderio)
and in certain of the stories in Fireworks (e.g. "The Loves of Lady
Purple," "The Executioner's Beautiful Daughter," and "Master").

In "The

Savage Sideshow" interview with Carter a year earlier, Sage provided
s>- ? additional evidence of when Carter had started work on her study of
Sade: "In the last three years or so [Carter] has been working on a book
on De Sade, another sign perhaps that she's investigating the roots of
her rootless dandies of the void" (53). Going by Sage's comment, one
would have to guess that Carter's serious work on The Sadeian Woman did
not begin until 1974 or so.

This date appears to be confirmed by Janet

Watts, who in an interview with Carter in 1979, mentions that "The Sade
book took five years to write, and -*as difficult" (54). But in "Flying
Jewellery," a more recent article, Callil mentions that Carter had
actually sent her an early draft of the Sade book as early as 1973:
""Herewich,' she wrote to me in 1973, "is the Sade book for Virago, who
I hope is a healthy child and screaming already.

Many apologies for the

delay . •. ." (6). It does seem, then, that Carter had begun working on
The Sadeian Woman as early as 1972, and that most of her fiction from

*
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the 1970s was tangentially, if not directly, influenced by her ongoing
analysis and evaluation of Sade.
What one can say with certainty is that Carter came to Sade "via
the Surrealists and Baudelaire" (Appignanesi); that she first read
Sade's Justine in the late 60s and found it "odd, rather like Tom
Jones" •• that win

•" iving in Tokyo in the early 1970s she discovered

Sade's complete and unexpurgated works . . . and fell on them with
'shrill shrieks of glee' and no more complicated intention than a 'quick
thrill'" (Watts, "Sade" 54); and that she wa3 rather sympathetic to Sade
from that point onwards: "I was initially very sympathetic to Sade
because of his complete, proselytyzing [sic] and vigorous atheism, which
I still think is the most honourable course that a human person can take
in the face of religion" (Appignanesi).

Indeed, in an interview with

Mortimer around the time of The Sadeian Woman's first publication,
Carter even said, "I don't see how anyone could fail to like the Marquis
de Sade. . . .

I don't think de Sade enioyed being a sadist. . . .

I

think he thought it was pretty awful" (36). Elsewhere, she described
him not only as "a quacking little pervert whose bookcases groaned with
dirty books through the ages", but also as "the one just man for whom
the city would be saved" (qtd. by Watts, "Sade" 55). These comments
hint at a rather unusual interaction between Carter's bold, unorthodox
feminist imagination and Sade's blasphemous, marginalized texts.
In her interview with Bedford, Carter explained in some detail,
and revealingly, how her thinking had been influenced by Sade:
Sade believed in convulsive dichotomies--good or ovil, the
strong and the weak; rich or poor. And an unbridgeable gulf
between states in permanent opposition. And these states

•*
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can't be transcended, only altered by violence from outside.
Adorno says somewhere that there's a screaming fascist
imprisoned in the heart of every liberal. Sade is a bit
like that. So he teaches the liberal to watch his step.
If, for one moment, you let yourself believe in nature over
nurture, then Sade's got you. But there is a perpetual
wonder at the convulsiveness of life, at the collisions
between states of being. And he is a great j ._itan,
obviously, and has nourished my own puritanisisn wonderfully.
He's a stark and intransigent moralist, also, which has made
me a bit of a prig. He's performed me one great service,
sent me back to the Enlightenment, where I am very happy.
They mutter the age of reason is over, but I don't see how
it ever began so one might as well start again, now. I also
revere and emulate Sade's rigorous atheism as a systematic
code of values based on absolute disbelief. (Bedford 1 ) .
Carter obviously empathized strongly with Sade's subversiveness,
rationality, and atheism.
particularly admirable.

She felt his penchant for blasphemy was
Moreover, as she would later add, she found his

novels significant because they were "visions of a social and erotic
dystopia, written as a conscious act of verbal terrorism against the
state and its institutions, which Sade believed were immutably
repressive" (S 227) .
Yet, though admiring Sade's bold rebelliousness and unusual style
of thinking, she intellectually resisted his "convulsive dichotomies"
and absolutism, in which she had detected the bit of "screaming fascist"
in his heart.

Because she could not believe in "nature over nurture",

3he was sceptical of his liberal, oppositional mode of thinking, which
seemed sometimes to deflate the genuine subversiveness of his fantastic
fiction. And her analysis of Sade and his works led her, as she herself
put it, "to junk a lot of the liberal propaganda of the 1960s" (qtd. by
Watts, 55).
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Indeed, Carter's mixed feelings about Sade confirm that one of her
own objectives in The Sadeian Woman as wis 11 as in her own fiction was to
dismantle some of the dichotomies (e.g. masculinity/femininity,
good/evil, madonna/whore, active/passive, master/slave) by which his
thinking was encumbered.

These dichotomies, which still prevail today,

were the "mind-forged manacles" of his own mind--the mental habits to
which he himself, immersed in a patriarchal culture, was blind.
Carter saw Sade, then, as a contradictory figure whose works,
despite his confusion between moral absolutism and moral relativism,
outlined the tyrannical, inegalitarian power structure and deep mental
structures of his male-dominated world (the aristocratic world of the
ancien regime that gave way to the French Revolution and then to
Napoleon).

Because of Sade's fanatical, steadfast adherence to

resistant, non-conformist thinking and sexual fantasy, his blasphemous
works, unwittingly overcoming his residual sexism and misogyny,
insidiously challenged sacred humanistic assumptions about an immutable
human nature.

His works made it seem "possible to transform society and

to liberate human nature from the masculine authority nexus of God, the
King, and the Law" (Watts 54). Consequently, Carter--while consciously
resisting his dichotomous, puritanical mental habits--admired the nonconformist side of Sade, who was able to defend, in a letter he mailed
to his wife from prison, his struggle with the mind-forged manacles of
his culture:
My manner of thinking, so you say, cannot be approved. Do
you suppose I care? A poor fool indeed is he who adopts a
manner of thinking for others! My manner of thinking stems
straight from my considered reflections; it holds with my
existence, with the way I am made. It is not in my power to
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alter it; and were it, I'd not do so. This manner of
thinking you find fault with is my sole consolation in life;
it alleviates all my sufferings in prison, it composes all
my pleasures in the world outside, it is dearer to me than
life itself. Not my manner of thinking but the manner of
thinking of others has been the source of my unhappiness.
("Letter V" 137-8)
Notwithstanding her qualified admiration for the disobedient,
blasphemous Sade, however, the value of Carter's analysis of him and his
work ultimately centres on her ability to show that there was in fact a
disturbing, underlying similarity between the unconscious, implicit
assumptions of Sade's "manner of thinking" and the "thinking of others"
in his own time.

His private thoughts as an isolated, alienated,

eccentric libertine, Carter felt, were not fully assessable in isolation
from the social-historical context in which he lived.

Since he was a

product of his world, his thoughts were "eldrich guerrillas" lurking in
the shadowy, obscure margins of that context; they played a role in
exposing the hidden, inegalitarian structures and values perpetuated by
his world.
To be sure, Carter did grant Sade his due:
Sade's ideas about women, when he's not being mad and ironic
and satirical, are very progressive for the time, and indeed
are still quite progressive. He did think it was awful to
hang women for procuring abortions, which they did at the
time--inconceivably wicked, almost as wicked as getting
pregnant . . . But he could understand that sometimes that
happened to them in an involuntary fashion, and they needed
an abortion. (Sage, "Savage" 57)
And, audacious as ever, she added later that "He is full of
contradictions. Women are not the victims of aggressive male sexuality
in his pornography; it is a question of the weak and the strong, a
question of power" (S 227-8).
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Even so, after thoroughly developing her thinking on Sade in The
Sadeian Woman. Carter concluded that his sadomasochistic, misanthropic,
and frequently misogynistic fictions--the fantasies with which he
nourished his imagination throughout his years of physical confinement
in prison (1778-1790)--profoundly exposed the sexual inequality and
social injustice of the world in which he lived.

However subversive

Sade retrospectively appears to be, however free of the values of his
world he claimed to be, he was, in Carter's opinion, partly
imaginatively subjugated and imprisoned by the puritanical, God-fearing
"reason" of his world--reason restricting women to the roles of mother
and whore, and making pleasure-seeking sexuality practically criminal in
its intent.

Still, though unconsciously compliant with the dichotomies

underpinning the very political structures he was rebelling against,
Sade, for Carter, was "immensely important as a writer for whom the
sexual is always the political, not in terms of gender politics but in
terms of a universal transgression" (S 228).
One of the primary lessons Carter learned from her engagement with
Sade's texts was that "the age of reason" (Bedford 1) was not at all
over.

And for her this lesson made reason, still up for grabs in

significant ways, worth pursuing and defending in her own work.

In the

service of a sceptical rationality, then, her fiction became an
exploration of the boundaries of conventional, naturalized, reactionary
reason and realism.

Contrary to John Bayley's recent implication that

Carter was a quintessentially postmodernist author who believed in "the
premise that 'anything goes'" ("Fighting" 9 ) , Carter's work on Sade
indicated that she was the sort of postmodernist writer for whom reason
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and argumentation mattered a great deal, especially because they were
not to be taken for granted.
Much is at stake in The Sadeian Woman, and Carter's position is
anything but neutral and passive.

In her view, Sade attempted to

subvert the accepted "reason" and authority of his world by outreasoning his opponents with satirical, philosophical pornography;
nonetheless, he "is still in complicity with the authority which he
hates" (SW 136), for "he can only conceive of freedom as existing in
opposition, freedom as defined by tyranny" (SW 132).

That he had partly

succeeded in critiquing the reason of his day, though, suggested, at
least for Carter, that his pornographic texts were unorthodox and
subversive rather than simplistically reactionary.

Though fantastic,

they defamiliarized conventional reality, offering women and men of the
twentieth century a chance to see the myths and structures insidiously
controlling their own behaviour and "obscuring the real conditions of
life" (SW 5):
In the looking-glass of Sade's misanthropy, women may see
themselves as they have been and it is an uncomfortable
sight. He offers an extraordinary variety of male fantasies
about women and, because of the equivocal nature of his own
sexual response, a number of startling insights. The hole
the pornographer Sade leaves in his text is just sufficient
for a flaying; for a castration. It is a hole large enough
for women to see themselves as if the fringed hole of
graffiti were a spyhole into territory that had been
forbidden them. (SW 36)
Carter's own argument in The Sadeian Woman necessitates that she
read Sade's texts sceptically, rigorously questioning his male fantasies
and depictions of women.

She does not merely look through the spyhole,

believing uncritically in what Sade has to show her about the "nature"
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of women; rather, she has unlocked the door, entered the forbidden room
of masculinity, and started to j:e-upholster, re-organize, and replace
some of the furniture inside. As a feminist reader and writer who
herself has presumably escaped the die'.Jtomous plight of "the Sadeian
woman", she notices his blindnesses, inconsistencies, and unconscious
assumptions. Because her own disbelief and scepticism are stronger than
his, she recognizes the questionable, nearly invisible traces of
conformity disguised by his ostensibly blasphemous art. Keeping his
unconscious, instinctual allegiances in mind, she explains why his
resistance to the authority of his world did not, in the end, provide
the needed radical alternative he so deliberately desired.
Carter did not fall adoringly at Sade's feet, as a couple of her
detractors have suggested; rather, in the words of Hermione Lee, she
wrote "as though she had him in her pocket" ("Unfair" 487). While
Carter does credit Sade with setting the scene for a feminist
ideological invasion of pornography--a rigorous intellectual battle over
the insidious, intractable structures and illusions of patriarchy--and
with leaving the key to the forbidden room in a location where women
might easily take hold of it, her thinking is clearly not bound by
Sade's assumptions and social-historical context.
For Carter, a woman who described herself as a "'new kind of
being', unburdened with a past" (NFL 74), reason and human nature were
never absolute, universal, and unchanging; they were continually reproduced culturally and historically, and depended greatly on the
material circumstances and limitations of life. Because she believed it
was possible for a woman of the twentieth century to be a "new kind of
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being," her thinking differed markedly from that of Sade, whose
misanthropy led him to believe in the universal, innate depravity of
humankind and in the undesirability of life itself.

She believed that

reason is something we self-consciously and socially construct as best
we can from a perspective within time, not something we obediently
accept as a finished product of "nature" or of some transcendent, ideal
world,

A S Carter says in the "Sexuality as Terrorism" chapter of her

book after announcing that "The goddess is dead," "There is no way out
of time.

We must learn to live in this world, to take it with

sufficient seriousness, because it is the only world that we will ever
know" (SW 110). She was profoundly anti-metaphysical in her thinking-she was a strident materialist.

In the above comment from her book,

Carter revealed both an acceptance of life and a desire for life; unlike
Sade, she was not motivated by a disgust with life.
The Sadeian Woman, then, was Carter's attempt at out-reasoning the
contradictory, dichotomy-minded, atheistic Sade, whose transgressive
thinking, however blasphemous it appears even today, actually remained
partially enchained by certain myths concerning gender and sexuality
that were propagated by his patriarchal world.

By looking at the works

of Sade from a feminist vantage point in the late twentieth century,
Carter was able to interpret them as the products of historical and
cultural forces, some of which are still harmfully influential in the
twentieth century (e.g. religion, sexism, patriarchy, gender).
In her "Introductory Note," however, she
scope of her book:

carefully limited the
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The Sadeian Woman is neither a critical study nor a
historical analysis of Sade; it is, rather, a latetwentieth-century interpretation of some of the problems he
raises about the culturally determined nature of women and
of the relations between men and women that result from it-an opposition which is both cruelly divisive in our common
struggle to understand the world, and also, in itself, a
profound illumination of the nature of that struggle. (SW 1)
And at the end of her "Polemical Preface," the opening chapter on
pornography, Carter further described her book as
an exercise of the lateral imagination. Sade remains a
monstrous and daunting cultural edifice; yet I would like to
think that he put pornography in the service of women, or,
perhaps, allowed it to be invaded by an ideology not
inimical to women. (SW 37)
These comments constitute the only two instances within the book where
Carter overtly clarified its purpose, and they usefully point to her
focus on the imprisoning roles available to women in Sade's texts, and
on the sadomasochistic relations between men and women produced by the
self-containedness of individuals that is so central to Sadeian logic.
What is most interesting about Carter's description of her book,
however, is that, though she can be legitimately described as a fairly
radical socialist-feminist (indeed, she frequently referred to herself
as such), she did not flinch in recognizing Sade as a complex,
contradictory, problem-raising "cultural edifice", rather than as the
vulgar pornographer he has often been reduced to. For her, "Sade is no
ordinary pornographer and it is foolish to treat him as such. He is
much more dangerous than that. He did not write for money, but for love"
(S 228) .
Of course, her approach to Sade was controversial, and she
absorbed the blows of other feminists such as Andrea Dworkin and Suzanne
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Kappeler, who dismissed and condemned The Sadeian Woman without
seriously debating its rather complicated argument. In Pornography: Men
Possessing Women (1979), Dworkin, one of the leaders of the
antipornography movement in America, dismisses Carter's work as "a
recent pseudofeminist literary essay" in which she entered "the realm of
literary affectation heretofore reserved for the boys" (84-5).
Dworkin's comments stopped there; she did not bother to deal with the
detailed argument Carter's study provides.

Tn The Pornography of

Representation (1986), Suzanne Kappeler remarked that
. . . Carter, the potential feminist critic, has withdrawn
into the literary sanctuary, has become literary critic:
'Sade' is no longer the man she so carefully researched, the
multiple rapist and murderer, but as writer, as
pornographer, deserves a literary critical response that
treats him as artist and writing subject. Like good modern
literary critics, we move from the author/writer to the
oeuvre/text which by literary convention bears his name:
Sade is a Cultural Edifice (a rock of culture). A literary
artefact, removed by convention of the literary beyond the
reach of political, of feminist critique. Sade's
pornographic assault on one particular patriarchal
representation of woman--the Mother--renders him, in the
eyes of Carter, a provider of a service to women. . . .
Women, of course, neither produced nor sanctified the
mothering aspect of their patriarchal representation, but it
is doubtful whether they would thank Sade for replacing the
myth of the Mother with that of the victim or the inverted
pornographic sadist. Besides falling into the trap of the
literary sanctuary, Carter here lapses into the fallacy of
equal opportunities: following her provider, she seems eager
to take up the opportunity he invents for her: to cause
suffering, 'just as men do'. (134)
Kappeler, like Dworkin, generalized about Carter's book without paying
attention to the subtleties of its analysis.

For instance, Kappeler's

point that Carter withdraws into the literary sanctuary is inaccurate,
for one of Carter's central premises in The Sadeian Woman was that it ia
possible--even necessary--to read pornography metaphorically and
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referentially as a comment on the real political and historiccil world:
relationships between the sexes are determined by history
and by the historical fact of the economic dependence of
women upon men. . . . the economic dependence of women
remains a believed fiction and is assumed to imply an
emotional dependence that is taken for granted as a
condition inherent in the natural order of things . . . (SW
6-7)

The nature
determined
relations,
capable of
(SW 11)

of actual modes of sexual intercourse is
by historical changes in less intimate human
just as the actual nature of men and women is
infinite modulations as social structures change.

These quotations are not the sort likely to be found in the work of a
writer who has retreated to a literary sanctuary. As Carter put it
herself, "there is no question of an aesthetics of pornography.

It can

never be art for art's sake. Honourably enough, it is always art with
work to do" (SW 12).

She was concerned ultimately with the relation

between pornography (which she does not set in opposition to art) and
life, as the folloving passage makes clear:
Fine art, that exists for itself alone, is art in a final
statu of impotence. If nobody, including the artist,
acknowledges art as a means of knowing the world, then art
is relegated to a kind of rumpus room of the mind and the
irresponsibility of the artist and the irrelevance of art to
actual living becomes part and parcel of the practice of
art. Nevertheless, pornographic writing retains this in
common with all literature--that it turns the flesh into
word. (SW 13)
Kappeler's implication that Carter approved of the dehumanizing
violence of Sadeian sexuality ij also inaccurate. Throughout her book,
but perhaps especially in her "Speculative Finale," Carter made a point
of describing and unequivocally condemning sexual violence and
exploitation:
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Sade explores the inhuman sexual possibilities of meat; it
is a mistake to think that the substance of which his actors
are made is flesh. There is nothing alive or sensual about
them. Sade is a great puritan and will disinfect of
sensuality anything he can lay his hands on; therefore he
writes about sexual relations in terms of butchery and meat.
(SW 138)
The strong abuse, exploit and meatify the weak, says Sade.
They must and will devour their natural prey. The primal
cc ldition of man cannot be modified in any way; it is, eat
or be eaten. (SW 140)
Clearly, these two passages, when read in the light of Carter's ultimate
concern with women's emancipation, egalitarianism, sensuality, and love
(which, Carter said, required reciprocal desire and the sharing of
pleasure), indicate that Carter found much wanting in Sade's vision of
sexual relations.
Finally, while Sade did emphasize sexual pleasure over
procreation, an emphasis Carter sympathized with, one can not therefore
conclude, as Kappeler does, that Carter approved of the violence Sade
directed at the figure of the Mother.

To be sure, when in "The School

of Love" chapter, Eugenie assaults her mother, Carter's point was not
that the mother deserved the ruthless punishment but that Sade was blind
to the possibility that a mother might be capable of experiencing sexual
pleasure: "Sade's vision is utterly without transcendence.

But, if he

could have allowed himself to violate the last taboo of all, and allow
wretched and abused Madame de Mistival to experience pleasure, then the
terms of his vision would be disrupted" (SW 129).

Carter's interest in

Sade was not characterized by passive appreciation or cheerleading; it
was characterized by her active, political, stringently feminist reading
of his work.

She provoked unease by showing how his wild and violent
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fantas:as continue to offer us an oblique but chilling commentary on the
political and imprisoning nature of human sexual relations in the modern
world.
Consequently, what is strikinj about The Sadeian Woman is that it
demonstrates how Carter. who always identified more with French than
with English writers, established Sade as a thinker of significance for
English readers in general and women in particular. One should not
overlook the fact that the texts that she analyzes--Justine ou les
infortunes de la virtue (1791) , La nouvelle Justine, suivi de I'histoire
de Juliette. Sa speur, pu, les prosperities dtt vice (1797) , Philosophie
dans le boudoir (1795), and Les 12 0 iournees de Sodome. ou l'ecole du
libertinage (1778-1790)--remained unavailable in English until the
1960s, when they were finally published in American-English translations
by Grove Press.

In Offensive Literature. John Sutherland acknowledged

the importance of Carter's book on Sade: "In the 1970s, the British
reader was well served by a new full-length stuf. of de Sade (Angela
Carter, The Sadeian Woman. 1979) . . . " (72).
She avidly read and deconstructed Sade, a writer whose poignant
sense of imprisonment permeated the worlds of his fictional characters,
because she wanted to overcome the gender roles and sexual codes still
imprisoning people today.

She was perceptive enough to realize that

"when the works of Sade are on sale to the general public, as opposed to
the obsessed pervert, the whole question of the nature of human nature
is under discussion" (S 227).

She empathized with Sade's poignant sense

of imaginative imprisonment and his resistance ;o an oppressive social
order without advocating the violence of his sexual fantasies.

In The
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Sadeian Woman, written to help get Virago Press off the grv .aid, Carter
did what Susan Gubar recently suggested feminist critics should be
doing:
[W]e need to pay more attention to male literary tradicions
in terms of their production of images of male and female
sexuality. While we should retain our initial concern over
the effects of representations on women, we ought to extend
our analyses to their functions for men. (739)

In The Sadeian Woman, where Carter explored in great detail the
theme of imprisonment central to much of her own fiction, she sought an
answer of some kind to the problem of physical and psychological
oppression.

She sought an answer to abuses of power carried out in the

name of love.

"In the looking-glass of Sade's misanthropy, women may

see themselves as they have been and it is an uncomfortable sight

..."

(SW 36), and Carter saw images of ruthless containment that, when
juxtaposed with the images of her own fiction, enabled her to articulate
precisely some of the knowledge she had acquired in the writing of her
novels and tales.

He* novels from the 1960s all focus on women as

troubled beings imprisoned both in restrictive female roles and
sadomasochistic heterosexual relationships.

The similarity between the

general plight of these women and the plight of Sade's Justine is
telling.

Carter's highly metafictional tales and novels of the 1970s

debate the nature of reality (specifically, the nature of desire,
history, gender, and sexuality) in order to show how women and men might
remove themselves from overly restrictive gender roles and reductive,
sexist versions of human sexuality that have governed their behaviour.
By debating the nature of reality, these fictions, like The Sadeian
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Woman. point towards possible futures that differ from the
sadomasochistic, imprisoning present.

In Hoffman. Fireworks, and New

Eve. Carter demonstrates the similarity between the structures of
fiction and the structures of life.

She shows how people are often

restricted or imprisoned by the fictions governing their imaginations
and bodies.

In her study of Sade, she again shows how life and fiction

inextricably intermingle: she shows how Sade's wild and violent sexual
fantasies function as products of and metaphors for his physical and
psychological imprisonment within a particular social and political
reality.

Tne symbols of Sade's private world powerfully reflect the

world that produced and imprisoned him. And Carter, always intrigued by
"savage sideshows" of various kinds, reads his symbols seriously, for as
the transsexual narrator of New Eve says,
Our external symbols must always express the life within us
with absolute precision: how could they do otherwise, since
that life has generated them? Therefore we must not blame
our poor symbols if they take forms that seem trivial to us,
or absurd, for the symbols themselves have no control over
their own fleshly manifestations, however paltry they may
be; the nature of our life alone has determined their forms.
A critique of these symbols is a critique of our lives. (6)
For Carter, a critique of Sade's symbols is a critique not only of his
own culture and life, but of sexual relations and political reality in
the twentieth century.

As Anthony Burgess says in "Our Bedfellow, The

Marquis De Sade", "Sade, in his accions, and even more in his books,
extrapolated on a Wagnerian scale what society insists on keeping locked
in the crypts of the mind.

Though vicious and perhaps demented, he does

not belong to a race very different from our own" (510).
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In The Sadeian Woman. Carter's thinking on the roles of women, on
gender and human sexuality, on sadomasochism, and on the deeply rooted
misogyny of Western culture reaches a synthesis.

She finds that Sade

raised certain problems regarding "the culturally determined nature of
women and of the relations between men and women"(SW 1), and feels that,
as a contemporary woman writer, she is in a position to go beyond the
limitations of his work (and the limitations of her own early novels)
and propose solutions for some of those problems.

In writing about the

ideology of pornography, the construction of femininity, and the
violence of sexuality in Sade, Carter discovers what would be required
in order for human beings to transcend relationships defined by
imprisonment, tyranny, cruelty

and pain.

She builds on the vision of

social change evident in Sade's Utopian strain: on the idea that we
might be able to create "a world in which nobody need bleed" (SW 26),
and on the idea that "it is possible to radically transform society and,
with it, human nature, so that the Old Adam, exemplified in God, the
King and the Law, the trifold masculine symbolism of authority, will
take his final departure from amongst us" (SW 24).

She writes cf the

inseparability of human freedom and human love; and of how
sadomasochism, imprisonment, and misogyny ^11 grow out of a "holy terror
of love" (SW 150), an unwillingness to admit that "sexuality is an
aspect of being, rather than a crime against being" (SW 146), a desire
that "ceases to be a movement outwards from the self" (SW 146), and a
denial of the social fact of sexuality and human selfhood.

Carter, in

her "Speculative Finale," ultimately suggests that, like the world of
Sade, what our century requires it, a radical transformation:
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Only the most violent of all transformations, that of the
transformation of the Kingdom of God into a secular republic
will overthrow these relations. In the Kingdo i of God, man
is made in the image of God and therefore a ravenous,
cannibalistic, vicious, egocentric tyrant. Since God does
not exist, man must make of himself something a great deal
better; that God must be shown not to exist, and only
corrupts our institutions as a baleful shadow, is the source
of Side's? nassionate and continual atheism. . . .
In this
world, which was made by God, sexuality is inhuman. In
other words, in a society which still ascribes an illusory
metaphysic to matters which are in reality solely to do with
the relations between human beings, the expression of the
sexual nature of men and women is not seen as part of human
nature. Sexuality, in this estranged form, becomes a denial
of a basis of mutuality, of the acknowledgement of equal
rights to exist in the world, from which any durable form
of human intercourse can spring. (SW 141)
The Sadeian Woman shows how physical cruelty and psychological
imprisonment are linked to the metaphysical assumptions and imprisoning
dichotomies of Western thought and cult ire, assumptions and dichotomies
that make sexuality into a crime, and human relationships into "spurious
charades of maleness and femaleness" (SW 8) or "elaborately
choieographed masques of abstraction, of alienation" (SW 146). In
writing about Sade, Carter does not pose as an adoring female paying
homage to the authoritative male author; rather, she combines a respect
for the irreverent side of Sade's thinking with a radical critique of
his -reaknesses and limitations, which are the weaknesses and limitations
of both his culture and our own.

She shows her readers how it might be

possible to escape the world of tyranny and imprisonment that both she
and Sade are preoccupied with.

But, as she argues at the end of The

Sadeian Woman, the escape from physical cruelty and psychological
oppression can only happen in a world where women and men seek to love
and sexually gratify one another without sacrificing their freedom.
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II. Moral Pornography: Female Emancipation, Human Desire
and the Re-Creation of Love
Carter's analysis and critique of human imprisonment and female
subordination within patriarchy begins with an argument about
pornography.

In her opinion, pornography's role need not be a male-

dominated, imprisoning, reactionary one, as it generally has been, buc a
liberating, revolutionary one:
Pornographers are the enemies of women only because our
contemporary ideology of pornography does not encompass the
possibility of change, as if we were the slaves of history
and not its makers, as if sexual relations were not,
necessarily an expression of social relations, as if sex
itself were an external fact, one as immutable as the
weather, creating human practice but never a part of it. (SW
3-4)
While Carter criticizes the male-dominated pornography produced in a
patriarchal world, she envisions a different, more liberating kind of
world that would be encouraged to come into existence by moral
pornography that regenerates and humanizes sexuality. As Alan Soble has
remarked, "Carter's thesis, which has a critical application to today's
pornography (it is tolerated because it reinforces an oppressive
system), turns out to bless the pornography of the future" (Soble 107).
Carter argues that, though most pornography is reactionary and
supportive of an oppressive patriarchal system ("A male-dominated
society produces a pornography of universal female acquiescence" [SW
20]), there is a need for a more liberating and moral pornography, a
pornography that expresses rather than censors female desire and
experience:
The moral pornographer would be an artist who uses
pornographic material as part of the acceptance of the logic
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of a world of absolute sexual license for all the genders,
and projects a model of the way such a world might work. A
moral pornographer might use pornography as a critique of
current relations between the sexes. His business would be
the total demystification of the flesh and the subsequent
revelation, through the infinite modulations of the sexual
act, of the real relations of mr»n and his kind. Such a
pornographer would not be the enemy of women, perhaps
bec&use he might oegin to peretrate to the heart of the
contempt for women that distorts our culture even as he
entered the realms of true obscenity as he describes it. (SW
19-20)
Writing about human sexuality, Carter concludes, need not be bound by
the "inbuilt reactionary mechanism" (16) of most conventional
pornography, with its "false universalizing" and belief in an invariant
human nature.73

The pornographic genre can, and should, be invaded by

an ideology sympathetic to women; if such an invasion occurs, then
pornography will assist women in freeing themselves from the
imprisonment of patriarchy because it will enable chem to recognize
themselves as subjects capable of desiri.ng and acting in their own
right.

Moral pornography, rather than supporting an oppressive system,

will work to destabilize that very system.

This sort of destabilization

is what occurs in "Flesh and the Mirror," where the female narrator
becomes aware of tur own autonomy and desire for sexual pleasure through
her sexual encounter with a stranger.

She is enlightened by the

pornographic image she sees of herself and the stranger in a mirror:
Women and mirrors are in complicity with one another to
evade the action I/she performs that she/I cannot watt'h, the
action with which I break out of the mirror, with which I
assume my appearance. But this mirror refused to conspire
with me; it was like the first mirror I'd ever seen. It
reflected the embrace beneath it without the least guile.
All it showed was inevitable. But I myself could never have
dreamed it. (65)
The image the narrator sees in the mirror functions as a pornographic
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text that liberates the female narrator from the psychological
oppression from which she has been suffering.

In becoming conscious of

how freely and actively she has expressed and shared pleasure with the
stranger, she becomes intensely aware of the imprisoning, coercive,
alienating nature of the relationship she has been involved in wich the
lover who is absent.

The pornographic image this narrator encounters

liberates her fema'.e self from an imprisonment within the social fiction
of romance.

Her experience is very unlike that of Lady Purple in "The

Loves of Lady Purple," whose mind is imprisoned by pornographic images
generated by the old Professor.
Carter develops her critique of human imprisonment and female
subordination within patriarchy by examining Sade's fictional women and
revealing how, whether perceived as passive or aggressive, they
ultimately exist as subordinate beings in a capitalistic world defined
and ruled b} men.

While analyzing the inadequacies of Sade's fictional

women, Carter implies that the culturally determined nature of women
needs to change before women can become fully emancipated, autonomous
beings.

The myth of the goddess must die before women can be free to

design their own identities and lives.
c

Women's bodies must be freed

rom the "enchanting rhetoric" of the >vomb before they can live as

equals with men.

Carter suggests that the individualistic pursuits and

self-interest of Justine and Juliette are not sufficient means of
producing real social and sexual change, though Juliette does do her
part to destroy the notion that all women must be passive and obedient.
Career's "Polemical Preface," which argues that Sade's pornography
is, to some degree, subversive rather than simply reactionary, serves to
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justify and explain her assessment of Sadeian women in "The Desecration
of the Temple", "Sexuality as Terrorism", and "The School of Love"
chapters of The Sadeian Woman, which mainly examine Sade's Justine
(1791), Juliette (1797), and Philosophy in the Boudoir (1795).

Carter

finds Sade's women interesting because his pornography functions as a
mirror reflecting images of female desire and sexuality that conflict
with conventional pornographic portrayals of women.

Carter thinks it is

significant that his works were banned "for almost two hundred years"
for "more reasons than those of public decency" (18). She argues that
Sade "placed pornography at the service of the French Re/olution" and
that "He was unusual in his period for claiming rights of free sexuality
for women, and in installing women as beings of power in his imaginary
worlds" (36).
Justine, Juliette, and Eugenie, the three Sadeian women Carter
examines in the greatest detail, are all ultimately trapped within a
patriarchal world that is inimical to their desires and aspirations as
women.

Yet Carter finds it interesting that Sade should develop these

female characters as he does.

He appears to assume that women should

naturally want to seek pleasure and sexual fulfilment outside of the
institution of marriage, and he is capable of thinking of women as
"beings of power."
Justine is a woman whose attempts to be good and virtuous
contribute to her undoing and victimization at the hands of corrupt,
powerful men and women.

She obeys and is imprisoned by a rigid sense of

right and wrong that has been imposed upon her by her world, a world
which looks upon women as either madonnas or whores. By associating her
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own virtue first with her chastity and then with her frigidity, she
demonstrates how thoroughly she has internalized a patriarchal version
of female sexuality.

Her mind is in manacles that have been forged by

the minds of people unsympathetic to women. Because her notion of
feminine virtue and human goodness thwarts her ability to act morally
when the need arises, when her action might alleviate her own suffering
or the suffering of others, Justine's life is one of subordination and
passivity within patriarchy.

She lives in complicity with the values of

patriarchy because she is unable to act in such as way as to oppose them
in the public sphere. She, like many of Carter's heroines from the
1960s, is imprisoned within a narrow morality and range of experience.
Justine never learns from her experiences, so she keeps having the same
unsatisfying experiences over and over again.
Juliette, who chooses a very different path in life from that of
the virtuous Justine, ultimately becomes as exploitative and violent as
the corrupt men and women with whom she associates. She buys into the
patriarchal system.

By modelling herself after the powerful tyrants who

rule her world, Juliette accepts a world where people are treated
unequally, and where the freedom of some tyrannical individuals depends
on the slavery and dehumanization of others. Yet, as Richard Gillman
points out, Carter seems to see a faint sign of hope in Juliette:
What is rather original in Miss Carter's thinking about Sade
is her idea that in the figure of Juliette he created a
counterforce to the submissive woman of myth and actuality.
While Justine ia the perfect prey, so much the product of
sexual stereotypes that she cooperates eagerly in her
victimization, Juliette is brutal, cruel, a 'master' instead
of a slave. And while Miss Carter has no more personal
sympathy for her than for any male representatives of sex as
power, she sees Juliette as a restorer of balance, more
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specifically as a blow against the notion of women as pure
and meek, a legend that she rightly says has done as much to
perpetuate their exploitation as any other. (10)
Gillman is right. And it is interesting to note how, in the fiction
Carter produces after writing The Sadeian Woman, many of her female
characters are actually descendants--albeit modified ones--of Juliette.
Eugenie de Mistival, the third Sadeian woman Carter discusses at
length, is a female Oedipus who is sexually educated, at her father's
behest and without her mother's consent, by a group of libertines.
Newly educated in the pleasures of the flesh and disburdened of the
"false ethical notions" (118) inculcated in her by her mother, Eugenie
seeks to assert her sexuality and independence.

But, like Juliette,

Eugenie acts in such a way as to support rather than resist patriarchy.
She asserts her freedom by sexually assaulting her own sexually
repressed mother.
Carter is intrigued that Sade "was one of the very few people to
transpose oedipal behaviour" (Carter, Appignanesi video), and to show
more interest in mothers and daughters than in fathers and sons.

The

antipathetic relationship between Eugenie and her mother in Philosophy
in the Boudoir demonstrates, Carter contends, how the conventional
daughter-mother relationship is ultimately governed by a patriarchal
power structure.

Eugenie enaofs her own sexual independence and freedom

by "fucking" her mother with a giant dildo and then sewing together her
mother's labia. The daughter asserts her own sexual power by triumphing
over her mother, who represents female repression and passivity.
Eugenie's sexually powerful father, though absent from this motherdaughter conflict, implicitly sanctions the daughter's sexual violence.
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Indeed, "Eugenie takes on the sexual aggressiveness of her father by
mimicking her father . . . "

(122).

She "'plays the husband' to her

lovely Mama, acts out upon the mirror image of her own flesh a charade
of domination and possession" (126) .
The struggle between Eugenie and her mother is the result of their
imprisonment within a male-dominated world, yet they fight against one
another rather than against the system that has made them into enemies.
Eugenie cannot identify with her mother because of the cultural
opposition between the reproductive, culturally approved sexuality of
mothers and the pleasure-centred, culturally condemned sexuality of
whores.

Carter is fascinated by this female oedipal scenario because,

by not allowing Eugenie's mother to experience sexual pleasure of any
kind, Sade ultimately gives in to the madonna-whore dichotomy of the
patriarchal culture in which he lives.
He makes [Madame de Mistival] faint [when Eugenie is
penetrating her with the dildo and arousing her sexually]
because he can only conceive of freedom as existing in
opposition, freedom as defined by tyranny. So, on the very
edge of, an extraordinary discovery about the nature of the
relation between mothers and daughters, at the climax of his
pioneering exploration of this most obscure of psychic
areas, he gives in to a principle of safety. Instead of
constructing a machine for liberation, he substitutes
instead a masturbatory device. He is on the point of
becoming a revolutionary pornography [sic]; but he, finally,
lacks the courage. (SW 132)
The madonna-whore dichotomy would be subverted if Mother were "allowed
t

to come, and so to come alive.

She cannot be corrupted into the

experience of sexual pleasure and so set free" (SW 128), for "Vice and
virtue, that is, esj^rgy and passivity, that is, evil and good, would
then be states to which one could accede" (SW 128). In Sade's moral
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scheme, one is either innately vicious or virtuous; one cannot choose to
differ from one's former self.

"By denying the possibility of

corruption [to Eugenie's mother], Sade denies the possibility of
regeneration" (SW 129).
Carter juxtaposes her understanding of Sade's fictional women with
an analysis of twentieth-century Western cu._ure and the images of women
by which it is ruled.

In particular, she examines the images of women

produced by the Hollywood film industry.

She discovers that the Sadeian

woman, certainly in the style of Justine, is alive and well in the
images of women produced in our own time: "Justine is the model for the
nineteenth and early twentieth-century denial of femininity as praxis,
the denial of femininity as a positive mode of dealing with the world"
(SW 71).
Carter's analysis of Sade's fictional women culminates, in her
"Speculative Finale," not only in a stern critique of the solipsistic,
egoistic, sadomasochistic wo::ld of the Sadeian libertine, but also in an
effort to imagine what would be required in order for women and men to
live as genuinely free beings capable of love in a truly egalitarian
world.

Carter's "fascination with the problem of imagining freedom"

(ELE 211), which Sage notes in conjunction with "Lady Purple," is the
reverse side of Carter's description of both Sade's world and our world
as places of imprisonment.

For Carter, love and freedom are

inseparable, so one cannot seek love or sexual pleasure unless one also
seeks freedom for oneself and others.
In The Sadeian Woman. Carter identifies in the "savage* sideshow"
of Sade's texts a patriarchal ideology similar to the one her own
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characters continually suffer from and battle against. Yet by analyzing
Sade's texts, together with that which they repress, Carter envisions
how human imprisonment within patriarchy might be overcome.

She boldly

hypothesizes that pornography, a quintessentially male genre dealing
with human sexual relations, might be transformed into a subversive and
destabilizing anti-patriarchal force.

In imagining a transformed, moral

pornography sympathetic to the heretofore repressed desires of women,
she recognizes a strategy by which her own fiction can seek to dismantle
and supersede patriarchy.

This strategy would entail describing women

as active, sexually assertive decision-makers who recognize their own
desires and fashion their own identities.
After examining Sade's fictional women, Carter concludes that,
though they partly resist patriarchy by acquiring female power and
experience, they .still remain contained within and governed by a maledominated sex-gender system.

Their apparent freedom depends upon the

enslavement of others, both men and women.

Like Sade himself, they,

while opposing the existing social order and morality, still perpetuate
some of the most harmful values and assumptions of patriarchy.

As an

artist, Sade creates more liberating portrayals of women than either
Uncle Philip in The Magic Toyshop or the Professor in "Lady Purple."
But even Sade's women, Carter surmises, are not sufficiently new kinds
of beings to engender real sexual change and freedom.

Even Juliette,

one of his most aggressive female libertines, is ultimately a pawn of
the patriarchal, capitalist system.

Her personal power requires the

powerlessness of others, just as Eugenie's sexual liberation
necessitates a violent assault upon her own mother.
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Yet figures like Juliette and Eugenie do open the door for
change, as Carter concedes: "I do not think I want Juliette to renew my
world; but, her work of destruction complete, she will, with her own
death, have removed a repressive and authoritarian superstructure that
has prevented a good deal of the work of renewal" (111).

Female figures

like Juliette and Eugenie, though we wince at their capacity for
violence, prepare the way for new kinds of beings such as Carter's
heroines in Newfive»The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories. Nights at the
£i££iia, and Wise Children, all of whom elude the madonna/whore dichotomy
to which Sade was imaginatively and unconsciously indebted.

CHAPTER SEVEN
Consoled by "the Mute Speech of Flesh":
Uncreating the Habits of Masculinity and Femininity in New Eve

I. Contradicting the Immoral Pornographic Imagination
In Carter's apocalyptic seventh novel, New Eve74, her observations
about men's interpretive constructions of women are more subversive and
sophisticated than ever before. Here, moving beyond her previous
fictional analyses of gender oppression in highly narcissistic
individuals whose thinking unconsciously reinforces patriarchal logic,
she speculates on the human potential for personal and cultural change.
Seeking to overthrow the metaphysical assumptions and imprisoning
dichotomies of patriarchal reasoning--assumptions and dichotomies that,
as we have seen, she detects even in Sade's artful counter-cultural
representations--she uses New Eve to explore the premise that gender
identity, masculine or feminine, is constituted solely by language,
performance, and appearance.

She hypothesizes that, fundamentally,

gender is role-playing or cultural masquerade, a learned mimetic
performance (or re-presentation) not only obscuring--like much realist
fiction--the active cultural fashioning of sexual difference, but also
repressing the variable figurations of human desire. As Carter explains
in The Sadeian Woman.
There is the unarguable fact of sexual differentiation; but,
separate from it t id only partially derived frcm it, are the
behavioural modes of masculine and feminine, which are
culturally defined variables translated in the language of
common usage to the status of universals (6-7) .
Her fictional objective in New Eve, in the light of this comment, is to
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re-view and subvert the "universals" by which people unquestioningly
live their lives.75
Vigorously disputing the traditional conception of gender as a
biologically or anatomically pre-determined essence, Carter's New Eve
furthers the idea of androgyny (or bisexuality) articulated in Virginia
Woolf's Orlando: "In every human being a vacillation from one sex to the
other takes place, and often it is only the clothes that keep the male
or female likeness, while underneath the sex is the very opposite of
what it is above" (189).

Like Orlando. Carter's novel blurs and

confuses gender distinctions, doubts the truthfulness of gendered
appearances, and implicitly endorses a viewpoint sceptical of
essentialism in gender and sexuality.

New Eve is indebted to the sort

of reasoning exhibited by Mary Jacobus, who in "Reading Woman (Reading)"
argues that, "If there is no literal referent to start with, no identity
or essence, the production of sexual difference can be viewed as
textual, like the production of meaning" (4). Complementing Jacobus's
view, Carter attends to the cultural making of gender, particularly to
the representational practices and persons implicated in its fashioning.
In considering sexual difference a fundamental cultural fiction, she
construes the concepts of masculinity and femininity as patriarchal
myths whose history and invention have been deliberately suppressed. Her
thoughts correspond to those of Stoltenberg, who argues that
Sexual identity is an idea. Sexual identity--the belief
that there is maleness and femaleness and that one is either
male or female--is among the most fundamental ideas with
which we interpret our experience. Not only do we 'know'
and 'believe in' the idea of sexual identity, but the idea
of sexual identity largely determines how and what we know.
With the idea of sexual identity inside our head, we see
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things and feel things and learn things in terms of it. (910)
Hence, in New Eve gender difference is understood as an interpretive
construction--a mentally fashioned dichotomy

tfa#t humans create and

impose upon their fleshly experiences and desires. This dichotomy,
expressed and reinforced through clothing and lole-playing, becomes an
essential ingredient in "human nature." To move beyond such a
dichotomy, Carter implies that one must first uncreate or demythologize
human experience as it is commonly understood.
Writing "aa a woman" (though, interestingly, not in the voice of a
41.

conventional or "natural" one, who would, after all, be just another
female impersonator)76, Carter in New Eve engages in a feminist parody
of male transvestism.

To fulfil her parodic purpose of overcoming the

culturally entrenched gender dichotomy of Western culture, she puts on
the costume and voice of an androgynous, transsexual narrator who,
having involuntarily submitted to a sex-change operation, programmatic
feminine indoctrination, and female suffering, tells of the striking
sexual (and ultimately political) knowledge she inadvertently acquired
while being transformed from a man into a woman. Through writing from
the retrospective perspective of this transformed being, named New Eve,
Carter implicitly argues that "sexual identity largely determines how
and what we know" (Stoltenberg 9).

She guides us through a psychical

journey in which a sexist man metamorphoses into a genderless female
being and thereby discovers feelings and experiences previously
unimaginable.

The emphatic contrast between the novel's narrator, New

Eve, and Evelyn, the male chauvinist she once was, suggests much about
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the ways in which a rigid gender dichotomy structures human reality,
knowledge, identity, and storytelling itself.
Significantly, this unlikely narrator's surrealistic allegory of
identity transformation does not principally concern the moving sexual
ecstasy she discovers through her "erotic attraction" to Tristessa, a
transvestite movie goddess; it more centrally and crucially concerns, as
Carter herself contends, the passion of "the process of physical pain
and degradation that Eve undergoes in her apprenticeship as a woman"
(LCC 170).

Through experiencing torture at the hands of coercive, self-

fashioned, godlike authorities such as the matriarchal Mother of Beulah
and the patriarchal Zero, both of whom abuse power quasi-religiously
(through egocentric mythopoeia), P!velyn-Eve parodies Christ, whose own
passionate obedience to God the Father recommended selfless subservience
and suffering in deference to power camouflaged by love. But whereas
the story of Christ's passion justifies an omnipotent Father's violence
against His obedient Son, the story of New Eve's passion implicitly
condemns the violence a woman must endure when moulded by authorities
into a subservient, feminine being.

This condemnation is messy and

discomforting, especially for those identifying with or condoning sexist
male behaviour, because it necessitates submitting a middle-aged male
English professor, Evelyn, to the painful manipulation and coercion
generally reserved in the modern world for women.

The role reversal is

devised to unsettle the minds of men who automatically assume the world
is made in their image, and who ignore or dismiss the possibility that
women's experiences and circumstances might differ significantly from
their own. Unapologetically blasphemous and anti-authoritarian, Carter
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represents fictionally, and in a parodic postmodern style, what has gone
unrepresented in the realist fiction and epistemology of Western
culture--the deconstruction of male chauvinism and dominance that is
required if reconstructive social and political change are to occur.
She unearths the contradictions inherent in masculinity, showing how it,
like femininity, is an arbitrary, alterable cultural construct founded
on patriarchal concepts and values.
Though on one level a meaningful love story offering a "chink
through which ecstasy might shine" (LCC 168), New Eve is clearly much
more than a romance.

The novel's remarkable account of New Eve's sexual

awakening as a woman--her startling discovery of the sensual potential
of the female body, which to her had previously been merely an object
defined by and for male desire--while important in exemplifying the
genderlessness to which Carter believes sexual pleasure should aspire,
is unceremoniously terminated in the desert.

Tristessa, her lover, is

killed by adolescent Christian crusaders; the erotic consummation in the
desert is abruptly ended, as if to signal that Carter's intentions are
incompatible with the relaxation implied by a happy, timeless ending.
Carter transfers her attention from New Eve's discovery of exquisite
female pleasure to her need to survive the violent, politically chaotic
circumstances of America.

Cartar implies that the tentative consolation

of love must not distract Eve from the larger political, historically
important events occurring in a rapidly disintegrating America--events
that cannot but affect her future.
More than a love story, then, New Eve addresses the pain caused by
the authoritative sexual divisions and assumptions permeating a
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fragmented Western Judeo-Christian culture, divisions and assumptions
intimately intertwined with the religious, mythopoeic, realist impulse
itself.

Carter recognizes that, in a secular culture like that of

contemporary America, where there has been a splintering of reality and
a proliferation of sub-cultures, this impulse gets channelled into
dangerous totalitarian aspirations and missions, often ones perpetuating
or re-cycling the harmful sexual stereotypes off an outmoded past.
Indeed, New Eve attests to how contemporary lxes about gender and
sexuality are just as harmful as traditional religious dogma, read
literally, can be. Just as such dogma can con women and men into
obeying patriarchal authority, so can the illusions of Hollywood, whose
representations resemble reactionary pornography, keep women silent and
subordinate, and men solipsistic.

Such illusions acquire the

metaphysical, mythical features of religion, enslaving people who,
willingly suspending their scepticism, seek easy answers to life's
questions and challenges.

II. Assessing Evelyn: Unsettling the "Reality" of Male Sexism
The opening pages of New Eve serve a number of important functions
with respect to the novel as a whole: they introduce us to Carter's
narrator, whose unusual androgynous sensibility directs and mec'iates our
reading of the novel's events; they establish the nature of the
narrator's former self, Evelyn, a sexist male who serves as a foil to
the new being the narrator has become; they provide a history of
Evelyn's early infatuation with the movie goddess Tristessa, behind
whose image hides a man who eventually, in the course of the novel,
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becomes the narrator's lover; and finally, they provide an explanation
and context for Evelyn's arrival in an apocalyptic contemporary America,
where he journeys from New ifork to the Western seaboard in search of
himself, only to discover that this self is "a perfect stranger" (PNE
38) .
The first chapter, in fact, can be understood as an interpretive
frame for the novel as a whole, for it is here that New Eve, the
androgynous retrospective female narrator, recounts Evelyn's night at
the cinema during his final evening in London, the night before he would
leave England for a teaching position at a university in New York. New
Eve's account of Evelyn, curiously addressed to both Tristessa and the
general reader, constitutes a telling psychological portrait of an
apparently "normal" (PNE 9) man, who unconsciously experiences and
interprets the world in accordance with the sexist assumptions contained
in common representations of it.

In describing Evelyn's evening at the

cinema, New Eve illustrates how his sexist sensibility has been
fashioned and reinforced through his encounters with authoritative
representations of a sexually dichotomous world.

Evelyn, in other

words, is shown to be a socially determined rather than naturally sexist
male.

He has been fashioned into the alienated sexual predator that he

is by the culture in which he lives. There is nothing natural about his
understanding of women, of the world, and of himself; his imagination
reveals that he has acquired his sexism and male identity by learning
from the representations of a male-dominated culture.
On his final night in London, Evelyn sits in a theatre "with some
girl" (NE 5)--a girl whose name, significantly, the narrator can no
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longer recall--watching a film adaptation of Emily Bronte's Wuthering
Heights.

Playing the role of Catherine Earnshaw--an exemplary romantic,

suffering heroine--is Tristessa de St Ange, a movie goddess "billed
. . . as 'The most beautiful woman in the world'" (PNE 5).

The scene is

one in which Evelyn, the nameless woman accompanying him, and the other
theatre-goers (among them, drunks and queers) collectively view and
respond to a public image or representation of "ideal" femininity.
Tristessa (who, later in the novel, is ironically revealed to be
anatomically male) impersonates "the perfect woman"; in doing so, "she"
"subjugates her agonized line to that of Catherine Earnshaw" (PNE 8).
The drunks respond to Tristessa's enactment of Catherine's role with
jeers, laughs, and general condemnation; the queers with poignant
identification and sympathy, for they feel that Tristessa's pain
accurately "reflects" their own repressed and marginalized condition;
and Evelyn with overt sexual arousal.
Tristessa's female impersonation, immortalized by the screen,
assumes priority within Evelyn's psyche over the real woman accompanying
him.

Tristessa's image emblem..tizes an idea of femininity governing

both Evelyn's imagination and the society in which he lives. He is
oblivious to Tristessa's "pain" (PNE 1) as Catherine, and his relation
to "her" representation of femininity, magically reproduced by the
cinematic apparatus, is more titillating to him than is his relation to
the woman sitting beside him.
What we have here is an unusual love triangle in which the real
woman is an intermediary between Evelyn and the sacred, metaphysical
image of the perfect woman, Tristessa.

This triangle--which is actually
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a parody of a conventional love triangle, since Tristessa turns out to
be anatomically male--is made explicit when Evelyn reaches his sexual
climax at the cinema. As he is "moved" by the image of "Tristessa's
crucifiction [sic] by brain fever"(PNE 9), and his female companion
simultaneously performs fellatio on him, it is obvious that Evelyn is
more intimately involved with the image of the physically absent
Tristessa--the male transvestite--than he is with the physically present
woman touching his penis.

Evelyn's sexuality is clearly governed by the

idea of female passivity and suffering immortalized in Tristessa's
image, not by his immediate relation to the physically present woman
caressing his body.

His sexuality is the lonely, alienated sexuality of

the typical Sadeian libertine. Like a libertine, Evelyn's "pleasure is
a cerebral one, even an intellectual one--that of the enhancement of the
ego.

When pleasure is violently denied the partner, the self's pleasure

is enhanced in direct relation to the visible unpleasure of the victim.
And so the self knows it exists" (SW 142).
Evelyn's narcissistic male identity requires not only the
submission of the actual woman at his side, but also his denial of both
the real woman's and the imagined one's full humanity.

Both women

become toys within his mind, which remains masterfully in charge of the
"real" sexual experience that occurs. His flesh-and-blood female
companion, like the filmic representation of Tristessa, serves him as a
sexu.l appliance, and when she cries after bringing Evelyn to orgasm, he
egocentrically interprets her tears as proof of her sadness about his
imminent departure for America.

His cruel detachment is like that

habitually exhibited by the white colonialist hunter in "Master." Like
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Honey, Uncle Philip, Buzz, and the Asiatic Professor, he is lost in the
private sexual theatre of his mind.
The Evelyn remembered by New Eve rationalizes his final night in
London as a nostalgic "last goodbye to the iconography of adolescence"
(PNE 8), a re-visiting of his youth, which he fondly remembers for its
fruquent trips to the cinema with his "sadistic" (PNE 9) nanny.

Evelyn

and his nanny had made movie-going into a ritual. Avid fans of
Tristessa, they habitually ate ice cream while relishing her image, and
now "the crackle of the coat of bitcer chocolate under the teeth and the
sharp, sweet sting of the ice against my gums were intimately associated
with my flaming, pre-adolescent heart and the twitch in my budding groin
the spectacle of Tristessa's suffering always aroused in me" (PNE 8).
The point of this memory of cinema-going is not just that it
kindles in Evelyn's adult self a comforting nostalgia, but that it
reveals how, from very early Evelyn's male identity was moulded by his
exposure to artful representations--specifically, cinematic images of
Tristessa's acts of female impersonation.

He was literally educated by

her magical "symbolic autobiography" (PNE 5), which New Eve, the
retrospective narrator, now recognizes for what it is: "And all you
signified was false! Your existence was only notional; you were a piece
of pure mystification, Tristessa" (PNE 6).

The young Evelyn did not

intentionally make himself into a sexist male, nor was he biologically
programmed to become one; he, youthful and innocent, had simply absorbed
the messages and illusions of the male-dominated representations of the
world into which he was born. As Eve recalls, ". . . 1 myself had loved
Tristessa out of pure innocence when I was a little boy and the
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sculptural flare of her nostrils haunted my pubescent dreams. The wall
of my cubicle at school had been plated with her photographs" (PNE 6).
Tristessa's ubiquitous image, to Evelyn's innocent younger self,
functioned like a comforting, frequently repeated nursery rhyme. It
populated his world and constructed whatever practical knowledge he
possessed about women, and he had come to think of it as natural. Just
as Buzz's pornographic photographs signify love for Annabel, so
Tristessa stood for what the young Evelyn was defining his male identity
and sexuality against.
As a boy, the innocent Evelyn did not know that Tristessa was
merely one of Hollywood's inventions, a mythical commodity designed for
profit.

He did not realize that she was an illusory construction of

femininity, a fantastic image rather than a real woman.

Hence, when he

wrote her a love letter, and MGM studios responded by sending him two
pictures of her, he resisted the implications of the second picture,
which contradicted the image of Tristessa governing his imagination.
MGM's first picture of Tristessa--"a still from The Fall of the House of
Usher. she, ethereal in her shroud, just risen from her coffin" (PNE 6)
--confirmed Evelyn's fantasy about her. But the second clearly baffled
him, and he became disillusioned with her.

It was

a shot of her in trousers and sweater, swinging, of all
things, a golf club. A long, lean, flat-chested woman in an
attitude of posed spontaneity who showed her teeth in a grin
that did not come naturally to her, for when she was in sole
charge of issuing her rare smiles, they came in a code that
signified nothing to do with joy (PNE 7).
New Eve, on the other hand, knows now that "MGM's publicity
department sent . . . this [second] photograph to show Tristessa was
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only human, a girl like any other girl, since they had lost confidence
in the mythology they had created for her. The 'princess lointaine'
now, must learn to ride a bicycle and so forth" (PNE 7).

In other

words, New Eve knows the second photograph is a representation intended
to counteract the effects of a previous representation or series of
representations. But this clash of images, this clash between Tristessa
as a golfer and Tristessa as Madeline Usher, generated doubt and
confusion in the young Evelyn's mind as to her real identity (and, by
implication, as to his real identity):
Tristessa, the very type of romantic dissolution,
necrophilia incarnate, pretending to be a sportswoman?
Although both photographs were signed, 'loving you always,
Tristessa de St A,' in a strange, spiky hand, I did not
bother to pin either of them up on my wall, for the one
outfaced the other . . . how could I ever envisage Madeline
Usher playing golf? I'd dreamed of meeting Tristessa, she
stark naked, tied, perhaps to a tree in a midnight forest
under the wheeling stars. To have encountered her on a
suburban golf-course? Or Dido in the laundromat. Or
Desdemona at the ante-natal clinic. Never! (PNE 7).
Unwilling to weigh evidence contr -j.ictj.ng or complicating his view of
reality and gender, he automatically represses his troubling thoughts.
His developing gender identity, in the male-dominated culture in which
he lives, requires him to do so.
Yet, as New Eve realizes, the second photograph of Tristessa,
while intended by MGM to deconstruct and neutralize her mythical status,
is merely another representation controlling and disguising her deeper,
more genuine self, which itself is yet another construction.

Tristessa

has little control over her own public identity, over how she is
perceived and understood in the world.

In competition with the

proliferating interpretive constructions of her, " . . . Tristessa could
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make only the most perfunctory gestures towards real life. . . .
besides, nobody had ever loved her for anything as commonplace as
humanity; her allure had lain in the tragic and absurd heroism with
which she had denied real life" (PNE 7).

New Eve's point is to

emphasize that Tristessa exists more as a symbol than a flesh-and-blood
person, and that she has in fact been defeated or marginalized by the
overwhelming public "reality" of her symbolic status, much as Desiderio
in Hoffman is tragically defeated by the public representation of
himself as a heroic male politician.
The reality by which Evelyn's male identity has been fashioned is
the postmodern reality of appearances and interpretive constructions
that Hutcheon describes: "life in the postmodern world is utterly
mediated through representations" ("Politics" 31). Carter's novel
implicitly raises the question Hutcheon detects in the work of
contemporary writers of postmodern historiographic metafiction: "how
[do] we represent--how [do] we construct--our view of reality and of our
selves"? ("Politics" 42). The issue of how representations constitute
reality is thus crucial to New Eve's critical portrait of Evelyn. His
"ambivalent attitude towards women" (PNE 9) is revealed to be neither
simply biologically given nor natural. New Eve implies, moreover, that
Evelyn was not an eccentric.

It is his "normal" sexist mentality and

behaviour that she seems interested in challenging: "Sometimes I'd amuse
myself by tying a girl to the bed before I copulated with her. Apart
from that, I was perfectly normal" (PNE 9) .
"Normal" masculinity, together with the meaning-systems by which
it becomes systematically entrenched as sexist culture, is what Carter
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wishes to investigate in New Eve. The remainder of the novel, as we
shall see, considers how a man like Evelyn might be un-made and then remade into a less oppressive being.
It is in New York, amid the chaos of a rapidly disintegrating,
factionalized America, that Evelyn's pornographic male sensibility
reveals its most damaging effects. Carter uses Evelyn's sadomasochistic
relationship there with Leilah, a black prostitute, as an additional
example of the violence inherent in the dominant cultural notion of
femininity.

For Evelyn, Leilah essentially serves as a living version

of the femininity represented by the screen heroine Tristessa, an image
suggestive of exquisite female suffering and degradation.

That Leilah

is black only intensifies Evelyn's sadistic attitude towards her. His
imagination is as susceptible to the dehumanizing assumptions of racism
as it is to those of sexism.

Evelyn makes himself strong by making

others suffer. And he begins to identify with the city.

He stays there,

despite being dismissed from his teaching post, because he finds the
political events he is witnessing intoxicating:
Child of a moist, green, gentle island that I was, how could
I resist the promise of violence, fear, madness? That the
city had become nothing but a gigantic metaphor for death
kept me, in my innocence, all agog in my ring-side seat.
The movie ran towards its last reel. What excitement! (PNE
15) .
New York elicits his deepest fears and most savage desires. This city
of "visible reason" becomes for him the landscape of unlimited desire
and gratification.

Caught up in the collective chaos and violence, he

decides to indulge himself.
he says of Leilah:

"I was lost the moment I saw her" (PNE 19),
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Her tense and resilient legs attracted my attention first
for they seemed to quiver with the energy repressed in their
repose, like the legs of racehorses in the stable, but the
black mesh stockings she wore designated their length and
slenderness as specifically erotic, she would not use them
to run away with. As soon as I saw her legs, I imagined
them coiled or clasped around my neck. (PNE 19)
Evelyn is attracted to the feminine paraphernalia Leilah uses: he is
drawn to her by her "black, patent leather shoes" with "fetishistic
heels six inches high" (PNE 19); by her "immense coat of red fox" (PNE
19); by her "dark blue, white coin-dotted dress that hardly covered her"
(PNE 19).

To him, this childlike woman "singing a soft, high, vacant,

lonely song" and wearing "a drugged smile" (PNE 19) is the perfect
object to gratify his desires.

"As soon as I saw her, I was determined

to have her" (PNE 19), Eve recalls. Leilah becomes "his prey" (PNE 20),
"a strange bird-like creature" (PNE 20), "a shepherdess in a pastoral
straying among flowers in a meadow" (PNE 21), "a mermaid, an isolated
creature that lives in fulfilment of its own senses" (PNE 22).

He

follows her through the streets of New York, convinced that he is the
autonomous, rational male subject of humanism, and that she is his
magical other.
As the scene unfolds, however, it is clear that Evelyn is actually
Leilah's prey or object, not her predator, as Eve indicates in narrating
this memory: "All my existence was now gone away into my tumescence; I
was nothing but cock and I dropped down upon her like, I suppose, a bird
of prey, although my prey, throughout the pursuit, had played the
hunter" (PNE 25).

Leilah represents a revolutionary American women's

group with a radical agenda, and they wish to teach him about the
harmful effects of male sexism.

When Evelyn encounters Mother in Beulah
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(Chapter 6), he reflects that:
When Leilah lured me out of the drug-store, into the night,
towards her bed, she had organised the conspiracy of events
that involved the desert, the dead bird, the knife, the
sacrificial stone. Leilah had lured me here, at last;
Leilah had always intended to bring me here, to the deepest
cave, to this focus of all the darkness that has always been
waiting for me in a room with just such close, red walls
within me. (PNE 58)
When Evelyn asked her why he was chosen as the recipient of her giftlike self, "she giggled and would not reply to that" (PNE 26).
That giggle, however, reverberating and echoing throughout
Carter's novel, as Alison's giggle does in Chaucer's "The Miller's
Tale," is a giggle whose sound Carter has elsewhere commented upon:
Perhaps, given the traditional male narrator in literature,
the sound is so rarely heard just because it expresses the
innocent glee with which women humiliate men in the only way
available to them, through a frontal attack on male pride.
To reproduce this giggle, a man must identify with a woman
rather than with another man and perceive some aspects of
male desire as foolish. Indeed, in a sense, perceive the
idea of the supremacy of male desire as foolish (AG 189-190,
new) .
The giggle punctuates Evelyn's sexual adventure, altering Evelyn himself
into an object for study. And though Leilah seemed to Evelyn to be "a
born victim" (PNE 28), one who "submitted to the beatings and the
degradations" (PNE 28) that he imposed on her, her laugh signalled, in
its irony, her implicit resistance to his male violence as well as her
prescience regarding Evelyn's own subsequent submission to women in the
land of Beulah. Her laugh is echoed later in the novel by Mother's
"soft, ironic laughter from the concealed loudspeaker" (PNE 61) in
Beulah.
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The Leilah-Evelyn relationship, rather than simply representing a
stereotypical sadomasochistic affair, is used by Carter and the
narrating New Eve to lead the reader into a more sophisticated analysis
of the structuring of Evelyn's sexist sensibility.

The affair provides

additional evidence of how his imagination is governed by an
interpretive construction of femininity rather than by specific,
egalitarian interactions with flesh and blood women.
After becoming Leilah's lover, Evelyn, New Eve recalls,
would lie on her bed like a pasha, smoking, watching, in her
cracked mirror, the transformation of the grubby little bud
. . . [into] a night-blooming flower. But, unlike a flower,
she did not grow beautiful by a simple process of becoming.
Her beauty was an accession. She arrived at it by conscious
effort. She became absorbed in the contemplation of the
figure in the mirror but she did not seem to me to apprehend
the person in the mirror as, in any degree, herself. The
reflected Leilah had a concrete form and, although this form
was perfectly tangible, we all knew, all three of us in the
room, it was another Leilah. . . . She brought into being a
Leilah who lived only in the not-world of the mirror and
then became her own reflection. (PNE 28)
Witnessing Leilah metamorphose in the mirror into a representation of
femininity, Evelyn is exposed to the kind of female impersonation
required by her chosen line of work. But he remains psychically
dependent upon the illusion she fashions and represents. The mirror in
which he sees her image fashioned is like the cinema screen on which
Tristessa's image comes to life. Working her magic in the mirror,
Leilah shows Evelyn the process by which she makes herself an object of
male fantasy, an object that, when she dances, she sells for money. She
reveals how, in a sexist world, a woman is often forced to earn a living
by becoming that object and internalizing the male gaze. Yet, at home
in her apartment, she is someone else entirely.

Evelyn is blind to the
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significance of all of this.
Although witnessing Leilah's transformation into a sexual object,
Evelyn remains indifferent to the implications her femininity has with
respect to his own male identity.
constructed subjectivity.

He cannot see that he too lives in a

His desperate need to believe in the image

she creates makes him oblivious to the artificiality of the femininity
by which he is obsessed.

He is in fact strongly aroused by how she

ritually "carnalised herself and became dressed meat" (PNE 31).

Even

when he becomes bored and exhausted with Leilah, Evelyn remains
imaginatively imprisoned by the idea of femininity she represents. With
the wisdom of hindsight, Eve ferrets out the significance of Evelyn's
way of seeing Leilah:
The cracked mirror jaggedly reciprocated her bisected
reflection and that of my watching self with the mauve
exhalations of a joint curling round my head. To watch her
dressing herself, putting on her public face, was to witness
an inversion of the ritual disrobing to which she would
later submit her body for, the more clothed she became, the
more vivid became my memory of her nakedness and, a& she
watched me watching the assemblage of all the paraphernalia
that only emphasized the plush flanks and crimson slit
beneath it, so she, too, seemed to abandon her self in the
mirror, to abandon herself to the mirror, and allowed
herself to function only as a fiction of the erotic dream
into which the mirror cast me. So, together, we entered the
same reverie, the self-created, self-perpetuating,
solipsistic world of the woman watching herself being
watched in a mirror that seemed to have iplit apart under
the strain of supporting her world. (PNE 30)
The mirror, resembling a cinema screen, reflects both Leilah turning
herself into a commodity and Evelyn watching her do so. Significantly,
he, the sexist male, is just as trapped within ti?e -solipsistic world"
constructed in the mirror as Leilah herself is--perhaps more so, since
he believes more than she does in the myth of femininity there reflected
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and constructed.
In remembering her male self, Eve's own gaze does not reproduce or
perpetuate the gaze of the man she once was. In fact, she writes from a
critical position unavailable or invisible to her former self.

In E\s's

critical narrative, a second mirror, made of words--a mirror
anticipating the future--the image of Evelyn gazing at Leilah is
recontextualized and revealed for what it signifies within the
narrator's androgynous imagination.

The binary logic of gender is what

Carter wishes to unravel and supersede.
vy attending to the repressed contents of Evelyn's fearful male
imagination, Eve penetrates the realism of the male gaze and shows that
her former self's masculinity was logically interdependent with the
femininity of Leilah.

The self-delusion of his detached perspective is

evident when he ties Leilah up and beats her for sexually accosting him
in his sleep (he thinks of her as a female devil re-enacting the
succubus myth).

By punishing her for her nocturnal assertions of self,

he reveals his own unconscious fears: "The sickness of the ghetto and
the slow delirious sickness of femininity, its passivity, its
narcissism, have infected me because of her," he reflects at the time.
"She has been doubly degraded, through her race and through her sex;
this affliction she has given me is therefore twice as virulent . . . "
(PNE 37).

But as Eve points out, "I wanted to blame my disease upon

somebody else and so I chose Leilah, for she was the nearest thing to
myself I had ever met" (PNE 37).

In fact, through his relationship with

Leilah, Evelyn is forced into an uncomfortable kind of self-awareness,
which Eve retrospectively acknowledges for him:

:i8
. . . I knew it was my own weakness, my own exhaustion that
she had, in some sense, divined and reflected for me that
had made her so attractive to me. She was a perfect woman;
like the moon, she only gave reflected light. She had
mimicked me, she had become the thing I wanted of her, so
that she could make me love her and yet she had mimicked me
so w*»ll she had also mimicked the fatal lack in me that
m< ant I was not able to love her because I myself was uo
unlovable. (PNE 34)
Evelyn here reveals that the femininity to which he is addicted actually
reflects his own nature more precisely than it does Leilah's.

Since, in

being feminine, she becomes the fetishized object longed for by his
sexist male imagination, she is actually a projection of that
imagination--a signifier of male rather than female desire.

Thus, in

being repelled by Leilah's embodiment of a male-designed femininity,
Evelyn actually demonstrates his disgust with himself and the male
consciousness that sustains itself through a mythical opposition to a
femininity it has invented.

The passive, narcissistic femininity Evelyn

abhors is actually the mirror image of his own narcissistic, destructive
masculinity.

It's as though Leilah, in representing the femininity to

which Evelyn is addicted, shows him what he and others like him have
done to themselves and to women.

The femininity he projects onto her is

actually the manifestation of a rage he feels within his own vulnerable,
isolated, alienated male self.
Evelyn and Leilah are characters living in a world where images
have usurped events, and where representations, constituting reality,
determine who people can be and what they can do.

These images or

representations are tools of psychological programming and manipulation,
tools fundamental to the cultural construction of mutually exclusive
gender categories.
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III: Unmaking Evelyn, Re-Imagining Eve, and Rewriting Patriarchal Myths
The Evelyn-Leilah relationship concludes with Leilah's pregnancy,
which rids Evelyn of his remaining desire for her.

She demands that he

marry her, but he refuses, recommending instead that she have an
abortion.

When she agrees, however, Evelyn does not accompany her to

the operation; he sends her to the proverbial back-street abortionist in
a cab. And when, after the abortion, she is hospitalized because cc a
massive haemorrhage, he goes so far as to dispute that he is the father
of her child.

Having sent her some roses as a parting gift, and

indifferent to the harm he has caused, he pursues his freedom, escaping
"like a true American hero" (PNE 37) and heading westward on a trip into
the American desert, a landscape "peopled only with echoes" that
"matches the landscape of [his] heart" (PNE 41).

But the chaotic,

violent America engulfing him in New York has unsettled his imagination
and unfixed his identity, and his journey constitutes more than an
outward excursion.

It is also an inward exploration of a labyrinth that

he must penetrate. At the center of this self-fashioned labyrinth, at
the core of Evelyn's brain, is the sacred, Minotaur-like figure of
Mother, "who'd always been waiting for me, where I'd exiled her, down in
the lowest room at the root of my brain" (PNE 58).
Stranded in the desert, Evelyn is chosen by his destination, which
is another way of saying that his unconscious desires and fears--all
that he has repressed in sustaining a sexist male identity--gang up on
his carefully composed, rational, imperial self. His solipsistic selfsufficiency breaks down. For Evelyn, William Burroughs's comment in his
preface to J.G. Ballard's Love and Napalm rings true: "The line between
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inner and outer landscapes is breaking down.
from seismic upheavals within the human mind.

Earthquakes can result
The whole random universe

of the industrial age is breaking down into cryptic fragments. . . .
The human body becomes landscape . . . "

(Burroughs, "Preface" 143). The

desert landscape, filled for Evelyn with "the iconography of inner
space" (Ballard, "Coming of the Unconscious" 102), is what Ballard has
called
a heightened or alternate reality beyond and above those
familiar to either our sight or our senses. What uniquely
characterizes this fusion of the outer world of reality and
the inner world of the psyche . . . is its redemptive and
therapeutic power. To move through these landscapes is a
journey of return to one's innermost being (Ballard, "Coming
of the Unconscious" 102).
And when he is "[s]wallowed up and trapped" (PNE 49) by the women of
Beulah, who have created a culture of their own beneath the desert's
surface, he confronts the structurally fundamental but unconscious fears
and obsessions of his male identity.

Trapped in this foreign culture,

he, like Rushdie's migrant-figure, is forced to experience the world in
a new way.

He
loses his place, he enters into an alien language, and he
finds himself surrounded by beings whose social behaviour
and codes are very unlike, and sometimes even offensive to,
his own. . . . The migrant, denied [his roots, language and
social norms], is obliged to find new ways of describing
himself, new ways of being human. ("Gunter Grass" 278)

In Beulah, those ways are imposed upon Evelyn, the sexist male;
physically and psychologically, he is modified, against his will, by
strange beings and ideas: "they sucked me down, crudely reduced me into
a form of belief" (PNE 57).
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Beulah's women, a feminist subculture in a fragmented America,
intend to overthrow phallocentricicy by revising the psychological
structures and narratives underpinning male-dominated culture.

They

seek to revise the myth of the immaculate conception, the Biblical myth
of Eve's creation, the myth of Oedipus.

Mother, their godlike,

monstrous ruler, clarifies their purpose for Evelyn's benefit: "Woman
has been the antithesis in the dialectic of creation quite long enough.
. . .

I'm about to make a start on the feminization of Father Time"

(PNE 67). These women imprison Evelyn within their, to him, nightmarish
underground reality, and they make him the object of a female-dominated
experiment in social change. A s he puts it, ". . . I felt I had been
precipitated unceremoniously into the very hear.; of an alien cosmogony
. . ." (PNE 52), "an absolute elsewhere, a place I could never have
imagined might exist" (PNE 56). Yet, though everything in this
subterranean, female-governed world is "curiously unnatural" (PNE 4 9),
Evelyn finds it "has an unimpeachable quality of realism" (PNE 49).
In seeking to re-write the story of Christ's miraculous birth,
these women--led by the goddess-like Mother--require a man they can
transform into a woman, and then impregnate with sperm previously
collected from him.

The child produced through this obscene

reproductive process will be, in the manless world envisioned by the
women of r'eulah, the harbinger of a new, post-patriarchal society, "the
Messiah of the Antithesis!" (PNE 67).
Evelyn is the first of Beulah's experimental subjects, the first
male selected for the prescribed sex-change operation and psychosurgery.

He is the man whose transformation, in a land where "myth is a
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made thing, not a found thing" (PNE 56), will enable women to begin redesigning reality by replacing old myths with new ones.

Through

deliberately re-making him according to their carefully pondered
blueprint of a woman, Beulah's women hope to re-create America--a
country that has driven them to separatism and marginality in the
desert--in their own image.
The surgery that Evelyn undergoes is intended partly as an act of
"wild justice" (PNE 49) and "mythic vengeance" (PNE 49) on all the men
who have ever oppressed, degraded, marginalized, objectified, and maimed
women.

By fashioning Evelyn into the kind of woman sexist men have

always preferred--"a Playboy center fold [sic]" (PNE 75) representing
the prevailing cultural ideal of feminine perfection and beauty--the
women hope to explode the patriarchal myth of femininity.

What happens

when a sexist male is literally forced to take on the femininity that he
has always defined his masculinity against?

Can his imagination be

altered if he has to undergo the oppression that women in a patriarchal
world regularly face?

These are the radical questions posed by the

women of Beulah as they impose on Evelyn their matriarchal "mental
state." As he remarks, "They had turned me into the Playboy center
fold.

I was the object of all the unfocussed desires that had ever

existed in my own head.

I had become my own masturbatory fantasy. And

. . . the cock in my head, still, twitched at the sight of myself" (PNE
75).
Forced to submit, Evelyn learns much about the structuring of his
male identity.

Though initially unwilling to confess to any "crime"

(PNE 51), he gradually becomes enlightened as to the political purposes
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of the desert matriarchy.

Looking back, New Eve acknowledges that

. . . if I've suffered since [my time in Beulah] a
clarification of the world, if now I comprehend even a
little the nature of the flesh, I owe this knowledge to the
illumination afforded me by the sullen flash of Holy
Mother's .obsidian scalpel--Evelyn, the first victim of her
wild justice, trimmed with that knife to Eve, first child of
her manufactury. (PNE 49)
New Eve remembers Beulah as a place of learning, not merely as a place
of mythic vengeance and humiliation.
born, literally.

It is the place where she was

While being transformed from Evelyn into Eve, she had

learned that her nature--indeed, human nature in general--is always
culturally and historically re-invented, not pre-given and immutable.
And she had discovered that the "self" she was seeking to find "was a
perfect stranger" (PNE 38).

Yet her burgeoning awareness of the

artificiality of her own being and of reality as a whole did not make
her humanness any less authentic: "For I am not natural, you know--even
though, if you cut me,* I will bleed" (PNE 49).

Evelyn's experience at

Beulah, then, must be interpreted in the context of New Eve's
retrospective vision and knowledge.
When Evelyn arrives at Beulah, whose symbol is the truncated
phallus, he is kept in a "warm, red place" which he recognizes as "a
simulacrum of the womb" (PNE 52).

As he familiarizes himself with his

egg-like room, a female voice explains the transformation he is about to
undergo: "EXCEPT A MAN DIE AND BE BORN AGAIN HE MAY NOT ENTER THE
KINGDOM OF HEAVEN" (PNE 51).

Like Evelyn himself, the words of the

Bible take on new meaning when subjected to the utopic ideology espoused
by Beulah's women.

These women are using their collective female

imagination to overcome^ an oppressive past, celebrate themselves as

t
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women, and invent a future different and better than the present.
In his first ordeal at Beulah, Evelyn is forced to play the role
of a latter-day Oedipus.

The women want to transform the Oedipus myth

into a positive narrative about a young man's refusal to reject his
mother's love.

As Sophia, one of the women, explains to him,

Oedipus wanted to live backwards. He had a sensible desire
to murder his father, who dragged him from the womb in
complicity with historicity. His father wanted to send
little Oedipus forward on a phallic projectory (onwards and
upwards!); his father taught him to live in the future,
which isn't living at all and to turn his back on the
timeless eternity of interiority.
But Oedipus botched the job. In complicity with
phallocentricity, he concludes his trajectory a blind old
man, wandering by the seashore in a search for
reconciliation.
But Mother won't botch the job. (PNE 53)
She summons him to action: "Kill your father! Sleep with your mother!
Burst through all the interdictions!" (PNE 63), and Mother
unceremoniously rapes him.

As Eve points out:

[I]t was the last time I performed the sexual act as a man,
whatever that means, though I took very little pleasure from
it. None at all, in fact, for her thighs grasped me with
the vigour of the female mantis and I felt only engulfment,
followed by a few seconds of brisk friction. Then came a
great bellow that signalled a gratification with which I
myself had had very little to do and she clasped her muscles
together and expelled me just as my seed pumped helplessly
out and I rolled over the floor, yelping . . . (PNE 65)
Mother's assault here enacts a "mythic vengeance" on not just Evelyn but
all men.

Evelyn, for the first time, appreciates what it feels like to

be someone else's sexual toy.

Mother "rose up on her elbow and watched

my exemplary humiliation with perfect impassivity" (PNE 65), and Sophia
observed the proceedings enthusiastically, as if she were "a college
girl at a football game" (PNE 65).

But Mother's objective here is not
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simply to humiliate and abuse Evelyn.

She raises the issue of how he

has treated women in the past, among them Leilah. He associates
Mother's blackness with Leilah's, and silently realizes that there is
some justification for what Mother has done and said to him.
But Evelyn's education in Beulah does not end there. Mother
intends to take further her assault on Evelyn's kind of male identity,
and her ironic tone and mockery of his manliness are evident: "Ah,
Evelyn, I've no quarrel with you just because you're a man!

I think

your pretty little virility is just darling, harmless as a dove, such a
delight! A lovely toy for a young girl . . . but are you sure you get
the best use of it in the shape you are?" (PNE 66).

In short, Mother

indicates that she plans to emasculate Evelyn and mould him into a
female being superior to his present male self.
Trapped in most men's nightmare come true, Evelyn assumes that the
transformation is a punishment, not an improvement; he cannot fathom any
benefit at all in being made into a woman.

His terror prompts a telling

question from Sophia: "Is it such a bad thing to become like me?" (PNE
68).

Evelyn believes that to be castrated is to be transformed

"completely" (PNE 68).

Everything about his self, or so he believes,

depends upon the sign of maleness--the penis--between his legs.

He

cannot see the difference between being castrated and being female.
Mother restructures Evelyn, uses cosmetic surgery (she is a
skilled plastic surgeon) to make his body impeccably female, and
prescribes psychological programming intended to teach Evelyn the art of
femininity. "[S]he excised everything I had been and left me, instead,
with a wound that would, in future, bleed once a month, at the bidding
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of the moon" (PNE 70-1).

The scene is described as one of sacrifice.

Mother, in all her monstrosity, conducts the operation, witnessed by an
audience of women. This audience, "seated in banked seats around the
little stage like the spectators of a chamber opera" (PNE 69), takes in
the symbolic event. They are like readers of a novel in which they for
a change will be the conquerors rather than the conquered.

_^elyn's

"fevered imagination thought that all the women in the world were seated
there, with saucer eyes fixed upon the arena where my exemplary
amputation was about to take place" (PNE 69).

It is as though Evelyn is

a character in a female-dominated work of art. His vulnerability is
comparable to that of The Magic Toyshop's Melanie, who, in Uncle
Philip's theatrical production of Leda and the Swan, is forced to play
the role of a young female raped by a grotesque phallic swan.
Following his operation, Mother visits Evelyn, now Eve, and gives her "a
dozen red roses like those I'd sent Leilah" (PNE 75).
Interestingly, Evelyn is emasculated with a knife, "a phallic
symbol!" (PNE 70).

It's the only tool, according to Mother, that will

accomplish the mission.

Yet the symbolic associations of this tool

indicate that Holy Mother and the theologically-driven society of women
in Beulah, while attempting to undo the injustices of a patriarchal
past, rely upon the very sexually dichotomous, metaphysical thinking
underpinning the patriarchal world they oppose. Their enactment of
female dominance, symbolized by their use of the phallus-like knife, is
problematic because it legitimizes the use of a violence practically
indistinguishable from male violence. Like sexist males in patriarchy,
the women of Beulah employ power and control in forcing the world to
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comply with their visionary blueprints.

Evelyn is not allowed any

rights at all in Beulah; set in their objectives, the women do with him
what is politically expedient--what they desire. Clearly, the
conventional hierarchy between male and female has simply been reversed,
and power is still used--though now by women instead of men--to impose
an ideology of control on the helpless individual, in this case Evelyn.
In castrating a man like Evelyn in order to overcome the imaginary
castration men have culturally projected onto them, the women of Beulah
ironically lend credence to the very phallocentricity they claim to
undermine. By imprisoning and assaulting Evelyn, and making him into a
representative or model being whom they can manipulate and exploit to
further their own ideological purposes (one of which is the fulfilment
of a female supremacist mythology), they become as tyrannical, and their
ideology as violent, as the men and patriarchal ideology they claim to
oppose.

And when Evelyn/Eve undergoes a process of psychological

programming designed to make her feminine, the intentic-.o behind the
programming are unclear. As Eve later tells Tristessa himself, the male
transvestite who later in the story becomes her lover:
the programming began and, wonder of wonders, old Hollywood
provided me with a new sat of nursery tales.
I don't know if che movies were selected on purpose,
as part of the ritual attrition of my change in ontological
status: this is what you've made of women! And now you
yourself become what you've made. . . . Certainly the films
that spun out a thread of illusory reality before my dazed
eyes showed me all the pain of womanhood. Tristessa, your
solitude, your melancholy--Our Lady c the Sorrows,
Tristessa; you came to me in seven veils of celluloid and
demonstrated, in your incomparable tears, every kitsch
excess of the mode of femininity.
Again and again they played me through your marvellous
imitation of feeling, the whole oeuvre. . . . And, to this
day, I do not know if Mother wanted me to model my new
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womanhood upon your tenebrous delinquescence [sic] and so
relegate me always to the shadowed half being of reflected
light; but now I know that Mother knew your extraordinary
secret, I suspect some other, subtler reason. (PNE 71)
Eve was ready to learn that the mode of femininity has little if
anything to do with whether one actually possesses a female body. She
is physically prepared to comprehend, for the first time, what was
unnoticeable or invisible to her from her former perspective within a
male body: that there is a necessary distinction between being female in
body and being feminine in appearance and mentality.

Ironically, Eve's

retrospective speculation on Mother's purposes suggests that Evelyn was
more capable of believing in Tristessa's act of female impersonation
than Eve was.
Eve is also taught about femininity and female experience through
visual and narrative representations from the past--cinematic
representations of Tristessa, visual reproductions of Virgin-and-Child
paintings, video-taped images of animals looking after their offspring
in nature, and lectures about the suffering women have endured
historically.

Even before she has any first-hand experiences as a

woman, the women of Beulah fill her mind with various interpretations of
female experience and femininity.

However, the programming seems

problematically dependent upon a sexual essentialism similar to that
perpetuated by patriarchal ideology.

In banding together for a common

political goal, the women contribute to their own mythologization as
women, erasing their actual or potential differences from one another in
the process. As Judith Butler points out in her discussion of the
limits of "identity politics," "the assumption that the term women
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denotes a common identity" (3) is politically myopic.
Of course, the programming used in Beulah does not succeed in remaking Eve's imagination, and the failure is instructive.

Even with the

best feminist programming possible, Eve would not have become a
conventional or typical woman, because she retains memories of her male
self and body.

She is an anomaly.

She remains continuous with the

unique history and perspective of her former self.

In fact, her former

imagination, male in its assumptions and perspective, is largely intact,
despite her physical transformation and psychological programming.
Consequently, when Eve looks in the mirror, she looks with the eyes of
Evelyn, not Eve: "When I looked in the mirror, I saw Eve; I did not see
myself.

I saw a young woman who, though she was I, I could in no way

acknowledge as myself, for this one was only a lyrical abstraction of
femininity to me, a tinted arrangement of curved lines" (PNE 74).

The

Eve represented in the mirror is blatantly artificial; she is someone
different from the person she inwardly knows herself to be. Evelyn, as
Eve, is therefore estranged from both her female anatomy and her
feminine appearance: "[W]here I remembered my cock, was nothing.
void, an insistent absence, like a noisy silence" (PNE 75).

Only a

She feels

and thinks like a castrated man, not like a woman equal to or superior
to men.

She perceives her female body as not only alien but inferior to

the male anatomy she once had.

The premise underpinning the sex-change

experiment in Beulah--that "A change in the appearance [of Evelyn's
body] will restructure the essence . . ." of his sexuality and gender
(PNE 68)--is faulty.

She will need to experience the patriarchal world

aa a woman and to suffer aa a woman before she can genuinely know what
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womanhood entails.

IV: On Becoming "Woman": The Lessons of Zero
While the violent "restructuring of . . . personality" (PNE 80)
Evelyn undergoes in Beulah unavoidably destabilizes his male identity
and epistemological certainty--as Eve says, "the twin stresses of so
great a physical change and my programming almost unbalanced me" (PNE
80)--he, reconfigured as Eve, seizes upon the first opportunity to
escape from the woman-dominated "plot" of Beulah and to "set all . . .
Mother's plans awry" (PNE 173).

An "absconding Madonna" (PNE 82),

Evelyn/Eve eludes the horrifying climax of Mother's plot: the ultimate
humiliation and obscenity of being impregnated with "her" own sperm.
Eve demonstrates that "it takes more than identifying with Raphael's
Madonna to make a real woman!" (PNE 80), and feels like "a hero, almost
Evelyn, again" (PNE 81).

Her masculine consciousness is proving to be a

hard thing to alter or overcome.
At this juncture, Eve is an anomalous, heterogeneous person in
limbo: she is neither exactly the man she once was nor completely the
woman she was supposed to become. The precariousness of her conflation
of a female body and a male consciousness triggers her anxiety about the
future, which she feels will necessitate some sort of ghastly tumble
into knowledge:
I am a tabula erasa, a blank sheet of paper, an unhatched
egg. I have not yet become a woman, although I possess a
woman's shape. Not a woman, no; both more and less than a
real woman. Now I am a being as mythic and monstrous as
Mother herself. . . . Eve remains wilfully in the state of
innocence that precedes the fall. (PNE 83)
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She is very much a technologically constructed mythical being, an
untested idea or hypothesis, for she is ignorant of what it mean'?,
physically and psychologically, to be a woman. Yet, unlike the F/elyn
out of whom she has been made, Eve is perfectly designed and positioned,
in all her peculiarity and self-division, to discern precisely the
effects a female body and a female appearance can have on the male
consciousness and perspective she has retained.
Eve's escape from Beulah, nonetheless, like Evelyn's earlier
escape from Leilah in New York, still seems part of a larger conspiracy
against her, for, Justine-like, she is immediately captured by the male
poet Zero, at whose ranch she undergoes yet more pain, degradation, and
humiliation--this time because she is physically a woman.

In effect,

she now must go through the mangle again, this time as a woman.

It is

as though Carter realizes that Eve, to understand accurately what
women's oppression means, must experience that oppression.

And, though

Eve's knowledge and memory of Evelyn do gradually "fade" (PNE 77), she
remains, as a woman, "a creature without memory; she was an amnesiac, a
stranger in the world as she was in her own body--but it wasn't that
she'd forgotten everything, no. Rather, she had nothing to remember"
(PNE 77).

If she is to become a woman, she therefore must "fall" into

experience and knowledge, tasting whatever forbidden fruit presents
itself and living in the female flesh she now has. Only by doing so--by
living aa a woman in a postlapsarian world--will she contemplate the
significance and purpose of the physical surgery and feminine
programming she has undergone.
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On the ranch, where the godlike Zero (yet another of Carter's
demonic male machinators) controls all that is said and done, Eve faces
oppression afl a woman ("My life as the wife of Zero! Boredom, pain., a
state of siege" [PNE 102]); this experience, together with her
observations about the lives of the other women at the ranch, begins to
modify her consciousness from that of a sexist male to that of a
genderless new kind of being--the kind of being she represents as the
novel's narrator.

"It was," she recalls,

as savage an apprenticeship in womanhood as could have been
devised for me and, if Mother had selected me, however
arbitrarily, to atone for the sins of my first sex vis-a-vis
my second sex via my sex itself, I would say that Tat the
ranch] I had become almost the thing I was. The mediation
of Zero turned me into a woman. More. His peremptory prick
turned me into a savage woman. (PNE 107-8)
At the same time, her
intensive study of feminine manners, as well as the everyday
work around the homestead, kept me in a state of permanent
exhaustion. I was tense and preoccupied; although I was a
woman, I was now also passing for a woman, but, then, many
women spend their whole lives in just such imitation. (PNE
101)
The idea that she should somehow become a real woman is thus illogical
because it presupposes that there is a pre-cultural definition of
femaleness and femininity.

To be a woman under someone like Zero is to

be a female impersonator obedient to a particular idea of human nature.
Zero's seven wives give him total obedience, "as though they knew
they must be wicked and so deserve to be inflicted with such pain" (PNE
95).

Zero believes that "women were fashioned of a different soul

substance from men, a more primitive, animal stuff, and so did not need
the paraphernalia of a civilised society" (PNE 87). Zero gives them
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structure, and in return they love him "for his air of authority" (PNE
99).

"[0]ur first words every morning," Eve recalls, "were spoken in a

language we ourselves could not understand; but he could.

Or so he

claimed, and, because he ruled the roost and his word was law, it came
to the same thing.

So he regulated our understanding of him and also of

ourselves in relation to him. (PNE 6-7).
Among the lessons that Eve learns at the ranch are the horrors of
sexual violence and inequality.

Upon capturing her, Zero greets her by

unceremoniously raping her, his wives giggling and applauding (PNE 86)
from the sidelines.

Eve "was in no way prepared for the pain; his body

was an anonymous instrument of torture" (PNE 86).

Subsequently,

he took a great fancy to me and our marital encounters,
therefore, took place at a pitch of intensity that filled me
with terror. Each time, a renewed defloration, as if his
violence perpetually refreshed my virginity. And more than
my body, some other yet equally essential part of my being
was ravaged by him for, when he mounted me with his single
eye blazing like the mouth of an automatic, his little body
imperfectly stripped, I felt myself to be, not myself but
he; and the experience of this crucial lack of self, which
always brought with it a shock of introspection, forced me
to know myself as a former violator at the moment of my own
violation. When he entered me, the act seemed to me one of
seppuku, a ritual disembowelment I committed upon myself.
. . . (PNE 101-2)
Zero is an exaggerated image of her former self, a human mirror of the
maleness she formerly took for granted in Evelyn.

Consequently, though

she suffers grievously because of Zero's penetrations, her vestigial
imaginative maleness strangely identifies with the violent, psychopathic
male repeatedly assaulting her.

She finds herself both inside and

outside the unfamiliar role of the anonymous woman at the movie theatre
in London, and of Leilah.
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Her experience of femaleness, providing knowledge that her former
self, Evelyn, did not and could not possess, begins to alter her
conception of the Evelyn she once was, the Eve she now is, and the
person she feels herself gradually becoming.

The more closely she

identifies with her femaleness, the more seriously she doubts the
superiority with which, until now, she has endowed her former male self
and body.

In Zero's hands, she literally becomes the object of her

former gaze and has a unique opportunity to evaluate it.
But the most significant parallel between Zero and Evelyn is their
common obsession with the screen-star Tristessa.

Though they only know

her through her images and performances, she is the most real woman in
the world to them, and their masculinity is founded upon their relation
to her.

Evelyn, as we have seen, venerates Tristessa's image,

disparaging flesh and blood women, who can not equal or match its
perfection. He loves the idea of femininity Tristessa represents, and
his obsession with this idea is directly linked to his inability to love
living women on an egalitarian basis. Zero's obsession with Tristessa,
on the other hand, is characterized by paranoia and violent hatred. We
learn that, during one of his stays in prison, "he'd been a great reader
of fan mags.

He'd thoroughly researched Tristessa" (PNE 105).

He still

possesses many old magazines filled with her pictures. Through reading
and collecting such magazines, together with a "scurrilous paper-back
ghosted autobiography" (PNE 105) , Zero has acquired what he believes is
true knowledge about Tristessa.

Yet all of his knowledge of her, like

Evelyn's, is derived from representations--interpretive or speculative
constructions of her. Neither man has any direct knowledge of Tristessa
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the person, yet she motivates their innermost beings. Her mythical
status controls their most intimate male impulses and, within their
minds, defines and validates their masculinity.
Zero blames Tristessa for all that is amiss with him and the
world.

Just as Lady Purple becomes the vehicle for the Professor's

animosity towards women, so does Tristessa becomes an object upon which
Zero can project his misogynistic fantasies and anxieties.

Fixated on

his inability to impregnate his many wives and thereby repopulate the
world with replicas of himself--Zero makes Tristessa the scapegoat for
his own sterility.

She has "performed," he claims, "a spiritual

vasectomy on him" (FNE 92).

He bases this conclusion on an experience

he had at a cinema in Berkeley.

He was watching Tristessa

in a revival of Emma Bovary . . . and Tristessa's eyes, eyes
of a stag about to be gralloched, had fixed directly upon
his and held them. He'd been on mescaline; she'd grown,
grown to giant size, and her eyes consumed him in a ghastly
epiphany. He'd felt a sudden, sharp, searing pain in his
balls (PNE 104).
He infers from this experience, with complete certainty, that
Tristessa's overpowering effect on him at the cinema--the audacity of
her gaze--proves she is a "dyke" (PNE 91).

And the possibility that she

could be one drives him crazy (PNE 101), for he can not bear to
contemplate the idea that a woman might choose not to desire him,
"masculinity incarnate" (PNE 104), and grovel before his magical
phallus.

Tristessa's being must therefore be raviehed and eliminated in

order to restore his own sexual health.
In his room, furnished with "a leather-topped desk looted from a
Hollywood producer's desert hideaway" (PNE 89), Zero thus hae but one
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decoration, and it is one that catches Eve's attention:
a very large poster of Tristessa wearing the bloody
nightdress of Madeline Usher. Here she is, my patroness, my
guardian angel; I might have known she would be here, to
welcome me to pain.
But Zero defaced her. Across the poscer was scrawled,
in bright red paint, the slogan: PUBLIC ENEMY NUMBER ONE and
her elegiac body had been used as a target for the throwing
of knives.... Of all the women in the world, Zero had chosen
Tristessa as the prime focus of his hatred of the sex...
(PNE 90-91)
Eve, as an object of Zero's male gaze, studies the kind of male
privilege and dominance structuring life at the ranch.

She analyzes, in

particular, the oppressed lives of Zero's other wives. Does she
sympathize or identify with them simply because she is treated in the
same way that they are?

To a degree, she does, but she also knows that

she differs in character from them.

It is not in her character to obey,

and this independence of mind, together with her capacity for criticism
and "anger" (PNE 108), distinguishes her among the wives. What Eve
notices about the other wives, in contrast with herself, is that they
are "case histories": "All the girls had the same dreary biographies;
broken homes, remand homes, parole officers, maternal deprivation,
inadequate father figures, drugs, pimps, bad news" (PNE 99).

Because of

their difficult histories, they are particularly susceptible to Zero's
authoritarianism.

Dominant and violent though he is, he offers them the

structure and meaning and certainty for which they yearn.

Having little

self-esteem, they will do anything for love and security.

Thus, they

confirm Zero's "myth" (PNE 99); they grant him his power and supremacy
over them; he gives them an identity that they are incapable of
fashioning for themselves. And just as they believe in Zero's dogmatic
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religion, so they take for granted Eve's "fabricated . . .
autobiography" (PNE 87): "They believed everything.

They were

accustomed to believing everything, and, the stranger the better, the
more likely they were to believe it" (PNE 87).
Eve does make some attempts to raise awareness amongst the women.
As she puts it,
.:' . . I tried to explain something of the real state of the
world, though I could speak only in a very low voice for
fear Zero might hear me, or one of the girls betray me to
him in sign language.... But whoever I was talking to
wbuld soon smile at me the tolerant, patronising smile one
uses to foolish children, tell me I would understand
everything in Zero's good time and, besides, I shouldn't be
talking, anyway, since it was against Zero's law. (PNE 99)
And there is very little that Eve can do to improve their lives as long
as they believe and think as they do. Faced with Zero's constraints,
they simply capitulate to his desires, censoring their own feelings in
the process:
t&eir hands would creep helplessly to their slits and
sometimes to one another's. I was astonished to discover
that, if Zero found out, he would have lined them up against
a saloon wall and shot them. But, all the same, they went
out dyke-hunting with him on moony nights as if nothing at
all had happened. But there it was. These practices were an
inevitable concomitant of harem life and the wives excused
them to themselves by pretending nothing whatsoever had
happened. (PNE 106)
They resemble Sade's Justine: as man-made women, they have internalized
the rigorous discipline oppressing them.
Zero's artistic inclinations function only to reinforce his
solipsistic, violent masculinity.

We are told, for instance, that he

occasionally orders the women to dress up in highly elaborate costumes.
His "trunk of costumes"
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contained shoes with pointed heels five or six inches high;
boots that laced to the crotch; stockings of sheer silk or
coarse mesh; tinselled cache-sexes of every kind; and
tassles [sic], which we attached to our bare nipples. There
were also wigs, to conceal our pudding-basin haircuts. Each
of us would select whatever garments appealed to us from
this trove, he allowed us that much autonomy, and then we
would all stream to the bar to dress ourselves, twittering
with excitement at this opportunity to please him. When we
were dressed up, or undressed, in the style of high
pornography, he would make us line up on the bar and dance
to the music of his transistorised cassette set. (PNE 103)
But unlike the Asiatic Professor with Lady Purple or Evelyn with Leilah,
Zero takes things one step further; he unashamedly acts out the
misogynistic plot dominating his sexist imagination.

As Eve recalls,

". . . Zero would take the centre of the stage, while we supplied him
with a sort of visible refrain, an<"i he would dance out the violation and
death of Tristessa, followed by the subsequent apotheosis of Zero.

This

was the unique matter of his drama" (PNE 103). His life represents the
story he has told so many times. He is a character in a patriarchal
narrative whose repeated telling reflects his male will to power and
supremacy.
Despite Zero's authoritarianism, however, he wears his masculinity
as a disguise. He hides from the world whatever makes him appear
vulnerable, fallible, and human--most notably, his artificial limb.

As

Eve tells us, "he would not let his women see the straps that attached
the artificial limb to his body and so he never copulated in a state of
complete nakedness but always kept his trousers on, as Lord Byron did"
(PNE 91-2).

Even when two of his wives bathe him, he does not permit

them to observe his "stump" (PNE 96). This artificial limb, the
signifier in Zero of a visible imperfection and disability, as well as
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of a fear of being perceived as castrated, symbolizes what he censors
from the world and from his own mind: the freakishness of his own
identity.

The artificial limb, a humanly devised prosthesis enabling

Zero to appear a physically normal male in his movements, is indicative
of his artificiality and abnormality--the cultural constructedness of
his sexuality--on a much broader level. He is a being with a criminal
past who, for reasons we are not completely aware of, has gradually
become the man he is; there is nothing natural or biologically given
about him. "No man is born a butcher" (Brecht qtd. in Kaufman 8), Carter
implies, not even Zero. Kaufman's point about the meaning of
masculinity in a'patriarchal world applies to Zero: "masculinity is
terrifyingly fragile because it does not really exist in the sense we
are led to think it exists, that is, as a biological reality--something
real that we have inside ourselves.

It exists as ideology; it exists as

scripted behaviour; it exists within 'gendered' relationships" (13).
The silent heart of Zero's masculinity, displayed earlier when he
shoots the beautiful albatross in the desert, is revealed when he
scrutinizes Eve's body upon her arrival at the ranch.

He is suspicious

of her impeccable beauty and her "a little too emphatically feminine"
(PNE 101) behaviour, and microscopically examines her, as if "with a
jeweller's eye" (PNE 106), to ensure that she is not a tribade, a woman
who, like Tristessa, will engulf and damage him.

He concludes that

Eve's hips are too large and that she has "too much hair" around her
anus, but these are just criticisms invented to disguise his frustration
and anger at the fact that she is more beautiful than he is. He
responds to her beauty, which reminds him of his own physical
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imperfection, by degrading her sexually and overpowering her physically:
. . . I saw, in spite of his little jibes, almost pure envy
in his eyes for Mother had made me unnatural only in that I
was perfect. Venus herself had risen from the surgery.
It was this perfection of physical beauty that puzzled
Zero, even scared him, so that now, to master his fear, he
attacked me until I thought I would die of it. . . . (PNE
106)
,

V: Tristessa's Secret: The World of Female Impersonation
Tristessa's representation of femininity is an important piece in
the picaresque puzzle of New Eve. Her image, against which Evelyn has
defined and constructed his masculinity, is more important to his male
identity and knowledge of reality than any real woman could ever be. In
a quasi-religious sense, he places his faith in Tristessa--"the sensuous
fabrication of the mythology of the flea-pits" (PNE 129) and "the sign
of love made flesh" (PNE 119)--oblivious to the fact thac she has been
invented by Hollywood and herself (himself).

Tristessa is, for Evelyn,

the Platonic Form of woman, in relation to which all other women are
interpreted as mere flawed derivatives or copies:
You were the living image of the entire Platonic shadow
show, an illusion that could fill my own emptiness with
marvellous, imaginary t-hings as long as, just so long as,
the movie lasted. . . . The world had never been sufficient
for you; to go beyond the boundaries of flesh had been your
occupation . . . (PNE 110).
We have also seen how, after the sex-change surgery in Beulah, his
"sensibility [is] impregnated with that of Tristessa" (PNE 119) as part
of his programming.

When Eve arrives at Zero's ranch, and begins to

live as a female person, Tristessa again turns up, this time as the
figure upon whom Zero projects his male fears, anxieties, and
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aggression.
In all these contexts, Tristessa the movie star signifies a
desirable femininity--she is the image of female perfection.

Even so,

in person she is
an ambiguous woman who was nothing like so much as her own
shadow, worn away to its present state of tangible
substantiality because, perhaps, so many layers of
appearances had been stripped from it by the camera--as if
the camera had stolen, not the soul, but her body and left
behind a presence like an absence that lived, now, only in a
quiet, ghostly, hypersensitized world of its own. (PNE 1223)
Publicly, she is an immortalized idea, not an actual person; she
represents the idea at the structural cente*i: of the personal and
cultural reality believed in by Evelyn, resisted by the women of Beulah,
and hated by Zero.

Yet she is a curiously ghostly center because,

though "alive and well," she is known by others only through her public
representations and performances--artificial images.

As a highly absent

center in contemporary mythology, she is "perfectly invisible" (PNE
105), much as Desiderio in Hoffman is invisible in the history of the
city that has fashioned itself around a heroic simulacrum of him.

In

the collective imagination of the fragmented America portrayed in New
Eve. Tristessa, like Desiderio in Hoffman, exists as a myth.

Her (his)

mythology, like that of other Hollywood immortals whose wax replicas
populate her house (Jean Harlow, James Dean, Marilyn Monroe, Sharon
Tate, etc.), helps form and sustain Western culture's sexual reality.
She (he) was "the perfect man's woman" because
[h] e had made himself into the shrine of his own desires,
had made of himself the only woman he could have loved! If
a woman is indeed doubly beautiful only in so far as she
incarnates most completely the secret aspirations of men, no
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wonder Tristessa had been able to become the most beautiful
woman in the world, an unbegotten woman who made no
concessions to humanity (PNE 128-9).
Tristessa stands for the human being as self-fashioned cultural
artefact.

She (he) exists as "an idea of himself" (PNE 129),' as the

proverbial self-made American.

Yet that self is fictional, and,

ironically, the human suffering she "mimicked with such persuasiveness
. . . had achieved a more perfect degree of authenticity than any she
might have undergone in real life" (PNE 122).

Through Tristessa's

magic, fantasy and fiction become reality; myth becomes cultural truth
and common sense.

t

Wher Zero finally tracks Tristessa down in her desert hideaway,
and so approaches in reality the destructive consummation of his
fantastic drama, Carter prepares her readers for what is perhaps the
4

most interesting passage in New Eve.

She enables Zero and his harem,

along with Eve, to meet the mythical figure central to the meaning of
reality--the figure who embodies "the grand abstraction of desire" and
who represents "the refined essence of all images of love and the dream"
(PNE 129).

Zero's intention, of course, is to ravish and destroy the

iconic woman who has interfered with his procreativity and po.wer. Still
the heroic male in mind if not in body, Eve accompanies Zero, with the
j

"notion of protecting the chatelaine of the house from him when he found
her" (PNE 114).

Through this meeting that occurs at Tristessa's glass

house, which functions as "a storehouse for worn-out dreams" (PNE 8),
Tristessa is subjected to a demythologizing process. She, a myth, is
brought back to life, metaphorically speaking; and, through her
revivification, Eve's understanding of her own femaleness takes a sudden
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step forward towards a future in which the rigid hierarchical gender
dichotomy structuring human identity and reality might be overcome.
What happens at Tristessa's glass house77--variously described as
a "wedding cake" (PlSS 112), "her own mausoleum" (PNE 112), "her castle
of purity, her ice palace, her glass shrine" (PNE 114)--is that
Tristessa, the person whose representation of femininity has circulated
throughout Western culture as truth incarnate, is revealed to be an
imposter.

Ironically, this she with whom everyone has been obsessed is

in fact a he.--a male transvestite: "Out of the vestigial garment sprang
the* rude, red-purple insignia of maleness, the secret core of
Tristessa's sorrow, the source of her enigma, of her shame" (PNE 128).
Tristessa's femininity is thus an elaborate illusion, a "gross
deception" (PNE 144), an "ironic joke played on the world" (PNE 144).
"His" representation of femininity is little more than an absolutely
convincing act of female impersonation, an influential interpretive
construction of "woman" playing upon and furthering the sexually
dichotomous logic of a male-dominated culture: "all he'd been had been
the greatest female impersonator in the world" (PNE 144).

But, while

functioning publicly to perpetuate the gender dichotomy of Western
culture, Tristessa's transvestism is not privately vindictive and
misogynistic in its intent, as is t»j.e Asiatic Professor's in "The Loves
of Lady Purple."

Tristessa became a transvestite, we are told, because

he, an incredibly lonely person, was seduced by his own image in the
mirror: "she came and took possession of my mirror one day when I was
looking at myself" (PNE 151) .

In becoming the most beautiful woman in

the world, Tristessa had sought to overcome his own loneliness by
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transforming himself into a desirable object, a romantic ideal. His
maleness had always been incomprehensible and appalling to him, so he
cultivated his feminine potential. Wanting to escape the effects of
time, he had allowed himself to be "seduced by the notion of a woman's
being, which is negativity.

Passivity, the absence of being.

To be

everything and nothing. To be a pane the sun shines through" (PNE 137).
As Eve says to him, "You were your own portrait, tragic and selfcontradictory" (PNE 129).

He had resorted to imposing a "violent

operation on himself" (PNE 144), since Mother, working as a plastic
surgeon in Los Angeles many years ago, had refused to give him a sexchange operation (PNE 173).

She had said that he was not a good subject

for the procedure because "he was too much of a woman, already, for the
good of the sex" and his maleness was "ineradicable" (PNE 173).
Because of the discovery of Tristessa's secret, all that has
occurred in the novel is subjected by Carter to a retrospective ironic
jolt (much like the one that occurs half-way through Neil Jordan's film
The Crying Game).

Earlier meanings and significances are suddenly made

unreal, problematic, or absurdly comical. Evelyn's arousal at the sight
of Tristessa in the London cinema, Zero's misogynistic male-centred
narrative about the evil Tristessa who has bewitched him, and Eve's
lingering infatuation with the movie goddess who had dominated Evelyn's
imagination--all of these imaginary investments in Tristessa are
disrupted and transformed by the fact of Tristessa's anatomical
maleness. Given Tristessa's secret, Evelyn's arousal at the cinema
registers a formerly undetected, or deeply repressed, homoerotic
impulse; Zero's violence and misogyny are proven to be the unfounded
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products of his paranoid self-delusion and male fragility; Eve's
continuing fascination with Tristessa is translated into a delightful
"confusion" of gender, for within Eve's own imaginative economy, she and
Tristessa have exchanged both bodies and genders, have been both man and
woman.

As Eve remarks after discovering Tristessa's maleness,
I could not think of him as a man; my confusion was perfect
--as perfect as the exemplary confusion of the proud,
solitary heroine who now underwent the unimaginable ordeal
of a confrontation with the essential aspect of its being it
had so grandly abandoned, the implicit maleness it had never
been able to assimilate into itself. (PNE 128)

Eve realizes that the emptiness of Tristessa's mythical femininity
implies a corresponding emptiness in her own hard-to-relinquish
masculinity: "the abyss on which you opened was that of my self,
Tristessa" (PNE 110); "I, she, we are outside history.

We are beings

without a history, we are mysteriously twinned by our synthetic life"
(PNE 125). In adhering emotionally to the myths of masculinity and
femininity, Eve and Tristessa had become the slaves, not the makers, of
history.

In the blatant artificiality and cultural constructedness of

Tristessa's feminine identity, though, Eve recognizes the ultimately
liberating absence of an essential or transcendental Tristessa--the
emptiness of the masculine and feminine roles that had formerly
constituted the center of Evelyn and Eve's own understanding of reality
and self.

Eve's own femaleness, freed from that rigid dichotomy of

masculine and feminine, suddenly seems intriguing and full of unrealized
potential.
In revealing that Tristessa is "an extraordinary lie" (NFL 71; ,
"an anti-being that existed only by means of a massive effort of will
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and a huge suppression of fact" (PNE 129), Carter manages to glance
beyond the patriarchal reality built upon that lie and its concomitant
erasures; she is able to glance toward an unknown, still uncreated
future potentially different from and better than the imprisoning mythridden past.

In this future, she implies, the human imagination will no

longer be governed and incapacitated by the mythical Tristessa, who
epitomizes the many illusions and ghosts masquerading as truth in
conventional, male-dominated reality and common sense.

The ghostly

Platonic Forms with which human beings have imprisoned themselves will,
like Tristessa, fall into visibility or, re-contextualized over time,
parody themselves.

In the future, as the androgynous Eve speculates,

people will, hopefully, no longer "deposit all the burdens of their
hearts upon the frail shoulders of the tragedy queen" (PNE 122)--that
flawed male version of female nature.

They will see that human selves

and lives are made, not magically pre-determined.

If Tristessa's myth

implies that "solitude and melancholy" always constitute "a woman's
life" (PNE 110), then a future unsustained by such a myth, and others
like it, can potentially be a world in which "all estrangement, our
loneliness, our abandonment" (PNE 122) need not be inevitable.

VI: Journeying Toward an Unknown Future
In New Eve Carter thus studies how dominant cultural images and
representations, the ideological products of those with power,
predetermine the ways in which people understand their most intimate,
private experiences.

She reveals how the socio-political world

ideologically imposes meanings on human sexuality and identity, how "our
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flesh arrives to us out of history. . . . and is not an irreducible
human universal" (Sadeian Woman 9).

The novel's analysis of human

coercion and cruelty--both overt and covert--shows, as Carter states
elsewhere, that "patriarchy is one form of repressive power among many
. . . and that . . . power itself is the [quintessential] human problem"
(CONF 145) because it almost always results in mythmaking and violence,
in the censorship of history and human complexity, and in the marketing
of reductive mental habits and assumptions that individuals are expected
to adopt and consume.
Essentially, New Eve, in undermining the traditional gender
dichotomy of Western culture, stridently criticizes the religious
impulse pulsating through contemporary secularism.

In this work, a

deliberately "anti-mythic novel . . . conceived . . . as a feminist
tract about the social creation of femininity, amongst other things"
(NFL 71), Carter aptly substantiates the claims made in The Sadeian
Woman about harmful mythical thinking: "Myth deals in false universals,
to dull the pain of particular circumstances....

Its savage denial

of the complexity of human relations is also a consolatory nonsense" (SW
5-6).

In New Eve she battles against myths "just because they are

extraordinary lies designed to make people unfree" (NFL 71).

The book

is a subversive, even blasphemous, novel because it reintroduces the
"pain of particular circumstances" and the "complexity of human
relations"--the repressed "de-universalising facts of real life" (SW 9)-into a male-dominated literary universe and socio-political reali..^
As the second work in "a planned trilogy of speculative novels"
(Jordan/Sage), New Eve comes at the midpoint in Carter's career and is
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best construed as the fictional companion-piece to the non-fictional The
Sadeian Woman

In both works, Carter, "consciously informed by

feminism" (Kenyon 13), boldly confronts and questions the mythical
gender dichotomy perpetuating psychological oppression and sexual
repression in the modern world.

In New Eve, where Carter finally "found

a suitable form" for the "political" analysis (Carter quoted by Kenyon,
23> of contemporary culture, her artificial female narrator and writer,
an alien being whose consciousness has been fashioned out of a journey
through scenes of tyranny and pain, survives and finally eludes the
debilitating male and female categories of experience.

This

enlightened, re-made being, New Eve--the typical male chauvinist
transformed into an unusual feminist androgyne--resembles neither a holy
virgin nor a profane whore; neither Justine nor Juliette.

In the figure

of New Eve, the old categories containing female experience seem no
longer to apply, she has learned of their artificiality and has
discovered the pleasures of genderlessness.

Neither passive female

victim nor aggressive female capitalist, she ultimately chooses to
relinquish her former male genitals, and the traditional power they
imply, when they are returned to her at the end of the novel.

Her

transformation is irreversible because of the knowledge she has gained;
moreover, she is happy with her new female subjectivity, though she
would not recommend to others the pain that she has endured.
New Eve, an atypical female speaker, comes through "the slaughter"
of contemporary Western culture, finding independence and freedom
through a series of struggles and an ongoing persoi

I transformation.

Her liberation from the straightjacket of a commodified femininity is
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dependent upon her intellectual enlightenment; she does not end up as a
privileged and self-interested Juliette.

If Juliette is a woman who

becomes a female impersonator out of self-interest, New Eve is a woman
who definitely forgoes the masculinity that once defined her nature

she

is now a woman, not an assemblage of feminine appearances designed by
powerful men.

New Eve is a woman who writes her own script, she is not

a man in drag.
In writing her picaresque tali_--it is simultaneously a written
tribute to Tristessa, her deceased lover, and a critical commentary on
imaginative journeying and the need for social change--she argues
implicitly for the alterability of human nature.
human nature modified.

Indeed, she herself is

Alone, wise, and pregnant at the end, relying

upon no man for an identity, she paddles her canoe away from America-the contradictory land of dreams and myths--and toward an unknowable
future.

Her uncertainty is real, necessary, and hopeful

She has been

the protagonist in a fictional analysis of "the nature of human nature"
(SW 1).

Her story, in describing how old sexual assumptions can be

imaginatively deconstructed and overthrown, encompasses "the possibility
of change" (SW 3), as if we were the makers of history and not its
slaves.
VII: Some Conclusions
In the short stories and novels of Carter's middle period, we
encounter characters and narrators who fight against or become conscious
of "the social fictions that regulate [their] lives "

The fiction of

this period differs from the fiction of her early period in that it has
become both more metafictional and more extravagantly fantastic.
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Patricia Waugh's comment on contemporary metafictional practices is
germane to the fiction of Carter's middle period:
Contemporary metafictional writing is both a response and a
contribution to [a] . . . thoroughgoing sense that reality
or history are provisional: no longer a world of eternal
verities but a series of constructions, artifices,
impermanent structures. The materialist, positivist and
empiricist world-view on which realistic fiction is premised
no longer exists.
(Metafiction 7)
Carter uses metafictional strategies and fantasy in Fireworks. Hoffman.
and New Eve in order to free her readers from reading in a strictly
realist fashion.

She wants to debate the nature of reality, not simply

to describe the deplorable situations in which women and men find
themselves, as she had done in her early novels.

She wants to show how

the reality we experience as meaningful has already been influenced and
structured by the "social fictions" of the culture to which we belong.
This is what Desiderio and Evelyn/Eve discover; this is what Carter
would like her readers to discover.

And, since many of the "social

fictions" Carter is here concerned with are essentially "mind-forged
manacles" or "myths" of patriarchy, one can see that her thematic
interest in patriarchy in her early novels has developed in her middle
period into a more specific concern with how both the content and the
form of artistic works can either perpetuate or undermine a patriarchal
version of reality.

Clearly, it is Carter's intention to undermine the

most common "mind-forged manacles" of contemporary Western culture.
Yet, while Carter wants obliquely to critique the injustices she
recognizes in contemporary social practices in the world as we know it,
she also wants to speculate about what life would be like if social
institutions and political structures were different from what they
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actually are.
as we know it.

In other words, she wants to explore alternatives to life
And in order to do so, she relies with increasing

frequency upon non-realist narrative strategies.

She seems to imply

that by writing only of what is familiar, we legitimize the familiar
representations constructing and governing our world, and unwittingly
become trapped within it.
In New Eve, when New Eve and Tristessa, stranded in the desert,
love one another, it does seem as though Carter's non-realist method
produces results.

She envisions an intensely sensuous, new kind of

love--the kind of love that might be found in a future world where men
and women have uncreated the "social fiction" of gender,

where flesh is

"a function of enchantment" and "uncreates the world" (PNE 148). 78

As

the inspirited, sexually awakened New Eve acknowledges, "Neither as man
nor woman had I understood before the unique consolation of the flesh"
(PNE 150); "Speech evades language. How can I find words the equivalent
of this mute speech of flesh . . . ?" (PNE 148).

CHAPTER EIGHT
Evading the Victim's Role: The Liberating Effects
of Folklore and Women's Storytelling

I.

Carter's Final Period

In the works written between 1979 and 1992, Carter continues to
question patriarchal structures and attitudes in her fiction.

But the

art of this third period, beginning with her publishing of The Sadeian
Woman and The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories, engages more
specifically and affirmatively than her earlier fiction does with the
exploration of women's assertions and stories, as well as with alternate
realities within which women can live mora freely, happily, and
independently.

Carter continues suggesting in these later works, as she

did in some of the striking stories of Fireworks and in New Eve, that
women can use imagination and narrative ingenuity to shape a better
existence and future for themselves and others,- and that women can
contemplate voices, perspectives, and actions heretofore excluded or
marginalized in bourgeois literature, which is predominantly about "the
mir'-^i a classes" and which tend[s] to deal with the "kind of lifestyle"
common among "individuals who are products of a university education"
(Carter, Appigananesi 1987).
For the Carter of this final period, narrative is "the really
important thing" (I 2 ) , even more fundamental than textuality itself,
since "For most of human history, 'literature', both fiction and poetry,
has been narrated, not written--heard, not read" (Carter, IVB ix).

Her

new emphasis on narrative registers a slight but significant shift in
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her fictional methodology: she switches from highlighting, as strict
post-modernists do, the inescapable textuality of the world, to
exploring how narrative itself--pre-existing writing (I 2)--functions in
the "Real World" of time and history.

She insists that "The voice is

the first instrument of literature; narrative precedes text" (IFT 20). 7S
The theoretical re-positioning signalled by this comment is noticeable
again in Carter's assessment of Christina Stead's art:
One of the things that really made me feel that a whole lot
of the post-modernists were sort of tap-dancing on the edge
of the abyss was reading Christina Stead. . . .
I read
almost all her novels at a gulp. And I thought--my goodness
me, there's an awful lot of life left in the old horse yet.
She's a very thirties, very European, modernist writer.
(Goldsworthy 5-6)
And in the following remark Carter confirms her altered attitude:
[M]y fiction is very often a kind of literary criticism,
which is something I've started to worry about quite a lot.
I had spent a long time acquiescing very happily with the
Borges idea that books were about books, and then I began to
think: if all books are about books, what are the other
books about? Where does it all stop? Borges is happy with
the idea of a vast Ur-book, which is a ridiculous
proposition. I think that fiction in Britain, and in the
USA, is going through a very mannerist period. I think the
adjective "post-modernist' really means "mannerist'. Books
about books is fun but frivolous. (Haffenden 79)
In The Bloody Chamber and Other Stories (1979), the centrality of
the oral storytelling tradition to the ordering and re-ordering of human
culture is uppermost in Carter's mind.

"PoIMore is the fiction of the

poor," she notes, "and therefore should be taken just as seriously as we
take 'straight' literature" (qtd. in Haffenden, 92), which is
predominantly the fiction of the middle class.

In fact, she says,

". . . I do tend to regard all aspects of culture as coming in on the
same level.

If fairy tales are the fiction of the poor, then, perhaps
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Paradise Lost is the folklore of the educated" (qtd. in Haffenden 85).
Carter brings her burgeoning interest in the uncontainable energy of
oral narrative to bear on her conviction that it is crucial for modern
women to tell and share their own stories (something women have always
done in cultures with an active oral tradition), and re-write old
stories, rather than passively accept the roles allotted to them by
authoritative representations or narratives of a written culture
dominated by a male, middle-class point of view.

In other words,

because "language is power, life and the instrument of culture, the
instrument of liberation and domination" (NFL 77), women must exert as
much of an influence on written language and literary genres as they
have always done on oral narratives, in whose transmission they have
always held "an equal part" (IVB xiii).

Only then will their own

visions and meanings be articulated, circulated, and appreciated in
contemporary culture.
In her "Introduction" to Expletives Deleted (1992), Carter
explains why the idea of female storytelling has been vital to her:
I spent a good many years being told what I ought to think,
and how I ought to behave, and how I ought to write, even,
because I was a woman and men thought they had the right to
tell me how to feel, but then I stopped listening to them
and tried to figure it out for myself but they didn't stop
talking, oh, dear no. So I started answering back. (5)
For her, women must escape being hailed as the objects and victims of
male narratives; they must become critical readers of other people's
stories, creators of their own stories, and agents of meaning and change
in narratives. They must speak to the gender restrictions of an
oppressive past through self-conscious, bold narration and action, by
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imagining for themselves lives different and better than those they have
experienced in a male-dominated world.

Carter thinks Charlotte Bronte

tried to accomplish just that, for the nineteenth century, in Jane Eyre:
Jane Eyre herself is . . . a woman on her own for whose
behaviour there are no guidelines. This woman is not only
capable of earning her own living but also must and needs to
do so; for her, therefore, love is a means of existential
definition, an exploration of the potentials of her self,
rather than the means of induction into the contingent
existence of the married woman, as it had been for previous
heroines of the bourgeois novel. (CB 161)
Clearly, as Carter observes in a statement revealing her central purpose
as a writer,
it is so enormously important for women to write fiction aa
women--it is part of the slow process of decolonialising our
language and our basic habits of thought. I really do
believe this. It has nothing at all to do with being a
"legislator of mankind' or anything like that; it is to do
with the creation of a means of expression for an infinitely
greater variety of experience than has been possible
heretofore, to say things for which no language previously
existed. (NFL 75)
She discovers some of that "greater variety of experience" in folklore,
which not only helps us "to know who we were . . . in order to be able
to surmise what we might be" (IVB x ) , but also enables us to acknowledge
"the richness and diversity with which femininity, in practice, is
represented in 'unofficial' culture: its strategies, its plots, its hard
work" (IVB xiv).
In the writing of Carter's final phase, then, there are
significant developments pointing to the liberating effects for women of
active reading, storytelling, and living.

In The Bloody Chamber and

Other Stories (1979), she combines her taste for metafiction and
intertextuality, amply displayed in New Eve, with curiosity about "the
unwritten tradition of folk-lore handed down by word of mouth" (AS 125).
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She does so by reformulating several craditional fairy tales--the
stories of Bluebeard, Beauty and the Beast, the Vampire, the Elf-King,
Puss-in-Boots, Snow White, and Red Riding Hood--in such a way as to
subvert their artificially fixed reliance on patriarchal structures and
assumptions.

Having published her own translation of Perrault's tales

in 1977, she fin^ - t necessary to re-fashion those seemingly "timeless"
narratives of enlightened self-interest and practical advice into tales
significant and empowering for women today.

Her understanding of fairy

tales counters the standard view that they are inevitably "instruments
of patriarchy, designed to keep girls submissive and docile" (Philip
R3d).

Indeed, as she says of some of the tales collected in The Virago

Book of Fairy Tales (1990) , "the qualities these stories recommend for
the survival and prosperity of women are never those of passive
subordination.

Women are required to do the thinking in a family . . .

and to undertake epic journeys . . . "

(IVB xviii).

Her intention is to

explore "the riches of oral literature to redress an imbalance traceable
to the attitudes of Victorian collectors and retellers rather than to
the folktale itself," and thereby to emphasize "the importance of the
folktale in women's cultural history" (Philip R3d).

As she once

illuminatingly remarked,
the study of the representations of women in unofficial
culture, in orally transmitted songs and stories, even in
bar-room anecdotes, may prove a fruitful method of entry
into the lived reality of the past. So may research into
those forms of fiction that pre-date the bourgeois novel, in
which the giggle of Alison, however disingenuous, suggests
the possibility that, at some time in the past, a male
narrator has been able to laugh at the pretensions of his
own sex and therefore it is possible this may happen, again,
in the future (AG 204).
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As we read Carter's own inventive, sensuous tales, which are not
only new stories but also, obliquely, critical interpretations of old
ones, a parenthetical comment she once made seems relevant:
Reading is just as creative an activity as writing and most
intellectual development depends upon new readings of old
texts. I am all for putting new wine in old bottles,
especially if the pressure of the new wine makes the old
bottles explode. (Carter, qtd. by Goldsworthy, 69)
In The Bloody Chamber. Carter has done just that: she has poured new
wine into old bottles; and, particularly in a few instances, the bottles
do appear to "explode" with the energy of insight. Or, at least, the
container gets magically re-shaped.

Carter's tales illustrate how

rewarding it can be simply to re-read and re-write the stories of our
past from our positions in the present--in other words, to treat all
written narratives as contemporary folklore (time-bound, collectively
fashioned, heterogeneous, alterable interpretive constructions) rather
than as monuments of immortality or universal human nature fashioned by
isolated geniuses.

She demonstrates how it is possible to "re-

upholster," alter, and re-contextualize old storieo--in an "endless
recycling process" (IVB xi)--in order both to address the concerns of
contemporary readers and to redress the inequities of the past. Of
course, she knows that, after re-inventing a tale, one sometimes ends up
with a strikingly unfamiliar story only very superficially resembling
its precursor.

Sometimes the reinvention requires, she concedes, a

significant modification not only of content but also of literary form.
Indeed, some of Carter's own fairy tales appear unfamiliar because, in
them, she makes the fairy-tale genre, that seemingly incorrigible artform, signify in strange but enlightening ways about contemporary life--
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specifically, about the lives of women striving to live as independentminded doers rather than passive, empty-minded victims.

She borrows the

inventiveness and rationality celebrated in the original tales as
transcribed by Charles Perrault, together with the "subjectivity of
feeling" (AS 128) infused into the tales of Madame de Beaumont, and
constructs marvellous new tales.

Carter is what Zipes has called a

countercultural fairy-tale writer, one who experiments with an old
literary form in order "to transform the civilizing process" (Zipes
315)--the oppressive call to obedience and repression--at its heart.
Carter's serious interest in folklore dates from the Sixties. But
it was not until the late Seventies that she "relaxed into folklore with
a book of stories about fairy s t o r i e s . . . .

It turned out to be easier

to deal with the shifting structures derived from orally transmitted
traditional tales" (NFL 71). Carter found the fairy-tale form congenial
and malleable, since "it does not strive officiously after the willing
suspension of disbelief in the manner of the nineteenth-century novel"
and is "not usually constructed so as to invite the audience to share a
sense of lived experience" (IVB xi).

The form, in permitting generous

bursts of the imagination and the extraordinary, enabled Carter to
continue her fictional critique of the deceptive homogeneity of
contemporary culture.

She felt that, in contrast with mythology,

folklore offered "a much more straightforward set of devices for making
real life more exciting" and was "easier to infiltrate with different
kinds of consciousness" (NFL 71).
What is crucial for Carter is that "fairy tales, folk tales,
stories from the oral tradition, are all of them the most vital
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connection we have with the imaginations of the ordinary men and women
whose labour created our world" (IVB ix).

This comment specifically

refers to The Virago Book of Fairy Tales. but it also underscores why
Carter is so tempted to re-write traditional fairy tales. She does not
find them as "consoling" as Bruno Bettleheim does (Carter, qtd. by
Haffenden, 85); frequently, she finds them politically contentious and
oppressive, for they assume much about human nature and the
supernatural. Yet because they are spacious stories in which the
imagination can roam, she considers their imagery "seductive and capable
of innumerable interpretations" (Carter, qtd. in Haffenden 83).

This

"imagery of the unconscious" (Carter, Appignanesi video) is what she
perspicaciously explores and develops in her own tales, although she
readily admits that they are nonetheless highly self-conscious written
productions.

"My intention," she clarifies, "was not to do 'versions'

or, as the American edition of the book said, horribly, 'adult' fairy
tales, but to extract the latent content from the traditional stories
and to use it as the beginnings of new stories" (Carter, qtd. by
Haffenden, 84). "I was taking the latent image--the latent content of
those traditional stories and using that; and the latent content is
violently sexual. And because I am a woman, I read it that way"
(Carter, qtd. by Goldsworthy, 10).
The stress she places on the word latent indicates that her aim is
to elicit what is concealed or dormant in "the loose symbolic structure"
(IVB xx) of traditional fairy tales; she does not automatically dismiss
them in their original written forms, though she feels that one must see
beyond the arbitrary fixedness of their existence on the page.80 To be
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sure, Carter finds fairy tales more imaginatively stimulating and
inviting than many mainstream narratives of bourgeois realism because
"The history, sociology and psychology transmitted to us by fairy tales
is unofficial. . . . They are also anonymous and genderless . . . "
x).

(IVB

Although traditional tales have been preserved and irrevocably

influenced by their earliest transcribers, and though these tales thus
very often have their original colors painted over with reactionary
ideology, they retain traces of refreshing, irrepressible imagery
collectively fashioned by the imaginations of ordinary working people-both women and men--from the past. This imagery is a condensation of the
human trials and passions often left unmentioned in "serious" literature
composed for a mature, educated, "civilized" audience.
Carter's reformulations of well-known fairy tales (and, for that
matter, her participation in the creation of the movie The Company of
Wolves) deliberately foreground, then, what is undeveloped, repressed,
or ideologically camouflaged (rather than simply absent) in the
provocative imagery of the traditional tales (which were, significantly,
first recorded mostly by male writers): the perspectives and concerns of
women as self-conscious, sexual, independent selves.

Seeing beyond the

reductive view that, in traditional fairy tales, "The good women, the
heroines, are invariably beautiful, passive and powerless . . . and
female characters who are powerful are also evil and very often ugly and
ill-tempered" (Cranny-Francis 85), Carter composes new tales that
critically foreground women's circumstances and dilemmas, and re-imagine
women as active sexual beings and independent thinkers.

She challenges

the simplistic dichotomy between good and bad women prevailing in some
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of the traditional tales, which, she suspects, were appropriated and
"refined" (IVB xvii) by the bourgeoisie:
Truly, I think the degree to which the bourgeois .^ has
appropriated the culture of the poor is very interesting,
it's very shocking. . . .
It's something to do with Western
Europe that these stories have gone into the bourgeois
nursery and have been dissociated from the mainstream of
culture. (Carter, qtd. in "The Company of AC," Marxism Today
22)
By re-thinking the striking imagery, chipping away at the explicitly
patriarchal surfaces, and seeing beyond the bourgeois moralising
softening the "succinct brutality" (BEYW 189) of traditional tales,
Carter re-activates in them the imagistic lustiness, interpretive
richness, and intellectual catalysis that can liberate receptive readers
from an imaginative escapism indebted to bourgeois ideology, which tends
to teach one how to be impotent rather than creative in the face of
despairing conditions.

Carter's tales are not prescriptions for "an

intellectual holiday" (BEYW 189); nor are they examples of "a highly
developed literary form composed by genteel hobbyists who presumed a
leisured, adult audience with a taste for high-flown whimsy" (AS 127).
Rather, a bit like Perrault, she assumes "a healthily abrasive attitude"
to her material: "Cut the crap about richly nurturing the imagination.
This world is all that is to the point" (BEYW 189). But, of course, her
world, as well as the kind of coping it requires of the human subject,
differs considerably from the one he wrote about, and "context changes
everything" (IVB xv).
Carter at one point acknowledged the continuity but also the
intellectual progression of her work:
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My work has changed a good deal in the last ten or fifteen
years; it would have been rather shocking if it hadn't,
since, during that time, I've progressed from youth to
middle age, and, for me, growing into feminism was part of
the process of maturing. But when I look at the novels I
wrote in my twenties, when I was a girl, I don't see a
difference in the emotional content, or even in the basic
themes; I recognise myself asking questions, sometimes
finding different answers than I would do now. I also see
myself expressing myself in quite different ways now that
I'm capable of subjecting to critical analysis problems
that, when I. was younger and perhaps bruised more easily, I
perceived and interpreted in a much more intuitive and also
much more self-defensive way. (NFL 69-70)
Carter's later fiction, in drawing upon folklore's imaginative
resilience and shifting structures, moves affirmatively beyond the
parameters of traditional bourgeois fiction, which, she insisted, was
"primarily directed towards keeping women (and, indeed, everyone) in
their places in happy ignorance of their real relations with their kind"
(MW).

Her late heroines, overcoming the Justine-Juliette dichotomy

critiqued in The Sadeian Woman, are self-directed, rational women who
make decisions and attend, when possible, to their desires. They invent
and re-invent themselves to a certain extent, and sometimes succeed in
re-defining the scope and nature of female experience.

They have hopes

and experiences considerably beyond what one finds in the women of most
realist, bourgeois fiction.

Carter's late fiction thus helps to enrich

and deepen our sense of human potential and achievable alternate
realities.
A comment on fictional women in the "Introduction" to the
anthology Wayward Girls & Wicked Women (1986) leHs naturally to an
analysis of Carter's final works.

In this short piece, she describes

female characters in a number of short stories written by women from
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around the world, but the words she uses are relevant to many of the
women who populate the fiction of her final period:
Most of
prosper
role by
certain
stories

the women in these stories, even if they do not
exceedingly, at least contrive to evade the victim's
the judicious use of their wits, and they share a
cussedness, a bloodymindedness, even though their
are told in an enormous variety of ways . . . (xi)

Indeed, Carter's late fictions contain women who use their wits to
"evade the victim's role."

Most of them, even if downtrodden or

marginalized or oppressed, have more confidence in themselves as wor. .
than their predecessors did.

Fewers' words to Walser at the close of

Nights at the Circus (1984) is a fitting epigraph for the works of what
I have called Carter's final period: "'It just goes to show,' she tells
him, "there's nothing like confidence'" (NC 295).
My discussions here will be relatively brief because, as the seven
previous chapters demonstrate, my focus has been primarily on the
deconstructive objectives of Carter's work preceding The Sadeian Woman.
After completing the Sade book and New Eve. Carter, having expended her
extreme deconstructive urge, entered a more affirmative--even
reconstructive--creative phase in which the process of eluding "mindforged manacles" was overtaken by the process of fictionally mapping and
celebrating the hidden diversity and potential of human experience.

II. Re-Assembling Fairy Tales
i.

The Female Perspective in/on "Bluebeard's Tale"

Carter's narrative method in The Bloody Chamber is similar to that
of the "traditional storyteller," about whom she has said:
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A traditional storyteller does not make things up afresh,
except now and then, if the need arises. Instead, he or she
selects, according to mood, whim and cultural background,
the narrative segments that feel right at the time from a
store acquired from a career of listening, and reassembles
them in attractive, and sometimes new, ways. tMP 10)
However, though most traditional fairy tales are told from the point of
view of an omniscient narrator, Carter's tales often emphasize the
perspective of a particular woman by using first-person narration. In
"The Bloody Chamber," "The Tiger's Bride," and "The Erl-King," for
example, Carter uses first-person female narration to create tellingly
subversive tales in which women struggle to escape from imprisoning
realities and to re-invent their lives according to their own desires.
By comparing the use of point of view in her new tales with its use in
the traditional tales upon which they are based, one can see how Carter,
believing that "a change of narrator can effect a transformation of
meaning" (IVB xiv), artfully alters the tales to suit her contemporary
purposes.
"The Bloody Chamber" is an excellent example of Carter's method.
In this story she transforms an omniscient, third-person narrative,
"Bluebeard's Tale," in which Perrault explicitly promotes the practical
rationality and matter-of-fact concerns of getting on in the world, into
a retrospective, subversive female narrative about sexual initiation,
forbidden knowledge, and the benefits of female curiosity and
disobedience.

Perrault81 views the tale as a straightforward lesson in

the dangers of unbridled female curiosity: "Curiosity is a charming
passion but may only be satisfied at the price of a thousand regrets
. . ." (Perrault 41).

In a second moral tag, he adds that "No modern
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husband would dare to be half so terrible, nor to demand of his wife
such an impossible thing as to stifle her curiosity. . . .
the line as soon as she tells him to" (Perrault 41).

he'll toe

Such moralisms

function explicitly to temper the tale's energy and violence with
rationality.

"The troubling and intransigent images are incorporated

into a well-mannered scheme of good sense" (BEYW 189)--a scheme deemed
suitable for the edification of humankind, particularly children.
On the contrary, Carter's tale, mapping the interiority of a
seventeen-year-old bride from the perspective of her widowed and
experienced older self (still a young woman), elicits from Perrault's
version of the tale the female perspective he leaves latent or
undeveloped.

While retaining much of the clarity, conciseness, and

precision of Perrault's piece, Carter's tale does not, as his did,
"blithely [dismiss] all the freudian [sic] elements in the tale that
galvanize the 20th century" (BEYW 189); she actively enlarges upon the
significance of the original tale's "ghastliness," which Perrault, a
bourgeois writer who hated to "indulge in excesses of the imagination
for the imagination's own sake" (FOR 17), found "almost too much" (BEYW
189) to bear. Her tale pursues the significances of the gore--the
imagery of the unconscious that Perrault "subsumed . . . into a project
of worldly instruction" (BEYW 189).

She thus creates a new tale that,

sparking with insight into contemporary female experience and sexuality
(rather than offering explicit moral instructions), politically resists
the values of the world Perrault so believed in: the "world in which
money and self-advancement are the roads to happiness" and "Bluebeaid's
widow uses her inheritance to buy good husbands for herself and her
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Sister Anne" (BEYW 189) .
Carter's anonymous female narrator describes how she naively
married an opulent older man whose style, romanticism, and wealth,
imaginatively embellished in her own mind by youthful fantasies and
expectations, lured her into a dangerous and violent situation, from
which she barely escaped with her life.

In retrospectively telling her

story, she explains how, through innocence and inexperience, she allowed
herself to be seduced by this man's wealth, by the luxurious clothes and
jewellery he bestowed upon her, and by the status she acquired through
associating with him.

She was motivated to marry this man, she

explains, not out of love, but out of a desire to escape the poverty in
which she and her mother had been living.

The narrator now admits that

she "sold" (29) herself to the man in question, the Marquis
Significantly, her pursuit of the very things recommended by Perrault-money, self-advancement, and worldly security- almost cost her her life.
The tale's insightfulness lies, then, in the narrator's frank
description of how her younger self had been deceived and corrupted-inwardly and outwardly--through involvement with the Marquis, who had
interposed himself between her and her mother.

In recalling her marital

entrapment, the narrator advocates the very female curiosity discouraged
by Perrault, for such curiosity--vital to overcoming female submission,
innocence, and helplessness in oppressive circumstances--is what led her
to the knowledge she needed to survive not only her own self-indulgent
desires for grandeur and romance (she was not, like Justine, a perfectly
good young woman), but also her husband's wily, sadomasochistic plot.
Her modern Bluebeard, far from obeying his wife and toeing the line, was
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the kind of monster Perrault preferred to place in the distant past.
By marrying for wealth rather than love, she avoided repeating
what her mother had done (her mother had "defiantly beggared herself for
love" [8]). Yet, by pursuing profit and social advancement, the
narrator's younger self naively ignored her own hesitancies, jeopardized
her happiness, and put herself at grave risk.

She became obsessed with

the idea of how the Marquis's eminence, wealth, and class would
transform her. Overwhelmed by "the imponderable weight of his desire"
(9), she thought differently about herself, acquiring vanity.

She

willingly impersonated the woman he wanted her to be, becoming the
object of his pornographic imagination:
I caught sight of myself in the mirror. And I saw myself,
suddenly, as he saw me, my pale face, the way the muscles in
my neck stuck out like thin wire. I saw how much that cruel
necklace became me. And, for the first time in my innocent
and confined life, I sensed in myself a potentiality for
corruption . . . " (11)
She became his puppet, and wore the feminine paraphernalia he purchased
and prescribed for her.

She considered only how, in his company, "all

eyes were upon me" (10). Though his previous wife had died just three
months earlier, the narrator accepted his fire opal ring and his "choker
of rubies, two inches wide, like an extraordinarily precious slit
throat" (11). And through her "stunning marriage", she departed from
"the world of tartines and maman" (12) and into exile from ordinary
life.
Even when, at her husband's castle, the narrator's younger self is
stripped of her clothes and inspected by her groom, she acquiesces in
his lustful wishes. She had heard "hints of his world" (15) and had
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"guessed it might be so--that we should have a formal disrobing of the
bride, a ritual from the brothel" (15) . In effect, she and her husband
enact the pornographic scene pictured in his etching by Reps, which
pictures a naked, embarrassed young girl being visually inspected by a
fully clothed, lecherous older man.

Interestingly, the narrator recalls

how her younger self felt strangely aroused by her role as object in
this pornographic scenario: ". . . 1 was aghast to feel myself stirring"
(15).

Through this experience, however, she learned not only that her

husband was captivated by her innocence and deference to him, but also
that she herself, in testing her own untried desires, had "a
potentiality for corruption" (11) . She feared her own inclinations more
than she feared him: "I was not afraid of him; but of myself.

I seemed

reborn in his unreflective eyes, reborn in unfamiliar shapes.

I hardly

recognized myself from his descriptions of me and yet--might there not
be a grain of beastly truth in them?" (20). She was troubled by her own
collusion in her husband's pornographic fantasies.
Of course, the pivotal sequence of events in the tale begins when
the Marquis, having deflowered his bride, purposely gives her the keys
to all the rooms in his castle and departs suddenly for a business trip
to New York.

He explicitly instructs her about what she is and is not

allowed to do.

In his absence, she, bored and restless with a "dark

newborn curiosity" (22), disobeys him by exploring his private den, the
forbidden room in the depths of the castle. She wants to learn
something of his true nature.

She is driven in her exploration of the

castle and her curiosity about her husband by her mother's spirit, will,
and courage, and discovers in the hidden chamber horrifying evidence of

*
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the violent fate her husband is planning for her.
In disobeying her husband's interdiction, the young woman gives in
to curiosity; she re-enacts the temptation of Eve in the Garden of Eden.
But what is particularly troubling is that, once she has invaded her
husband's secret room, she realizes that he, all along, had wanted her
'. '•'•sobey him.

He had deliberately informed her of the forbidden

room's precise location, and by disobeying him, she had fulfilled his
desire: "I knew I had behaved exactly according to his desires; had he
not bought me so that I should do so?" (34). She realizes that her
husband, an artful manipulator, had all along sought a reason to punish
her: "I must pay the price of my new knowledge. The secret of Pandora's
box; but he had given me the box, himself, knowing I must learn the
secret.

I had played a game in which every move was governed by a

destiny as oppressive and omnipotent as himself. . . " (34). Like the
Biblical Eve, she would be punished for her curiosity, for seeking
knowledge.

He would take pleasure in her punishment.

Her fate would

resemble that of the naked girl in her husband's pornographic photo.
This girl is being whipped by a man in a black mask, who simultaneously
masturbates.
Of course, at the end of Carter's tale, the narrator's younger
self, Jean-Yves (the blind piano-tuner who becomes her lover), and her
mother ("an avenging angel") thwart the Marquis's plan.

This ending

contrasts with that found in Perrault's version of the tale, in which
two brothers (both soldiers) save their sister from Bluebeard's violent
plot.

In Carter's tale, the narrator's decapitation is interrupted by

her mother's banging on the door.

The Marquis is confused by the
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interruption, which pre-empts the conclusion of his sadomasochistic
plot.

Yet another of Carter's artful male tyrants, he loses control of

the people he has made into puppets: "The puppet master, open-mouthed,
wide-eyed, impotent at the last, saw his dolls break free of their
strings, abandon the rituals he had ordained for them since time began
and start to live for themselves; the king, aghast, witnesses the revolt
of his pawns" (39). The narrator's Medusa-like mother, having been
admitted to the castle during the Marquis's moment of confusion, uses
her revolver to kill the tyrant threatening her daughter. This heroic
mother puts an end to the "clockwork tableaux of Bluebeard" (39). She
is both a powerful and a good woman, since her courage and aggression
serve a just cause. Her indomitableness, which in a traditional fairy
tale might condemn her to the role of a witch, enables her to save her
daughter.
By telling her tale of personal corruption and horror, Carter's
female narrator implies that wealth, marriage, and self-advancement are
not the wisest objectives for a young woman to have if she wishes to
fulfil her desires and be happy.

Indeed, as if to emphasize the degree

to which she implicitly dissents from Perrault's opinions, she explains
how, following her husband's death, she did not simply appropriate his
wealth and pursue worldly security by catching herself a new husband,
which is what the woman in Perrault's tale does.

Instead, after

converting the Marquis's castle to a school for the blind, and setting
up a music school of her own, she donated most of her inherited wealth
to charity. And, in the end, while setting up a home with her lover
Jean-Yves and her mother, she acknowledges that she is "scarcely a penny
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the richer" (40) than she was before marrying the Marquis.

Yet she

does "well enough" (40). Her new relationship, to the blind pianotuner, does not exile her from the world or terminate her relationship
with her mother. Rather, she, Jean-Yves and her mother constitute their
own kind of family.

Marriage is no longer envisioned by the narrator as

a panacea.
Given its ending, Carter's "The Bloody Chamber" contrasts deeply
with Perrault's "Bluebeard."

In Carter's tale, the female narrator

demonstrates that the traditional path to female security and happiness
is neither the wisest nor the safest one to choose. That path has left
an indelible heart-shaped red mark on her own forehead, a mark "like the
caste mark of a Brahmin woman. Or the mark of Cain" (36) . It signifies
her younger self's shameful penchant for a kind of female corruption
encouraging the violence meted out to women by men like the Marquis.
That red mark, the scar left upon her forehead by the bloody key to the
Marquis's horrifying chamber, reminds her of own previous complicity in
an oppressive logic.

ii. Multiple Interpretations: Three Versions of Cinderella
Even when Carter uses omniscient or third-person narration in her
re-written fairy tales, the narrator functions differently than she/he
does in Perrault's tales. Carter's third-person narrators, like her
first-person narrators, frequently direct the reader's attention toward
an investigation of women's perspectives and concerns.

For instance, in

"Ashputtle," a re-written fairy tale included in American Ghosts & Old
World Wonders (1993), Carter's third-person narrator functions, at least
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initially, as a perceptive literary critic does, not as a narrator
claiming complete knowledge of people's inner motivations and thoughts.
This narrator, a connoisseur of close reading and narrative ambiguity,
delights in the "bare necessity" (113) and suggestive richness of the
fairy tale she analyzes and re-tells.

The fairy-tale form seems, to

her, to offer something far more precious than the "emotional and
technical complexity of bourgeois realism" (113).
The attitude of the tale's narrator is prefigured in the
speculative possibilities of its title: "Ashputtle or The Mother's
Ghost: Three Versions of One Story."

In effect, this title82,

consisting of two possible headings for the story, suggests there is
something undecidable about both the tale's meaning and particularly its
central figure.

Is the protagonist the daughter Ashputtle or. her dead

mother? Does it matter?
way we read the tale?

How does our answer affect or predetermine the
And the subtitle, also indicative of

indeterminacy in the tale, announces that Carter's readers will
encounter not one but three versions of a single story.

The traditional

fairy tale is thus transfigured into a narrative triptych by the
narrator, who is reluctant to rescommend only one version of the tale.
By offering three versions, the narrator exemplifies the imaginative
flexibility and resourcefulness of the fairy-tale form.

As Carter's

readers, we are invited to join in the process of ongoing fictional
speculation, and the price of such free thinking is that we must
relinquish our desire for a final word.
As was the case with "The Bloody Chamber," Carter's "Ashputtle"
can be illuminatingly read in the context of Perrault's earlier version
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of it; his moral tags again implicitly point to Carter's aims in
fashioning her own tale(s) from the original.

In Perrault's

"Cinderella: or, The Little Glass Slipper," the first moral conclusion
drawn is that female charm of the sort Cinderella learns from her fairy
godmother is "beyond price and worth more, in the long run" (95) than
female beauty.

Charm, Perrault reasons, enables a woman "to win a

heart, to reach a happy ending. . . . Without it, one can achieve
nothing; with it, everything" (95) . The second conclusion he offers,
equally interesting, is that, regardless of all one's "god-given"
talents, "they will never help you to get on in the world unless you
have either a godfather or a godmother to put them to work for you"
(96).

That is, one needs the help of one's elders if one is to find

worldly security.
Perrault clearly interprets "Cinderella" from much the same
ideological stance as he interprets "Bluebeard."

His advice implies

that a young woman's most vital objective should be to find a man and
secure "a happy ending," whatever that means; and, while ascribing
importance to intelligence, bravery, and common sense as human virtues,
he cynically concludes that they will amount to nothing unless one has
the proper connections, which will enable one to "get on in the world"
(96).

The first bit of advice depends upon a rather narrow

interpretation of women's potential, and the second upon the idea that
young people can succeed only by absorbing and obeying the views of
their elders. Carter's tale implicitly disputes Perrault's advice,
pointing again, as she does in "The Bloody Chamber," to the darker,
troubling significances of powerful images.
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Carter's "Ashputtle 2£ The Mother's Ghost," unlike Perrault's
morally framed "Cinderella," considers the oppressive ramifications of
the sort of female charm and parental authority that imprisons young
>

women entering upon adulthood.

Her tale's form is unique: it consists

of three parts, each one offering a single version of the re-told tale.
The three versions parody one another; as differing repetitions of a
fundamental plot, they illustrate the adaptability of the fairy tale
genre to new perspectives and meanings.

In the first section, "The

Mutilated Girls," the narrator, whose sophisticated speculations
contrast with Perrault's reductive moral certainties, leads us into the
story by alerting us to the original tale's indeterminacy.

Seeking to

understand the latent richness of the Cinderella story, the narrator
focuses on its peculiarities and absences. She elicits complex meaning
from within the tale rather than simplistically and overbearingly
imposing such meaning from without: "I will stick with what I know"
(113), she says.
The opening paragraph epitomizes the narrator's approach to representing the tale:
But although you could easily take the story away from
Ashputtle and centre it on the mutilated sisters--indeed, it
would be easy to think of it as a story about cutting bits
off women, so that they will fit in. some sort of
circumcision-like ritual chop, nevertheless, the story
always begins not with Ashputtle or her stepsisters but with
Ashputtle's mother, as though it is really always the story
of her mother even if, at the beginning of the story, the
mother herself is just about to exit the narrative because
she is at death's door . . . (110).
Her meticulous analysis and implicit questioning of the original tale's
structure and focus reveals a metafictional purpusefulness.

In this
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first version of the tale, the narrator unearths its deeper tensions and
ambiguity in order to prepare for a reading of the darker implications
of its plot and imagery--implications that Perrault chooses to overlook
or repress.

Carter's narrator peers behind the simplistic moralizing

within which Perrault contains the tale' s subversive undercurrents . ."n
the final two sections, "The Burned Child" and "Travelling Clothes," two
additional versions of the Cinderella story are offered.
Carter's narrator, unlike the conventional omniscient narrator of
fairy tales, has limited knowledge; nonetheless, in re-visiting the
traditional Cinderella story, she reads with critical perceptiveness and
sensitivity.

In "The Mutilated Girls," she re-constructs this story as

"a fight between two groups of women--in the right-hand corner,
Ashputtle and her mother; in the left-hand corner, the stepmother and
her daughters" (110).

And the primary conflict between these two

"female families" (110) occurs, she explains, "because of their rivalry
over men (husband/father, husband/son) . . . whose significance is
absolute because it is . . . economic" (110-11).

In the light of this

dramatic inter-family conflict, motivated by the god-like absent
father/husband, the narrator sees that the story is about much more than
the indispensability of female charm or a young person's need for adult
counsellors and benefactors.

Instead, the tale concerns the desperate

measures and masochistic violence to which women are driven in a world
where they have no economic security but what is acquired through
enslaving themselves to men.

And it also concerns how the fears and

insecurities of mothers are destructively and oppressively replayed in
the lives of their daughters.
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As the narrator declares, Ashputtle's mother, though a ghost,
"dominates the narrative and is, in a real sense, the motive centre, the
event that makes all the other events happen" (111).

The tale is

fundamentally about her desire for revenge against Ashputtle's
stepmother, who has stolen the husband/father's affection and relegated
Ashputtle, the man's "natural" daughter, to the status of orphan and
"servant" (111).

The ensuing battle between the two mothers, who

presume to know what is best for the daughters they have raised and
loved, results in destructive competition.

Each mother desperately

seeks to marry a daughter off to the eligible, wealthy prince.

Each

mother believes that oniy such a marriage will secure her daughter's
worldly security.

By forcing their daughters into the bloody shoe of

the traditional wife, they severely injure the daughters they claim to
love.
force.

Their love, in fact, is transformed into a deathly, oppressive
In Carter's tale, the final words of Ashputtle's mother--'I

shall always look after you and always be with you'--are thus not words
of comfort and consolation; they are ominous signs of the destructive
influence that mothers, dead or alive, can sometimes have upon their
daughters.

In living out their mothers' dreams and expectations, such

daughters are psychologically coerced into living lives of repression
and enslavement.
"The Mutilated Girls" section of Carter's tale focuses on how the
love of mothers for daughters can pressure daughters into undergoing the
most damaging and gruesome sorts of physical violence and psychological
oppression.

As the narrator contends, mother love is "like a shroud"

(115) winding about the tale's three daughters; it imposes upon them a
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living death, trapping them in the uncomfortable roles and values of
their mothers. This observation about mother love becomes clear when,
as Carter's tale unfolds, Ashputtle discovers that her dead mother
speaks to her through a magical "turtle dove" (114).

This mother, who

on her deathbed had vowed to protect her daughter in the future, returns
in the form of a ghostly dove to direct Ashputtle's thoughts and
actions.

Although she has sincerely mourned the loss of her mother,

Ashputtle feels uneasy about this ghostly return of parental authority:
"her heart sank a little to find out that her mother, though dead, was
no longer gone and henceforward she must do her mother's bidding" (114).
Ashputtle's uneasiness about the authoritative guidance
"generously" provided by her mother's ghost (who supplants the "good"
fairy godmother of Perrault's tale) is shown to be justified, for the
ghost's primary intention is to see that Ashputtle marries the local
prince. With this exclusive goal as its obsession, the ghost steals a
silk dress and a pearl necklace from the stepmother's two daughters, so
that Ashputtle can go to the fair and enchant the prince.

In an

interesting reversal of the original tale, then, it is Ashputtle who
attends the fair while her step-sisters, left with nothing to wear
because of the ghost's thievery, must stay at home. Ashputtle, of
course, loses one of her glass slippers on her way home from the fair,
and this missing slipper sets the stage for what the narrator refers to
as "the ritual humiliation of the other woman and the mutilation of her
daughters" (1151.
When the Prince comes by searching for the foot that will fit the
slipper, the desperate step-mother does what she feels she must in order
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to acquire the prince for one of her own daughters.

Basically, she

attempts to purchase the prince with her daughters' flesh.

She

deliberately amputates one daughter's toe, so that the daughter's foot
will fit the prince's slipper; and then, when this first ampucation
fails to achieve its purpose (the prince is disgusted with the blood in
the slipper), the mother slices off her second daughter's heel so that
it will fit into the prince's now bloody slipper.

That the first

daughter resists having her toe amputated has no effect on the desperate
mother, who single-mindedly proceeds with the surgery, which amounts to
symbolic castration.

Ashputtle finds her ste; sister's toe in the ashes

of the fireplace; she "wonders at it, and feels both awe and fear at the
phenomenon of mother love." (115).

Her feelings register her awareness

of the fate for which she is destined.

Her own mother, the ghostly

presence in the tale, is the one responsible for the failure of
Ashputtle's stepsisters.

But this ghost is also tne one arranging for

the unwashed slipper to be offered to Ashputtle.

This same mother, who

vowed on her deathbed to protect her daughter, believes that, if
Ashputtle "does not plunge without revulsion into this open wound, she
won't be fit to marry" (116).

The dead mother's plan imprisons the

daughter in a plot over which she has no control--the marriage plot.
Only at the urging of her mother's spirit does Ashputtle place her foot,
"the size of the bound foot of a Chinese woman, a stump" (116), into the
bloody shoe.

Her foot is to the shoe as a corpse is to a coffin--so

remarks the triumphant turtle dove.

The daughter accepts the life of an

"amputee" (116) in order to please her mother.
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The second and third versions of the Cinderella story offered by
Carter, "The Burned Child" and "Travelling Clothes," both re-work the
theme of oppressive mother love elaborated upon in "The Mutilated
Girls."

In "The Burned Child," however, the deceased mother returns to

assist rather than control her daughter.

When the daughter expresses a

desire of her own, a desire to marry a man whom her step-mother wants
for herself, the ghostly mother does all she can to see that her
daughter's desire is fulfilled.

Transformed into a cow, the mother's

ghost nourishes and cleans her daughter; transformed into a cat, she
does her daughter's hair; transformed into a bird, she makes her
daughter a red silk dress.

With the mother's magical help, the daughter

is made "lovely" (118), the man asks her to live with him and be his
love--he offers her "a house and money" (119)--and the mother's ghost
can finally sleep, since "everything is all right" (119) .

In this

second version of the Cinderella story, which has a happy ending, the
mother is presented, not as her daughter's oppressor, but as her
daughter's guardian angel.

By helping her daughter in various ways,

this mother teaches her daughter what she must subsequently do for
herself.

In other words, the mother's assistance is necessarily

limited, for the daughter must learn independence. This second version
of the original fairy tale does emphasize how a mother might be
supportive without destroying the very dauqhter she wishes to help.
In the final, shortest version of the story, "Travelling Clothes,"
the mother's ghost returns to offer her mistreated daughter a peculiar
kind of wisdom.

By kissing her daughter, the mother removes the scar on

her daughter's face, a scar that the wicked stepmother created with a
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"red-hot poker" (119).

Then the mother's ghost gives the daughter a red

dress and some jewels, including a diamond ring.
herself had worn in her youth.

These items the mother

Finally, the daughter is asked to step

into her mother's coffin in the graveyard.

The daughter does so

reluctantly, thinking "it would be the death of her" (119-120).

But the

act of stepping into the mother's coffin, which symbolizes the
daughter's ability to identify with her mother's existence and
mortality, magically produces for the daughter "a coach and horses . . .
eager to be gone" (120).

Stepping into her mother's coffin is

significantly different from stepping into a bloody shoe.

This third

version of the Cinderella story concludes with the mother's wish that
her daughter would go forth and seek her fortune.
define what that fortune must be.

The mother does not

She simply offers her daughter the

means and knowledge needed to pursue and fulfil her own desires, the
freedom to travel into the world and fulfil her own potential.
end of this tale, Ashputtle's life does not end; it begins.

At the

She does

not settle into comfortable domesticity with a man of her choice, or
into marriage with a man of her mother's choice; rather, the daughter is
given the ability to travel into the future as an independent being.
Her life is her own to do with as she will.
In exploring the deeper significance of the mother-daughter bond,
Carter's three versions of the Cinderella story use the imagery of the
original tale--especially the imagery of castration, the bloody slipper,
and the mother's coffin--to elaborate upon the ways in which women can
oppress, assist, or liberate one another.

The power of mother love,

Carter implies, can be put to destructive, repressive purposes, as is
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the case in "The Mutilated Girls"; or it can be used to help a daughter
fulfil her own desires, conventional though they may be, as in "The
Burned Child"; or, finally, it can be use*." to teach a daughter what it
means to be human and free, and to experience .ife as a traveller.
Through constructing her fictional triptych, Carter shows that the
Cinderella story is not fixed on the page for all time. On the
contrary, the story's imagery and structure are adaptable to new
interpretations and historical contexts.

iii. On the Narrators and Re-Readers of Fairy Tales
The narrators in Carter's contemporary tales, as "The Bloody
Chamber" and "Ashputtle" demonstrate, contrast with the conventional
omniscient narrator of traditional fairy tales. The traditional tales,
as Jackson has indicated, "discourage belief in the importance or
effectiveness of action [,] for their narratives are 'closed.' Things
'happen', 'are done to' protagonists, told to the reader, irom a
position of omniscience and authority, making the reader unquestioningly
passive" (154).

In Carter's tales, whether first-person or third-person

narratives, the reader is encouraged to be active and critical--to
realize that there is no final word or interpretation.

First-person

narration of the sort found in "The Bloody Chamber" enables Carter to
re-invigorate the powerful imagery of an old tale from within a
previously undeveloped and unexplored female consciousness. Thirdperson narration like that found in "Ashputtle" enables Carter to play
with the multiple interpretive possibilities inherent in che rich
imagery of the Cinderella story.

This kind of narration, because it
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does not restrict or repress meaning through the pretence of
omniscience, leads readers to construct their own readings of tales,
and, by doing so, to indulge in the creativity and collaboration
characteristic of an oral storycelling tradition.

Through recognizing

the differences between old tales and the new tales generated from the
imagery and structures of those old tales, readers learn that tales and
the power relations they represent are neither natural nor inevitable,
but always socially constructed and adaptable.

Patriarchal content is

thus viewed as neither monolithic nor inevitable, even in fairy tales.
The oral storytelling tradition's reconstructive potential, when brought
to bear upon written tales that have become artificially fixed objects
of secular worship, can liberate readers; it enables them, from within
their own contexts, to interact imaginatively with stories, whether oral
or written, rather than simply to submit to the narrative plots and
conclusions of an authoritative past. Readers in this way become
storytellers themselves.83
While Carter obviously manipulates point of view in The Bloody
Chamber in such a way as to highlight the concerns and feelings of
women, she also rather liberally alters, as we have seen, the content of
some of the fairy tales she re-writes: sometimes she leaves details from
the original stories out, or de-emphasizes their importance; in other
cases, she inserts new details and themes into the gaps and silences of
the original tales. But she is especially skilful at drawing out what
she feels is "latent" or muted in the imagery of the traditional tales.
By playing with their structures and images, she comments upon issues
vital to women.

She demonstrates how the deeper meanings of the
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original tales can overwhelm their overt indebtedness to patriarchal
ideology.
iv. Fairy Tales and the Desires of Women
For instance, the traditional fairy tales upon which Carter's
stories are based emphasize, superficially, the largely procreative,
passive role of women within a patriarchal world.

In these tales,

recurrently cited for their role in "the acculturation of gender
ideology" (Cranny-Francis 85), a woman must marry if she wishes to
express herself sexually (which is, traditionally, to be reproductive)
and to be accepted as a normal member of her community. An unmarried or
childless woman has few options and may even be construed as inadequate,
abnormal, or evil.

The traditional tales never overtly challenge the

fixed nature and meaning of gender or sexuality, for the patriarchal
model is considered irrefutable and inevitable. As Lieberman says,
"these tales present a picture of sexual roles, behaviours, and
psychology, and a way of predicting outcome or fate according to sex"
(Lieberman 187).

The tales never consider that reasonable, good women

might choose not to marry, or that marriage itself might be a
questionable institution upon which to pin one's hopes. Heterosexual
love within marriage is the explicit norm, and consequently, there is
little overt examination of female or male desires that cannot be
accommodated within the traditional institution of marriage.
In her new tales, however, Carter explicitly describes female
desires and sexuality as concerns outside of marriage, lifting " . . .
Beauty and Red Riding Hood and Bluebeard's last wife out of the pastel
nursery into the labyrinth of female desire" (Warner, "Intro." ix). She
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explores sexuality as a means of female self-assertion ("The Tiger's
Bride" and "The Company of Wolves," in which the heroines eagerly pursue
sexual experience and knowledge, are good examples of female selfassertion and its liberating effects) and as an act of pleasure, not as
an act of female subordination tied to reproduction

84

The female

narrators in "The Bloody Chamber" and "The Erl-King," both of vrhom
collude in their own entrapment by male tyrants, learn the cost of
female subordination and the necessity of female action. While
experimenting with their desires, they discover the danger of believing
in Prince Charming and forfeiting their right to think for themselves.
They are aware of their desires and boldly seek--even outside of
marriage--to assuage them.
What fulfils women in Carter's tales, where the endings are often
unconventional (think of "The Company of Wolves," at the end of which
the adolescent Red Riding Hood "sleeps . . . between the paws of the
tender wolf"), is thus very different from what is supposed to make
women happy in traditional fairy tales. Whereas traditional tales are
openly preoccupied with "happy endings"85 and with how individuals fit
into the communities in which they live, Carter's stories focus on how
individuals discover and understand their desires, without losing the
freedom to think and act as they see fit.
The women of Carter's tales, far from being powerless or timid in
the face of adversity and adventure, are as capable of assertireness and
independence as men (a fact for which Carter has occasionally been
unfairly criticized).

But they are neither ruthlessly exploitative,

like Juliette, nor unwaveringly obedient, like Justine, and they are
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capable of making mistakes. Sometimes they assert themselves admirably,
reaching out, physically and emotionally, to l_ve someore. This happens
in "The Courtship of Mr Lyon," the first of Carter's two versions of the
Beauty and the Beast story.

Cartel's Beauty, initially forced into a

relation with Mr Lyon because of her father's impecunious circumstances,
in the and freely and boldly chooses to love him, overcoming her fear of
his--and, indeed, her own--animality.

In so doing, she not only

liberates herself from a passive daughter's life of "desolating
emptiness" (CML 48), obedience, and sexual abstinence; she rescues the
Beast from the loneliness slowly destroying him:
She flung herself upon [the Beast], so that the iron
bedstead groaned, and covered his poor paws with her kisses.
. . . When her lips touched the meat-hook claws, they drew
back into their pads and she saw how ne had always kept his
fists clenched but now, painfully, tentatively, at last
began to stretch his fingers. Her tears fell on his face
like snow and, under their soft transformation, the bones
showed through the pelt, the flesh through the wide, tawny
brow. And then it was no longer a lion in her arms but a
man, a man with an unkempt mane of hair . . . (CML 50-51).
She learns not to depend meekly upon her kind-hearted, doddery father
for what she wants, but to act independently on her own neretofore
unexplored and untested desires. Acknowledging that she wants more out
of life than the occasional white rose, and experimenting with a new
boldness and agency, she transforms the Beast, whom she desires, into a
man she can love, and herself into a woman capable of loving.
At other times Carter's women resort to violence and cunning to
save themselves (and others) from enslavement.
violence is never gratuitous.

Significantly, their

In "Erl-King," for example, the narrator

remembers how she had sacrificed her freedom and independence of mind
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for an obsessive love affair with a hermit-like man: "Eat me, drink me;
thirsty, cankered, goblin-ridden, I go back and back to him to ha^e his
fingers strip the tattered skin away and clothe me in his dress of
water, this garment that drenches me, its slithering odour, its capacity
for drowning" (EK 89).

This man, the Erl-King, whose hobby was "winding

all the birds in the wood to him on a diatonic spool of sound" (EK 88),
and then trapping them in his cages, threatened to make her into just
another trapped bird: "His embraces were his enticements and yet, oh
yet! they were the branches of which the trap itself was woven" (EK 90).
But the narrator recalls how, in the end, having seen the cage he was
preparing for her, she killed him and thereby set herself and his
previously caged birds (with whom she identifies) free:
I shall take two huge handfuls of his rustling hair as he
lies half dreaming, half waking, and wind them into ropes,
very softly, so he will not wake up, and, softly, with hands
as gentle as rain, I shall strangle him with them.
Then she will open all the cages and let the birds
free; they will change back into young girls, every one,
each with the crimson imprint of his love-bite on their
throats. (EK 91)
Clearly, as Beauty and the narrator of "Erl-King" illustrate, the women
in Carter's fairy tales are not cardboard figures of good and evil.
They are resourceful young women whose actiors, thoughts, feelings, and
powers undermine any sort cf gender dichotomy.

They are capable of

learning from their experiences rather than mechanically obeying the
plots and values of the past.

Neither incapacitatingly submissive nor

unreasonably aggressive, they use their sexuality and power,
respectively, as instruments of love and survival.
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III. Attending to the Past in Elack Venus
In Black Venus (1985), Carter's third volume of short stories
"about everyday life among the mythic classes" (Sage, "Breaking" 1169),
there is another interesting development in her fictional technique. In
stories such as "Black Venus," "The Cabinet of Edgar Allan Poe," and
"The Fall River Axe Murders," Carter writes about real people from the
past, as if to emphasize that "more and more we need to know who we were
in orde" to be able to surmise what we might be" (IVB x).

Her aim is

not to suggest that history is entirely a matter of fiction, illusion,
and misrepresentation; rather, by writing imaginatively about the lives
of real historical figures, Carter attempts to show that historical
narratives often unwittingly leave out, from cheir accounts of the
"heroes and villains" of the past, marginal perspectives, ambiguities,
and uncertainties that are better dealt with in an artistic medium. She
wants to salvage women's voices and perspectives from positions of
insignificance or marginalization within the written narratives of
history

"The trick is," as Sage says, "to take the people out of the

wax museum, set them in motion, subject them to surmiso" ("Breaking"
1169).

,3y doing so, one can "escape from tales ready-told" ("Breaking"

1169).
In the three stories mentioned above, for instance, Carter writes
about Jeanne Duvall, Charles Baudelaire, Edgar Allan Poe, and Lizzie
Borden.

She weighs the historical facts concerning these individuals,

but in doing so demonstrates that there is still room for a fair amount
of speculation as to what these people were like and why they chose to
live in the ways they did. In the "Black Venus" story opening the
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collection, Carter imaginatively exp'.ores Jeanne Duvall's perspective on
her life with Baudelaire. Because she has always been looked upon as the
muse of a great poet, and not as an individual in her own right with
something to say, her perspective has been marginalized historically.
Carter attempts to fill in what she perceives as historical gaps by
imagining what Duvall might havs been thinking and feeling.

When

writing about Poe, Carter speculates about the kind of relationship he
would have had with his theatrical mother, and about how it would have
affected him as a grown man.

Carter's method fashions the mother into a

complicated figure in her own right, one who struggled to raise her
children and maintain ht=r acting career after being deserted by her
husband.

As far as Lizzie Borden is concerned, Carter imaginatively

reconstructs the circumstan.es surrounding Lizzie's horrible murders.
Without excusing the murders, Carter solicits a good deal of sympathy
for Lizzie, whose culcure did not look kindly upon spinsters or women in
general.

There is more reasoning behind her violent behaviour than she

is historically given credit for.
The women Carter comments upon in Black Venus lived under
conditions of physical and psychological duress, and in the end their
experiences were historically marginalized, mis-represented, or simply
ignored.

Just as Carter, in The Bloody Chamber and "Ashputtle,"

investigates the latent content of traditional fairy tales, so in Black
Venus she delves into the gaps and silences of a male-dominated history.
In imaginatively resurrecting real women from the past, Carter brings
the ongoing speculation and interpretative recycling of an oral
storytelling tradition to bear upon our fixed understanding of the past.

r
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In "The Fall River Axe Murders," a story about the imprisoning and
debilitating effects of "New England spinsterhood" in the late 19th
century, Carter imaginatively explores the circumstances leading up to
Lizzie Borden's horrible crimes: her murdering of her father and her
step-mother with a hatchet. The story's narrator imagines what it would
havt been like not only to be alive in Lizzie's time and place--with its
Protestant work ethic, puritanism, uncomfortable clothing, and domestic
odours--but also to live in the patriarchal Borden family, whose women
belong "by either marriage, birth or contract" (104) to the ruthless
capitalist Andrew Borden.
Without excusing the murders, the narrator expands upon Lizzie's
untold side of this violent family drama, emphasizing through a
speculative but critical narrative voice the unbearableness of Lizzie's
situation.

As a powerless thirty-two year old spinster, Lizzie had

little to do. As the narrator, exasperated, says, Lizzie and her sister
Emma, another spinster,
stayed home in their rooms, napping on their beds or
repairing ripped hems or sewing loose buttons more securely
or writing letters or contemplating acts of charity among
the deserving poor or staring vacantly into space.
I can't imagine what else they might do.
(FRAM 1078)
Of course, Lizzie was sent on a trip to Europe; this was her chance "to
go out and look at the world" (FRAM 118) before resigning herself to
"the thin condition of New England spinsterhood" (FRAM 118).

But "it

was a round trip, it ended at the sour place from where it had set out"
(FRAM 118).

Lizzie's only means of escaping imprisonment was to strike

out, literally, at those who had hurt her. When the axe fell on her
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father and step-mother, Lizzie responded not simply to the death of her
beloved pigeons, whom her father had unforgivably 'ecapitated, but also
to the confinement and boredom she had been forced to experience as his
daughter.

In murdering her parents, she dreamed out loud and in public,

making real the unconscious destructive impulses of her highly repressed
self.
By imaginatively reconstructing Lizzie's perspective (though not
from the inside), Carter points to how vital it is for women to define
themselves, support themselves economically, pursue opportunities
outside the family home, and tell their own stories. By telling their
stories, they can argue against male domination and female repression,
and even reveal alternate realities and fresh viewpoints; they are able
to fight the censorship and imprisonment they experience in a world
where they are treated as lesser beings or freaks.

If women fail to

narrate, record, and share their own stories, they will, as Fewers says
in Nights at the Circus, "go down nameless and forgotten, erased from
history as if they had never been" (285) . Or, perhaps worse, they will
be misunderstood because of the limitations of historical
representations, which censor much in preserving only the facts. The
point is, as Sage remarks, that "there's no escaping the fact that
Carter . . . thinks that the stories we tell ourselves, however
bizarrely archetypal, grow out of--and into--particular realities.
Which makes interrogating them a kind of duty as well as a pleasure"
("Breaking" 1169).
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V. The Power of Female Storytelling
A third notable development in Carter's fiction of this final
period is that she creates and gives voice to two extraordinary female
characters/narrators: Fewers, a woman with wings, and Dora Chance, a
retired, seventy-five-year-old music-hall dancer.

They are

extraordinary in that they are not at all like the women figures--even
the marginal ones--of much English fiction. The marginality of Fewers
and Dora does not obviate their vitality, sexuality, and capacity for
self-definition; they are active, imaginative, confident women with
intriguing stories to tell.

They are examples, as Callil remarks, of

"the vulgarian as heroine."86 Fewers, though not herself a writer, is
an astute teller of her own story, which her "amanuensis," the
transformed male Jack Walser, will help her to get down on paper. Dora,
whose unmistakable voice is omnipresent throughout her story, actually
writes it down herself.
Carter's last two novels, Nights at the Circus (1984) and Wise
Children (1991), both exemplify her fascination with narrative in
general and female storytelling in particular.

By writing novels that

feature female storytellers whose experiences are unconventional and, in
some instances, both outrageous and liberating, Carter shows how vital
storytelling is to women's lives. As female storytellers, Fewers and
Dora, like Scheherazade, "know how to utilise the power of the word, of
narrative, to save their lives" (SW 81).

In a sense, both novels deal

with the alternate, abnormal realities of people who do not fit into a
regular middle-class world, with women who have not benefitted from a
wealthy upbringing or a university education.

Yet, Fewers and Dora
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know who they are. And by telling stories from their unusual
perspectives, they show that women can "evade the victim's role" and
rise above patriarchal attitudes and class divisions.
Nights. set at the end of the nineteenth century, is an example of
magical realism. It blends fantasy with reality in commenting
retrospectively on "the new kind of being" that women were capable of
becoming at the start of the twentieth century.

One of the novel's most

subtle effects is that, while Fewers, the female protagonist, is
presented as a new kind of woman, one hatched from an egg--the liberated
woman of the future--she exists a hundred years before our own time.
The question implicitly posed by Carter's novel, then, is this: has the
twentieth century been for women what Fewers, in her most visionary
moments, thinks it will be?

Is it a period in which women "rise up and

fly away" (NC 285) from emotionally impoverished lives?

Or do we temper

our enthusiasm for Fewers' vision, from our position as late twentiethcentury readers, with the cautious words of Lizzie, Fewers' fairygodmother-like companion: "It's going to be more complicated than that
. . . This old witch sees storms ahead, my girl.
future, I see through a glass, darkly.

When I look to the

You improve your analysis, girl,

and then we'll discuss it" (286).
Fewers' unusual life-story is the focus of this picaresque
narrative.

Our interest in her as a singular woman, a "new kind of

being," holds the novel together.

By analyzing her unconventional

character and physical uniqueness (she literally has wings and can fly,
and has no belly button), we see that Carter upholds her as a model of a
free, confident, intelligent, independent woman. Lizzie's comment to

a
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Fewers at one point in the novel suggests why she is so significant as
a model of the new woman: "You never existed before. There's nobody to
say what you should do or how to do it. You are Year One. You haven't
any history and there are no expectations of you except the ones you
yourself create" (198) . Fewers is significant because she is a woman
who freely decides who she will be and how she will live; she is not the
slave of history or of traditional gender roles. On the contrary, she is
an uninhibitedly erotic being who is true to her vision of herself,
rather than to male ideas about what women should be. She delightfully
invents her own self, makes her own money, and explores her own desires
as she journeys through life. Carter intends her to be a revolutionary
female figure.
When she behaves cautiously as the American journalist Walser
interviews her at the beginning of Nights. and when she gets defensive
in the presence of the Grand Duke, who in the final chapter of the
"Petersburg" section would like to turn her literally into one of his
caged toys (a figurative bird in a literally gilded cage) , Fewers
fights against being objectified or imprisoned by the male imagination.
She fears being construed as an idea rather than a woman, as a fiction
rather than a fact.

She does not want the falsely objective and

sceptical journalist Walser, whom we meet in the first section of the
novel, to represent her for posterity as a freak; nor does she want the
Grand Duke to make her into a toy.

She is ever on guard against "mages,

wizards, [and] impresarios [who come] to take away her singularity as
though it were their own invention, as though they believed she depended
on their imaginations in order to be herself" (289).

She confidently
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employs her own imagination.

By guarding her own identity and freedom,

she demonstrates what is at stake in being a truly liberated woman.
Near the end of the novel, when Fewers and Lizzie encounter and
assist a pregnant woman with child, a woman described as the "tableau of
a woman in bondage to her reproductive system" (283) , Fewers herself is
described as a woman whose physiology denies that sort of bondage.
Lizzie, after all, has raised her "to fly to the heavens, not to brood
over a clutch of eggs!" (NC 282). Liberated from the reproductive
function of conventional women, Fewers has given her body a new
significance suitable to the free and independent life she has lived,
and thus represents "the secularisation of women" that Carter comments
upon in The Sadei.m Woman:
To deny the bankrupt enchantments of the womb is to pare a
good deal of the fraudulent magic from the idea of women, to
reveal us as we are, simple creatures of flesh and blood
whose expectations deviate from biological necessity
sufficiently to force us to abandon, perhaps regretfully,
perhaps with relief, the deluded priestesshood of a holy
reproductive function. (SW 109-10)
In a moment of visionary splendour, Fewers explains her symbolic
significance:
And once the old world has turned on its axle so that the
new dawn can dawn, then, ah, then! all the women will have
wings, the same as I. This young woman in my arms, whom we
found tied hand and foot with the grisly bonds of ritual,
will suffer no more of it; she will tear off her mind forg'd
manacles, will rise up and fly away. The dolls' house doors
will open, the brothels will spill forth their prisoners,
the cages, gilded or otherwise, all over the world, in every
land, will let forth their inmates singing together the dawn
chorus of the new, the transformed -- (285)
Fewers' relationship with Jack Walser, not without problems,
develops slowly; but ultimately it is one of the two most egalitarian
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heterosexual relationships depicted in Carter's fiction. (The other is
the genderless, passionately sexual attachment between the transsexual
New Eve and the transvestite Tristessa near the end of New Eve).
Fewers does not actively seek a relationship with Walser until she is
sure that he will not attempt to restrict or imprison her. When they
acknowledge their desire for one another in the last third of the novel,
it is clear that, unless Walser gets "reconstructed," the relationship
will not succeed.

Before Fewers will even consider him as a potential

lover, he has to be transformed by his experiences in the Circus and in
Siberia. He has to experience humiliation as a clown (presumably, so
that he can empathize with women who, within a sexist world, are
routinely ridiculed by men), as well as the liberating effects of the
privilege of clownhood, as described by Buffo the clown: "We can invent
our own faces! We make ourselves" (121).

Following his experience in

the circus and in Siberia, Walser himself becomes aware of his freedom
to fashion his own identity: "He contemplated, as in a mirror, the self
he was so busily reconstructing" (293).

He becomes a suitable lover for

Fewers once he realizes that he is not "simply natural "--once he
realizes that his maleness is humanly constructed and that he, like
Fewers, can make choices about who he is and how he '•elates to women.
Gender is not a factor in the Fewers-Walser relationship once the
reconstructed Walser accepts and esteems Fewers on her own terms, as a
singular woman rather than a freak. When he relinquishes his role as
the objective journalist writing about Fewers as a public spectacle and
personality, he learns to treat her as an equal. He realizes that "As a
symbolic woman, she has a meaning, as an anomaly, none. As an anomaly,
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she would become again, as she once had been, an exhibit in a museum of
curiosities" (161).
symbolic woman.

He falls in love with her as an individual,

Le knows that her performance is much more than a

sideshow, and he has been transformed by his relation with her.
While Fewers is the most prominent figure and storyteller in the
novel, however, she herself is not a writer, but a circus performer.
Walser and Lizzie are the only writers within the novel.

Walser's

relationship to Fewers seems to develop out of his interest in her as a
potential subject for a story.

By examining Walser's role as a writer

in Nights. we can see how Carter returns to an issue that has been a
concern throughout her career as a writer: the relation between art and
patriarchy.

Walser, as an artist-figure, cannot be considered apart

from Carter's other male artists: Uncle Philip, Dr. Donally, the Asiatic
Professor, and Zero.

Walser, after all, is yet another man who attempts

to represent women.

Is he different from Carter's earlier male artists?

Does he attempt to manipulate and imprison Fewers by writing a story
that makes her into a freak or humbug?

Does he define her as a woman by

looking at her in relation to his idea of what a woman should be?

Is he

a pornographer in disguise?
In the "London" section of Nights. when Walser first interviews
Fewers, we do get the impression that Fewers responds to him
defensively.

She wants neither to place herself in his control nor to

become his fictional character.

However, by the end of the novel, when

he has been transformed into a new man and shows a fuller curiosity
about her nature and life-story ("What is your name?

Have you a soul?

Can you love?"), she responds warmly to his desire to write her story:
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"That's the way to start the interview!" she cried. "Get out your pencil
and we'll begin!" (291).

By the end of the novel, Fewers thinks of

Walser not only as a lover, but also
as a scribe, as an amanuensis . . . And not of my
trajectory, alone, but of yours, too, Lizzie; of your long
history of exile and cunning which you've scarcely hinted to
him, which will fill up ten times more of his notebooks than
my story ever did. Think of him as the amanuensis of all
those whose tales we've yet to tell him, the histories of
those woman [sic] who would otherwise go down nameless and
forgotten, erased from history as if they had never been, so
that he, too, will put his poor shoulder to the wheel and
help to give the world a little turn into the new era that
begins tomorrow. (285)
Here Fewers suggests that men can write about women without turning
them into ideas or objects of male fantasy; that it is feasible and
desirable for Walser to assist her in telling her story and the stories
of other women.

In other words, Walser is not destined to be another

Uncle Philip or Professor just because he is a man.

Just as Fewers is

a new kind of woman, so Walser has become a new kind of man.

He is not

restricted by the confining masculinity of the past.
In Wise Children^ Carter's final novel, her interest in showing
how women can evade the victim's role allotted to them by a patriarchal
world is expressed in a new voice: the unusual but singular female voice
of Dora Chance. This novel is an example of female storytelling from
the margins of high culture. Dora's story is the kind of story that
might have been written, in better circumstances, by Jeanne Duvall or
Lizzie Borden, individuals whose experiences and desires were in the end
omitted from the texts of history.

By writing her story, Dora does for

herself what Duvall and Borden did not do: she ensures that she will not
"go down nameless and forgotten, erased from history as if [she] had
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never been" (NC 285).

Moreover, Dora's narrative ensures that she will

not be dismissed simply because she has not been recognized by her
biological father or the official theatrical world from whirh she has
been excluded.

She ensures that her realism will not be culturally

censored, even though she has grown up on "the wrong srj.de of che tracks"
(WC 1) .
The novel is a fictional autobiography written by the seventyfive-year-old Dora, an unusual "spinster" who, along with her twin Nora,
has spent her life as a song-and-dance girl.

Dora and Nora have lived

in the shadows as the illegitimate child#en of the famous Shakespearean
actor, Melchior Hazard.

They are de-classed

citizens, people on the

margins of official culture. As Dora says when recalling a trip she
made to Brighton on her thirteenth birthday, "we knew already in our
bones that those of us in the left-hand line were left out of the
picture " (67). Dora's narrative is significant in that it represents
her attempt, as an outsider, to put herself in the picture, even though
she has never really been at home in the world of high or even middleclass culture.
In writing her life-story, she cannot avoid telling us a great
deal about the history of th-. Kazard family, since her life has been
visibly affected by her marginalized position in it:
Just who is this Melchior Hazard and his clan, his wives,
his children, his hangers-on? It is in order to provide
some of the answers to those questions that I, Dora Chance,
in the course of assembling notes towards my own
autobiography, have inadvertently become the chronicler of
all the Hazards, although I should think that my career as
such will go as publicly unacknowledged by the rest of the
dynasty as my biological career has done for not only are
Nora and I, as I have already told you, by-blows, but our
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father was a pillar of the legit, theatre and we girls are
illegitimate in every way--not only born out of wedlock, but
we went on the halls, didn't we! (11)
Indeed, Wise Children, which Sage describes as "an acrobatic romp
through the branches of the family tree, posing questions about gender
and generation, and about the genres of the novel" ("AC," New Writing
185), is a novel about families; it examines how people define
themselves in relation to families, fathers, mothers, siblings, and
other people in general.

In particular, it examines how the notion of

the biologically-defined, patriarchal family controls the way people
within the novel think about themselves.

Ideas about paternity are

shown to have had a major influence on the lives of the Chance sisters.
Their biological father has never acknowledged them as his illegitimate
daughters, and, since their mother died when they were born, they have
from the beginning been excluded from their legitimate family.

Yet the

Chance sisters, throughout their lives, have found support in an
artificial, personally chosen family including Grandma, the naturalist
who is not even a blocd relative, and the generous Uncle Perry, who is
more of a father to them than their biological father has ever been.
Their irregular upbringing has made their realism slightly different
from that of the people who live on the right side of the tracks.

V. Some Conclusions
The final tale of The Virago Book of Fairv Tales (1990), "How a
Husband Weaned His Wife from Fairy Tales," illuminates Angela Carter's
accomplishments as a contemporary British writer. The tale has three
characters: an innkeeper, his wife (who loves fairy tales), and an old
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man who finds lodging at their inn. We are told that the wife accepts
as lodgers "only those who could tell stories" (227).

However, her

fondness for narratives irritates her husband, who determines to "wean"
(227) her away from them, and so capture more of her attention for
himself.

He wishes to increase his pleasure by reducing hers; sharing

is out of the question.

When the old man turns up at their inn and

raquests lodging, the husband, desiring to show his wife who's boss,
strikes a bargain with him. After the two men consult, the lodger
agrees to tell stories all night, but only if the innkeeper's wife
promises not to interrupt him.

The bargain is tacitly assented to by

the wife, who does not know that she is being set up. When the old
man's storytelling ensues, he simply repeats the same words over and
over again: "the old man began: 'An owl flew by a garden, sat on a tree
trunk, and drank some water. An owl flew into a garden, sa' on a tree
trunk, and drank some water.' He kept on saying again and again: 'An
owl flew into a garden, sat on a tree trunk, and drank some water'"
(228) . Finally, after listening for some time to this man, the wife
does interrupt: 'What kind of story is this?

He keeps repeating the

same thing over and over!' (228) . The old man is insulted by her
interruption.

The Bluebeard-like husband, having engineered this re-

enactment of the Fall and heard "exactly what he wanted to hear" (228),
feels justified in punishing his wife for her disobedience.

He beats

her for asserting herself, for desiring pleasure. Thereafter, "she
began to hate stories and

. . . forswore listening to them" (228'.

This simply-structured tale, concerning one woman's relation to
the art of storytelling and male authority, highlights some of the key
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themes addressed repeatedly by Carter in the nearly thirty years during
which she wrote and published fiction.

In this tale, the wife is

punished for her love of stories and for her independence of mind--for
having an imagination.

Her husband's brutality forces her to relinquish

her own pleasure and inquisitiveness, and to submit to his authority.
Mnle dominance and violence lead to female subordination and selfcensorship, to the cessation of storytelling.
Carter's own fiction, as I have argued throughout this study,
offers various responses to the oppression experienced by women and men
within a sexually inegalitarian world.

If the aforementioned tale's

message is that women should not cultivate a love of storytelling and an
independence of mind, because such love and independence will threaten
male authority and jeopardize male pleasure, Carter's fiction, seen as a
whole, argues for precisely the opposite view: that women, if they value
their own freedom and happiness, must participate in the negotiations
and pleasures of language and narrative.

They must participate in the

meaning-making process of culture; otherwise, they will forever be the
suffering puppets of male-dominated narratives and societies.
To a degree, Carter's novels from the Sixties do unpleasantly
repeat, in the fashion of the old lodger, the same plot.

They are

fictions in which reality seems oppressive and unalterable, and women
inevitably suffer in them.

Yet these novels, in depicting women (and

men) who suffer, raise questions that Carter addresses in her works of
the Seventies.

These sophisticated texts, in deconstructing the

oppressive concepts and oft-repeated plots of patriarchy with highly
fantastic metafictional prose, clear the way for the creation of new
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kinds of human beings who elude the "mind-forged manacles" of an
oppressive literary and cultural past. These new beings, women and men
like New Eve and Tristessa, and later Fewers, resist and overcome the
Sadeian logic th=it Carter locates at the corrupt heart of Western
civilization.

They overcome an oppressive human nature inherited from

the official past.
After reaching an intellectual synthesis in The Sadeian Woman and
New Eve, and showing that oppressive concepts, identities, and fictions
can be subverted, dismantled, or re-fashioned, Carter moves towards
affirmation and reconstruction in the fiction of her final period.

In

doing so, she points to how, by re-discovering the imaginative richness
and narrative productivity of an oral storytelling tradition, people can
learn to tell their stories and live their lives without mechanically
repeating the given plots and identities of the past. New stories can
always be told, and new selves created, she suggests, when circumstances
and contexts are altered, especially in a century filled with change.
How best can we oppose oppression?

By using our imaginations,

Carter declares: "The human imagination is infinitely resilient,
surviving colonization, transportation, involuntary servitude,
imprisonment, bans on language, the oppression of women" (IVB xxi).

Her

fiction?, as I hope I have shown, testify to the liberating effects of
that imagination, for through her tales and novels she has created "a
means of expression for an infinitely greater variety of experience than
has been possible heretofore, to say things for which no language
previously existed" (NFL 75).

She demonstrates how the human

imagination can be used to enlarge our sense of reality and human
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potential. At its best, her fiction, in questioning and re-fashioning
the plots and identities of the past, and experimenting with new ideas,
is a complicated kind of thinking and desiring that is absolutely
essential to human liberty and survival. As she put it, "We travel
along the thread of narrative like high-wire artistes. That is our
life" (I 2).

There must always be more stories to tell and share, and

more adventuring to do; if not, we die.
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NOTBS

1. Carter's anti-realist position resembles that of Catherine
Belsey in Critical Practice (1980):
From [a] post-Saussurean perspective it is clear that the
theory of literature as expressive realism is no longer
tenable. The claim that a literary form reflects the world
is simply tautological. If by 'the world' we understand the
world we experience, the world differentiated by language,
then the claim that realism reflects the world means that
realism reflects the world constructed in language. This is
a tautology. If discourses articulate concepts through a
system of signs which signify by means of their relationship
to each other rather than to entities in the world, and if
literature is a signifying practice, all it can reflect is
the order inscribed in particular discourse, not the nature
of the world. Thus, what is intelligible as realism is the
conventional and therefore familiar, 'recognizable'
articulation and distribution of concepts. It is
intelligible as 'realistic precisely because it reproduces
what we already seem to know' (46).
2. As I hope to show in this study, Carter persistently seeks to
undo the hanuful, pervasive effects of the madonna-whore dichotomy. In
The Mermaid and the Minotaur! Sexual Arrangements and the Human Malaise
(1976), Dorothy Dinnerstein explores the deep roots of this dichotomy,
which originates "in the dark, silent layers of our mental life
(3) and deprives women of their full humanity.

..."

Dinnerstein argues that

the pervasive human ambivalence toward women—an ambivalence causing
them to be thought of as either passive saints or monstrous sinners—
stems from the naturalized sexual arrangements to which most people
willingly consent.

These arrangements give women the "primary . . .

responsibility for the care of infants and young children" (4).
Dinnerstein contends that "[t]he universal exploitation of women is
rooted in our attitudes toward very early parental figures, and will go
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on until these figures are male as well as female" (102).

As she

concludes,
So long as the first parent is a woman . . . woman will
inevitably be pressed into the dual role of indispensable
quasi-human supporter and deadly quasi-human enemy of the
human self. She will be seen as naturally fit to nurture
other people's individuality; as the born audience in whose
awareness other people's subjective existence can be
mirrored; as the being so peculiarly needed to confirm other
people's worth, power, significance that if she fails to
render them this service she is a monster, anomalous and
useless. And at the same time she will also be seen as the
one who will not let other people be, the one who beckons
her loved ones back from selfhood, who wants to engulf,
dissolve, drown, suffocate them as autonomous persons (111112).
3. Warner comments tellingly about Carter's attitude toward
folklore:
She was scathing about the contempt the 'educated' can show,
when two-thirds of the literature of the world—perhaps
more—has been created by the illiterate. She liked the
solid common sense of folk tales, the straightforward aims
of their protagonists, the simple moral distinctions, and
the wily stratagems they suggest. Theyre tales of the
underdog, about cunning and high spirits winning through in
the end . . . ("Intro." xi).
4. Of course, marginality is relative.

The heroines in works by

Austen and Prench can be considered more marginal than the heroes in
novels by writers such as Galsworthy or C.P. Snow.
5. It is fair to say that all her fiction is anti-patriarchal in
its intent, even if some of it (primarily the early novels) does not
challenge patriarchy satisfactorily.

Over the years, changes in her

fictional method—first, her shift toward anti-realism and, second, her
shift toward folklore—do reflect important modifications in her
understanding and investigation of male dominance, as I hope to
demonstrate.
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6. In the final piece of Expletives Deleted (1992), Carter credits
Joyce with having started the process of re-designing the English
language for the future:
I do believe that, had Joyce opted for a career as a singer
. . . I, for one, as a writer in post-imperialist Britain,
would not even have had the possibility of a language, for
Joyce it was who showed how one could tell the story of
whatever it is that is going to happen next. . . . [H]e
carved out a once-and-future language, restoring both the
simplicity it had lost and imparting a complexity. The
language of the heart and the imagination and the daily
round and the dream had been systematically deformed by a
couple of centuries of use as the rhetorical top-dressing of
crude power. Joyce Irished, he Europeanised, he
decolonialised English; he tailored it to fit this century,
he drove a giant wedge between English Literature and
literature in the English language and, in doing so, he made
me (forgive this personal note) free. Free not to do as he
did, but free to treat the Word not as if it were holy but
in the knowledge that it is always profane. . . . You could
also say, he detached fiction from one particular
ideological base, and his work has still not yet begun to
bear its true fruit (EB 210-211).
7. As Susannah Clapp states in an article based on an interview
with Carter, "By the time she was 28 she had published three novels and
didn't see the point of feminism" (26).
8. In "Sweet Smell of Excess" (1984), Ian McEwan notes that, while
she was in Japan, Carter's "dormant feminism revived; Japanese life
rather clarified the issues" (43). Marina Warner adds in her
"Introduction" to The Second Virago Book of Fairv Tales, that
"[d]istance from England helped [Carter] lay bare women's collusion with
their own subjection" (xv).
9. These novels comprise a murder story (Shadow Dance), an adult
fairy tale (The Magic Toyshop), a campus dropout novel (Several
Perceptions), and a science fiction dystopia (Heroes and Villains).
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According to Carter, "Each novel was . . . at least partly an exercise
in style. . . . Each new form demanded a new style, at which I went
beavering away, leaving the content to look after itself until Heroes
and Villains" (Bedford 1 ) .
While writing the first three novels, Carter considered herself a
"social realist" (Sage, "Savage" 54), but one aiming to produce nonnaturalistic prose.
they did not look

She wanted these novels to be about reality even if

real.

In "Acting it Up on the Small Screen," Nothing

Sacred (1982), Carter distinguishes between "naturalism" and "realism,"
and explains the style of her early novels:
But 'naturalism' as a mode which deals with the recreation
of reality as a credible illusion is a quite different thing
from the mode of realism itself, which is a representation
of what things actually are like and must, therefore, bear
an intimate relation to truth or else, well, it isn't any
good. (And, of course, it doesn't have to look real) (127).
While Carter's early novels often do seem unreal, she intends them to be
comments upon reality.

With Heroes and Villains, though, Carter does

anticipate her more anti-realist fiction of the 1970s.
10. I concur with Gerda Lerner's definition of patriarchy: "the
manifestation of male dominance over women and children in the family
and the extension of male dominance over women in society in general.
It implies that men hold power in all the important institutions of
society and that women are deprived of access to that power.

It does

not imply that women are either totally powerless or totally deprived of
rights, influence, and resources" (239).
11. What is curious about Carter's journalism and fiction from the
1960s and early 1970s is that she at times writes from an exclusively or
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predominantly male perspective.

The example of "Tokyo Pastoral" (1970),

in Nothing Sacred (1982), is a case mentioned by Carter herself (NFL
71).

In this article describing a suburb in Japan where she stayed in

1969, she alludes to the needs of "a reasonable man" but neglects to
mention those of "a reasonable woman" (NFL 71).
In three of her first five novels—Shadow Dance. Several
Percepti m s , and Love—a male view preponderates.

All three novels are

written from an impersonal, omniscient third-person perspective, but the
narrator of each work focuses primarily on an estranged male
protagonist, almost to the exclusion of, and certainly to the
disadvantage of, the female characters.

This emphasis on a male

viewpoint is perhaps less evident in Love, where the narrator's focus is
more mobile and multiple.

Nonetheless, these early novels sometimes

feel like first-person narrations from a male point of view.

In each

case, the reader knows the female characters more from what the central
male characters say, think, and do than from what the women say, think,
and do for themselves.

This privileging of a male perspective creates

special problems in Shadow Dance, where Morris's view of Ghislaine in
particular, and women in general, must be closely questioned.
In "Notes From the Front Line," Carter admits that she was, as a
young writer, "suffering a degree of colonialisation of the mind. . . .
There was an element of the male impersonator about this young person as
she was finding herself" (70). "I'd—quite unconsciously—posit a male
point of view as the general one", Carter says (NFL 71). Her awareness
of the male viewpoint dominating her early work is acknowledged in her
"Afterword" to the 1987 revised edition of Love, her fifth novel
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(written in 1969 but first published in 1971), which she describes as a
"sinister feat of male impersonation" (113), and as a text that
functions as a "coffin" for the female protagonist Annabel (114).
Lorna Sage thinks that Carter often adopted a male perspective in
her early works "because, under the mask of the 'general', it was more
aggressive, more licenced, more authorial" ("Death" 244). A male
perspective allowed her to deal with themes like violence, masculinity,
and freely expressed sexuality, which the conventional "woman writer" (a
label Carter detested in reference to herself) prior to the 1960s tended
to avoid.

Carter wanted to be looked upon as she herself once looked

upon Christina Stead:
[A]1though [Stead] has always written from a profound
consciousness of what it is to be a woman, she writes, as
they say, 'like a man': that is, she betrays none of the
collusive charm which is supposedly a mark of the feminine
genius. . . . [S]he writes as a woman, not like a woman
. . . (CS 178).
12. Terms such as "introjection" and "projection" are apt in a
discussion of Carter's early female and male characters.

These terms

originate in the object-relations psychoanalytic theory of Melanie
Klein, of whom Carter was "a follower," according to Susannah Clapp, in
"On Madness, Men and Fairy Tales" (1991).

Carter refers to Klein when

discussing mother-child relationships in The Sadeian Woman.
In Psychoanalytic Criticism (1984), Elizabeth Wright offers the
following summary of object-relations theory:
It is . . . interaction that establishes 'object-relations',
the structurings 'projected' outwards and 'introjected'
inwards which form the pattern of a self's dealings with the
world, including other people. Projection is a process
whereby states of feeling and unconscious wishes are
expelled from the self and attributed to another person or
thing. Introjection is a process whereby qualities that
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belong to an external object are absorbed and unconsciously
regarded as belonging to the self (80).
13. Patricia Stubbs contends, in Women and Fiction (1979), that
"the development of the novel has been closely bound up with the social
and political position of women."

She adds,

From Samuel Richardson . . . to the present day . . . there
is a fundamental continuity which firmly places them in a
private domestic world where emotions and personal
relationships are at once the focus of moral value and the
core of women's experience. In the novel women are
'prisoners' of feeling and private life, (x)
In Carter's early novels, women are, for the most part, presented as
prisoners either of the domestic sphere or of inegalitarian
relationships with men.

Heroes and Villains is the first novel in which

Carter attempts to write about a woman who, unrestricted to an insular
private world, is a traveller and adventurer.
14. Though she also compares herself to Charlotte Brontg's feisty,
passionate orphan Jane Eyre, Melanie, on the whole, seems to encounter
men's images of women more often than women's images of themselves.
15. Interestingly, the wedding-dress is also described as having
swan-like wings.

The dress is thus implicitly associated with Uncle

Philip's masculine, human-sized puppet swan, which rapes Melanie when
she plays the role of Leda later in the novel.

This association between

the wedding dress and the swan suggests that there is a similarity
between being a bride and playing the role of Leda.

A bride, like Leda,

is forced into sexual submission within a patriarchal culture.
16. In her final interview with Lorna Sage, published in New
Writing (1992), Carter mentions how, throughout her fiction, "houses
have stood in for mother. . . .

Like a good Freudian, I was thinking of
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houses as being mothers. . . . The shop in The Magic Toyshop gets burnt
down, the old dark house, and adult life begins" (190).
17. It is in The Magic Toyshop that Carter begins exploring
"puppet" imagery in relation to the issue of human freedom.
18. Carter comments on clothing in "Notes for a Theory of Sixties
Style" (1967), Nothing Sacred (1982):
we think our dress expresses ourselves but in fact it
expresses our environment and, like advertising, pop music,
pulp fiction and second-feature films, it does so almost at
a subliminal, emotionally charged, instinctual, nonintellectual level. (85)
She contends thai: the proliferation of stew clothing styles and choices
in the 1960s reflects a new kind of freedom and a movement away from a
world of repression: "this rainbow proliferation of all kinds of fancy
dress shows a new freedom many people fear, especially those with
something to lose when the frozen, repressive, role-playing world
properly starts to melt" (87).
Aunt Margaret's inability to choose her own clothing reflects her
powerlessness in a patriarchal world.

One is reminded, by her

situation, of how clothing is used to restrict and categorize women in
Margaret Atwood's The Handmaid's Tale.
19. Margaret's servitude also entails cooking the family meals,
mending and sewing clothing for both the whole family and Philip's lifesized puppets, shopping for household supplies, and tending to the
toyshop.

Like Edna, Margaret does all the household chores, while her

husband attends to more important business.

She, of course, receives no

pay for her efforts, even though the toyshop collects a handsome profit.
Without any money of her own, even the possibility of escape is denied
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to her.

She is imprisoned physically, psychologically, and economically

within a role and family existing not for her own benefit, but for the
benefit of Uncle Philip, who profits greatly from their arrangement.
20. Abortion would not have been a legal option at the time the
novel was written, though presumably, if desperate, she could have had a
back-street abortion.
21. In Adam. Eve, and the Serpent (1988), Elaine Pagels reviews
how " . . . Jews and Christians in various times and places have read the
creation story—and its practical implications—quite differently,
sometimes even antithetically" (xxi).

While Carter understands the Adam

and Eve story, first and foremost, as a narrative about the dangers
inherent in sexual indulgence, an interpretation that Pagels claims was
especially common in post-Augustinian theology, the creation story also
was and has been considered a narrative primarily about the sin of
disobedience and the nature of "moral freedom and moral responsibility"
(xxiii).

In any case, Pagels' view that many of the contemporary

world's "ideas concerning sexuality, moral freedom, and human value"
(xxviii) originate in the Genesis creation stories is compatible with
Carter's own interest in re-envisioning the story.
22. Interestingly, on the one occasion when Morris does paint, he
reveals his loathing for his w-'.fe:
He took blacks, browns and a bitter blue and intended it to
be abstract but it became figurative under his fingers; a
decaying female form, dead, in a brown desert, under a cruel
blue sky. . . . [l]t was Edna who was struggling out of the
picture on his easel. (124-5)
23. The word "blot" is used in a second context in the novel.
Morris has been talking with Emily, and she, "in a nevcr-before heard,
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rich, vibrant voice" (107), tells him how happy and sexually fulfilled
she is with Honey: "he made the moon explode in my he .id when he came
into me" (107).

Morris's response to Emily's passionate, "fiijurative

language" is to stumble backwards:
He had never heard anything like it before, nor remotely
expected such talk from silent, placid Emily. The naked,
visionary eloquence of her face was too much for him and he
closed his eyes. . . . He went home straight away and slept
for several hours on his lonely bed, badly wanting to blot
out the memory of Emily's power of loving. (107-8)
There is an implied correspondence between Morris's desire "to blot out"
Emily's passion, the evidence of her active female sexuality and desire,
and his intention to blot out Ghislaine's face in the pornographic
photographs.

Morris's desire to censor aspects of these women reflects

his pornographic imagination.

He is unable to consider women as whole

persons with desires and identities of their own; any female behaviour
that disrupts, or does not fie into, Morris's imaginary female ideal is
thus censored or stricken from the record. Evidently, his psyche is
enchained by the madonna-whore dichotomy, which Dinnerstein explores so
insightfully.
24. Honey's transvestism is an extension of his artistic self.

By

performing the roles of women, he demonstrates the sort of mastery of
femininity that could only exist in someone dedicated to the creation of
it.
Carter, throughout her work, reveals an interest in transvestism,
because it reflects the theatricality or madeness of a femininity
generally considered natural and immutable.

In "Lorenzo as Closet-

queen" (Nothing Sacred), she comments that "the nature of female
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impersonation in art is a complex business and the man who sets out to
do it must be careful not to let his own transvestite slip show,
especially if he does not like women much" (162).

Of course, Honey's

feminine posturing in relation to Morris suggests that their male
bonding is stimulated by unacknowledged, disguised homoerotic impulses.
25. I do not mean to suggest that an abrupt shift occurs
conveniently between Carter's work in the 1960s and her fiction in the
1970s.

Her development as a writer is not nearly so linear and clear-

cut as such a shif> would imply.

Meaningful change in the work of an

artist rarely occurs suddenly and tidily, and Carter is no exception.
But I do think it is reasonable and accurate to point to a shift in
Carter's understanding of her own art—a shift stemming from her
exposure to foreign cultures radically different from the one she was
born into.

By recognizing her alien status in a place like Japan, for

instance, she was more able, subsequently, both to explain her sense of
exile as a woman artist within British culture, and to understand the
artificiality of her own culture.
26. I suspect that, even as Carter appreciated Borges's artistic
inventiveness, she would have been seriously doubtful about his
reactionary politics with respect to Latin American culture.
27. In Journeys Through the Labyrinth. Gerald Martin relates Latin
Aii..-i?ican magical realism to twentieth-century surrealism:
The one great avant-garde system which coincides with
Modernism in the 1920s, but was never such a significant
influence in either Britain or the United States—both far
too empirical for such schemas at this time—was Surrealism.
Its emphasis upon the unconscious, and therefore the
primitive, its insistence that there was a world more real
than the visible 'reality' of commonsense and positivism,
the idea that art is a journey of discovery involving free
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association and the liberation of the repressed, were all
tailor-made for Third World interpretations and applications
. . . (142)

28. She generally used the term the unconscious to refer botn to
the collective mind and to the individual psyche, which she saw as
interpenetrating one another.
29. Carter directly acknowledges the influence of both Brecht and
Marcuse on her work.

But, as her concern with the concepts of

defamiliarization and the unconscious suggest, it is reasonable to
assume that she was also indebted to both Shklovskii and Lacan.
30. Her first four novels are composed largely in this mode,
though Love. her fifth novel, employs an intriguing multiple focus.
31. Admittedly, all the stories in Fireworks are not first-person
narrations, nor are they all extremely fantastic ("A Souvenir of Japan",
"Plesh and the Mirror", and "A Smile in Winter" are all somewhat
realistic).
32. In The Sadeian Woman. Carter distinguishes between sexual
differentiation and gender:
There is the unarguable fact of sexual differentiation; but,
separate from it and only partially derived from it, are the
behavioural modes of masculine and feminine, which are
culturally defined variables translated in the language of
common usage to the status of universals. And these
archetypes serve only to confuse the main issue, that
relationships between the sexes are determined by history
and by the historical fact of the economic dependence of
women upon men (6-7).
33.

Lakoff defines an experientialist understanding as one in

which "Truth is always relative to understanding, which is based on a
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nonuniversal conceptual system" (326-7).

In his view, this

experientialist understanding is compatible with the idea that "there
are real things, existing independently of us, which constrain both how
we interact with them and how we comprehend them" (226).

In other

words, "understanding emerges from interaction, from constant
negotiation with the environment and other people" (230).

This

experientialist understanding of the world thus avoids the universalism
implied by objectivism, and the extreme relativism and eolipsism
associated with subjectivism.
34.

Her analysis of Annabel in Love shows the harmful effects of

radical subjectivism.
35. Desiderio, the protagonist of Hoffman, makes the same sensible
concession at the beginning of "The Erotic Traveller" chapter, when he
tries to understand the meaninglessness and arbitrariness of a landslide
that has destroyed Dr Hoffman's set of samples.
36. In talking with John Mortimer, Carter explains her attitude
toward the label "woman writer."

Mortimer quotes her as saying, "I

think Christina Stead is just about as good as Conrad but no one says
that.

Women are always compared to other women.

Not as good as

Virginia Woolf, or as good as Katherine Mansfield" (36). In the same
interview, Carter also says, "Dostoevsky was the complete woman writer"
(36), and "Flaubert was a drag queen" (36).
37. Carter does think of traditional femininity as a mimetic
theatrical performance—as a matter of practising and perfecting certain
pre-established, culturally sanctioned roles.

The problem with

traditional femininity, Carter contends, is that most people think of it
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as the real thing rather than as a performance or artificial
construction.

The illusion of naturalness accompanying such femininity

makes it difficult for women to see that they in fact do have choices
and possibilities other than conventional ones.
38. Gerald Crich, in D.H. Lawrence's Women in Love, epitomizes the
sort of man whose male identity depends upon a need (more than a desire)
to defir • himself against women.
39. Of course, I am generalizing when I use the terms "women" and
"men."

The differences between two women (or two women writers) can

sometimes be greater than the differences between a man and a woman (or
a male writer and a female writer).

Odd as it may seem to some

feminists, some men (like Dostoevsky or even the Marquis de Sade, in
Carter's opinion), even if they are not fitting subjects for
canonization, do have insights into sexuality and gender that some
women—even some women writers—are incapable of having.

In "Lorenzo as

Closet-queen" from Nothing Sacred (1982), a piece castigating D.H.
Lawrence for his narrative transvestism, Carter indicates that, in
matters of sexuality and gender, women writers do not always get high
marks: "All the same, many women writers do themselves pretend to be
female impersonators; look at Jean Rhys and Edna O'Brien, whose scars
glorify the sex that wounded them" (162).
40. In discussing British social history in the 1970s, Arthur
Marwick names Angela Carter as the sort of "liberated woman novelist"
who was attempting to deal with the roadblocks facing women in the
contemporary world:
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The most significant development in the indigenous novel was
. . . the emergence of the liberated woman novelist.
However, such writers as Angela Carter and Fay Weldon
seemed, in their very different ways, to run against the
problem that in the real contemporary world there was no
prospect of full women's liberation as feminists envisaged
it; woman's own nature seemed to be against it. Thus some
feminist writers took off into various forms of fantasy,
surreal or futuristic worlds where alone, they seemed to be
suggesting, women could be completely free. (254-255)
41. Hillis Miller points to the relevance of narrative to everyday
living when he says, in "Narrative" from Critical Terms for Literary
Study.
We need fictions in order to experiment with possible selves
and to learn to take our places in the real world, to play
our parts there. . . .
The human capacity to tell stories
is one way men and women collectively build a significant
and orderly world around themselves. With fictions we
investigate, perhaps invent, the meaning of life. (69)
In stressing the fictionality of human reality, Carter obviously agrees
with Hillis Miller's view that fictions not only "reveal" but also
fundamentally 'create' the meaning of the world:
To say 'reveal' presupposes that the world has one kind or
another of preexisting order and that the business of
fictions is in one way or another to imitate, copy, or
represent accurately that order. In this case, the ultimate
test of a good fiction is whether or not it corresponds to
the way things are. To say 'create,' on the other hand,
presupposes that the world may not be ordered in itself or,
at any rate, that the social and psychological function of
fictions is what speech-act theorists call 'performative.'
A story is a way of doing things with words. It makes
something happen in the real world: for example, it can
propose modes of selfhood or ways of behaving that are then
imitated in the real world (Hillis Miller 69).
In drawing attention in her fiction of the 1970s to the fictionality of
human reality, Carter privileges the "critical or subversive function'
of narrative over what Hillis Miller has called "the affirmative,,
culture-making function" (69). She does so in order to question and
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dismantle the dominant, entrenched, naturalized patriarchal culture that
promotes a gender-sex dichotomy oppressive to both women and men.
42. In Beyond Feminist Aesthetics: Feminist Literature and Social
Change (1989), Rita Felski, in arguing for a "critical reconsideration
of the debate between realism and modernism" (154), rigorously defends
the usefulness of realist forms of writing to feminism.

She contends

that
Behind the current preoccupation with autobiographical
writing [in feminist circles] lies a legitimate concern with
exploring questions of personal and gender identity, and
here realist forms have been extensively drawn upon to
develop new woman-centered narratives which have challenged
the traditional emplotment of women's lives. . . . The
current plurality of feminist artistic practices calls into
question the ideology of modernism, which privileges the
'revolutionary' nature of experimental innovation as a
revolt against tradition. (154-5)
She argues that realist forms of writing are necessary for creating a
feminist counter-public sphere, an "oppositional discursive space within
contemporary society grounded in gender politics . . ." (155).

Felski

challenges the view that literary realism is "irredeemably compromised"
and "conservative" by focusing on the reception rather than the
production of literary texts.

As she perceptively remarks,

the proposition that realism is a 'closed' form which
imposes single and transparent meanings upon the reader . .
. can easily be challenged by pointing to the large numbers
of realist texts—including an entire canon of nineteenthcentury European and American novels—which continue to
generate an inexhaustible supply of different and often
highly contradictory readings. (157)
Por her, the context of a text's reception and the way in which it is
read—not merely its stylistic inventiveness—determine its social and
political value.
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Pelski's argument, juxtaposed with Carter's anti-realist
aesthetics in the seventies, underscores Carter's own emphasis—at that
time—on literary production, and the liberating effects of experimental
language, rather than on the social contexts of literary reception.

The

works from Carter's middle period, while serving a necessary
deconstructive and political purpose, are clearly fictions that nonacademic readers will find difficult if not impossible to read. The
difficulty of these texts ensures that they will be read almost
exclusively by an intellectual audience.
Felski's point about feminism's need to appeal to a vast audience
is important to the works of what I have called Carter's final period.
I would argue that Carter, in her third period, transforms her antirealist method in such a way as to reach readers who would have been
alienated by her highly deconstructive metafictions of the 1970s.

When

re-inventing fairy tales and drawing upon the energy of the oral
storytelling tradition, Carter begins placing more emphasis on the
reception and sharing of narratives.

She shows, in effect, that re-

reading the texts of the past—even if they are patriarchal in content
and realist in style—is the most politically subversive act of all.
Such re-reading—something we are all capable of doing—reinvigorates
the human imagination and makes possible a future different from the
male-dominated past.

From the oral storytelling tradition, Carter

learns that readers have not always been mere consumers of texts.

43. They inhabit worlds that do not permit them to display their
full humanity.

It is true that a few of them—particularly Edna,
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Ghislaine, Margaret, and Jewel—contribute to their own oppression by
failing to resist, or even by abetting, patriarchy on one level or
another.

Edna allows her own female self-esteem to dwindle simply

because she has not borne any children; Ghislaine allows Honey and
Morris to produce pornographic photographs that objectify her, and later
masochistically declares that Honey is her master (even though he has
violently assaulted her), thus practically encouraging him to torture
and murder her (which he finally does); Margaret marries Uncle Philip so
that her brothers will have a home and family, but by doing so she
actively represses her own passions and lives a divided, subservient
life; Jewel betrays Marianne by succumbing to Dr Donally's misogynistic
fears and male-dominated religious rhetoric.
44. Marvin Harris, in Cultural Anthropology, states that
Enculturation is a partly conscious and partly unconscious
learning experience whereby the older generation invites,
induces, and compels the younger generation to adopt
traditional ways of thinking and behaving. . . . The
concept of enculturation . . . occupies a central position
in the distinctive outlook of modern anthropology. Failure
to comprehend the role of enculturation in the maintenance
of each group's patterns of behaviour and thought lies at
the heart of the phenomenon known as ethnocentrism.
Ethnocentrism is the belief that one's own patterns of
behaviour are always normal, natural, good, beautiful, or
important, and that strangers, to the extent that they live
differently, live by savage, inhuman, disgusting, or
irrational standards. (7, 9)
45. Carter's postscript at the end of The Sadeian Woman, in which
she quotes a passage from Emma Goldman's The Tragedy of Woman's
Emancipation, reiterates this understanding of oppression.
46. Carter states elsewhere that "From The Magic Toyshop onwards
I've tried to keep an entertaining surface to the novels, so that you
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don't have to read them as a system of signification if you don't want
to" (Haffenden 87).

She realizes that her novels can be read in

different ways by people with different interests.
47. The concept of "interpellation" was developed by Louis
Althuaser to explain "how ideology constitutes and 'centres' subjects in
the social world" (King 566).

King notes that interpellation reveals

"how ideology is not simply an illusion or false consciousness masking
the 'real' nature of society but is instead a material system of social
practices . . . producing certain effects upon individuals and providing
them with their social identities" (567).
48. In speaking with Olga Kenyon, Carter stated, "I had just read
Laing and Foucault who influenced me to make the nature of reality a
central issue" (Kenyon 22).
49. Carter is quoted by Bedford as saying that "There's multiple
viewpoint in Love . . . but done so slickly nobody noticed" (Bedford 1).
Carter's comment is misleading.

The novel is written from the

perspective of an unintrusive omniscient narrator whose focus alternates
between Lee and Annabel.
50. When I say that she is "romantic," I mean that she (at least
initially) believes that she controls her own reality and is free of any
external constraints.

Reality, for Annabel, consists almost solely of

her own feelings and intuitions—her own private mythology.

She grants

very little importance to the world outside herself—that is, to other
people or to inanimate objects.
51. Carter's position with respect to Annabel should be considered
in the context of a comment she made to John Haffenden:
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Obviously the idea that my stories are all dreams or
hallucinations out of Jung-land, or the notion that the
world would be altogether a better place if we threw away
our rationality and went laughing down the street, or even
the one that schizophrenia is an enriching experience,
that's all nonsense. I can see how it must look to some
readers, but the point is that if dreams are real as dreams,
then there is a materiality to symbols; there's a
materiality to imaginative life and imaginative experience
which should be taken quite seriously. (Haffenden 85)
52. While touring Canada to promote the re-publication of the book
(partly revised) in 1988, Carter colloquially added that Love is a book
"about people behaving badly toward their nearest and dearest.

I guess

you could say it's about the 60s, about the social mobility and sexual
licence of those days" (Carter, quoted by Wilkins, 12).
53. See Carter's discussion of Sade's Justine as a "perfect woman"
in The Sadeian Woman (55).
54. R.D. Laing distinguishes ii The Divided Self between
ontologically secure and ontologically insecure peuple.

His distinction

is worth considering with respect to Annabel:
The individual, then, may experience his own being as real,
alive, whole; as different.ated from the rest of the world
in ordinary circumstances so clearly that his identity and
autonomy are never in question; as a continuum in time; as
having an inner consistency, substantiality, genuineness,
and worth; as spatially co-extensive with the body; and,
usually, as having begun in or around birth and liable to
extinction with death. He thus has a firm core of
ontological security.
This, however, may not be the case. The individual in
the ordinary circumstances of living may feel more unreal
than real; in a literal sense, more dead than alive;
precariously differentiated from the rest of the world, so
that his identity and autonomy are always in question. He
may lack the experience of his own temporal continuity. He
may not possess an over-riding sense of personal consistency
or cohesiveness. He may feel more insubstantial than
substantial, and unable to assume that the stuff he is made
of is genuine, good, valuable. And he may feel his self as
partially divorced from his body (41-2).
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55. It is significant that Lee, when later viewing Buzz's
photographs of Annabel terrorized on the hillside, is reminded of his
mother, who went mad and was institutionalized when Lee was a boy (27).
This association of Annabel and his disturbed mother indicates, at least
indirectly, that Annabel's troubled personality, like that of Lee's
mother, may be not only affected but actually produced by the
restrictive model of femininity promoted by the repressive patriarchal
culture in which she lives.

56. Annabel fails to appreciate a point made by Lakoff and
Johnson:
The capacity for self-understanding presupposes the capacity
for mutual understanding. . . . Self-understanding seems
prior to mutual understanding, and in some ways it is. But
any really deep understanding of why we do what we do, feel
what we feel, change as we change, and even believe what we
believe, takes us beyond ourselves. Understanding of
ourselves is not unlike other forms of understanding—it
comes out of our constant interactions with our physical,
cultural, and interpersonal environment. (Lakoff 232)
57. Showalter addresses Laing's relation to feminism:
But for all its promise, did radical antipsychiatry finally
have any more to offer women than its predecessors, and did
R. D. Laing, after his extraordinary debut, fulfil the
expectations his studies had ceated? According to Juliet
Mitchell, Laing's early work 'helped to introduce a new
phase of radical humanism to which the women's movement is
heir.' Although he never directly discussed the connection
of sex roles and schizophrenia, Laing's expose of the
assumptions about feminine dependence, passivity, chastity,
dutifulness, obedience, and docility that governed the
behaviour of his eleven families towards their daughters [in
Sanity. Madness, and the Family] gave feminists important
ammunition in their analysis of women's oppression. But
what of the therapy itself? And what of the personality and
ideology of its central figure? What happens if we look at
antipsychiatry from a feminist perspective? (222-223).
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Showalter goes on to suggest that "potential theories of gender are not
developed in [Laing's] studies themselves" (231).
58. It is worth recalling at this point that Lee earlier
titillates himself with the impression that Annabel looks like a slab of
dead flesh at the morgue.

He seems to find the indifferent, passive

nature of Buzz's photographic whore appealing.
59. Of course, what is interesting about the Lee-Joanne affair at
the end of the novel is that, while Lee initially construes Joanne as an
embodiment of the photographic whore, "one of the back-street girls of
his teens" (107), Joanne; is certainly not an object existing only to
serve male desire.

She is Annabel's antithesis.

Joanne looks to

satisfy her own desires when she and Lee meet at the pub.

She is not

looking to obey the social scripts sanctioned by her patriarchal world,
which in her political science essay she had acknowledged as
imprisoning: "They say this is a free country but I am not free in any
way so stuff your free country" (72).
When she and Lee meet at the pub and he puts a hand on her thigh,
we note that she boldly tells him, "Hands off!" (108).

Unlike Annabel

or the photographic whore, she will be nobody's meat.

Like most young

women, Joanne is "unsure of herself" (108), worries that she might seem
unsophisticated to an older man such as Lee, and is made uncomfortable
by her father's presence at the pub; but Joanne nonetheless has the sort
of courage that Annabel lacks.

Her courage is evident when, after Lee

provocatively bites her hair, she "kissed him full on the mouth with
profligate abandon" (108).

We note that she does not have the childlike

voice of Annabel, but that "her voice had a harsh, subtly discordant
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timbre that at times grated unmercifully like the sound of a knife
scratched on a plate and her laughter always seemed contemptuous because
it was so rasping . . ." (108).

She is a woman who is definitely alive;

she will not succumb to the sort of living death experienced by Annabel.
Even if Joanne is a wayward girl, she does not have the face of the
photographic whore, which is the face of living death: "the lines of her
face were inquisitive and, perhaps, demanding.

Now and then Lee

surprised upon her face an expression of hungry curiosity which might be
half desperate to satisfy itself . . . " (108-109).

In fact, Joanne's

assertiveness in the encounter with Lee makes her very unlike the
photographic whore he initially thinks she is:
she revealed signs of a sharp, unripe cleverness. Once she
was fully embarked on the adventure he represented, she
unfolded a few more of her astringent petals and . . . she
did not seem to be unhappy. But she was plainly hungry for
new company and, at closing time, it was she who suggested
they walk for a while in the park together, the old
euphemism, before Lee had a chance to do so. (109)
Unlike Annabel, Joanne is not a passive, unembodied young woman: "She
had a bounding, springy walk and carried her head so high her voluminous
hair followed behind her rather than hung down her back, buoyantly
rippling as if imbued with its own share of her energetic grace.
walked like a woman entirely at ease within her skin" (109).
fully embodied woman.

She

She is a

When she and Lee enter the south side of the park

in which Annabel, at the beginning of the novel, was so terrorized and
insecure, Joanne seems "very young but also very knowing" (110).
Regardless of the extent to which Lee believes her to be "the artificial.
creation of his habitually romantic imagination" (110), Joanne is "real"
(110).

She exists apart from his imagination.

Her assertiveness is
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placed beyond doubt when she invites Lee back to the home that she and
her father share.

She is "a sensitive slut" (111), we are told; "she

always enjoyed smuggling a boyfriend into the house under her father's
nose and there was the added temptation of forbidden fruit about this
one—her teacher! a married man! . . ." (111).

And Joanne's control of

her illicit affair is demonstrated when, in the morning, she wakes and
tells him that he must leave: "She woke him early; he must be out of the
house before her father woke and she should finish some neglected
homework" (111).

She has done what Annabel has all along been unable to

do: she has taken charge of her life, arranged a sexual encounter for
herself, and avoided the social fiction of love that has so ensnared and
incapacitated Annabel.
60. In "Narrative Cross-Dressing and the Critique of Authorship in
the Novels of Richardson," James Carson insightfully discusses "the
interpretation of literary tradition in terms of the traffic-in-women
paradigm, in which women serve either as the degraded objects through
which men can engage in homosocial relations or as mirrors and echoes
for the narcissistic male" (96). Despite Carson's claim that "women's
powers pervade even the phallocentric representations that seek to
degrade or cancel women" (96)—Lady Purple, made by the Professor into
the shameless Oriental Venus, is just such a phallocentric
representation—it seems to me that in "The Loves of Lady Purple" Carter
seriously doubts whether Lady Purple can genuinely resist the
Professor's misogyny from within the patriarchal reality and female
character he both designs and confines her within.

When Lady Purple

metamorphoses from a puppet into a real woman and vampirically destroys
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the Professor, her transformation, though described as resulting from "a
mysterious loophole in . . . metaphysics" (36), is actually produced
metafictionally by Carter's narrator, who resists the thrust of the
Professor's narrative.

The resistance to patriarchy in this tale thus

does not originate within Lady Purple herself.
61. Interestingly, the narrator's analysis of the strategies and
intentions underlying the Professor's puppet drama anticipates and
partially parallels Carter's own analysis, in The Sadeian Woman, of the
workings of the Marquis de Sade's pornographic texts.

Like Sade, the

Professor is an imprisoned, solipsistic male, and Lady Purple's story
resembles Sade's fantastic, pornographic narratives.

Just as Sade's

narratives reflect not only the rebellious consciousness and perverse,
insatiable desires of an imprisoned male fantasist, but also the
cultural fact of sadism, so too does the Professor's narrative about
Lady Purple reflect not only the predilections of his isolated
imagination and egoistic desire, but also the cultural and artistic fact
of female subordination and male domination.

While the Professor has

fashioned Lady Purple to suit his own fancy, he himself and his
imagination have been produced within a patriarchal historical context
and inadvertently reveal its values.

Regardless of his intentions, the

Professor's puppet show, like Sade's pornography, serves as a distorted
but illuminating image of the cultural reality within which he lives and
imagines.

Like all art, his show discloses "much more than [he] wanted

to give away. . . . what [he] thinks is important, who . . . he thinks
is important and, above all, why" (I 3 ) .
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Like Justine, Juliette, Eugenie, and Sade's other heroines, Lady
Purple is a man-made icon resembling a real, passionate woman:
she was nothing but a curious structure until the
Professor touched her strings, for it was he who
filled her with necromantic vigour. He transmitted to
her an abundance of the life he himself seemed to
possess so tenuously and, when she moved, she did not
seem so much a cunningly simulated woman as a
monstrous goddess, at once preposterous and
magnificent, who transcended the notion she was
dependent on his hands and appeared wholly real and
yet entirely other. (26)
But for resisting, as opposed to assenting, readers and viewers—those
neither tempted nor swayed by the Professor's eloquent misogynistic
rhetoric—his impersonation of Lady Purple, like Sade's own
impersonations < f women, produces a particular effect: "in the lookingglass of Sade's misanthropy, women may see themselves as they have been
and it is an uncomfortable sight" (SW 36). Both Sade and the Professor
are pornographers, and the "hole the pornographer . . . leaves in his
text is just sufficient for a flaying; for a castration.

It is a hole

large enough for women to see themselves as if the fringed hole of
graffiti were a spyhole into territory that had been forbidden them" (SW
36).

But does a resistant reader like Carter's narrator see in the

Professor's drama exactly what Carter herself would later see in Sade's
texts?
The answer is no.

In The Sadeian Woman Carter boldly suggests

that Sade was partly a "moral pornographer" (SW 19) because his art was
at times revolutionary and subversive rather than reactionary; the label
"moral pornographer" does not suit the Professor in "The Loves of Lady
Purple."

Since Lady Purple is an unredeemably evil person in the
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Professor's pornographic drama, and an intimate, undemanding,
defenceless companion in his private life, he clearly intends to design
his fictional women in such a way as to discredit and erase female
subjectivity, sexuality, and freedom.

This same intention, Carter

contends, is not always that of Sade, who at times boldly opposes the
sexual inegalitarianism of his time: " . . . Sade is unusual amongst
. . . pornographers . . . because he is capable of believing, even if
only intermittently, that it is possible to radically transform society
and, with it, human nature . . ." (SW 24). In periodically affirming
and exploring female potential and pleasure, and in seriously debating
the meaning of freedom, Sade differs from Carter's unequivocally
misogynistic, totalitarian Professor.
Unlike Sade, the Professor entirely disregards the possibility of
a reformed world where female subjectivity, sexuality, and freedom would
be welcome.

While Sade "allowed [pornography] to be invaded by an

ideology not inimical to women" (SW 37) and recommended that women "fuck
their way into history and . . . change it" (SW 27), the Professor
suggests that Lady Purple's sexual aggressiveness, and by extrapolation
the outspokenness of autonomous women in general, justifies men's
placing of constraints upon them.

62. Of course. Lady Purple is not exactly the same as Juliette.
Juliette was mostly very honest with men, and did not seek to destroy
her male partners in crime.
63. In fact, Carson interestingly contends that Samuel
Richardson's fiction can be viewed as anti-patriarchal in intention: "As
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we can see in Richardson's epistolary fiction, male authors, instead of
simply reinscribing the domination of the male voice or the phallus, may
provide a critique of the masculine appropriation of women" (104).
64. Lorna Sage has said that Fireworks "contains three stories
that, most uncharacteristically, are hardly fictionalized at all.
[Carter] must have felt that their built-in strangeness provided
sufficient distance, and it does . . ." ("Death" 244). "A Souvenir of
Japan" and "Plesh and the Mirror" are two of the stories; "A Smile in
'"Jinter,"

which I will not discuss here, is the third.

65. As Carter says elsewhere, "Pornography, like marriage and the
fictions of romantic love, assists the process of false universalising.
Its excesses belong to that timeless, locationless area outside history,
outside geography, where fascist art is born" (SW 12).
66. Wilson is not specifically discussing Carter in his article,
but his descriptions of Latin American fiction are suitable for a
discussion of her texts.
67. Salman Rushdie, in recommending the fiction of Italo Calvino,
could well have been writing about Angela Carter:
Why, finally, should we bother with a Calvino, a wordjuggler, a fantasist? What does it mean to write about nonexistent knights, or the formation of the moon, or how a
reader reads, while the neutron bomb gets the go-ahead in
Washington, and plans are made to station germ-warfare
weaponry in Europe? Not escapism, because although the
reader of Italo Calvino will be taken further out of himself
than most readers, he will also discover that the experience
is not a flight from, but an enrichment of himself. No, the
reason why Calvino is such an indispensable writer is
precisely that he tells us, joyfully, wickedly, that there
are things in the world worth loving as well as hating; and
that such things exist in people, too. I can think of no
finer writer to have beside me while Italy explodes, while
Britain burns, while the world ends, ("italo C\'r-. ino" 261)
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68. Carter once compared herself to Marquez:
Marquez is a very great writer, but the kinds of social
forces which produce a writer like Marquez are in fact very
different from those that produced, say, me. He was very
much going back to the Colombian countryside and folklore,
just as Salman Rushdie is writing about sh&uans who are
actually real. In Britain one has to invent much more; we
don't have an illiterate and superstitious peasantry with a
very rich heritage of abstruse fictional material. But I
realize that I tend to use other people's books, European
literature, as though it were that kind of folklore. Our
literary heritage is a kind of folklore. . . . a folklore of
the intelligentsia. (Carter, qtd. by Haffenden, 81-2)
69. Salman Rushdie's view of Marquez parallels Carter's.

Rushdie

says,
El realismo magical, magic realism, at least as practised by
Marquez, is a development out of Surrealism that expresses a
genuinely 'Third World' consciousness. It deals with what
Naipaul has called 'half-made' societies, in which the
impossibly old struggles against the appallingly new, in
which public corruptions and private anguishes are somehow
more garish and extreme than they ever get in the so-called
'North', where centuries of wealth and power have formed
thick layers over the surface of what's really going on. In
the works of Marquez, as in the world he describes,
impossible things happen constantly, and quite plausibly,
out in the open under the midday sun. It would be a mistake
to think of MSrquez's literary universe as an invented,
self-referential, closed system. He is not writing about
Middle-earth, but about the one we all inhabit. Macondo
exists. That is its magic. ("Gabriel Garcia MArquez," 301302)
70. In an interview, Carter once attempted to distance her own
fiction from the academic industry that has grown up around the term
"magic realism."

This label, she contended, is "an easy way of dealing

with a category of fiction that the British and Americans don't feel
comfortable with. . . . anything that presupposes the existence of the
unconscious. Everybody likes to feel they're perfectly normal, don't
they?" (Carter, qtd. in Engstrom 62).
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71. In his "Introduction to the French Edition" of Crash. Ballard
himself defines "inner space" as "that psychological domain (manifest,
for example, in surrealist painting) where the inner world of the mind
and the outer world of reality meet and fuse" (3).
72. As stated in the epigraph from Wittgenstein that prefaces the
novel.
73. Indeed, Linda Williams, in critiquing Catherine MacKinnon's
anti-pornography stand, has argued for a "better sexual politics"
regarding pornography, which she sees as a "multifaceted, evolving form"
(8):
This sexual politics must be aware of the diversity of
sexual fantasies, which cannot be simplified into an easily
scapegoatable aggression, perversion, or evil. One way to
explore this diversity would be to look at pornography—to
see that it is no monolith, that it has a history, and that
in that history it has appealed to many more 'bodies and
pleasures' than are dreamt of in any feminist antipornography philosophy. (9)
74. Carter had been planning this novel from as early as 1972,
when she had indicated, upon her return from Japan, that its title would
be "The Great Hermaphrodite."

Her plan was to write a challenging novel

about "the pan-sexual revolution" (Stott).
75. As Lynn Hunt points out in The Invention of Pornography
(1993), Carter, like Stephen Marcus, understands that "pornography
reinforces by its very nature the tendency to think in universals . . ."
(39).
76. In a fascinating piece on Christina Stead, Carter once
explained her interpretation of the phrase "as a woman":
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Stead becomes absorbed into the rhythms of life wherever she
finds herself. Furthermore, although she has always written
from a profound consciousness of what it is to be a woman,
she writes, as they say, 'like a man': that is, she betrays
none of the collusive charm which is supposedly a mark of
the feminine genius. As a result, because she writes as. a
woman, not like a woman, Randall Jarre11 could say of The
Man Who Loved Children (1940): 'a male reader worries:
"Ought I to be a man?"(CS 178).
As this passage suggests, Carter felt that to write "as a woman" was to
elude the culturally constructed or conventional femininity by which
w^men are oppressed.

In a sense, then, Carter uses the word woman only

to cross it out, as Derrida does with the term being.
77. Carter once said the following about Tristessa and his glass
house:
the transvestite character Tristessa has a glass house—the
kind of place in which you shouldn't live if you throw
stones—which is an image of a certain kind of psychic
vulnerability. Tristessa has set up in the house a waxworks
called The Hall of the Immortals, which contains the dead
martyrs of Hollywood including Jean Harlow and Judy Garland,
and that was supposed to be indicating something quite
specific about the nature of illusion and of personality,
which Hollywood did and does invent. That Hall is where we
first discover the hero-heroine, pretending to be dead. It
was intended to say something about representations, but
readers seemed to think that it was all just part of the
fantastic decor of the house (qtd. in Haffenden 86-7).
78. Susan Rubin Suleiman credits New Eve with expanding "our
notions of what it is possible to dream in the domain of sexuality,
criticizing all dreams that are too narrow. . . .

It is to the desire,

or dream, of going beyond the old dichotomies . . . that The Passion of
New Eve succeeds in giving textual embodiment" (139-40).

Elaine Jordan

describes the ecstatic coupling of Tristessa and New Eve as "a fantasy
of heterosexuality at its most reciprocal and bisexual . . . " (Dangers
36).
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79. In fact, in her "Preface" to Come Unto These Yellow Sands
(1985), a collection of four radio dramas, Carter, expressing a fondness
for working with radio, underscores the importance of voice: "the rich
textures of radio are capable of stating ambiguities with a dexterity
over and above that of the printed word; the human voice itself imparts
all manner of subteties [sic] in its intonations" (CUTYS 10). She
continues:
I write for radio by choice, as an extension and an
amplification of writing for the printed page; in its most
essential sense . . . radio retains the atavistic lure, the
atavistic power, of voices in the dark, and the writer who
gives the words to those voices retains some of the
authority of the most antique teller of tales (CUTYS 12-13).
80. She readily admits that, "For the last two or three hundred
years, fairy stories and folk tales have been recorded for their own
sakes, cherished for a wide variety of reasons, frcm. antiquarianism to
ideology.

Writing them down —

and especially printing them —

both

i

preserves, and also inexorably changes, these stories" (IVB ix-x).
81. I am relying upon Carter's own translation of Perrault's fairy
tales.
82. Of course, "Ashputtle" is the title of the version of
"Cinderella" found in Grimm's Fairy Tales.
83. As Belsey explains,
What we do when we read, however 'natural' it seems,
presupposes a whole theoretical discourse, even if unspoken,
about language, and about meaning, about the relationships
between meaning and the world, meaning and people, and
finally about people themselves and their place in the
world. (Critical 4)
In exploring folklore, Carter uncovers a practice of reading and making
narratives that liberates the flux and plurality of meaning.

»

Through
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this practice, the reader or teller of a tale participates in the
construction of understanding, "adopting the position of the subject
within language" (Critical 59). By focusing on the critical re-reading
and re-imagining inherent in folklore, Carter goes a long way toward
transmitting the central themes—feminist and and otherwise—of her
complex experimental works from the 1970s to a larger audience.
84. As Merja Makinen contends,
. . . Carter is going some way towards constructing a
complex vision of female psycho-6exuality, through her
invoking of violence as well as the erotic. But that women
can be violent as well as active sexually, that women can
choose to be perverse, is clearly not something allowed for
in the calculations of such readers as Duncker, Palmer and
Lewallen. Carter's strength is precisely in exploding the
stereotypes of women as passive, demure cyphers. That she
therefore evokes the gamut of violence and perversity is
certainly troubling, but to deny their existence is surely
to incarcerate women back within a partial, sanitized image
only slightly less constricted than the Victorian angel in
the house. (9)
85. Even so, Carter feels that we have been too reductive in our
interpretations of these happy endings:
most fairy tales and folk tales are structured around the
relations between men and women, whether in terms of magical
romance or of course domestic realism. The common, unspoken
goal is fertility and continuance. In the context of
societies from which most of these stories spring, their
goal is not a conservative one-but a Utopian one, indeed a
form of heroic optimism—as if to say, one day, we might be
happy, even if it won't last. (IVB xviii)
86. As Callil puts it, Carter
was the great celebrator of the vulgarian as heroine. She
raised her irreverent creatures high, using the fairy-tale
and the theatrical and music-hall images she loved so much.
Here they come, cursing and swearing, making jokes, using
every beautiful word in the English dictionary, in magical
and exquisite ways, to tell much of the world to piss off,
and make way for others. (6)
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